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Abstract

This thesis is a consideration of the insights into acquired language disorder 

which can be obtained via recent developments in generative grammar, a syntactic 

framework which investigates how language might be acquired, how it is represented 

in the mind/brain, and (indirectly) how it might break down following trauma to the 

brain.

The case of MC, an aphasie patient, is presented in detail, and an account of 

his language difficulties is proposed. MC is very impaired at the production of 

functional categories and morphologically complex substantives in isolation, whereas 

he has relatively good understanding of such items, and is able to use them more 

appropriately in connected speech or reading of texts rather than single words. It is 

hypothesised that he demonstrates the effects of a deficit at the level of an isolable 

component of the language faculty which deals solely with morphological 

processing. A deficit at this level results in failure to assign realisations to functional 

categories (unless they are in a sentential context, in which case their representation 

is supported by the syntactic component), accompanied by errors of derivational and 

inflectional affixation, but relatively intact comprehension of the same items. Data 

obtained from MC are presented in extenso, and shown to support this explanation 

for his language performance.

This case study also provides the opportunity to evaluate empirically various 

aspects of linguistic theory, and three such domains are presented here. The case of 

MC provides support for an analysis of unaccusative verbs as functional heads; for 

prepositions as forming part of the functional lexicon; and for adverbial expressions 

being analysed as associated with the projections of functional categories.

Insights into the underlying nature of MC’s language difficulties would not 

have been possible if the case had not been placed into a coherent theoretical context.



Abstract

and the account of a morphological deficit provided here is shown to have some 

empirical utility with reference to an existing case from the neuropsychological 

literature. The mutual benefit of neuropsychological and linguistic investigations of 

this kind is emphasised.
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Chapter One

Morphology, aphasia, and linguistic theory

1.0 Introduction »

A bone of contention over the last two decades or so of research within the 

generative tradition has been the question as to the nature and location of the 

morphological component of the grammar (if indeed such a component exists at all). It is 

generally accepted that there are different kinds of morphological process, but there is 

by no means a consensus as to whether these are represented separately from each other 

and / or from other processes in the computational component for human language. 

Indeed, there are proponents of almost every logical possibility with regard to the 

possible location and organisation of morphological processes.

In what follows I present a brief summary of some of these contrasting ideas, 

with the aim of showing that different theories about the representation of morphology 

in the language faculty make different empirical predictions (with particular reference to 

the investigation of language acquisition and language pathology). It is not the intention 

of this overview to present a critical evaluation of each of the different approaches to 

morphological representation and processing outlined below; the theoretical and 

empirical issues are complex and such a review lies beyond the scope of this work. 

However, some theoretical background will be useful in explaining why certain 

assumptions have been made in the investigation of the aphasie deficit which forms the 

focus of the present study.

After this brief consideration of several different theoretical perspectives, I 

present the case of an aphasie patient from the neuropsychological literature, FS (Miceli 

and Caramazza 1988). FS is taken to instantiate a morphological deficit, and an account 

of some of his difficulties is outlined. However, Miceli and Caramazza’s view does not 

provide a comprehensive characterisation of all FS’s problems, including some highly 

salient features of his language difficulty (in particular errors on function words and
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Chapter One

comprehension of verbal morphology), and I point out some such problems with the 

account provided. I return to FS in the final chapter of this thesis, when my own view of 

a morphological deficit in aphasia has been articulated, and show that my account has 

some advantages over that put forward by Miceli and Caramazza (though FS is in some 

respects different to the aphasie patient presented here).

In this chapter, I go on to outline my own assumptions about the nature of the 

morphological component and related systems in the grammar, which follow closely 

(but not completely) the assumptions of Smith and Tsimpli (1995) in their study of a 

linguistic savant. These assumptions give rise to a number of very specific predictions in 

the case of an acquired deficit affecting the morphological component differentially - 

predictions which necessarily cannot be made in theories which assume no 

morphological component, or distributed morphological processing. Tn chapter 2 I 

present empirical evidence which can be seen to bear out these predictions, and I argue 

on that basis that morphology must constitute an isolable component of the grammar. 

Given that this is so, the patient who instantiates a deficit at the level of the 

morphological component provides a testing ground for various other areas of 

uncertainty within the realm of research into the mental representation of linguistic 

knowledge, and remaining chapters of this thesis examine a few such questions. But 

first, it is necessary to do some groundwork, beginning with an overview of some recent 

contrasting approaches to morphology within a linguistic theoretic framework.

1.1 Approaches to morphology

1.1.1 Split morphology ‘

A prevalent view of morphology is that it is represented in both the lexical and 

syntactic components of the grammar (e.g. Aronoff 1976, 1992, Anderson 1988, 

Perlmutter 1988, Baker 1988a, Borer 1998). Chomsky (1995a) assumes a principled 

distinction between derivational morphology in the lexicon and inflectional morphology, 

since the latter involves ‘computations of a wider syntactic scope’ (p. 20). Irregular 

morphology, on such a view, is also assumed to be lexically represented (e.g. Anderson 

1988), because the lexicon is a list of exceptions, whereas the syntax is a computational

12



Chapter One

component that blindly applies rule-governed processes. However, all and only 

productive morphological processes that are relevant to the syntax are assumed to take 

place in the syntactic component per se. The details of these accounts vary considerably, 

but they share this view of morphology as existing not as a unitary phenomenon, but as 

at least two distinct kinds of process with their applications at different levels of 

representation. This view is compatible with the frequently-made observation that 

inflection applies ‘outside’ derivation; for instance, plural morphemes are not added 

within derived or compound nouns (as in rat-eater /  ^rats-eater).

To take a particular example of this kind of approach, Anderson (1988) assumes 

that syntactic rules can look at and manipulate inflectional morphology, but not 

derivational morphology, and he presents some convincing arguments that ‘derivational 

material must be available to word formation processes in a way that distinguishes it 

from inflectional material’ (p.29-30). For instance, he presents evidence (from David 

Perlmutter) that inflectional systems can display ‘portmanteau’ morphemes - affixes 

which simultaneously realise more than one inflectional feature, like person and number, 

for instance, or subject and object agreement. Such portmanteaux are much rarer (if not 

non-existent) in derivation, and even more tellingly, there do not seem to be any 

elements which combine inflectional and derivational properties in the same 

portmanteau. If derivational and inflectional morphology were no different from each 

other in representation, there would be no principled way to exclude such cross- 

categorial combinations. The dissociation of inflectional from derivational morphology 

has also been reported in aphasia (e.g. Hagiwara, Sugioka, Ito, Kawamura and Shiota 

1999; Miceli and Caramazza 1988; Caramazza, Miceli, Silveri and Laudanna 1985), 

which strongly supports the notion that they are isolable from each other.

1.1.2 Lexical Morphology

Some researchers have taken a view of morphology as a unitary word formation 

component in the lexicon, which is distinct from syntax and which comprises all 

morphological operations - derivation, inflection, compounding and so on (e.g. Lieber 

1981, 1983, 1992; di Sciullo and Williams 1987). Although the morphology component 

is, on such views, usually thought of as a kind of sub-module of the lexicon, it has its

13



Chapter One

own distinct set of rules and principles which determine word structure at a pre-syntactic 

level. Derivational morphology, on such a view, is represented in the same way as 

inflectional. It is traditionally held that derivational processes change argument structure 

(because they can change the word class of an item to which they are affixed), so at least 

some of the rules that hold in the morphological component are argument-structure 

changing rules, which are invoked to account for causatives, noun incorporation and 

other derived structures which affect the thematic properties of the stent (e.g. Hendrick, 

1995, ; but see chapter 3 below for a different view of argument-structure-changing 

morphemes). The main point here is that morphology and syntax are viewed as strictly 

separate and are governed by distinct principles. Stems and affixes are lexically 

represented, as pairings of sound to meaning, and the combination of lexical items 

creates words which are then the basis of syntactic operations.

The lexical view of morphology has been argued to have certain empirical 

advantages over split morphology. For example, de Bleser and Bayer (1986, 1988) argue 

that agrammatic patients who were clinically evaluated as having hardly any access to 

syntactic and semantic representations could be shown to successfully manipulate all 

kinds of morphological forms (including inflected ones); this strongly suggests that 

damage to the syntactic component does not necessarily entail damage to morphological 

processes. In turn this dissociation provides evidence against a view of morphology as 

necessarily syntactic. '

1.1.3 Syntactic morphology

Some researchers argue that morphological processes are wholly syntactic; they 

take place in the syntax and are governed by syntactic rules and principles. Affixation 

proceeds under the constraints of head movement, adjunction and other syntactic 

processes, and is subject to rules of the syntax including adjacency, the head movement 

constraint, the strict cycle and so on. A well-known example of such a syntactic 

approach to morphology is the Distributed Morphology (DM) framework of Halle and 

Marantz (1993). In DM, ‘the machinery of what traditionally has been called 

morphology is not concentrated in a single component of the grammar, but rather is 

distributed among several different components’ (p. 112). Word formation processes,

14



Chapter One

which form complex syntactic heads, can take place at any stage in the derivation, and 

make use of syntactic processes (head movement, adjunction); however, the assignment 

of phonological features to morphosyntactic entities takes place post-syntactically, at a 

level of representation called M(orphological) S(tructure). Halle and Marantz describe 

MS as ‘a level of grammatical representation with its own principles and properties’ 

(p. 115); this may strike one as a possible contradiction, since in the process of 

eliminating a morphological component from their model of the grammar Halle and 

Marantz have created a morphological level of representation which also has its own set 

of operations for the manipulation of terminal elements. Another possible problem with 

a view of morphology as distributed between several systems of the language faculty 

comes, of course, from investigations of language pathology, where the dissociation of 

morphological processing from other aspects of linguistic ability (e.g. de Bleser and 

Bayer 1989, Caramazza et al 1985) suggests that morphology may be isolable from 

other components. Such dissociation is unlikely to be possible on a view of morphology 

as a distributed system.

A view which is somewhat similar in its requirement for post-syntactic 

morphophonological realisation is delineated by Emonds (1985). Emonds maintains a 

principled distinction between derivational and inflectional morphology, but his view is 

somewhat different to those outlined in section 1.1 above. The realisation of inflectional 

morphology is delayed to a post-syntactic level, where mapping between morphology 

and phonology pertains (cf. the MS level of representation proposed by Halle and 

Marantz). Derivational morphology, on the other hand, remains pre-syntactic. Emonds 

claims that ‘the categories of inflection are the categories of syntax, except that they are 

transformationally displaced’ (1985:245) and he holds the view that inflection is itself an 

interface between phonology and syntax. The post-syntactic realisation of inflectional 

morphology in Emonds’ view is reminiscent of perspectives which assume that 

morphological constructs result from syntactic operations, inasmuch as morphological 

realisations on such views are delayed until after syntactic processing has occurred. For 

example. Baker (1985, 1988a) proposes that the construction of morphological units is 

carried out within the syntax and utilises the same rules and processes as other syntactic 

operations. However, once formed, morphological representations are not subject to the 

same rules and principles as those which hold in the syntactic component; rather, they 

are subject to a different set of rules and principles which are related but not identical to
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syntactic ones. His famous Mirror Principle, for example, holds only of morphological 

constructs, though it has reference to syntactic structures inasmuch as the ordering of 

inflectional affixation must reflect the order of appearance of functional heads in the 

syntax.

1.1.4 Morphology as a distinct component

By contrast, Ackema (1999) proposes that there is (in a sense) a separate 

morphological component, though the rules which hold for morphological constructs 

are, on his view, the same as those which hold for the syntax: ‘There are morphological 

categories that are distinct from syntactic categories and that appear in their own domain 

(the domain ‘below zero’), so in this sense there is a morphological component...not 

completely distinct from the syntactic one, as the same principles apply equally to the 

morphological and the syntactic domain’ (p.l). In fact, Ackema’s conclusions are in a 

way reminiscent of Autolexical Syntax, propounded by Sadock (1991). In the 

autolexical syntax framework, the morphological component is distinct from the lexicon. 

Requirements of morphology, semantics and syntax are all stated as part of the lexical 

representation of a category; these requirements are satisfied in distinct modules and 

then mapped onto one another to yield a combined representation of word and phrase 

structure and meaning. Ackema’s conclusions follow a similar model, proposed by 

Jackendoff (1990a, 1997): there are three autonomous components, phonological, 

conceptual and syntactic, with any linguistic element having a separate realisation in 

each component (and no necessary immediate correspondence between the 

representations of that element in the separate components). The three representations 

are related to each other by a set of correspondence rules. Ackema argues that there is no 

need to posit a fourth component for morphology, since morphological operations are 

the same as syntactic operations, only holding ‘below zero’: ‘the rules operating in or 

between each of the three components operate on sublexical categories as well. 

However, these sublexical categories differ from the supralexical ones, so in that sense 

there is a specifically morphological domain, the domain below zero’ (p.256).

Ackema acknowledges that ‘it is often the case that a simpler grammar results if 

one assumes two distinct but simple modules instead of one complicated one’ (p.257,
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fn2), but nevertheless he does not assume the existence of an autonomous morphology 

module per se. However, it does seem that many of the theories outlined above in some 

sense, and sometimes tacitly, assume the existence of some morphology-specific aspects 

of the computational system. Even avowedly distributed views of morphology have a 

level of representation at which morphological structure is manifest. Lexicalist 

morphological approaches are those which so far approximate most closely to the notion 

that there may be an isolable morphological component, and indeed I adopt many of the 

assumptions of such approaches (see section 1.6.2 below). But why should it be the case 

that morphology is not just a subsystem of some already existing component of the 

grammar?

1.2 Empirical (and other) arguments for a separate morphological component

1.2.1 Language acquisition

Smith and Tsimpli (1995) present coherent arguments that morphology is distinct 

from syntax, especially on the basis of facts from language acquisition. It has been 

argued (e.g. Radford 1990) that children acquiring their first language go through a stage 

at which functional heads are unavailable to them. Functional categories are assumed to 

undergo a process of maturation, in common with many other biological endowments 

(compare sexual development, the ability to walk, and many other oft-cited examples). 

Radford claimed that the absence of inflectional morphology in early child English 

reflects the unavailability of associated functional categories in their grammars. But 

evidence from languages with richer morphological paradigms than English has shown 

that some inflectional morphology is present from the very earliest appearance of verbal 

elements - aspect is realised in child Greek, for instance, and agreement morphology in 

German (Tsimpli 1992, 1996). However, it is also apparent that the abstract properties of 

the functional heads which are associated with aspect and agreement do not hold in the 

grammars of very young children, despite the presence of the associated affixes in their 

early utterances. This kind of evidence strongly suggests that morphology is distinct 

from syntax - otherwise such a dissociation in normal language development is very 

difficult to account for. And if this observation is taken seriously, and we accept that
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functional heads belong to one grammatical component with its own principles and 

maturational path, whereas morphology belongs to another component, then there 

should be some reflection of this separateness in processes observed in language 

acquisition. Such effects of distinct constraints on the emergence of morphology and 

functional heads have indeed been observed (e.g. Tsimpli 1996); so inflectional 

morphology is unlikely to be exclusively part of the syntactic component, since the two 

diverge in acquisition.

1.2.2 A theoretical argument

There are also theory-internal reasons for supposing the existence of an isolable 

morphological component. We have already seen that non-inflectional morphology is 

standardly assumed to be isolated from the syntax - usually as part of the lexicon 

(Chomsky 1995a). Under the Minimalist Program inflectional morphology is assumed to 

be already attached to the verb when it enters the derivation; it forces head movement to 

functional heads in the derivation, so that features associated with the affixed elements 

can be checked. So there are constraints which hold in the syntax but which have 

reference to morphological properties. A very well-known example of such a constraint 

is often called the Stray Affix Filter - a well-formedness condition which holds in the 

syntactic component but has reference to affixal elements (Baker (1988a) formulates the 

Stray Affix Filter as: *X if X is a lexical item whose morphological subcategorisation 

frame is not satisfied at S-structure - emphasis mine). Chomsky (1995b) refers to the 

Morphological component, which he says is a system that deals ‘only with word-like 

elements’ (p.405). So it seems that the existence of a separate morphological component 

is indeed assumed within a broadly GB / minimalist approach: representations from the 

morphological component therefore can have an effect on operations in the syntactic 

component.
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1.2.3 Language pathology

If there exists an isolable morphological component, it 

follows that there should be some identifiable cases of pathology affecting that 

subsystem of the human language faculty, either developmentally or as a result of 

neurological trauma, in the presence of spared functioning of syntactic and lexical 

components. De Bleser and Bayer (1986, 1988) claimed that they had identified sparing 

of syntactic and semantic processing in the presence of impaired morphology, leading 

them to suggest that morphology must be lexical. Smith and Tsimpli (1995) argue that 

their extraordinary studies of Christopher, the polyglot savant, provide evidence of 

comparatively poor syntactic abilities in the presence of (in some ways) enhanced 

lexical and morphological processing (amongst other things - see Smith and Tsimpli 

1991, 1993, 1995 and Tsimpli and Smith 1991, 1993). There are also studies of specific 

language impairment which suggest a dissociation between morphological processes and 

lexical representations. For instance, the KE family (Gopnik and Crago 1991) showed 

difficulty using inflectional morphology appropriately to express tense and aspect on 

verbs, and number on nouns. However, they could leam  the appropriate forms, given 

time and a good deal of effort, and they also appeared to understand the conceptual and 

semantic notions involved - for instance, they could use adverbial elements to force a 

tensed reading onto a sentence, or numerical quantifiers with singular nouns to get 

across their intended plurality. This therefore suggests that inflectional morphology is 

unlikely to be part of the lexicon, since the KE family appear to be using lexically-based 

strategies (using different words, learning plural or tensed forms by rote like lexical 

exceptions - e.g. Goad and Rebellati 1994; Gopnik 1994) to compensate for impaired 

inflectional morphology (Ullman and Gopnik 1994; Kehayia 1994). If inflectional 

morphology is not in the lexicon, and it is not part of the syntax (as discussed above), 

then the next hypothesis to consider is the existence of a separate morphological 

component. This proposal is central to my thesis.

Notice that I am not at present making any particular claims as to the localisation 

(in a functional sense) of derivational morphology. Christopher, for instance, is better at 

tasks involving derivational than inflectional morphology, suggesting that it may be part 

of the lexicon, as standardly assumed in minimalist frameworks (and in approaches to
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aphasie deficits in morphology - see below). We have also seen independent evidence 

that derivational morphological processes precede inflectional ones, suggesting that 

derivation is pre-syntactic. I therefore follow this assumption tacitly for now.

A ‘pure’ case of a morphological deficit, as opposed to the multiple and eomplex 

problems manifested by Christopher, would provide perhaps clearer evidence for the 

existence of an isolable morphological component. However, studies of acquired 

language pathology that have taken a linguistic-theoretic view of the role of morphology 

are rare. Morphological deficits are of course documented in the aphasiology literature, 

and an overview of one particular such case (which turns out to be quite relevant to my 

own analysis) follows.

1.3 Morphological deficits in aphasia

Badeeker and Caramazza (1998) provide an overview of several cases of 

morphological deficits in aphasia. They demonstrate convincingly that a problem in 

identifying morphological deficits is the possibility that observed errors may have other 

explanations - in particular, morphological errors tend to be both visually and 

semantically related to their targets \  It is not in doubt that there is a level of processing 

at which morphological decomposition (in input tasks) and composition (in output tasks) 

occurs, and there is converging evidence for this from a number of sources, including 

psycholinguistic investigation of normal subjects (e.g. Taft 1984) and their speech errors 

(e.g. Garrett 1982), as well as research with brain-damaged subjects (e.g. Caramazza et 

al 1985). What is less clear is whether so-called morphological errors can ever be 

accounted for in terms of a deficit at a level of processing which is not strictly 

morphological in nature. Badeeker and Caramazza (1987) argue that they can, and 

indeed usually those errors which are defined as morphological are more likely to reflect 

a breakdown in some other area of processing.

’ Morphological errors involve the omission, substitution or insertion of an affix, whilst production of the 
stem remains accurate. For example (from Badeeker and Caramazza 1998): halted halts (affix 
substitution); rustle rustled (affix '\meiûon)\ frequently -^frequent (affix deletion).
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1.3.1 The cognitive neuropsychological approach

I do not intend to provide a fully comprehensive overview of the cognitive 

neuropsychological approaches to the study of language breakdown here, since such a 

huge undertaking is well beyond current limitations of scope and space. (For detailed 

and authoritative discussion of these issues, see Ellis and Young 1988; Caplan 1987; 

Shallice 1988.) However, a brief (and greatly oversimplified) overview of the general 

theoretical perspective will be useful. For example, the unwillingness of Badeeker and 

Caramazza (1998) to assume that morphological errors must have their origin in a 

damaged level of morphological representation is in part the result of applying to the 

study of language deficits a neuropsychological model of language processing with a 

multiplicity of components, each of which is hypothesised to be organised according to 

different criteria. A visual input lexicon, for instance, is the level at which words in the 

written modality are recognised as such, and it is likely to be organised according to the 

visual characteristics of words. The semantic system is the location of meaning 

representations of words, and is organised according to their meaning characteristics. 

The phonological output lexicon is the level at which phonological representations are 

allocated to words in preparation for spoken output, and it is likely to be organised 

according to phonological characteristics of words. On standard neuropsychological 

assumptions, deficits at each of these levels (and this is by no means an exhaustive list of 

the different levels of representation that are available, nor of the complex interactions 

of their organising characteristics) will result in typical patterns of errofs in the aphasie 

patient(s) concerned. So, a patient who makes semantic errors^ is assumed to have some 

problem at the level of the semantic system. A patient who makes visual errors^ is 

posited to have a deficit at the level of the visual input lexicon, and a deficit at the 

phonological output lexicon will result in phonological errors^. Certain deficits cannot 

be observed directly, but their effects on other modalities can - for instance, a deficit at

 ̂Producing a word that is related in meaning to the target - e.g. producing ‘motor’ for car. 

 ̂Producing a word that is visually related to the target - e.g. reading gravity as ‘gravy’. 

Production of a word which is phonologically related to the target - e.g. ‘fe e l’ for fiend.
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the phonological input lexicon may result in misinterpretation of a target word (at the 

level of the semantic system) as a close phonological neighbour - an error which will be 

manifest to the observer only when processing reaches the output stages. Other variables 

(such as word frequency, imageability, grammatical class) also play a part, and the 

results of these are observed in the responses of aphasie patients to input with varying 

psycholinguistic profiles. Some patients are good at processing high frequency words, 

for instance, while others are better at low frequency words; this is a double dissociation 

which is taken as evidence that word frequency is a parameter along which some level of 

linguistic representation (usually thought to be one of the input or output lexica) must be 

organised (e.g. Warrington and Shallice, 1979, assume that the presence of frequency 

effects is characteristic of storage rather than access deficits in aphasia, because the 

lexica where word representations are stored are supposed to be organised by word 

frequency, whereas access routes are not). Some patients perform better at tasks in one 

modality (such as sentence comprehension) than another (such as spontaneous speech), 

or vice versa (e.g. the case of EB, who could not match pictures to spoken sentences but 

whose spoken output was comparatively normal - Caramazza and Miceli 1991); and this 

is taken to be evidence for representation of the same (or similar) information about 

linguistic representations in multiple modular systems, each of which is specific to a 

particular modality of input or output. This kind of approach has certain advantages, 

because it can capture subtle distinctions between patients and provide a functional 

localisation of a deficit which can very often provide a useful insight into the workings 

of the normal human language processor. Frequency effects, for instance, are not only 

noted in aphasie patients; low frequency words take longer to be recognised in lexical 

decision tasks than high frequency words for normal subjects as well as aphasies (e.g. 

Bradley, Garrett and Zurif 1980), and cognitive neuropsychological models of language 

processing provide a simple and intuitively appealing way to describe such organising 

principles of linguistic representations. ^

However, because the internal workings of individual components on such multi- 

component models are not well understood, and because the interactions and effects of 

deficits at different levels are difficult to anticipate, it becomes extremely complicated to 

try and account for certain patterns of error with any certainty. Morphological errors are 

one such area of unclarity, because they are not only morphologically related but also 

semantically, phonologically and visually related to the target word. So it is not clear at
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which level such errors could originate; they may not be morphological errors at all, but 

a special case of whole-word substitution errors, in which the produced word is related 

to the target (accidentally) in more ways than one. Badeeker and Caramazza (1998) 

suggest that one way to be certain that errors are really morphological (i.e. that they 

involve a recognition on the part of the patient, at some preconscious level of 

processing, that the target word can be decomposed into a stem and affix(es)) is to look 

for illegal stem + affix combinations in the responses of aphasie patients. They mention 

some examples from a corpus of errors produced by patient SJD, including poorest -> 

'poorless’, youthful -> 'youthly’ and sinking -> 'sinkly’. To Badeeker and Caramazza, 

the presence of such errors is confirmation of a deficit affecting compositional 

processes; whereas responses which are erroneous but still wellformed are less clear 

evidence for a compositional deficit, as the errors in such a case may be whole word 

substitutions based on phonological, semantic or visual similarity to the target. A crucial 

point in this argument is whether or not we assume principles of UG to remain intact in 

cases of aphasie language deficits. If the patient with a morphological deficit still has 

intact representation of principles of UG, then responses like those instantiated by SJD 

would be ruled out by a wellformedness metric, such as the Stray Affix Filter. This does 

not mean that such a patient is less likely to have a compositional deficit, as Badeeker 

and Caramazza argue; only that the erroneous responses are nevertheless governed by 

principles of UG in the same way as a normally functioning language faculty. SJD does 

appear to have a compositional deficit, but because his responses are not constrained by 

UG principles (hence his production of illegal stem-affix combinations), it is more 

difficult to interpret his performance in terms of a deficit at one particular level of 

representation. >

As well as relationships of meaning, phonological similarity and visual features, 

it is also claimed to be the case that psycholinguistic variables like word frequency and 

imageability can interact with morphological errors. For instance, if an affixed item is 

produced in response to a bare stem (an affix insertion error), and the affixed item has a 

higher frequency or imageability rating than the target, then it is not clear whether the 

patient has made an error of affixation or whether they simply have a tendency to 

produce words of higher frequency or imageability. Given the complexity of the possible 

interactions between morphology and these various combinations of linguistic and 

psycholinguistic variables, Badeeker and Caramazza cite just one case which they view
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as unambiguously demonstrating damage at a morphological level of representation: that 

of FS, an Italian patient, reported by Miceli and Caramazza (1988).

1.3.2 A case study

FS made morphological errors in spontaneous speech and repetition. Nearly all 

of his morphological errors were substitutions of inflectional affixes. His responses 

demonstrated an absence of frequency effects or effects of phonological complexity, and 

a dissociation between derivational and inflectional morphology was observed (the 

former was relatively spared, though not perfect). FS produced very few semantic errors. 

Because the deficit was manifest in multiple modalities, but FS was comparatively good 

at matching morphologically complex written words to spoken words, Miceli and 

Caramazza argued that his deficit is located at an output level. They further argue that, 

because FS made morphological errors in tasks involving single words as well as 

sentences, his problems were unlikely to be purely syntactic. They propose a model of 

the (phonological output) lexicon with a certain amount of internal structure specified:

(1) Split morphology in the lexicon (Miceli & Caramazza 1988, fig.l)

DPC

IPC

root
morphemes

LEXICON

On Miceli and Caramazza’s view, FS had a deficit affecting the inflectional 

processes component (IPC), with minimal impairment (if any) of the derivational 

processes component (DPC). Miceli and Caramazza claim that their patient provides the 

‘strongest yet experimental evidence’ (p.60) in support of the derivational / inflectional 

distinction, and that their results are consistent with lexicalist approaches to morphology. 

They modify lexicalist approaches, however, by locating both derivational and
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inflectional components of the morphology within the lexicon yet maintaining a 

functional distinction between the two.

Miceli and Caramazza’s presentation of FS’s deficits is detailed, and his pattern 

of performance shares certain features with the aphasie patient presented in this thesis, 

MC. However, the analysis of FS’s deficits is unsatisfactory on several points. Firstly, it 

is not clear what is to be gained by locating morphology wholly within the lexicon and 

then claiming that the two components are nevertheless isolable. Notice that FS does not 

demonstrate a lexical access impairment - his deficit is limited to the sub-lexical IPC; 

and in any case his performance on a lexical decision task was very good, suggesting a 

relatively unimpaired ability to access lexical representations. Notice also that, although 

Miceli and Caramazza refer to developments in morphology from linguistic theory, they 

nevertheless assume a neuropsychological perspective in locating FS’s deficit at an 

output level - presumably meaning that there is an output lexicon as well as an input 

lexicon with the same kind of internal structure and with the same kind of information 

(redundantly) represented. What is quite telling in the case of FS is that he also made 

function word errors, and had difficulties with sentence comprehension, especially the 

comprehension of verbal morphology. These additional deficits cannot be accounted for 

in the same terms as Miceli and Caramazza use when interpreting his morphological 

deficits. If FS’s deficit is limited to the IPC of an output lexicon, then it would not be 

expected for his interpretation of inflectional morphology to be affected, since 

interpretive processes are assumed to occur prior to the level of the output lexica in 

neuropsychological models of language processing. Another difficulty with the data 

obtained from FS is that his repetition of words was affected by the psycholinguistic 

variables of word length and frequency. The former is assumed to reflect effects of 

phonological complexity, whilst the latter reflects a lexical deficit. Because the 

investigations of FS consisted largely of repetition tasks, it is clear that a deficit in the 

phonological processing component at least compounds errors which may be due to 

more fine-grained deficits in the morphology (as Miceli and Caramazza themselves 

point out: p. 48). But equally clear is that FS’s deficits are not reducible to a 

phonological impairment, and that there is an effect of deficient morphological 

processing. I return to the case of FS in the final chapter of this thesis; for now, note that 

this case is considered a very strong candidate for a patient with uncontroversially 

morphological deficits.
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In the next section, I will clarify some of the assumptions I have so far made 

tacitly. In order to examine a deficit at some level of representation in the language 

system, it is necessary to have a reasonably clear picture of what that level of 

representation does and how it works, both in isolation and in relation to other 

processing components. This is not to say that subsequent investigations cannot in turn 

inform the nature of the level of representation; but in order to formulate hypotheses and 

make predictions about expected patterns of performance given a certain kind of deficit, 

an initial theoretical framework is required.

1.4 Linguistic investigations of (disordered) language acquisition

This thesis is produced within the broad framework of generative approaches to 

grammar, especially versions of Principles and Parameters Theory including 

Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1986) and the Minimalist Program 

(Chomsky 1993, 1995a); though it should be noted that my overall approach is not tied 

to one particular version of syntactic theory. Such generative approaches assume that 

knowledge of language is a component of the human mind/brain, resulting from the 

interaction of certain innately specified systems (Universal Grammar or UG) with 

linguistic input during the critical period. The end state of the language faculty embodies 

what native speakers of a language ‘know’ (unconsciously) about that language. The 

generative enterprise consists in discovering (a) which systems of language are innately 

pre-specified - i.e. what is the content of UG?; and (b) what it is we know when we 

know a language. Since knowledge of language is tacit, implicit, it cannot be 

investigated directly or by introspection; rather, we must use indirect means to gather 

information about it. Linguists make great use of the intuitions of native speakers about 

the grammaticality (or otherwise) of utterances in their language, since this is taken to be 

one way of examining the effects of unconscious linguistic knowledge. Another fruitful 

area of research has been the study of normal first language acquisition, in particular 

recently, since it has been argued that (in common with other biological systems) 

language follows a maturational path which has specific effects on the availability of 

syntactic representations - effects which can be observed crosslinguistically in children 

at early stages of language acquisition. For example, Tsimpli (1996) argues convincingly
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that functional categories are represented in an innate system of the language faculty, but 

they only gradually become available for syntactic processing; the availability of 

functional categories is maturationally determined. The investigation of disordered 

language acquisition has also, in recent years, provided some valuable insights into the 

nature of the human language faculty, including the studies of the KE family discussed 

above (e.g. Gopnik and Crago 1991). For instance, it seemed that the members of the 

family affected by the language impairment all had difficulty with the morphosyntactic 

realisation of tense (Gopnik 1994) and number (Goad and Rebellati 1994) - functional 

categories with mainly syntactic roles. The epidemiological evidence obtained from 

studies of the K family is suggestive that there may be some kind of genetic 

underpinning to human speech and language abilities (though such conclusions must be 

treated very cautiously - see Vargha-Khadem, Watkins, Alcock, Fletcher and 

Passingham 1995, Gopnik 1997 and Gopnik and Goad 1997 for detailed discussion). 

Other investigations of individual cases of specific language impairment (SLI)^ have 

also begun to yield interesting insights into aspects of language functioning and 

language acquisition. It is difficult to interpret patterns of performance from 

developmental language disorders like SLI, even more so than from acquired language 

deficits. If a deficit is acquired after the language faculty reaches its steady state, it is 

reasonable to assume that some identifiable component of the language system may 

have been differentially damaged, leaving other normally functioning parts of the system 

to compensate. The nature of the damaged component can then be inferred via 

observation and analysis of patterns of performance on various language-oriented tasks 

(but see, for example, Shallice 1988 for caveats about this approach, which is 

nevertheless standard in cognitive neuropsychology). But examination of a language 

system which functions differently to normal from birth (or even beforehand) makes it 

even more difficult to extrapolate conclusions about the nature of the normal language 

faculty, if we assume (as seems reasonable) that such a language faculty has never been 

‘normal’. Nevertheless, with extreme caution and careful analysis, it is possible to gain 

valuable insights into the representation of language through investigation of SLI, and 

recent developments have demonstrated the potential fruitfulness of such research. One 

example is van der Lely’s (1994) comparison of the linking rules between semantic and

 ̂ Defined as ‘a deficit in one or more component of core grammar that is independent from general 
cognitive processes’ - van der Lely 1998: 162.
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syntactic representations which have been argued to be crucial in children’s acquisition 

of verb argument structure (Pinker 1989). Children are hypothesised to be able to use 

forward and reverse linking rules: forward linking involves using existing knowledge of 

semantics (theta roles) to infer the grammatical function of verb arguments - for 

instance, Agent is likely to equal Subject. Reverse linking works from syntax to 

semantics - i.e. inferring that the subject of a verb is likely to be its Agent. Van der Lely 

demonstrates that SLI children are impaired at using ‘reverse’ linking rules, compared to 

a group of carefully matched younger children. This suggests that reverse linking 

requires the specification of more detailed syntactic representations than forward 

linking; namely, c-selection must be intact, not just s-selection. Van der Lely’s tentative 

proposal was that s-selection requires a degree of semantic knowledge that may not be 

available to children during language acquisition; whereas normally developing children 

can make use of a default (lexical) mechanism for c-selection, SLI children cannot. 

More recently, there have been further attempts to identify the underlying causal 

mechanism in SLI, and van der Lely (1996) showed that children > with SLI have 

difficulties with the interpretation of reversible verbal passives and of reflexives, 

suggesting that the underlying deficit in SLI is really syntactic in nature; in fact, she later 

presented evidence which suggests that the underlying deficit may primarily affect 

inflectional morphosyntax (van der Lely 1998). Rice, Wexler and Cleave (1995), by 

contrast, have proposed that SLI could be the manifestation of an extended delay in 

otherwise normal language acquisition, with SLI children being ‘stuck’ at a stage in 

which tense need not be manifest in the grammar (the so-called ‘optional infinitive’ 

stage - Wexler 1994); the optional availability of tensed and non-finite verbs has 

implications for other syntactic processes, such as head movement (which in some 

languages - e.g. French - is forced by a tensed I but not by non-finite I: Pollock 1989). 

So a child who remains in the optional infinitive stage of language acquisition will have 

difficulties in the morphological realisation of tense, but also with head movement 

processes, which will be manifest in word order deficits. Clahsen, Baijke and Gollner 

(1997) and Clahsen and Dalaiakis (1999) have argued that tense cannot be the locus of 

the underlying deficit in SLI, because many children (especially older ones) who show 

difficulties with subject-verb agreement do not show equivalent problems with tense; the 

opposite pattern, in which tense is impaired but subject-verb agreement is intact, is not 

attested. Clahsen and Dalalakis also hold that SLI is not an instance of severe language
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delay, but is in fact disordered language; SLI children do not have a normal (albeit 

delayed) language faculty, but rather one which is developing in an unusual way. In 

Clahsen et al (1997) it is argued that SLI may result from deficient lexical learning: 

representations of formal features are lexically underspecified, so that the computational 

system (which is hypothesised to be relatively intact) cannot process them effectively 

and is unable to realise agreement relations which depend upon the presence of such 

features. This is a disorder, not a delay, of language processing, and unlike previous 

accounts it locates the underlying deficit at a pre-syntactic level. Whether one 

underlying causal deficit for SLI can be identified (any more than one for agrammatism 

can - see section 1.5.2 below for some further discussion), then, remains to be seen; the 

inconclusive nature of this discussion reflects the multiplicity of factors which may have 

an effect, and the complexity of the task ahead of investigators in this field. What is 

becoming apparent, however, as this field develops, is that valuable insights into normal 

language functions can be derived by examining disordered language acquisition and 

interpreting the results of such investigations within a linguistic theoretic framework. In 

this sense the relatively new study of SLI is some way ahead of the much older tradition 

of aphasiology, which has only just begun to accept the requirement for a theoretical 

framework within which observations of morphosyntactic deficits can be interpreted.

1.5 Linguistic investigations of language breakdown

1.5.1 Agrammatism and GB

Having shown how the study of normal and disordered language acquisition has 

begun to shed light on syntactic, lexical, morphological, semantic and other language- 

related processes, despite the well-recognised difficulties of extrapolating from such 

cases to the normal adult language faculty, I shall move on to discuss how investigations 

of acquired language deficits have also begun to make real inroads in this direction. 

Famously, agrammatism has provided a unique source of insights into the functioning of 

the syntactic component of the language faculty, ever since it was recognised to 

constitute more fine-grained deficits than the total loss of the syntactic plarser which was 

its characterisation in the 1970s (Caramazza and Zurif 1976). In fact, agrammatism has
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been overused as a diagnostic category, in common with the rest of the traditional 

Boston School syndrome labels (Goodglass and Kaplan 1972), so that almost every 

patient diagnosed as agrammatic presents with a distinct pattern of sparing and 

impairment. The traditional characterisation of agrammatism was as primarily a disorder 

of spoken language production, consisting of markedly non-fluent, slow and effortful 

speech, omission of function words, and a reduced length and complexity of utterances, 

accompanied by relatively intact comprehension (Goodglass and Kaplan 1972; Howard 

1985). However, it has since been noted that agrammatism can also be manifested as a 

comprehension disorder, and as a comparative difficulty in oral reading and in writing 

(Goodglass 1993). There is also wide variation in the performance of individual patients 

who are subsumed under this syndrome category - this led to a wide-ranging debate in 

the 1980s as to the validity of calling anyone agrammatic at all (e.g. Caplan 1986, 

Badecker and Caramazza 1985, 1986). In view of this continuing controversy, I do not 

accord the term ‘agrammatism’ any central theoretical importance, and I therefore tend 

to use the term in a descriptive and theoretically-neutral manner to refer simply to an 

acquired (morpho)syntactic deficit. This point is discussed further below; first, let us 

consider some other approaches to agrammatic language disorders within a syntactic 

framework.

No other aphasie syndrome has attracted so much attention within linguistic 

frameworks (notwithstanding the recent resurgence of interest in paragrammatism^ and 

Wernicke’s aphasia - e.g. Grodzinsky and Finkel 1998). For completeness, I shall briefly 

outline some of the major investigations into the underlying cause of agrammatism 

which were carried out under a Government and Binding framework; this background 

information will contribute to ease of exposition later on, and will give a flavour of 

previous investigations of aphasie deficits within linguistic frameworks.

Ouhalla (1993) proposes that, in agrammatism, functional categories are 

differentially damaged so that they do not project. This results in a far-reaching deficit in 

which the predicate phrase (the lexical VP) is the only part of the sentence available to 

the agrammatic. All relations determined by agreement, movement and Case are 

therefore lost, and word order within the VP is not fixed. In addition, no functional

 ̂ Paragrammatism is the term applied to a variant of expressive aphasia in which neologisms and 
inappropriately chosen words predominate, with apparently intact production of grammatical morphemes. 
It contrasts with the traditional definitions of agrammatism. (See Goodglass 1993.)
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categories are realised in agrammatic representations of the sentence. The retention of 

some inflectional morphology in agrammatism is readily accounted for by invoking (as 

mentioned above) the UG requirement for morphological well-formedness; Ouhalla 

locates affixation in the lexicon, rather than the syntax, and points out that the absence of 

functional categories in the phrase marker would mean that no checking of features 

associated with affixes (tense, agreement and so on) can occur in the syntactic 

derivation, accounting for the observed inappropriate inflection in agrammatic 

production (which may reflect a markedness hierarchy). One problem with Ouhalla’s 

account is that it entails that active and passive sentences should be treated in exactly the 

same way by agrammatic aphasies, whereas it is well-documented that passive 

constructions tend to cause more difficulties (e.g. Caramazza and Zurif 1976; Caplan 

and Putter 1986; Grodzinsky 1990); this could be easily solved, however, by proposing 

the application by agrammatics of some cognitive strategy such as linearity to assist in 

thematic role assignment (cf. Caplan and Putter 1986). Druks and Marshall (1995) 

demonstrate a dissociation between active and passive sentence comprehension in two 

agrammatic patients: MH performed below chance when interpreting passive sentences 

but remained quite good at interpreting active sentences, whilst BM was at chance 

interpreting active sentences but significantly above chance with passives. Druks and 

Marshall proposed that agrammatics all have a Case deficit, which may be generalised to 

all types of Case assignment (inherent and structural), or selectively affecting either 

inherent or structural Case assignment. MH was described as having a generalised Case 

assignment deficit which, together with the application of a linear order strategy for 

theta role assignment, led him to interpret active (canonical) sentences well, but to 

consistently misinterpret passives. BM, on the other hand, was proposed to suffer from a 

structural Case assignment deficit. On the assumption that the complement of a passive 

by-phrase receives inherent (Dative) Case at D-structure, this resulted in normal 

performance on passives, but a failure to assign any Case in an active sentence, where 

only structural Case is relevant. Druks and Marshall’s account economically captures 

certain kinds of variation between patients who are all classified as agrammatic; but they 

cannot explain why inherent Case should be so much more vulnerable than structural in 

a selective Case deficit (assuming this to be the reason that agrammatic patients with a 

difficulty interpreting active sentences are very much rarer than those with a difficulty 

on passives).
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Grodzinsky (1990) famously hypothesised that traces of movement are deleted 

from s-structure representations in agrammatism. This prevents indirect assignment of 

thematic roles to moved arguments, in particular the raised object in a passive, and theta 

role assignment must then proceed according to a default mechanism which assigns 

theta roles to canonically associated positions. Grodzinsky describes the Default 

Principle as non-linguistic, purely cognitive, and based on the linguistic experience of 

the agrammatic. On this view there is presumably nothing to prevent the agrammatic 

aphasie from inferring the correct 0-role for the ‘dangling’ pre-verbal DP in a passive 

construction, since the syntax is able to assign the role of Agent perfectly accurately to 

the DP in the by-phrase (assuming that this does not move). It seems likely that the same 

linguistic experiences which tell the agrammatic that the first pre-verbal DP tends to be 

an Agent, should also tell the agrammatic that one verb never has two Agents. There are 

other problems with Grodzinsky’s account, which I will not discuss here (see Druks and 

Marshall 1991, 1992, 1995, for some examples). Grodzinsky (1995) modified the trace 

deletion hypothesis to restrict trace deletion to theta positions, to account for the 

observed preservation of verb movement in agrammatism (e.g. Linebarger, Schwartz 

and Saffran 1983); and he restricts the operation of his Default Principle so that it 

applies only to referring expressions, accounting for differentially good performance of 

agrammatics when passives have quantified subjects (Saddy 1995). He has continued to 

make amendments to the basic idea ever since, and increasingly applies his insights to 

paragrammatism too. I shall not follow the trace deletion hypothesis in my analysis of a 

patient with a morphosyntactic disorder in this thesis, since Grodzinsky has nothing to 

say about syntactic deficits which can also be manifest at the single word level.

Despite the problems with each of these analyses, it can be seen that the 

application of syntactic theory to the investigation of acquired language disorders has 

been a fruitful area of research. In each case it is illustrated that taking seriously a 

theoretical proposal that is independently motivated and which has well-articulated 

consequences for normal language also has implications for the ways in which language 

is likely to break down. As Grodzinsky and Finkel (1998) point out, ‘If  linguists take 

their theory to be about the human linguistic capacity, then it implicitly contains a theory 

of language loss: any linguistic theory has certain predictions for the way language may 

or may not be lost’ (p. 284).
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1.5.2 (Re-)defining agrammatism

A frustrating difficulty experienced by researchers attempting to account for 

agrammatic disorders within a syntactic framework has been the variability in patterns 

of performance between patients who have the same syndrome classification. One of the 

problems of maintaining diagnostic categories like ‘agrammatism’ in their traditional 

sense is that each patient who falls within these categories nevertheless presents with 

subtly (and not so subtly) different problems. Clearly deficits like trace deletion predict 

reasonably uniform performance between the patients suffering from that particular 

disorder. When the predicted uniformity is not manifest, such hypotheses run into 

problems.

There are several ways to approach such a situation. One is that taken by 

Grodzinsky: whenever apparently contradictory evidence is presented, the hypothesis is 

modified and altered to account for this (e.g. Grodzinsky 1995). Another possibility is to 

build variation into the hypothesis in the first place; this approach is taken (as far as I 

know, almost uniquely) by Druks and Marshall (1995). A third possibility, and the 

approach I shall take here, is to contend that diagnostic categories probably should not 

be taken as having theoretical significance in this way. I do not wish to suggest that there 

exist no agrammatic patients who have trace deletion deficits; on the contrary, there do 

seem to be such patients, and trace deletion is clearly a syntactic deficit. There may also 

be patients with inherent and / or structural Case deficits, and patients with no functional 

projections beyond the VP, and patients with a difficulty in mapping thematic roles onto 

arguments (as proposed by Schwartz, Saffran and Marin 1980; and Caramazza and 

Miceli 1991), and any number of other variants. What we refer to as syntax, in this 

context, is a complex and multi-component system; and for each hypothesised sub- 

module there is predicted to be a possible (functional) locus for an aphasie deficit. This 

is the basis of my use of ‘agrammatism’ as a broad descriptive term, which embraces all 

these possibilities and, very probably, others which have not yet been articulated. The 

possibility which I put forward in this thesis is different to those so far presented, and I 

adduce considerable empirical evidence in its favour. I would anticipate that my 

hypothesis has explanatory power for more than just the single case study of MC which 

comprises later chapters, and I have already mentioned the case of FS, who may be a
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patient who is very similar to MC. This does not mean that I believe all agrammatic 

deficits can be captured in terms of this one proposal, nor that there is no room for 

alternative hypotheses. In fact, it will become apparent that M C’s language difficulties 

probably cannot be captured in terms of traditional syndrome classifications; although he 

evidences a morphosyntactic deficit in speech and language comprehension, he also 

shows particular difficulties in reading (a major focus of this study) which suggest that 

he may be similar to a phonological dyslexic (see 2.10.3 below). Ultimately the question 

as to whether MC falls into one of the neuropsychological categories of aphasia or 

dyslexia is of only secondary interest to the concerns of this thesis; my intention is to 

provide not a neuropsychological diagnostic categorisation, but rather a linguistic 

account of the observed language impairment.

1.5.3 Agrammatism and the Minimalist Program

There are difficulties inherent in the application of strongly competence-oriented 

theories like Minimalism to our understanding of aphasie deficits, and it is not clear that 

Minimalist approaches really lend themselves to this kind of work. For instance, 

Chomsky (1995a: 18) says that investigations of the realisation of language properties by 

mechanisms of the brain are ‘beyond serious enquiry for the time being’. Nevertheless, 

some functional application of recent theoretical developments in syntax to our 

understanding of aphasie disorder has been attempted, and I shall outline one such 

approach here, before moving on to my own attempt. ‘

Hagiwara (1995) states her aims as being to propose ‘a unified account of the 

status of functional categories’ in agrammatism (p. 93) - and we have already seen that 

unified accounts of heterogeneous disorders like agrammatism are unlikely to be 

available. However, Hagiwara uses some constructs of the Minimalist Program to derive 

predictions about agrammatic production which she then tests by obtaining controlled 

grammaticality judgement data from a small group of Japanese agrammatic aphasies. 

Her prediction is concerned with the hierarchy of functional categories in clause and 

phrase structure. Having observed that Japanese agrammatics seem to make many errors 

of omission of complementisers and case marking on nouns, but apparently very few 

such errors involving negation, postpositions, and marking of tense on verbs, she shows
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that in the structure of the Japanese clause there is a hierarchy of functional categories, 

and predicts that categories higher up in the hierarchy will be more difficult for 

agrammatics to access. The same holds of functional categories in the NP, too. So, she 

predicts Neg > TNS > C in clauses, and P > D in the NP. Her grammaticality judgement 

experiment (carried out on six patients) yields results which appear to show that two of 

the patients were better at judging grammaticality (and its violation) at the level of Neg, 

TNS and P, but they accepted many ungrammatical sentences as correct when the 

violations involved Wh words (assumed to involve the C projection) and Case marking 

(above P in the NP). So these results appear to support her proposal. The performance of 

the other four patients is less useful: three of them performed poorly on the whole 

grammaticality judgement task (and this is not surprising, when you consider that 

agrammatism is by any definition a grammatical deficit; grammaticality judgement tasks 

are difficult for anyone, but especially so for someone with a damaged grammar). The 

other patient responded accurately across the whole test, showing no distinction between 

the stimulus types.

Hagiwara interprets these data as support for her hypothesis, claiming that more 

severe agrammatic deficits will result in a reduced availability of functional projections, 

which accounts for poor performance across the board; less severe agrammatism means 

that more functional categories are available, accounting for good performance across 

the board. It is interesting (in the light of my comments above) that some limited 

between-patient variability is built into this hypothesis, but the crucial cases are, of 

course, the two who show a dissociation between functional categories higher in the 

clause structure and those lower down. Hagiwara invokes an Economy principle to help 

explain why higher functional categories should be more vulnerable in agrammatism; 

assuming that agrammatism represents a reduction in the availability of computational 

resources for linguistic processing (cf. Caplan and Hildebrandt 1988), then the fewer 

instances of Merge which must be applied, the more economical the derivation and the 

more likely that an agrammatic patient can process it. The invocation of an economy of 

effort account for agrammatism is very reminiscent of early approaches to the disorder, 

and certainly the idea has proved resilient over the years (e.g. Isserlin 1922, Lenneberg 

1973, Kolk, van Grunsven and Keyser, 1985). However, note that Hagiwara’s economy- 

based account assumes Merge to be a costly operation, contra Chomsky 1995a and 

1995b, where it is assumed to have little if any computational cost. There is also a
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problem with the assumption that the presence of inflectional morphology on Japanese 

verbs reflects the availability of the functional head TNS as a landing site for V; we have 

already seen (with regard to data from language acquisition - Tsimpli 1996) that the 

presence of inflectional morphology does not necessarily reflect the availability of the 

corresponding head to the syntactic component. Rather, these subjects’ production of 

inflected verbs may be the result of some well-formedness metric which is part of UG, 

and which remains intact. Hagiwara looks at some cross-linguistic evidence which is 

suggestive (but far from conclusive, as she admits) that there may be some universal 

hierarchy of functional categories whose order is reflected in agrammatic breakdown; 

she also briefly considers whether the patterns of breakdown she predicts may reflect 

patterns of language acquisition. So, if C is the highest functional head in the clause, and 

the first to break down, then it should also be one of the last to be acquired (this is a 

reflection of Jakobson’s influential 1941/1968 ‘Regression Hypothesis’). Unfortunately 

for this contention, the data are again inconclusive; Hagiwara cites evidence that V2 in 

Swedish does appear to develop somewhat later than syntactic reflexes of lower 

functional heads; but she also cites evidence that V2 in German is available very early.

Hagiwara’s conclusions are necessarily tentative, and her experimental approach 

and the data it yields are not without their problems. As Reznik (1995) points out, a 

major problem with Hagiwara’s approach is that it takes no account of problems in 

inflectional morphology which seem to be a ubiquitous feature of agrammatic aphasia, 

and which certainly are a dominant characteristic of the case of FS, discussed above, and 

of MC, to be discussed below. However, Hagiwara’s basic idea is simple and has a 

certain intuitive appeal, and the ideas behind it have been reflected in other studies with 

similar proposals to make, though these are not explicitly minimalist (e.g. Friedman and 

Grodzinsky 1997). It seems to me that there is a need for neuropsychological 

observations of patients with the kind of syntactic and morphological disorders that I 

have been discussing to be related to recent developments in a well-articulated and 

independently motivated syntactic theoretic framework, both to provide additional 

support for the recent radical changes in linguistics, and to enhance understanding of the 

underlying nature of such deficits. As de Bleser and Bayer put it (1988:66-7):

‘The beneficial influence between two fields of research like linguistics and 

aphasiology does not have to be one way such that linguistic concepts feed into
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aphasiology. In principle it is possible that linguistic aphasiology will lead to results 

which can be decisive for the evaluation of competing linguistic theories.’

1.6 Some assumptions

I shall shortly move on to my own attempt to execute such a linguistic case study 

of acquired language pathology. First, though, I must outline the theoretical and 

background assumptions which the rest of my account draws upon.

1.6.1 Functional categories

The nature of functional categories is not clearly defined in current linguistic 

theory. There are many definitions available, and each one seems to pick out a distinct 

subset of those morphemes which have specifically syntactic representations. There is 

more detailed discussion below concerning the difficulties raised by such unclarity, in 

the context of an investigation of prepositions - a category which typically seems to be 

neither functional nor lexical, at least on existing definitions (chapter 4). Up to now I 

have been using such terms as lexical / functional classes, lexical / functional categories, 

function words, substantives, closed and open class items and so on in a rather vague 

and intuitive way. In my exposition of the aphasie deficit here under investigation, 

however, I make use of some such terms in rather specific senses.

‘Function words’ I take to be those functional categories with a free 

morphological, phonological and / or orthographic representation; function words can be 

heard, and are not bound to a substantive. This term therefore includes overt pronouns, 

though it excludes pro and PRO (assuming that these have any theoretical value under 

minimalist approaches - e.g. Manzini and Roussou 2000 argue that PRO and control can 

be reduced to properties of the operation Merge); it includes auxiliary verbs, though it 

excludes the realisation of tense and agreement on substantive verbs. ‘Function words’ is 

a useful term because it delimits the set of functional categories which can be used in 

single word reading tasks, which have formed an important part of the investigation
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presented here (and also of other investigations of aphasie deficits). ‘Functional 

categories’, on the other hand, is a much broader term, and includes all those categories 

(pronounced or not, free or bound) which are directly relevant to the syntax. So this term 

includes AGR, TNS and C as well as auxiliary verbs, pronouns, conjunctions, negation, 

quantifiers and so on. It will be seen later that this term also includes some categories 

not always thought of as functional, including the argument-structure-changing 

morphemes PASS (associated with passive verbs) and UNACC (associated with 

unaccusatives - chapter 3), as well as prepositions (see chapter 4), and functional items 

often assumed to be modifiers rather than heads of functional projections - adverbs being 

a case in point (chapter 5). ‘Functional heads’ are again a subset of functional 

categories, and this term includes all those items (overt or covert) which head a 

projection in the functional domain. Functional categories generally have certain 

features in common with each other: they are the locus of parametric variation (Ouhalla 

1991; Wexler & Manzini 1987), and they often have zero alternations. ‘Substantives’ is 

the term I shall use to cover the major lexical classes: nouns, (most) verbs and 

adjectives.

1.6.2 Language faculty organisation >

I also follow certain assumptions about the organisation of the conceptual system 

and the language faculty. I accept Fodorian modularity (Fodor 1983), inasmuch as 

modular systems must of necessity be informationally encapsulated, domain specific, 

fast and mandatory in their operations, and follow a distinct ontogenetic path. I also 

assume that modular systems have specific neural substrates, which seems to me to be a 

necessary assumption in the discussion of differential breakdown of isolable systems 

within a particular cognitive faculty (such as language), when focal brain injury is the 

causal factor. However, I also accept that some systems with apparently modular 

organisation may be diffusely represented in the brain.

The lexicon is a case in point. Given Sperber and Wilson’s (1995) account of 

lexical entries as tripartite conceptual addresses, it seems very likely that a lexical entry 

for a single word may be represented in different ways and in more, than one brain 

system. To simplify, Sperber and Wilson view concepts as abstract psychological
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objects which have ‘addresses’ in the central system. Under each conceptual address, 

three kinds of information are stored. The logical entry of a conceptual address is its 

meaning postulate (in the Fodorian sense) - a deductive rule which applies to logical 

forms in which that concept participates. For example, the logical entry under the 

concept CAT would be along the lines of a CAT-elimination rule, which permits the 

concept to form part of a basic inferential process along the lines of ‘if X is a CAT then 

X is an ANIMAL’. The encyclopaedic entry is a store of general and idiosyncratic 

information about the concept’s denotation - for example, under the concept CAT is 

represented information about different breeds, your own cat, and so on. Encyclopaedic 

entries by definition vary between individuals and can be changed or altered by 

experiences or reasoning processes; they therefore also form part of the central system. 

The lexical entry is a listing of the linguistic properties of the lexical item which encodes 

the concept. I view this as a kind of interface between the central system representations 

associated with a particular concept, and the mental lexicon which is internal to the 

language faculty. In a sense, then, the language faculty is not entirely modular, because 

the lexical entries of substantives interface with central system representations. This 

view is similar to that put forward by Smith and Tsimpli (1995).

Substantives, then, are those items with a direct mapping between their lexical 

representation and their conceptual representation, the latter being located in a 

‘conceptual lexicon’ (to borrow a term from Smith and Tsimpli 1995) outside the 

language faculty. Functional categories do not have such a 1:1 relationship with their 

conceptual representations. Although I do not accept the view that functional categories 

are somehow ‘deficient’ with respect to meaning (e.g. Friedman 1995), it is clear that the 

mapping between functional categories and concepts is not as straightforward as I have 

assumed for substantives; there is no 1:1 mapping between functional categories and 

concepts. Tsimpli gives the realisation of Tense as an example of this mismatch: Tense 

certainly has an interpretive effect, so must map onto some conceptual representation(s). 

But it is well-known that Tense can be syntactically realised in many different ways - as 

bound morphology on V, as aspectual features, as adverbials, as auxiliary verbs - and 

therefore the correspondence between the interpretation of this category and its syntactic 

reflexes is a many-to-many relation, unlike that of a substantive with its meaning 

postulate.
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Functional categories are part of the language faculty per se, on the assumption 

that they are the locus of parametric variation and are therefore relevant only for 

language-specific processes. Functional categories, then, are assumed to be represented 

in an innately specified part of the language faculty, the UG lexicon (or functional 

lexicon). I return to a more detailed consideration of the lexical /  functional dichotomy 

in chapter 3; but the basic idea is that, as Uriagereka (1998:454) puts it:

‘[There is] a distinction between standard lexical items and grammatical 

functional items. Language has a fixed, very limited set of the latter. Suppose 

that the split between lexical and functional items means that they’re not even 

part of the same mental stock....’.

It seems reasonable to interpret the notion that lexical and functional items are of 

different mental stock as suggesting that the two different kinds of category are 

respresented in isolable lexica; but such an assumption brings with it the requirement for 

an articulation of the possible relationships between the substantive and functional 

lexica, and their respective conceptual (interpretive) representations. Smith and Tsimpli

(1995) propose that the lexical representations associated with entries in the ‘conceptual’ 

lexicon (items which can participate in reasoning and inference processes in the 

Language of Thought (Fodor 1975) directly) are available at the level of an independent 

morphological component, which therefore provides an interface between the central 

systems and the language faculty. Tsimpli (1996) takes a somewhat different view of the 

relationships between different lexica in the language faculty, assuming the existence of 

a UG lexicon but also the presence of a language-internal substantive lexicon. Both 

lexica have the ability to map onto conceptual representations, which remain in the 

central system.

I am inclined to the latter view, for two main reasons, the first being conceptual. 

If lexical entries of substantives are assigned to concepts at the level of morphology, 

then a great deal of syntactic information is also assumed to be represented in the 

morphological component - including theta grids and information about the extended 

projection (in the sense of Grimshaw 1991). This, then, seems tantamount to simply 

moving the lexicon, not to proposing the existence of a separate morphological 

component proper. Secondly, there is empirical evidence which suggests that the 

presence of an extended projection can actually compensate for the deficient operation 

of a damaged morphological component, at least when a linguistic representation enters
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the syntactic derivation (see chapter 2). This suggests that even when the morphological 

component is not working well, detailed information about the lexical representation of 

substantives may still be available. This is an argument against the notion that linguistic 

lexical representations of conceptual entries are assigned in the morphological 

component, so it seems advisable to maintain the existence of a distinct morphological 

component.

This, then, is the picture of the language faculty’s organisation within which I 

will attempt to locate and account for the patterns of sparing and impairment observed in 

the case of MC. I posit the existence of a UG lexicon, within the language faculty, which 

is largely innately specified (hence the categories contained therein are realised 

universally in surprisingly uniform ways) and which contains lexical information about 

functional categories. These categories are the locus of parametric variation and follow a 

separate ontogenetic path from the syntactic component, which is strong evidence for 

their innate specification and also their representation in an isolable component of the 

language faculty. Functional categories are also distinguished from substantives by the 

different relations between categories and conceptual representations, which is largely 

1:1 for substantives, but is more complex for functional categories. On this view of two 

distinct lexica, I posit that bound morphemes also have lexical representations, with 

inflectional morphemes being represented in the UG lexicon and derivational 

morphemes in the substantive lexicon. Morphological realisations of lexical categories 

from both lexica are assigned at an independent level of morphological representation. 

Because morphology is in this sense an interface between substantives and functional 

categories, I will again follow Smith and Tsimpli (1995) and refer ofteri to this level of 

representation as the morphological interface.

The morphological interface, then, is the level at which various combinatory 

operations hold between substantives and derivational morphology, or substantives and 

inflectional morphology, or functional categories and inflectional morphology^. It is also 

the level at which morphological realisations are assigned to these combinations, and to 

individual items from both lexica. The assignment of a morphological realisation to a 

lexical entry is essentially a process of recognition of categorial features and translation 

of those into a format which can be utilised by the syntactic component.

 ̂ The combination of functional categories and derivational morphology is ruled out on the grounds that 
derivational affixation tends to be a category-changing operation.
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It will be noted that I do not subscribe in particular to any one of the 

morphological theories outlined above (in section 1.1). Nevertheless, I do follow some 

assumptions shared by most of the frameworks mentioned there. I assume that 

information relevant to other components of the grammar is provided as part of the 

lexical representation of a category, so that the morphological, phonological, syntactic 

and semantic properies of a category are lexically specified (cf., for example, Sadock 

1988, 1991). I follow Lieber (1983, 1992) in assuming that affixes as well as stems are 

morphemes, and as such can participate in morphological operations. On such a view, 

morphological operations are responsible for word formation, and therefore include 

affixation, derivation, compounding and other operations which may have direct effects 

on the argument structure of the stem. Unlike the morphological theories outlined all too 

briefly above, however, I will propose (following Smith and Tsimpli 1995) that the 

morphological component is isolable - a distinct module of the language faculty. My 

view also differs from some of those above in that I assume both inflection and 

derivation to be essentially identical processes which hold at the morphological 

interface, with the differences between them arising as a direct consequence, not of 

particular properties of the syntax (e.g. Anderson 1988), but of the distinct lexical 

properties of the inflectional and derivational morphemes themselves - to the extent that 

inflections are part of the UG lexicon, whereas derivational affixes are represented in the 

substantive lexicon.

One final, but important assumption which I will follow: as standard in cognitive 

neuropsychology, damage to a particular component of the mind/brain is presumed to 

yield patterns of performance which allow us to infer the nature of the damaged 

component in the normal brain - compensatory mechanisms do of course exist, and can 

confound the issue, but essentially a damaged system does not result in radical re

organisation (see, e.g., Caplan 1987; Shallice 1988).

1.7 Summary

In this chapter I have outlined various theoretical approaches to the role and 

functional location of morphology in the language faculty, and considered some of the 

implications of these varying ideas for empirical evidence from language pathology and
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language acquisition (normal and disordered). Previous attempts to capture 

syntactically-based deficits in aphasia within theoretical frameworks (Government and 

Binding and Minimalism) show that there is great variation between patients who fall 

under the broad diagnostic category of ‘agrammatism’, rendering the search for a unitary 

explanation futile. A broader view of agrammatism as an umbrella term for a variety of 

acquired language disorders which involve some aspect of the (morpho)syntactic 

component is adopted, avoiding the issues inherent in the syndrome classification 

controversy, and allowing for the derivation and testing of wider empirical predictions 

from constructs of syntactic theory.

A view of the language faculty as a partly modular system with an independent 

morphological component and separate lexica for functional categories and substantives 

has been put forward. In the next chapter, I present evidence in support of this view of 

the language faculty from a case of acquired language disorder.
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MC: A deficit at the morphology interface

2.0 Introduction

Given the picture of the language faculty outlined in the previous chapter, we are 

in a position to make some rather specific predictions as to what patterns of language 

breakdown should result from an impairment at the level of the morphological interface. 

The first part of this chapter introduces the aphasie patient, MC, providing some case 

background and a report of the clinical evaluations of his speech and language deficits \  

Accounts of similar deficits in cognitive neuropsychology, in particular the acquired 

syndromes of deep and phonological dyslexia which parallel (in certain respects) M C’s 

reading difficulties, are then outlined, and it is discussed why a more descriptively and 

explanatorily adequate approach to MC’s problems is desirable. Before a more 

linguistically-motivated account for the observed patterns of performance can be 

provided, it is necessary to return briefly to a consideration of the nature of the 

morphological interface, and the predictions about language breakdown which are 

inherent in the postulation of such a level of representation. The last part of the chapter 

then shows how MC’s performance, when placed inside a linguistic-theoretic 

framework, bears out such predictions.

' Many of the assessments reported in this chapter are reported in Druks and Froud (submitted), and 
several of the assessments designed specifically for MC were developed in conjunction with Dr Judit 
Druks of the Psychology Department at Birkbeck College. Certain of the results I present here are, then, 
part of that joint work, and this is reflected in the text. However, my analysis of the results differs in 
significant ways from the analysis presented in Druks and Froud.
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2.1 MC: background information

MC is a 74 year old right-handed man (bom in July 1926) who was educated to 

university level and then spent many years working in theatres and as an impresario for 

various well-known opera singers. In 1990 he suffered an episode of hypertensive heart 

disorder, and a week after being diagnosed as having suffered a myocardial infarction he 

was noted to be severely dysphasic and unable to move his right side. It was assumed 

that a cerebrovascular accident had resulted from an embolus travelling to the brain from 

the heart (no scans were carried out to confirm this) and he was treated with 

anticoagulation dmgs. Over a period of several months MC made ^low but steady 

improvement, eventually being discharged to a rehabilitation unit and then to sheltered 

accommodation, where he still lives.

MC is still in a wheelchair due to the persisting right side hemiplegia, but he is 

extremely independent and travels quite extensively, maintaining a network of friends 

and former colleagues throughout the world. He attends the opera and theatre regularly 

and for the last few years has spent much of his time developing a production proposal 

for a musical play based on some of Verdi’s work. MC remains dysphasic but makes 

himself understood by using a combination of strategies, notably perseverance, charm 

and the use of a notebook in which are written various useful phrases. His situational 

comprehension is good though this breaks down somewhat under testing. He is able to 

read to extract the gist from a text, but reading out loud is severely impaired, and his 

writing is largely limited to copying (he writes letters and other documents by first 

dictating them to his assistant then copying them out, either by hand - necessarily he now 

uses his non-preferred left hand - or on his ancient typewriter).
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2.2 Spoken language production

2.2.1 Profiling MC’s spoken language

MC was assessed using the standardised Boston Diagnostic Aphasia 

Examination (BDAE: Goodglass and Kaplan 1972), which looks at various aspects of 

speech production (with a comprehension subtest - see section 2.3) with the aim of 

characterising aphasie patients according to the syndrome classification which was 

developed by the Boston school of aphasiologists. There are well-documented problems 

with the syndrome classifications, and a discussion of these lies beyond the scope of this 

thesis (see, for example, Badecker and Caramazza 1985, 1986; Caplan 1986, 1987; 

Marshall 1986; Shallice 1988; Goodglass 1993; Bartlett and Pashek 1994; Zurif 1996; 

Druks and Marshall 1996; and many others, for discussion). Nevertheless, a standardised 

assessment such as this one is quick and easy to administer and provide? a starting point 

for further clinical investigations, as well as a diagnostic category which, even when 

assigned no theoretical significance, can be used as a shorthand descriptor of the pattern 

of performance demonstrated by an aphasie patient.

MC, as expected, did not fall into one of the Boston diagnostic categories. His 

profile is most like that of a Broca’s aphasie, but it can be seen from figure 1 below that 

he has access to a wider range of grammatical structures than a typical Broca’s aphasie, 

and his articulatory agility is less impaired.
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Figure 1. M C ’s Profile on the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination. The shaded 

area shows the expected range o f performance fo r  a Broca’s ^aphasie. M C ’s 

performance in each suhtest is indicated as a cross.

The BDAE makes use of the famous ‘Cookie Theft’ picture to elicit a sample of 

spontaneous speech. The picture shows a woman washing dishes at an overflowing sink, 

looking through the window which has a view of the garden. A boy is slipping from a 

stool which he has used to reach the cookie jar from a high cupboard and a girl is eating 

one of the stolen cookies. This is MC’s description of the picture:
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(1) ‘The woman is washing up. But he .. a full tap. He goes down the stairs into the 

kitchen. Erm.. the children., er.. they are., one is going, a cookie, the other one is 

falling on the chair. Er, the cookies are right, erm, oh what’s that word (gesturing 

upwards) I can’t think of that word. This is a ... can’t think of that one either 

(pointing to the cupboard in the picture). The man is washing up, I know that 

one. Er.. there’s another cottage and tree, and path, and grass, and flowers, and 

erm.. the other window of the room. Stir - what are they called (the dishes) - oh, 

never mind. (KE: Say a bit more about the children) Yes, erm.. the man, the boy, 

the woman - he is , erm, for her age, for - yes, for her age. Shoes and socks and 

erm, a skirt, and er, oh I don’t know that - a jumper. And hair is very nice indeed. 

Erm.. the other man is erm, a short and, erm.. trousers, and funny shoes and 

socks. The hair is good idea, everything like that. The woman I suppose, she’s 

alright, she’s very nice indeed. She’s got apron on, and a dress, she’s er.. and 

shoes and socks and things like that. She’s washing up, very fast indeed. And the 

hair’s very nice and the eyes. Very nice indeed. (KE: What do you think might 

happen?)... Well, they’re boiling up there... can’t think of that word, washing up, 

that’s...erm the water, yes, is pouring down in the man, in the woman. And the 

man, the child, is just going to fall off.’

It can be seen from this sample that MC’s spoken language output is largely 

ungrammatical, though it does contain a range of syntactic structures, and functional 

categories are evidenced - negation, agreement, coordination, pronouns (including an 

expletive subject), adverbials, prepositional phrases, auxiliaries, determiners. The 

sample contains no conditionals or passives, though there is an example of inversion in a 

wh question (suggesting that the functional head C is available to MC). There are no 

violations of subject agreement on main verbs or on auxiliaries.

MC has a moderate word finding difficulty and a severe short term memory 

deficit (digit span forwards: 2, backwards: 0) which can interfere with his ability to 

produce lengthy utterances. He makes errors of selection (such as on instead of ojf, man 

instead of boy) and often omits function words (though not consistently: She’s got apron 

on, and a dress). He relies on his comparatively intact prosody and a few well-preserved 

phrases in conversation: the phrase ‘very X indeed’ appears several times and he is apt to
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use comments like ‘my dear’ and ‘absolutely marvellous’ to maintain a conversational 

flow (he succeeds in this very well - much better than one would suspect given the above 

speech sample).

A semi-formal assessment of MC’s spontaneous speech was carried out in the 

hopes that this might shed some light on the range of structures available to him. The 

analysis (Saffran, Bemdt and Schwartz 1989) was carried out on the basis of a 151-word 

sample taken from MC’s retelling of the story of Cinderella:

(2) ‘Cinderella ... one day there was a poor but very pretty young lady. His stepson, 

the old man is very kind to her but also one, two children and something else, 

they are very bad indeed and always fighting. The woman was in the kitchen 

always, scmbbing and et cetera and the other ones are all in finery and flutters 

and laces and things like that and they are going to the ball. We .... all the man 

and the two ladies are going very dressed up and finery and Cinders they just 

ignore him ... and she is left alone. A little old wizened fairy comes in and she 

gives her bread and water and suddenly she is a prin, no a shining vision, exactly 

right and she will go to the castle and ... that will be that.’

This profile is not intended to provide a diagnostic category to match an aphasie 

patient’s performance; however, the statistics provided split the types of performance 

into group means obtained from normal control subjects, agrammatics and non- 

agrammatics. MC did not fall into either of the aphasie categories, but nor could he be 

classified as normal. His speech rate was slower than normal but faster than expected for 

aphasies. The proportion of closed class words calculated from the sample (the relevance 

of the open/closed class distinction here is discussed in detail in the chapter on 

prepositions) was higher than expected for agrammatics - in fact, it placed him squarely 

in the range for non-agrammatic aphasies, as did his ratio of determiners to nouns, and 

the proportion of well-formed sentences in the sample. He was within the normal range 

on his use of verb inflection, the ratio of nouns to pronouns, his use of embedding and 

his use of subject+VP sequences in sentences. The only ‘agrammatic’ aspect of his 

performance was his failure to ‘elaborate Aux’ (that is, to use strings of auxiliaries to 

provide tense, aspect and mood information). In other words, the use of formal and semi-
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formal assessments of MC’s spoken output was less than illuminating; the results are 

inconsistent and difficult to interpret, and do not result in any diagnostically or 

theoretically interesting insights.

2.2.2 Functional categories in MC’s spoken language

2.2.2.1 AGR

Following Tsimpli (1996), I assume that the morphological realisation of a 

functional head does not necessarily mean that it is present in the syntactic 

representation; morphology only indirectly reflects the availability of functional heads. 

On an examination of the spoken language data obtained over many months of testing 

MC, it should be possible to ascertain whether MC has access to abstract properties of 

functional heads. For example, if he has access to the properties of AGR, there should 

not be evidence of subject agreement errors on V. This is not entirely straightforward to 

ascertain in English, because the verbal agreement paradigm is so impoverished, but 

consider the following data:

(3) a. She grow, and she thinks well that’s alright. I’ll get over it.

b. It is an opera by Verdi and I thinks it is the eighth program.

c. ...he is for war and the other people was against war.

d. She kills her and then she goes into a convent.

e. She comes out of the convent and sees the man, and she dies too.

f. The people are so lovely.

g. You are sitting down, and Karen is going up.

h. He is going to kill her son.

i. I don’t know when, but I’ll go.

j. It doesn’t worry me at all.

On a careful search of the corpus of MC’s spoken language, very few instances 

of subject agreement violation were found, and all the ones located are realised on
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lexical verbs ((3) a and b), including the copula ((3) c). MC is able to produce correct 

verb agreement morphology on lexical verbs, as in (3) d and e, and on the copula ((3) f). 

No instances of subject-verb agreement violation were found to be realised on auxiliary 

verbs ((3) g to j). (3) g and h contrast second and third person agreement on the auxiliary 

be, and (3) i and j contrast first and third person agreement on the dummy auxiliary do. 

An attempt to quantify MC’s realisation of agreement markers utilised the speech 

samples provided in Appendix I as a representative corpus. These samples provide 1,695 

words, which have been transcribed as 165 sentences / utterances (it is not always 

straightforward to decide whereabouts a sentence boundary should occur in connected 

speech, and this difficulty is compounded when the output is aphasie). Only 39 

obligatory contexts for realisation of the third person agreement marker -s on lexical 

verbs were found, and 34 (87.18%) of these were appropriately realised by MC. In five 

cases the agreement marker was omitted; and in two of these cases, MC had also omitted 

the subject of the lexical verb in question {‘And wed here then come back to Cyprus’ - 

from his retelling of Otello). In two cases MC had realised the agreement marker -s 

inappropriately, in the presence of a plural subject ( ‘Suddenly appears the Moors ’) and a 

first person subject (7  thinks it is the eighth program’ - example (3b) above). No other 

instances of agreement violations were found in the speech samples provided in 

Appendix I.

Because of the limited overt realisation of inflectional morphology in English, 

together with the very small proportion of these errors in my corpus of M C’s speech, it is 

difficult to analyse his few agreement errors in any detail. However, a generalisation can 

be drawn: MC does not make agreement errors between subjects and auxiliary verbs. 

Since, under the MP (Chomsky 1995a), agreement morphology is checked in the 

syntactic derivation when the subject moves to spec of IP (or, on the split-Infl hypothesis 

of Pollock 1989 as elaborated in Chomsky 1991, 1993, to spec of AGR-S) in order to 

check the D feature on I (the Extended Projection principle), it is possible to hypothesise 

that MC projects only the VP when he does not use an auxiliary verb. This would 

minimise his need to utilise functional heads, which by hypothesis is difficult for him, in 

syntactic representations (see below); but it would have the consequence that the 

agreement morphology on V and the subject never enter into a checking relationship 

with each other. In this situation, the realisation of inappropriate agreement morphology
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on V is not ruled out in the syntax.

In other words, it appears that AGR must be available to MC; he is able to 

project the functional head and move the subject out of VP to the spec of AGR, resulting 

in an appropriately realised agreement paradigm. Note that the presence of agreement in 

M C’s spoken language cannot be a result of some wellformedness metric, because verb 

stems may be bare in English (and often agreement morphology is not fealised overtly). 

Examples (3) f and g - h above are particularly telling because of the suppletive forms of 

the copula and auxiliaries. Given that MC is able to select the correct form of an 

irregular morphological paradigm, we must assume that he does have access to an 

agreement head. It is not the case that only irregular forms are available, either, which is 

a possibility given the assumption that irregularly realised forms are stored in the lexicon 

as whole units, rather than being combinatory. (3) d, e and j above show that MC can use 

the third person agreement morpheme appropriately even when it is regularly realised.

I hypothesise that MC projects only the lexical VP when only a lexical verb is 

present. This would mean that subject-verb agreement remains unchecked in the syntax 

when there is no auxiliary in MC’s representation of a clause. This hypothesis seems to 

predict a higher incidence of errors than is actually found; however, it is not the case that 

agreement checking metrics are entirely unavailable to MC. I am suggesting simply that, 

some of the time, he fails to check agreement in the syntax; this may yield an overt 

agreement error, or it may not. The results of this reduction in projections (which is 

similar to that proposed for agrammatics by Ouhalla 1993, and to Grodzinsky’s (2000) 

tree-pruning hypothesis - both discussed further in section 2.11) are also seen in M C’s 

performance on grammaticality judgement tasks (section 2.8 below) and in his 

comprehension of written verbal morphology (section 2.6.3 below). The underlying 

causes of such a deficit are unclear, but a hypothesis is put forward at the end of this 

chapter (section 2.11) which seems to capture all the available data.

2.2.2.2 Tense and Aspect

English makes it all but impossible to tell the difference between tense and 

aspect, since the two are realised in a morphological conglomerate (an auxiliary or a
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bound morpheme). Insofar as it is possible to distinguish aspect from tense, it seems that 

MC is able to make use of both these projections in his spoken language production, 

albeit in a limited way (the assumption that both Tense and Aspect project is discussed 

further below). Some suggestive examples in this respect from M C’s spoken language 

are given as (4):

(4) a. Last time, just about Christmas, I was going out for everything.

b. And the man, the child is just going to fall off.

c. He was talking to the moor.

d. The girl is going to leave.

e. The soldiers are coming back.

Tsimpli (1996) argues that Aspect is in fact lexically realised; aspectual 

affixation is similar to derivational affixation, in that it is assumed to be a lexical rather 

than a syntactic process (she uses evidence from languages with richer morphological 

paradigms than English - Greek and German - to support her claim, and shows that 

children who are at the prefunctional stage of language acquisition and who do not have 

access to any functional heads are nevertheless able to make use of aspectual 

morphology). M C’s spoken language data do not provide support for this claim, 

however, since aspectual marking is so limited in his speech. Again, these data provide 

support for the conjecture that his ability to project functional heads in the syntax is 

limited; there are no strings of multiple auxiliaries in MC’s spoken language corpus, 

such as those typically used to convey complex aspectual distinctions (e.g. He will have 

been leaving).

There is a major semantic difference between tense and aspect, the former being 

a deictic category. However, there is no evidence from M C’s language performance that 

he has particular difficulties with deixis. Selection errors on pronouns are confined to 

gender errors on third person pronouns; he does not make mistakes such as confusing 

you and I  in speech, nor in comprehension tasks (see section 2.6.4). Similarly, he does 

not confuse here and there, or this and that. There is, then, no evidence to support an 

assumption that tense and aspect dissociate along syntactic or semantic lines in M C’s 

spoken language.
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2.2.2.3 Pronouns and anaphors

MC often has difficulty with pronoun and anaphor selection, and this can affect 

the intelligibility of his discourse quite severely. However, he often makes a clear effort 

to produce the appropriate form of a pronoun:

(5) a. he killed herself, he, she killed herself

b. he left, he, she is left alone (talking about Cinderella)

This suggests that MC’s lexical representations of functional items lilce pronouns are 

largely intact, and indeed that he is able to ‘recognise’ their phi-features; with some 

additional processing effort, he is able to yield the correct morphological realisation for 

the features he has in mind. This kind of error is suggestive of a lexical access deficit, or 

a difficulty at some post-lexical but pre-syntactic level of processing.

2.2.2.4 Movement

In an attempt to probe further MC’s ability to represent functional heads which 

he does not seem to manifest in his spontaneous speech, an elicitation experiment 

focusing on the representation of I and C was carried out. MC was given a situation - for 

example: ‘Suppose you want to know the way to Camden market’ - and an instruction: 

‘Ask me’. The generation of a wh question requires the projection of I, occupied by an 

overt auxiliary, and the projection of C, occupied by an auxiliary following a head 

movement process (hypothesised to be motivated by a strong feature in C - Chomsky 

1995a). The spec position of C must also be occupied, by a wh-item which undergoes 

XP movement from its base position lower in the clause.

MC found it extremely difficult to generate wh questions, though he was able to 

do so given time and encouragement, and showed clear evidence of employing strategies 

from outside the language faculty to facilitate communication in the face of a syntactic
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problem. For example:

(6) a. Asking what someone’s favourite colour is:

Favourite colour, please.

I think...ask her if...what is the favourite colour. Now. Red, or white, or..?

b. Asking what someone’s favourite food  is:

Favourite food, what is the name?

What is the favourite food?

What you like to eat?

Which food do you like?

c. Asking the way to Camden market:

By car?

Ask someone...Way, a way to the tube, or something.

Excuse me, what is the way. The way till the tube, or something like that.

In other attempts to investigate MC’s ability to carry out movement processes 

involving the representation of various functional items (both as overtly realised 

morphemes and as landing sites for moved items) it proved extremely difficult to elicit 

non-canonical sentences, such as passives or clefts. When asked to describe pictures in a 

certain way (for example, he was shown a picture of a boy kissing a girl and asked to 

make a sentence to describe the picture, but starting with the girl), MC simply failed to 

understand the task and produced active sentences or nothing at all. There is some 

evidence of passive constructions in M C’s spontaneous speech, though many of these 

examples are from conversations with MC about the plots of operas, which he knows 

well (longer extracts from these conversations are provided in Appendix I):

(7) a. A little shoe was appeared.

b. The girl is being presented by the new man.

c. Falstaff was thrown into the river and out again and dried himself.

d. She was bom in the Tyrol and brought up by soldiers.
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e. The two fellows are being pursued by the ladies.

f. She was captured by the...my lot, the English.

(7) a is of particular interest because it seems to show production of an unaccusative 

verb as a passive; this and related examples are discussed further in chapter 3. For now, 

however, note that the passive construction is available to MC, as manifested in his 

spontaneous speech.

2.2.2.S Negation

There is also some evidence that MC has access to the Neg projection. He is able 

to use Neg in a tag question, and to follow negation with an appropriate conjoined 

clause; and he negates Aux when it is available, as well as being able to use do-support 

for negation (see also (3) i and j above). Again using the corpus of speech samples from 

Appendix I (1,695 words, 165 ‘sentences’) a count was made of instances of negation. 

Only six were found; but all of these were appropriately realised; they are shown as 8 a - 

f below, which examples g - j being taken from other samples of M C’s speech:

(8) a. That’s really naughty, isn’t it?

b. Violetta wants to go out but can’t do it.

c. They are not loved...

d. I don’t know anything about it.

e. It is not right really.

f. It is of no avail.

g. The ugly sisters and the man are not very pleased but they accept it.

h. I can’t do it now.

i. I didn’t go, but Jan went. >

j. She doesn’t know.

There are, then, rather few instances of negation in M C’s speech, but the fact that 

the few examples that are present are grammatical suggests that this functional head is
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available to him. There are no recorded instances of him using negative polarity items. I 

propose that the requirement that Neg be realised on Aux, not on lexical verbs, in 

conjunction with the hypothesis that MC tends not to project I unless required to do so 

for base-generation of an auxiliary verb, means that MC often does not have a position 

for attachment of Negation. He uses a variety of strategies to express negation, mainly 

simply shaking his head and saying ‘No, no, no...’; sometimes he will produce a phrase 

and then negate it by conjunction, as in ‘I like this, but not very much.’ However, the 

variety of means by which MC realises Neg, and the fact that he recognises its scopal 

properties (e.g. (8) a and d), are strongly suggestive that Neg as a functional head is 

available to him, though its realisation is restricted by independent deficits.

2.2.2 6 Summary and other results

M C’s spontaneous speech is inconsistent with regard to grammaticality; a 

construction which gives him great difficulty in an elicitation task may occur quite 

readily when he is just talking, and the same constructions may be misproduced on one 

occasion and perfectly well produced on another. This difference in performance does 

not seem to be explicable in terms of memorised versus constructed examples; rather, it 

seems to be the result of a less than total deficit which has differing effects on different 

occasions. Many grammatical utterances have been noted and a range of structures 

evidenced; though it is clear that MC does have syntactic and morphological difficulties 

which affect his spontaneous spoken output in a variety of ways.

M C ’s spoken language output on other tasks was good. On the Boston Naming 

Test (Kaplan, Goodglass and Weintraub 1983) he correctly named 41 out of 60 (68.3%) 

pictures without any cueing; he named another 6 items correctly when provided with a 

semantic (meaning) cue, and a further 4 when provided with a phonemic cue (sounding 

out the first letter of the target word). This performance reflects M C’s word finding 

difficulties but shows that the impairment is not severe. On an informal test requiring 

MC to name actions depicted in drawings, he also performed quite well: 50 out of 72 

correct (69.4% without any cueing). There are no observed noun/verb differences in 

M C’s naming, and the impairment is mild to moderate. M C’s responses to the Boston
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Naming Test in spoken and written modalities are given in Appendix H, as are his 

responses to the action pictures.

Testing on various parts of the PALPA Battery (Kay, Lesser and Coltheart 1992) 

showed that MC is also able to repeat words of all grammatical classes very well. He is 

somewhat impaired in pseudoword^ repetition (20/30 correct), typically misidentifying 

pseudowords as real words with similar phonological characteristics (e.g. splant -> 

‘splint’’, riety -> ‘p ie ty’). He is also extremely impaired at sentence repetition, making 

many errors (3 out of 10 correct); this may be an artefact of his very poor short term 

memory. (MC’s repetitions of pseudo words and sentences from the PALPA battery are 

given in Appendix m .) Morphological complexity did not have an effect on his 

repetition ability (90 out of 90 correct), and nor did grammatical class (59/60 correct).

2.3 Spoken language comprehension

MC performed well on the comprehension subtests of the BDAE, including 

following auditorily presented instructions of increasing complexity, and answering 

questions on short narratives. On picture-matching tasks, which required MC to listen to 

a sentence and then decide which of an array of pictures was the most appropriate 

depiction, he performed well on all sentence types apart from those involving reversible 

verbs: 4/8 correct for reversible passives and 6/8 for reversible actives (test from 

PALPA). On an informal test designed to assess auditory comprehension of reversible 

verbs (Froud 1996), MC scored 27/30 correct on actives and 15/30 correct on passives. 

On the same test, MC showed difficulties with cleft object constructions (9/20 correct) 

and truncated passives (without the by-phrase: 15/20 correct) but had no problems with 

cleft subject constructions (20/20 correct). This suggests that he has a preference for 

canonical word order; the combination of non-canonical word order with a semantically 

reversible verb leads to interpretive difficulties with respect to theta assignment to the 

arguments of the verb. M C’s sentence comprehension deficits were the subject of Froud

(1996); I return to them briefly in the context of a morphological deficit below (see 

section 2.11).
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MC’s receptive vocabulary was assessed using the BPVS Long Form (Dunn, 

Dunn, Whetton and Pintilie 1982), which requires the subject to match one of four 

pictures to an auditorily presented word. He performed well on this task: 146/150 correct 

(which placed him in the 78* centile for adult performance). MC also performed 

normally on a word-picture verification task (on which he was required to state whether 

a spoken word matched a picture).

To summarise the results of clinical testing of M C’s spoken language 

comprehension, he performs within normal ranges on tasks involving the comprehension 

of single substantives. His functional comprehension is good, and he is able to retain the 

gist of a spoken passage well enough to answer simple questions on it immediately 

afterwards. However, his auditory comprehension does break down along syntactic lines: 

when presented with sentence-picture matching tasks requiring the processing of 

reversible verbs and/or departures from canonical word order (passive and cleft object 

constructions) he has great difficulty and tends to perform at or near the chance range.

2.4 Writing

MC’s written output is usually unintelligible, consisting of word-length strings of 

letters which frequently bear no resemblance to the target and which often fail to reflect 

phonotactic or orthographic constraints. For instance, in the writing subtests of the 

BDAE, MC produced ‘srathet’ for soft, ‘cainet’ for particular, ‘cloen’ for physician. He 

is able to produce his name and fragments of his address, as well as other well-leamt 

sequences, such as the alphabet and numbers from 1 to 21. Writing of sentences is 

likewise unintelligible, though there seems to be some retention of syntactic awareness 

in this modality, because he produces function words interspersed with some (real and 

apparent) substantives. For instance, his written description of the Cookie Theft picture 

mentioned above (section 2.2.1) was as follows:

(8) Scene is tno kinder. Is the cookie are is temebe. Dir kinder is tomoer is. The is a

under ggoned. The is fall under. The gartan is the flores. Is fall under the house.

Pseudowords are nonexistent but morphologically and phonologically legal word length strings.
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Her is a underfest.

MC did know some German prior to his CVA, but is unable to produce any on 

demand and does not manifest this kind of cross-linguistic influence in any other 

modality apart from writing; it is also apparent in his single word writing, as when he 

wrote ‘ranch’ in response to the target smoking. He cannot read back his own writing of 

single words or connected text.

Because M C’s writing performance is so severely damaged as to be all but 

unintelligible, and because at present it does not appear to yield to theoretical 

interpretation, it has not been investigated further for the purposes of this thesis. 

Investigation of his writing is pending, however, in particular with regard to possibly 

establishing a dissociation between MC’s impaired reading of functional categories and 

his much better production of them in the written modality; and also with the intention 

of analysing further the interference from an otherwise apparently lost second language.

2.5 Reading

M C’s reading performance, especially at the single word level, forms a major 

focus for this study.

2.5.1 Single words

2.5.1.1 Monomorphemic and morphologically complex substantives^

MC can read substantives very well. His reading is not affected by 

psycholinguistic variables such as imageability or frequency, nor by orthographic 

features such as word length (all controlled for in various tests, mainly from the PALPA 

Battery). Across many reading lists, comprising 731 nouns, verbs and adjectives, MC 

was 80.575% correct (589 words read correctly). His errors are visual or phonological
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(producing a word which is orthographically or phonetically similar to the target) and 

very occasionally, semantic (i.e. related in meaning to the target). He is not affected by 

grammatical class membership; nouns, verbs and adjectives are all read equally well.

Most of M C’s errors on morphologically complex substantives are errors of 

affixation. When reading morphologically complex words, he is very often unable to 

correctly read a derivational or inflectional affix, producing instead the appropriate stem 

either affixless or with a substituted affix. For instance, on a reading list controlled for 

morphological complexity (PALPA), MC read 34 out of 45 monomorphemic words 

correctly, and only 17 of the 45 morphologically complex words. His errors on the 

monomorphemic words were mixed, involving a few semantic errors (e.g. sand 

‘rock’; wrist “> ‘elbow’), a phonological error (fiend -> ‘fe e l’), two visual errors {mild 

‘m ildew’ and crux -> ‘cruise’), and three errors of affixation: murder ‘murderer’, 

ride -> ‘riding’, and tank -> ‘tanker’. 22 of his errors on the morphologically complex 

words, however, involved the affixes; only 6 errors involved stems, and they were 

mainly visual errors (e.g. sold ‘solid’, slimmer -> ‘smile’, crossed -> ‘across’).

A  reading of regularly and irregularly inflected items from a PALPA reading list 

(PALPA 34) showed that MC treats regularly inflected words somewhat differently from 

those which are irregularly inflected. He read 4 out of 15 regularly inflected words 

correctly, making 8 errors involving omission of the affix, and one involving substitution 

of -ing for -ed on a verb stem (the other two errors were visual and unrelated to the 

target). On the irregularly inflected words (all but one of which were verbs), however, he 

read 6 out of 15 correctly but made only 4 omissions of inflection. Of his other errors on 

the irregularly inflected words, 2 were visual errors and 1 was unrelated to the target, 

whilst the remaining 2 were more complex morphological errors (sang -> ‘song’, a 

visual and / or derivational error; and froze ‘frozen’, an inflectional and / or 

derivational error). This pattern supports a view of regular inflections as relying solely 

on morphological processes; for MC, these are deficient, and he therefore makes errors 

involving omission or substitution of morphemes. Irregularly inflected words, however, 

are lexically represented. When MC is able to retrieve these and assign them an 

appropriate realisation at the morphological interface, all is well. But he still makes some 

errors, especially in the appropriate realisation of tense morphemes at the morphological

All the data discussed in this section are presented in Appendix IV.
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interface, even when an irregular (and hence lexicalised) realisation is available to him. 

This appears to be consistent with the hypothesis that his realisations of tense projections 

are limited (sections 2.2.2 above and 2.11 below).

MC does make other, non-morphological, kinds of errors on reading of single 

substantives, as the assessments from PALPA showed. But the proportions of such 

errors are very small compared to his morphological errors. Because it can be very 

difficult to determine whether an aphasie patient is really making errors of affixation, 

rather than carrying out whole word substitutions which are phonologically, visually and 

/ or semantically related to the target (which affixed words tend to be - see discussion in

1.3.1 above, and also Badecker and Caramazza 1998), MC was given another list of 

monomorphemic and morphologically complex substantives to read (the whole list is 

given in Appendix IV). This list contained inflected and pseudo-inflected words - for 

example, babies and rabies’, walking and awning', shouted and wicked (based on an idea 

from Badecker and Caramazza 1987). The list consisted of 22 pairs of inflected words 

with monomorphemic controls. MC read 21/22 of the monomorphemic controls 

correctly, making one error which may be visual or morphological in nature {dozen 

‘dozing’). On the inflected words, by contrast, he read only 11 correctly (and 8 of these 

were -ing participles, which is MC’s preferred form for verbs). His errors were all 

morphological: on 5 items the affix was omitted, on 5 verbs the affix was changed to - 

ing, and one verb was altered from past tense {-ed) to present tense / 3"̂  ̂person (-j).

A third list was presented to MC to ascertain whether his underlying deficit on 

single substantives is really morphological in nature. 28 pairs of homophones were 

generated, such that one homophone was inflected and the other was monomorphemic - 

for example, bored and board', days and daze', knows and nose. Such a list is designed to 

rule out the possibility that phonological factors are determining responses, since the 

members of the homophone pairs are phonologically related but morphologically 

dissimilar. If MC treats the two sets of words in different ways, then it is more evidence 

to support the characterisation of reading deficits on single substantives as underlyingly 

morphological in nature.

As predicted, MC made very few errors when reading the monomorphemic half 

of the reading list, reading 24 out of 28 correctly. His errors were visual {paste ^  ‘pasta ’ 

and daze ‘doze’) and morphological {mast -> ‘master’ and choose ‘choice’). On
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the morphologically complex half of the reading list, however, MC made 25 

morphological errors of substitution or omission of affixes. All the stems were produced 

correctly. Most of the errors (18) involved substitution of the -ing affix for -ed or -s on 

verbs; there were 4 instances of affix omission, and three more complex errors: ducked 

-> ‘duckling’, days ‘daylight’ and massed ‘amass’.

In other words, MC presents with a morphological deficit in his reading of single 

substantives, and careful testing has shown that he is not consistently affected by any 

non-morphological variable.

2.5.1.2 Function words'*

M C’s reading of function words is in direct contrast to his reading of 

substantives. He performs extremely poorly, being unable to produce accurate responses 

to any function word. His responses do show that he has recognised some categorial 

information associated with function words, because his responses to these items only 

consist in the quasi-random production of various other function words. Some examples 

are given in table one below (from Froud, to appear), which also illustrates the contrast 

between M C’s reading of functors and substantives.

M C’s performance on the reading of function words is much worse than that of 

comparable patients in the aphasiology literature, and I draw some comparisons in 

section 2.10.1 below. But it is clear, even before such comparisons are made, that M C’s 

function word reading deficit is extraordinarily pure and robust. From the corpus of 

MC’s reading responses, a total of 651 examples of function words were identified. Out 

of these, he made 519 (79.724%) function word substitution errors, getting only 76 

correct (11.674%) and either failing to respond or producing a substantive (which was 

usually unrelated to the target, but sometimes bore it a visual, semantic or morphological 

resemblance) in the other cases.
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Target MC’s response Type of error

mortgage “mortgages” morphological (inflectional)
prove “proven” morphological (inflectional)
earn “earnings” morphological (inflectional & derivational)

happy “happiness” morphological (derivational)
aunt “auntie” morphological (derivational)

circuit “circus” visual
subtle “substitute” visual
lever “levity” visual
daze “haze” visual

motor “car” semantic
hear “listen” semantic

whether “before or because” function word substitution
that “after, I don’t know” function word substitution
all “for” function word substitution

some “after” function word substitution
any “because” function word substituition
the “at” function word substitution
this “for or to” function word substitution
you “before” function word substitution

yourself “after or nobody” function word substitution
I “one..no, because, or and” function word substitution

him “and... before” function word substitution
then “before” function word substitution
can “because” function word substitution

could “before” function word substitution
have “it is .... about?” function word substitution

because “after” function word substitution
and “because” function word substitution

Table 1: examples of MC’s reading errors

2.5.1.3 Pseudowords

MC is very poor at reading pseudowords (2/24 correct on a PALPA subtest), 

making many lexicalisation errors - that is, producing a real word which is visually and /

All data mentioned in this section are reported in Appendix V.
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or phonologically related to the target. Some examples of such errors are, given in table 2 

below, and more pseudoword reading data are provided in Appendix VI.

Target MC’s response

steet street
taze haze

dreed deed
purpise purple
prain drain

minacle minaret
pupit pulpit

halocle halo
ulder udder
bood blood

Table 2. Examples of MC’s lexicalisation errors on reading pseudo words.

An inability to read pseudowords is often taken to be characteristic of an 

acquired dyslexic syndrome known as phonological dyslexia, so-called because it is 

supposed to result from a deficit affecting the rules which map between orthographic and 

phonological representations. Such an account of M C’s deficit is considered below 

(section 2.11).

2.5.2 Sentences and connected text

M C’s reading of sentences and connected text is discussed in Druks and Froud 

(submitted). At first pass, MC’s reading aloud looks almost classically agrammatic, 

because many function words are omitted (and / or substituted), resulting (amongst other 

things) in the reading of passive sentences as if they were active. For example:

(9) Targets

a. Sue was kissed by Bill.

Responses

Sue was kissing the girl, the boy.
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the...Bill.

b. Alex was tickled by his son. Alex was tickling the boy.

However, this classification does not bear a closer examination; as can be seen by the 

presence of determiners, auxiliaries, and participial endings, M C’s reading is not 

characterisable as an omission of all functional morphemes. (More sentence reading data 

are provided in Appendix VII.)

Rather, it seems as though MC’s reading of items longer than single words is 

characterised by his recognition of substantives. He seems to seize on one or two 

contentful words in the sentence, and then build a phrase or sentence around those. This 

results in reading performance which is a conglomerate of his reading and spontaneous 

speech. Consider the following examples:

(10) Targets Responses

a. The horse is carrying the cat. The horse carries the cat.

b. I wonder when spring will come. I wish spring would come.

c. John came to the party with his John likes the party - can't do these

friend Peter. things - and a friend.

d. Mary phoned John but he was out. John phoned Mary but no answer.

e. Peter ate all the jam tarts. Peter likes jam tarts.

It is noticeable that function words which MC is unable to read when they are 

presented to him in isolation are very often appropriately used in reading of larger 

syntactic units; this is also a characteristic of his spontaneous speech, and can essentially 

be explained in the same way. Because MC’s access to lexical representations of 

substantives is assumed to be intact (as witness his very good performance on lexical 

decision tasks - section 2.7) it is possible that he has access to the representation of the 

extended projection of substantive categories. Whilst this is not as much information 

about the syntactic representation of function words as is available to the normal 

computational component, it is more than is available to MC’ŝ computational 

component when it is required to deal with function words in isolation. In a sense, M C’s 

faulty morphological realisations of functional categories are supported by the presence
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of information about the extended projection of substantives. If MC can recognise a 

couple of substantives from the sentence he is reading, he can also boost his deficient 

representation of the associated functional categories, and in some cases this is sufficient 

information for him to produce a fully grammatical sentence - though the extent to which 

this resembles the target is extremely variable. M C’s reading of connected text (from 

Neale 1989) can be seen to support this conjecture: >

(11) Target

The lions’ final act was in progress. Jack stood waiting to clear the ring. The 

thunder outside the circus tent had made the lions restless. Suddenly Tina, the 

lion trainer, stumbled. Her whip fell. The youngest lion sprang towards her. Jack 

leaped swiftly inside the cage, cracking the whip with great skill. His prompt 

action enabled Tina to regain control quickly. After that brief adventure. Jack 

decided on his future work.

Attempt

The lions in progress in the ring. Jack...in the door, no, it is waiting in 

the...erm ...ring. The thunder is outside, the lions are restless. Tina falls and the 

trainer stumbled. The whip fell. The lion...the, the...erm , erm', the something 

lion prang (=sprang?) towards me. Er, Jack swiftly came in the cage with the, 

erm....whip with control. His br..His cage otion tembled to, to control quickly. 

After the venture Jack, Jack decided we his work were done.

It is apparent that MC’s reading of connected text contains some neologisms and 

articulation errors. These are rare in his spontaneous speech and in his reading of single 

words and sentences, and it is therefore assumed that they result from increased pressure 

on his reading performance. MC is very aware of his errors and is sometimes a little 

embarrassed by them, which can increase his frustration and lead to the production of 

more errors; reading of connected text certainly yields more such difficulties than 

reading of shorter stimuli.

It is clear, however, that M C’s poor reading of function words is considerably 

improved by the presence of a syntactic frame, presumably due to the availability of
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syntactic information from the extended projection of the substantives present in a 

sentence. In order to establish the validity of this conjecture, MC was given some 

specially designed tasks (reported in Druks and Froud submitted). The first contained 

sentences with a function word in roughly medial position. The function word was 

emphasised (by being printed in a larger, bold font), and MC was asked to look at the 

whole sentence but only read the emphasised word. For example:

(12) a. I wonder why the sky is blue.

b. Peter decided that he would stay at home. '

c. The burglar was caught by the policemen.

MC had great difficulty in responding to this task, and needed many reminders 

and practice items. Nevertheless, he produced 14 out of 40 function words which were 

appropriate to the sentence; however, he still did not seem to be actually reading them. 

For instance, he responded to John went to work AFTER eating breakfast with ‘before’ - 

which was scored as appropriate because it fits into the syntactic frame, but is 

nevertheless incorrect. On the strict criterion, 12 of M C’s responses actually matched the 

target function word - which is still much better than his overall reading of function 

words in isolation - 30% correct as compared to 11.67% (which is the percentage of 

correct responses reported in Appendix V). It seems clear from these results that M C’s 

production of function words is supported by the presence of a syntactic frame. (The 

results of this task are given in Appendix VUI.)

M C’s reading of longer items than single words has not been investigated further 

for the purposes of this study, because it results from a complex interaction of linguistic 

and extra-linguistic factors which it is very difficult to identify. In addition, having 

established that the presence of a sentence frame is likely to support M C’s reading of 

function words which he cannot read in isolation, the only way to really investigate the 

processes and deficits which may underpin MC’s difficulties with function words is to 

ensure, as far as possible, that he is not making use of support mechanisms, linguistic or 

otherwise. For these reasons, single word reading forms the major focus of the present 

study.
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2.6 Written language comprehension

2.6.1 Sentences and connected text

M C’s written sentence comprehension as assessed on a PALPA test is good, with 

the exception of sentences involving semantically reversible verbs. This parallels his 

comprehension of spoken sentences. Given the lack of evidence for a problem accessing 

the meaning of reversible verbs, I assume that his chance performance on such items 

reflects the difficulty he has in projecting higher domains in the phrase maker of a 

sentence - specifically, those domains in which word order is fixed and theta roles made 

visible by the assignment of Case (Chomsky 1986, 1995a). There is no evidence that MC 

has a specific deficit in theta assignment, for instance, nor in lexical semantics; but the 

subject-verb agreement errors mentioned above (section 2.2.2.1) do seem to suggest that 

he prefers to minimise the extent of the projection when he can. The interpretive effect 

noted in reversible verbs is presumably avoided on non-reversible verbs by the 

application of extra-linguistic knowledge (cf. accounts of agrammatic comprehension of 

reversible sentences put forward by Caramazza and Zurif, 1976; Caplan and Putter, 

1986; Druks and Marshall, 1991; Ouhalla, 1993 and others).

M C’s comprehension of written text has not been systematically investigated. He 

claims that he is able to read for meaning, and on informal evaluation has been able to 

report the gist of short passages (from newspapers and theatre programmes) which he 

has not read aloud. These claims are supported by the results of questioning on a short 

text (shown above as (11)) which he has read aloud; it seems that his answers to 

questions (from Neale 1989) bear more relation to the actual text than to M C’s rendering 

of it:
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(13) Question

a. Where did the story take place?

b. Were the lions near the beginning, near 

the middle or near the end of their act?

c. What was Jack waiting for?

d. Why were the lions restless?

e. What happened to Tina?

f. What did Jack do?

g. Who finished the act?

h. What did Jack decide afterwards?

M C's response 

In the tent.

Well, they are in the end, but 

I don’t think it possible, 

actually.

Erm, to, to fear (=clear?) the 

cage.

Er, they erm, they are 

restless for the whip.

She fell down.

He springed up and calmed 

the animals. *

Tina, I think.

He was like to go in the 

training, or something like 

that.

Like other attempts by MC to read longer syntactic units than single words, the 

combination of factors which affect his responses seems complex and, being a 

combination of the linguistic and the extra-linguistic, unlikely to yield very far to 

theoretically motivated interpretations. MC’s comprehension of sentences and connected 

text is therefore not a major focus of this investigation, though it is discussed somewhat 

further in the light of theoretical assumptions below (section 2.11). The remainder of the 

preliminary investigations of M C’s written language comprehension focuses on the 

single word level.

2.6.2 Monomorphemic Substantives
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MC was tested in many different ways to ascertain whether he was able to 

understand the meaning of written words which he was unable to read aloud: these 

results are reported in Druks and Froud (submitted). His comprehension of single word 

substantives is very good, as assessed on PALPA: in a written word - picture matching 

task he got 39 out of 40 items correct, making one close semantic error {thimble for 

needle). He was 100% correct on a written word - picture verification task, which 

required him to confirm whether a written word matched a picture (100 items, controlled 

for frequency). In an ‘odd-one-out’ task, in which he had to look at three written words 

and decide which two went together, he performed normally (51/52 correct: Pyramids 

and Palm Trees three word version, Howard and Patterson 1992). On a similar task 

involving triads of substantives which were controlled for imageability and frequency 

(Shallice and McGill, unpublished) MC also performed well: 75 out of 80 correct, with 

no effects of frequency or imageability.

2.6.3 Derived and inflected substantives

M C’s comprehension of affixes on morphologically complex single words was 

also assessed. One task, based on Funnell (1987), involved 36 pairs of derivationally 

related words in which one of the words carried agentive morphology. In 12 pairs both 

words were suffixed (- er for the person and -ing for the verbal equivalent - e.g. teaching 

- teacher). 11 pairs of words were agentive stems with affixed nominals (e.g. poet - 

poetry’, vicar - vicarage)’, and the other 13 pairs were monomorphemic nominals with 

their agentively affixed counterparts (e.g. musician - music’, scientist - science). MC was 

asked to select which word of each pair denoted a person; and he carried out the task 

100% accurately (despite making 66% derivational errors on reading of the 

morphologically complex words from this task). Another task probed M C’s 

understanding of derivational morphology denoting gender, though this was harder to 

control because without exception the affixed words in this task were the ones that 

denoted the female. MC was presented with 56 words printed on cards, and asked to sort 

them into piles according to their gender - male or female. The word list for this task 

comprised 3 pairs of pronouns {him, her, he, she, his, hers), 13 pairs of stems in which a
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gender distinction is lexically realised (e.g. aunt I uncle, spinster / bachelor) and 12 pairs 

in which the gender distinction is realised morphologically (e.g., priest /  priestess; 

emperor / empress). Again MC performed this task without error. So it is clear that he 

understands the meaning of a range of derivational affixes, as well as personal pronouns 

which he is unable to read. On reading the same words, MC could not produce any of the 

personal pronouns, making his typical function word substitution errors on all six. He 

correctly read 45 out of the 50 gender-specific words, making one semantic error 

{woman -> ‘husband, wife, mother’) and four morphological errors (one omission of a 

feminine affix - mayoress ‘mayor’', one substitution - priestess -> ‘priesthood’’, and 

two additions of feminine endings to masculine stems - emperor -> ‘empress’ and 

stew ard-^ ‘stewardess’).

MC’s understanding of inflectional morphology was assessed in a similar way, 

by asking him to sort words on the basis of their number features. He was presented 

(singly and in random order) with 28 pairs of singular and regular plural nouns (e.g., 

flower, flowers) and 12 pairs of singular and irregular plural nouns (e.g., person / people, 

child / children), which he was asked to sort into piles according to whether they were 

singular or plural. He made only 8 mistakes; 6 on irregular plurals {men, lice, mice, teeth, 

feet, cacti) and 2 on the singular forms of words with irregular plurals {person, cactus). 

This contrasts with M C’s reading of the same words, several weeks later: he omitted the 

plural marker on six regular plurals, but incorrectly produced only two irregular plurals 

as singulars {women -> ‘woman’', men -> ‘just one m an’). This performance strongly 

suggests that MC recognises and understands plural markers, but he cannot reliably 

produce them. Irregular plurals, being lexically represented rather than morphologically 

realised, are less impaired on a reading task (see section 2.5.1.1 above).

In a test of M C’s comprehension of verbal inflectional morphology, he was asked 

to sort verbs into two piles according to whether he thought they were present or past 

tense. Because of the difficulty in generating verb forms which are unambiguously 

verbal, and not potentially adjectival (e.g. cleaned, waiting) or nominal (e.g. sinks, 

slides), a pronominal subject he was added to each of the verbs in this task. So, MC was 

presented (singly and in random order) with 59 present tense verbs (inflected with the 3̂^̂ 

person -s), 30 regular past tense verbs (inflected with the past tense maricer -ed), and 29 

irregular past tense verbs. MC’s performance on this task was more impaired than on the
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previous sorting tasks. He made a total of 83/118 (70.34%) correct responses: 51/59 

present tense verbs, 22/30 regular past tense verbs and 10/29 irregular past tense verbs 

were correctly sorted.

M C’s comparatively poor performance on this sorting task requires an 

explanation (though note that it is still substantially better than his reading of inflected 

verbs, as demonstrated in the reading tasks which focus on morphological complexity, 

detailed in section 2.5.1.1 above). Notice that such performance is compatible with the 

hypothesis introduced above, that MC does not project the functional domain associated 

with the clause unless required to do so. Clearly there is no such requirement when he is 

presented with a verb in isolation, and MC’s performance on this task strongly supports 

the idea that no checking relations are set up between functional heads ahd related verbal 

morphology. Feature checking is a mechanism by which uninterpretable features, 

including phi-features on verbs, are erased from the syntactic representation (Chomsky 

1995a); if MC does not check these features, they remain in the derivation and he is 

therefore unable to interpret verbal morphology. His pattern of performance seems to 

suggest the influence of some extra-linguistic strategy; for instance, if he assigns a 

default interpretation of ‘Present’ to any tense morphology he cannot recognise, we 

would expect most present tense verbs to be identified correctly, with many more errors 

on regularly inflected past tense verbs, and even more on irregular past tense verbs 

which do not even have the -ed marking to act as an overt ‘prompt’ for a past tense 

interpretation. This seems to reflect the actual data.

Why should this not be the situation for nouns, as well as verbs? MC can project 

VP without difficulty, and argument positions in VP are usually occupied by nominals. 

Notice that a difficulty in projecting the higher clausal domains which are required for 

checking of features associated with V (presumably at least AGR-S and T) does not 

entail a similar difficulty in projecting checking domains for nominals. Features such as 

number on nouns have been hypothesised to be checked by functional heads within the 

DP (e.g. Longobardi 1994, Bhattacharya 1998, Giusti 1997), so given that MC can 

project a DP, it is expected that he will also be able to carry out checking operations - 

and therefore interpretation of morphology - within the nominal domain.

Recall that there is no claim that MC cannot project the functional domain for a 

clause; clearly his performance is not so straightforwardly accounted for, since such a
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profound syntactic deficit would result in very poor performance on a variety of tasks 

which MC has shown that he can perform (at least some of the time). My claim is more 

in the tradition of an economy metric (cf. Isserlin 1922), though not so strong. The 

suggestion is simply that MC avoids building bigger projections than he has to; this has 

some effects on his ability to interpret verbal morphology, but because he is able to 

project the functional domain of the clause when required, the results of this reduced 

projection are not always clearly visible. As mentioned above (section 2.2.2.1), this 

hypothesis is compatible with suggestions from both Ouhalla (1993) and Grodzinsky 

(2000).

2.6.4 Function words®

It is extremely difficult, by definition, to create tasks which assess the 

comprehension of function words, because these are precisely those categories which are 

not easily depicted and which do not (on current assumptions) have a 1:1 relationship 

with a particular conceptual representation. Nevertheless, some tasks were created with 

the intention of evaluating the extent to which MC has intact meaning representations for 

function words which he is unable to produce in isolation.

Prepositions are the easiest of the functional categories (see chapter 4) to depict 

visually, so assessment of MC’s comprehension of functional categories began with two 

tasks which looked at spatial prepositions (also reported in Druks and Froud submitted). 

Firstly, utilising real objects and toys, 16 different spatial situations were created; for 

each item MC was given a list of four written prepositions and was asked to indicate 

which of them best described the situation. For example:

Situation: coin placed inside glass ‘

List of prepositions: in under on up

MC scored 14/16 correct on this task. He responded incorrectly to the situations 

involving to and with. When asked to read the relevant prepositions in isolation he could 

only read two of them {down and against).
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The second experiment was a word-picture matching task (Druks, 1991), with 12 

sets of 4 pictures (making a total of 48 test items), each set depicting two objects in 

different spatial relations to each other. For example, one set showed an àeroplane under, 

over, behind and beside a cloud. Prepositions were written on separate cards, and the 

pictures were presented on four separate occasions so that all four prepositions for each 

set of pictures could be targeted. MC was asked to select the picture that matched the 

word written on the card. He made only 4 errors on this task (91.67% correct).

Having ascertained that MC is able to access meaning representations for spatial 

prepositions, which he cannot read, attempts were made to find out if this was true of 

other function words. The first task used pairs of function words (e.g., here -  there; who 

-  what; all -  nothing; these -  those)', for each pair of words, six pictures of different 

objects (trees, houses, apples and so on) were drawn. For here and there, for example, 

one item contained a large tree (here) and a smaller tree in the distance (there)', for who 

and what, one item contained a boy (who) and an apple (what). The target words were 

written (in various positions) on the appropriate pictures, and MC was asked to draw a 

line from each word to the part of the picture which he felt it referred to. He was 

expected to draw a line from the word here to the large tree in the foreground, for 

instance, and from the word there to the smaller tree in the distance. There were 80 items 

in the task, which MC carried out quickly and with confidence. He made only a few 

errors (75 out of 80 correct - 93.75%), most of them on nothing - all for which the 

picture proved not very successful.

A second task, based on Funnell and Allport (1987), tested the comprehension of 

the function words without, only, just, and, and not. Six sets of three pictures were 

drawn, showing pairs of objects together and individually. For example, one set showed 

a pen, a book, and the pen and book together. MC was then asked to match the following 

written phrases to one of the three pictures: pen and book, book and pen, only book, pen 

without book, book without pen, only pen, just pen, just book, not pen, and not book. 

Similar sets were presented showing apple and banana, knife and fork,^ house and tree, 

John and Mary, and chair and table. There were therefore 60 items altogether in this task, 

and MC was correct on 57 of them (95%).

Overall, then, there is strong evidence that MC’s access to the meaning

“ All the data discussed in this section are provided in Appendix IX.
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representations of words and affixes which he cannot reliably produce is intact. 

Assessment of M C’s access to lexical representations was the next priority.

2.7 Lexical decision

MC is extremely proficient at carrying out lexical decision in all modalities (raw 

data are provided in Appendix X). He made no errors on a visual lexical decision task 

containing words and phonotactically illegal letter strings (from PALPA), and in a task 

containing legal strings as nonwords his score was 52/60 (87%), with most of his errors 

being false positives. A task was developed to examine his ability to make lexical 

decisions based in the written representations of function words which MC cannot read 

(Druks and Proud, submitted), comprising a written list of 93 function words, 93 

pseudowords created by changing one letter in a function word (e.g., betweed, anynody, 

fron), 60 content words and 60 pseudowords created from the content words. MC's 

performance was equally good on all items: 98% on the function words, 98% on the 

pseudowords created from the function words, 100% on the content words and 92% on 

the pseudowords created from the content words. On an auditorily presented lexical 

decision list controlled for imageability and frequency (from PALPA) he made only one 

error out of 60 items. Performance on both auditory and visual lexical decision tasks 

involving morphologically complex real words was equally good (26/30 in visual 

presentation and 25/30 correct in auditory presentation).

However, M C’s pattern of performance is less straightforward on lexical decision 

tasks involving morphologically complex pseudowords, formed by adding real affixes to 

real stems in illegal combinations (e.g. scarfing, admirely, polites). On a task of this 

nature from PALPA, he made 15/30 errors on non words in the visual modality, 

accepting half of the illegal combinations of stems and affixes (performing at chance), 

but no errors at all when the same items were presented auditorily. This poor 

performance in the visual modality was replicated on a much larger list (Shallice and 

Saffran, 1986; these results are reported in Druks and Froud, submitted). This 

performance is very suggestive of a modality-specific breakdown at? some level of 

morphological decomposition; MC recognises both the stem and the affix, but is unable
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to make a judgement about the combination of the two. We return to this issue of 

modality-specificity below (section 2.11).

MC’s performance on lexical decision tasks is, nevertheless, convincing evidence 

that his lexical representations of function words and substantives are intact. The only 

level at which this strong performance was seen to break down is the morphological 

level; MC has difficulties with affixation in this, as in all other tests so far.

2.8 Grammaticality judgement

It is often considered that the best way to investigate the grammatical 

competence of an aphasie patient is to utilise grammaticality judgement tasks (e.g. 

Grodzinsky and Finkel 1998; Banréti 1994; Linebarger, Schwartz and Saffran, 1983), 

and this paradigm is indeed standardly used with non-brain-injured people as a means of 

empirical investigation of theoretical constructs in linguistic theory. A grammaticality 

judgement task was presented to MC to assess whether or not he could recognise 

violations of subject-verb agreement and of the c-selectional properties of auxiliaries. 

The former condition is assumed to be a test of MC’s ability to represent the functional 

head AGR-S in the syntactic derivation, and the latter of his ability to fulfil lexical 

requirements of functional categories in the syntax.

100 sentences were generated. 50 were grammatical: 20 filler sentences which 

utilised a variety of syntactic constructions that were not targeted in the remainder of the 

task (e.g. They were sleeping quietly)', 10 present tense sentences with third person 

singular subjects and the -s agreement marker realised on a transitive verb (e.g. The girl 

eats the cake'. The man washes the car)', and 20 sentences with complex tense / aspect 

realisation involving an auxiliary, but no marking of third person agreement (e.g. The 

man should send the letter. The girl will hang the picture). The ungrammatical sentences 

were of three types. There were 10 violations of third person number agreement 

marking on a transitive verb with a singular or plural subject (e.g. *The boys chases the 

girl', *The dog guard the house), and 20 examples of the same kind of violation realised 

on an auxiliary verb (e.g. girls has hidden the ball, *The mother are feeding the 

baby). The other 20 ungrammatical sentences were violations of c-selection of lexical
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verb participles by auxiliaries (e.g. ^The driver has fill the car, *The cleaner should 

swept the fioor). The order of sentences was randomised, and they were presented to MC 

for judgement in both written and auditory modalities.

MC found the grammaticality judgement tasks extremely difficult to carry out, 

and he responded very slowly to each sentence. In the written modality, M C’s 

performance overall on this task was at chance (42% correct). Broken down into the 

different conditions, MC’s chance performance is maintained on all categories apart 

from the subject agreement violations realised on auxiliaries, on which MC made 75% 

errors (5 out of 20 correct; this is just below chance, as established using a two-tailed 

binomial test). His performance on the auditorily presented items was somewhat better, 

with a 90% (45 out of 50) success rate on the grammatical items. He was very poor at 

rejecting violations of agreement realised on a lexical verb (only 2 out of 20 correctly 

identified as ungrammatical), but better (though still not much above chance: 13 out of 

20 or 65% correctly rejected) when the violation was realised on an auxiliary verb.

This performance is further support for the hypothesis that MC represents only 

the lexical VP in a sentence unless he is forced to represent the functional domain by the 

presence of an auxiliary verb which must occupy an I node (cf. sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.3 

above). If true, this would mean that agreement morphology on a lexical VP never enters 

into a checking relationship with the number features of the subject, so that a violation of 

such an agreement relation would go unnoticed; the presence of Aux, however, means 

that a functional node higher up the phrase marker must be projected, and checking of 

agreement features may be possible at this level, so that when agreement violations are 

realised on an auxiliary they are recognised and rejected by MC. However, M C’s 

performance on grammaticality judgement is not particularly conclusive with respect to 

this hypothesis, as a 65% hit rate is not sufficiently above chance to be persuasive; and in 

any case, the existence of AGR-S in MC’s phrase marker is neither confirmed nor 

refuted by this result.

The other interesting result on this task was M C’s comparatively well-preserved 

ability to recognise c-selection violations (17 out of 20, or 85%, correctly rejected). This 

is suggestive of relatively intact lexical representations of functional categories 

(assuming c-selectional requirements to be part of the lexical representation of a 

functional category - e.g. Ouhalla 1991).
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However, these results are to be treated with caution, for several reasons. One is 

the apparent dissociation between MC’s ability to judge grammaticality in written and 

spoken modalities. I argue below (section 2.11) that apparent modality-specificity may 

actually be an artefact of the presence of morpho(phono)logical information in a spoken 

representation that is not available in a written representation, supporting a deficient 

system within the language faculty. Another problem is MC’s severe short-term memory 

deficit, which is certainly severe enough to interfere with his ability to retain a spoken 

sentence long enough to perform grammaticality judgement (cf. his very poor 

performance on a sentence repetition task from PALPA - section 2.2.2.6). Such a deficit 

suggests that the only way to be sure that MC is really processing the actual sentence that 

was presented to him is to present it in the written modality; and as we have seen, his 

performance in that modality is at or around chance levels. This means that any 

interpretation derived from grammaticality judgement results in any modality must be 

viewed with extreme scepticism. For these reasons, and because the grammaticality 

judgement paradigm was clearly so difficult for MC, it was not utilised again in the 

course of these investigations.

2.9 Summary

The extensive investigation of MC’s language abilities and impairments has 

yielded a complex picture. I shall summarise the major findings before progressing to a 

consideration of this pattern of performance within a neuropsychological perspective.

M C’s spoken language production is rather slower than normal, and evidences a 

mild to moderate word finding difficulty. He is able to utilise a wider range of syntactic 

structures in his spontaneous speech than a typical Broca’s aphasie, but certain 

constructions (e.g. passives, wh questions, cleft constructions) are nevertheless rare. His 

repetition of spoken language is accurate and unaffected by grammatical class or by 

psycholinguistic variables such a frequency or imageability. His repetition of sentences 

is extremely poor, though this may be due (at least in part) to his short term memory 

deficit. His repetition of pseudowords is also poor, tending as he does to make 

lexicalisation errors on such items.
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MC’s comprehension of spoken language is functionally good, with word-picture 

matching tasks performed at normal levels. He is also able to answer simple questions on 

a spoken passage immediately after its reading. However, he shows some problems on 

testing with sentences containing semantically reversible verbs. There is no evidence that 

he has a theta role assignment deficit, or a lexical semantic deficit, which could account 

for such a pattern of impairment; the difficulties he experiences with such verbs are 

therefore tentatively accounted for in terms of the reduced syntactic projection, discussed 

above as a way to account for his subject-verb agreement errors on lexical (but not 

auxiliary) verbs. This difficulty is also found in M C’s performance on written sentence 

comprehension tasks.

M C’s writing is largely unintelligible, but seems to show up some interesting 

features, namely cross-linguistic interference from a language MC used to speak, and the 

representation of function words in writing which he cannot read. These effects have not 

been replicated recently, and though further investigations of M C’s writing are pending, 

it does not form a focus for the present study.

Reading of connected text has likewise been excluded from the present 

investigations, because it appears that MC uses some combination of reading of 

substantives and spontaneous speech to support his disabled performance on such tasks. 

Reading of single words, however, shows up interesting and theoretically valuable 

dissociations. M C’s reading of substantives is good, though affixation (derivational and 

inflectional) is subject to errors of omission, substitution and insertion. There are no 

effects on M C’s reading of substantives with respect to psycholinguistic variables or 

word class; only morphological complexity has an effect. By contrast, his reading of 

function words is extremely poor, and he makes characteristic function word substitution 

errors, comprising the production of one or more other function words which are usually 

visually, phonologically and semantically unrelated to the target. Reading function words 

is supported by the presence of a sentence frame, which is taken as suggestive of intact 

lexical representations of substantives, including their extended projections, which can 

then support M C’s realisation of functional categories. MC cannot read pseudowords, 

and he makes lexicalisation errors when attempting to do so.

M C’s comprehension of written language also appears functionally good, though 

more formal investigation of his understanding of written texts is inconclusive as to the
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real extent of his abilities in this direction. His comprehension of written sentences is 

unproblematic, apart from difficulties with reversible verbs, already proposed to be a 

reflex of a deficient short term memory buffer. Comprehension of single words is more 

telling. MC performs very well on comprehension tasks involving written substantives. 

His understanding of derivational morphology appears good, as evidenced on written 

word sorting tasks. Similar tests of inflectional morphology yielded more complex 

results, suggesting that he can understand inflectional morphology associated with nouns 

(plurality) but not verbs (tense and agreement). This may be due to a deficient 

representation of higher functional domains above the VP, suggested to account for his 

performance on grammaticality judgement tasks; this problem is discussed again below 

(section 2.11). MC appears to understand very well many of those written function 

words which he is unable to read aloud.

M C’s lexical decisions are accurate for monomorphemic words of all classes, 

presented in all modalities. There appears to be a modality-specific difficulty in rejecting 

written pseudowords which are illegal stem+affix combinations. Again, this apparent 

problem is discussed further below (section 2.11), along with a similar effect observed in 

M C’s grammaticality judgement. The latter tasks yielded results which seem to support 

the notion that MC does not represent the higher functional domain of the clause unless 

required to do so by the presence of an overt auxiliary, and also that he has retained 

knowledge about the c-selectional characteristics of functional categories. However, 

these results are treated very cautiously, as they are not strongly supported by the 

grammaticality judgement data obtained from MC, who was not particularly amenable to 

testing in this paradigm.

Given this overall picture of MC’s language abilities and deficits, I am in a 

position to outline some comparable cases from the neuropsychology literature and 

assess explanations for similar deficits against what we know about M C’s performance.

2.10 Neuropsychological accounts

2.10.1 Function word / substantive dissociations in acquired reading disorders
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The case of MC parallels many cases of acquired reading disorders documented 

in the neuropsychological literature, many of which show dissociations between 

functional categories and substantives. However, the distinction is rarely as robust as that 

demonstrated by MC; and in addition, far fewer data are provided as evidence of a 

particular reading performance.

Consider some examples^ of reported open / closed class^ dissociations from the 

aphasiology literature. Friederici and Schoenle (1980) report the case of JL, who had 

greater difficulty reading ‘closed class’ than ‘open class’ words, making 82.35% errors 

on closed class words. However, 52.94% of these were failures to respond; and it is not 

clear exactly how many function words JL was presented with. Biassou, Obler, 

Nespoulous, Dordain and Harris (1997) report the reading performance of three Broca’s 

aphasies on closed and open class words in isolation and in sentence contexts; they claim 

to have found that their patients had greater difficulty in reading closed class words than 

open class words, and that this result was more pronounced when reading words in 

sentences (62 - 94% errors on closed class words reported) than in isolation (50 - 75% 

errors on closed class words reported). But their list of closed class words is very short, 

and not clearly representative of functional categories, consisting as it did of 3 adverbs, 7 

prepositions, 5 pronouns and a conjunction. Whether any of their patients showed greater 

difficulties with particular classes of function words is not mentioned. There are 

similarly only sixteen sentences, which include a wide variety of function words and 

syntactic configurations; the possibility that this complexity may have had an effect on 

reading is not discussed. Patterson (1982) provides detailed and rather more extensive 

information about the function word reading deficit of her patient, AM; he made 22-30% 

errors over several function word reading lists, and also had some difficulties on tasks 

designed to test the comprehension of written function words. Morton and Patterson 

(1980) likewise produce a detailed and careful analysis of the function word reading 

deficit of their patient PW, who read only 23% of function words correctly over many 

reading lists (a total of 406 words were presented to him). But compare these results to 

M C’s 79.82% function word substitution errors, with only 12.13% read correctly (and

 ̂From Froud (to appear).

 ̂ I revert here to the ‘open/closed class’ distinction because this is the way in which many 
neuropsychological accounts distinguish between substantives and functional categories (or ‘functors’).
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the remainder errors of different types - see section 2,5.1.2 for a detailed description). 

MC demonstrates a much stronger functional / substantive dissociation than most of 

those reported in the literature. Nevertheless, such cases of open / closed class 

distinctions in acquired reading deficits have given rise to some interesting hypotheses 

and some well-known syndrome classifications. Here, I shall compare MC to the 

characterisation of two such syndromes, both of which can involve a distinction between 

relatively well-preserved reading of substantives and very poor reading of function 

words.

2.10.2 Deep dyslexia

Deep dyslexia is an acquired reading deficit which is defined by the presence of 

semantic errors on the single word reading of aphasie patients (e.g. Coltheart 1980). This 

difficulty is part of a symptom complex - that is, associations of symptoms manifested in 

the reading - which includes derivational errors, visual errors, function word 

substitutions, and an inability to read pseudo words. In cognitive neuropsychology, such a 

pattern of impairments would be interpreted in the light of a model of the processes 

utilised in normal reading (e.g. Kay, Lesser and Coltheart 1992; Morton and Patterson 

1980). For deep dyslexia, one suggestion is that there is a single deficit, affecting the 

mapping between phonology and speech via a non-lexical rule-governed reading route 

which permits the phonological realisation of orthographic representations to be 

assembled piece by piece. This accounts for difficulties reading pseudo words, which of 

course are not lexically represented. It has also been argued that this could account for 

the presence of semantic errors (Newcombe and Marshall 1980), because it may be the 

case that the so-called ‘semantic system’ where meaning representations are stored is 

highly unstable, and requires the intact operation of peripheral systems like non-lexical 

grapheme to phoneme conversion in order to operate reliably. If peripheral processes are 

damaged, then operation of the semantic system is even more unstable, and semantic 

errors result. A problem with this perspective is that other kinds of dyslexic (see below) 

also have difficulty reading non-words, but they do not show semantic errors; so it seems 

that damage to the non-lexical reading route is not sufficient to cause semantic errors in
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reading.

The location of a possible secondary lesion to the reading system in deep 

dyslexia is debated. If there is damage to the semantic system itself, then semantic errors 

would be expected in modalities other than reading; this pattern of performance has been 

observed (Nolan and Caramazza 1982). Others have proposed that there may be different 

forms of deep dyslexia, to account for observed variation between patients. One such 

distinction is drawn between ‘input’ and ‘output’ variants of deep dyslexia (e.g. Shallice 

and Warrington 1980): there may be a problem in accessing the semantic system, or a 

difficulty in retrieving representations from it. The former deficit would affect input 

tasks like word-picture matching, as in the case of GR (Newcombe and Marshall 1980), 

who made semantic errors on word-picture matching tasks as well as in reading. An 

‘output’ deficit, on the other hand, would not affect such tasks but would affect reading 

(e.g. patient DE - Morton and Patterson 1980). Derivational errors in deep dyslexia are 

less well-defined than semantic errors, and the pervasive view seems to be that they are 

really some combination of the visual and semantic errors which are also observed in 

deep dyslexia (e.g. Funnell 1987). Single word reading performance in deep dyslexia is 

also affected by psycholinguistic variables including frequency (with more frequent 

words being more easily read) and imageability (with concrete, highly imageable words 

being read more accurately than abstract, low imageability ones); and by word class, 

with ‘functors’ (cf. fn.7 above) being read much worse than substantives, but also a 

gradation between the substantive classes: nouns are read better than adjectives which 

are read better than verbs (see Coltheart 1980 for a comprehensive review of cases of 

deep dyslexia).

It has also been observed (Coltheart 1980) that many deep dyslexies also show 

classical symptoms of agrammatism - in particular, the omission of functional 

morphemes - in their speech. However, it seems unlikely that deep dyslexia could be 

explainable in terms of a fundamental language problem that has multi-modality effects, 

because the speech difficulties which are sometimes associated with deep dyslexia are 

not apparent in every case (e.g. the deep dyslexic patient WS did not have a BDAE 

profile like that of a Broca’s aphasie - Schwartz, Saffran and Marin 1977); and 

conversely, there are many aphasie patients who do not have deep dyslexia (e.g. 

Caramazza, Berndt and Hart 1981).
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Clearly MC is not deep dyslexic, despite the fact that he shows some of the 

features of deep dyslexia. He does make occasional semantic errors in single word 

reading, as well as visual and morphological errors. However, the proportion of semantic 

errors is very small, with most of his reading errors on single substantives being 

morphological. There is very good evidence to suggest that MC’s morphological errors 

are not underlyingly visual or semantic errors (see section 2.5.1.1 above), and his reading 

is not affected by frequency or imageability. In addition, MC does not show the word 

class gradation which is characteristic of deep dyslexia; he reads all substantives equally 

well (though he shares with deep dyslexies the strong dissociation between relatively 

good reading of substantives and very poor reading of function words).

Further, there is evidence to suggest that MC in fact has intact access to the 

meaning representations of those items which he cannot read, including derivational and 

inflectional affixes and free function words. It must therefore be concluded that M C’s 

pattern of performance cannot be functionally located at the site of a semantic system 

where meaning representations are stored; he can clearly access them (as witness his 

good performance on word-picture matching tasks in all modalities - Sections 2.3 and

2.6.4 above) and he can use them at later stages of processing, as demonstrated in his 

reading of monomorphemic substantives (section 2.5.1.1).

However, it is apparent that MC has a very serious deficit in pseudoword 

reading, and this can be explained in terms of a breakdown of the non-lexical grapheme- 

phoneme conversion route for reading of unfamiliar real words as well as pseudowords. 

Another dyslexic syndrome in which this is an important symptom is phonological 

dyslexia.

2.10.3 Phonological dyslexia

Phonological dyslexia is a reading syndrome which shares some (but not all) of 

the features of deep dyslexia as briefly discussed above. For this reason it has been 

proposed that deep and phonological dyslexia may in fact be the same syndrome, only 

deep dyslexies are more severely affected than phonological dyslexies (e.g. Glosser and 

Friedman 1990; Friedman 1996). Phonological dyslexia is defined as an inability to read
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nonwords (and unfamiliar words) whilst reading of real words is relatively well 

preserved (e.g. Beau vois and Derouesné, 1979). This has been taken as strong evidence 

for dual-route reading models - that is, models of reading processes which involve one 

route for reading via a lexicon, and a separate route for grapheme-phoneme conversion. 

The existence of phonological dyslexia was predicted on the basis of such models, and 

Beauvois and Derouesné’s case was the first empirical evidence that such a reading 

disorder really did exist. Phonological dyslexia is explained as a selective impairment of 

the sublexical (grapheme-phoneme conversion) route for reading, while the lexical route, 

used for reading familiar words, is relatively unimpaired.

Some phonological dyslexies are impaired in reading function words and affixed 

content words, and various explanations for this combination of disorders have been 

advanced (see Coltheart 1996 for a review). Patterson (1982) linked the function word 

deficit to the nonword reading deficit, suggesting that function words (even for normal 

readers) are not read lexically or with access to meaning, because they are assumed to 

have very little meaning; rather, they are read sublexically, using grapheme to phoneme 

correspondence rules. This view requires that all patients with problems in pseudo word 

reading would also have difficulties with function words; unfortunately for Patterson’s 

hypothesis, Funnell (1983) presented the case of a patient who was totally unable to read 

nonwords, but could read function words and affixed words (and other similar 

dissociations have also been found: e.g. Caramazza, Miceli, Silveri and Laudanna 1985; 

Berndt, Haendiges, Mitchum and Wayland, 1996).

Some cognitive neuropsychological models of reading processes do not 

incorporate a sublexical route for reading, and such models naturally must explain 

phonological dyslexia in different ways. For example, for Friedman (1995), there are two 

kinds of phonological dyslexia - one which manifests function word difficulties, and one 

which does not. The latter is explained in terms of a deficit in the phonological output 

lexicon itself. Pseudoword representations are assumed to be generated at that level by 

analogy to the phonological representations of real words, so such a lesion would result 

in slight impairment of all words, but a differentially greater disability in pseudoword 

reading. More relevantly for our purposes, as MC does show a function word deficit in 

his reading, Friedman also suggests that phonological dyslexia may result from damage 

to a route between an orthographic lexicon and a phonological output lexicon. Reading
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of substantives would still be possible, because they can be read ‘semantically’, using a 

route via meaning representations which bypasses the damaged route from orthography 

to phonology. Reading function words semantically, however, is supposed to lead to 

errors, because function words have very reduced semantic representations. Reading 

pseudowords semantically is of course impossible, since they have no meaning 

representations at all, by definition. A related, but slightly different, suggestion is that 

function words differ from content words not because they carry less or no meaning but 

because they are lower in imageability (e.g. Davelaar & Besner 1988).

There are, of course, problems with such an approach to functional categories, 

especially within a linguistic theoretic framework. It is clearly anomalous to suggest that 

functional categories have impoverished semantic representations (or that they are low in 

imageability); the semantics of functional categories are complex and psycholinguistic 

factors like imageability do not have a bearing on linguistic semantic representations. Of 

course, the visualisation of a ‘semantic system’ in neuropsychological frameworks is not 

the same as such a conception in a linguistic framework; but even if we are talking in a 

more intuitive sense about representations of meaning, it is clear that many functional 

categories are meaningful. Tense and negation, for instance, very clearly have 

interpretive effects, including effects on truth conditions. As discussed in chapter 1 

(section 1.6.2), there is a mapping between functional categories and associated 

conceptual representations which may not be a 1:1 mapping but which .could hardly be 

called ‘impoverished’. As well as the conceptual undesirability of this approach to 

reading processes, there are also empirical consequences which are not borne out. If the 

function word deficit in phonological dyslexia is to do with function words having 

impoverished semantic representations, or being of low imageability, then we would 

expect to find semantic effects and effects of imageability on substantives in 

phonological dyslexia - for instance, highly abstract nouns should be read as badly as 

(some) function words; and function words with imageable content (such as personal 

pronouns, or spatial prepositions) should be read better than very abstract substantives. 

But they are not (e.g. Jones 1985). Following on from such considerations, Caramazza et 

al (1985) propose that the function word deficit in phonological dyslexia is independent 

of the inability to read pseudowords - a view which is supported by reports of patients 

who cannot read pseudowords but have well-preserved function word reading.
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MC may be a phonological dyslexic. He cannot read pseudowords or function 

words, and he makes errors of affixation which have also been observed in phonological 

dyslexia. However, there is strong evidence against a classification of his reading 

difficulties as phonologically dyslexic on any definition by which the function word 

deficit and the pseudoword deficit are functionally related. MC clearly does not treat 

these two categories of stimuli in the same way as each other (as witness the errors 

shown in tables 1 and 2 above). He makes lexicalisation errors on pseudowords, but 

functional category substitutions on function words. If the two deficits were functionally 

related in the way suggested by Friedman, for instance, we would expect MC to make 

the same kind of errors (presumably lexicalisations) on both pseudowords and function 

words. There is another reason for the present unwillingness to classify MC as a 

phonological dyslexic. He demonstrates related difficulties in more than one modality. 

He has syntactically defined deficits with non-canonical word order in spoken sentence 

comprehension tasks, for instance, though he has demonstrated that he can understand 

the meanings of function words which he cannot read; and function words may be 

substituted or absent in his speech, even though he is able to use a wide variety of 

syntactic structures appropriately when talking. To classify MC as phonologically 

dyslexic (on any definition of the term) would be to ignore these interactions and as a 

result possibly to overlook some significant factor which is informing the multi-modality 

manifestation of his language disorders. It is always intuitively appealing to seek out the 

simplest possible explanation for the observed facts. We saw above that deep dyslexia 

and Broca’s aphasia often pattern together, but that there is unlikely to be a unitary 

explanation for the two disorders, and this may prove to be the case for MC. However, 

given the assumptions from linguistic theory and from other investigations of language 

pathology in a syntactic theoretical framework which were outlined in chapter 1, it seems 

possible that placing M C’s performance into a linguistic rather than a 

neuropsychological perspective may lead to an explanation of the underlying nature of 

his disorder. What follows is a first attempt to seek such an explanation.

2.11 A deficit at the morphology interface
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Consider first of all what processes are assumed to take place in the 

morphological component. Recall that it is the level at which morphological realisations 

are assigned to categories retrieved from the substantive and functional lexica, prior to 

their entry into the syntactic component (since the morphological component is the 

interface between the lexica and the syntax). Inflectional morphology is added at this 

level, and derivational processes also hold here; affixation of substantive or functional 

morphemes to substantive or functional categories can be viewed as the application of 

Merge below the zero level (cf. Ackema 1999).

Inflectional morphemes, free and bound, are assumed to be lexically represented 

in the UG lexicon (or functional lexicon), which is an innately specified part of the 

language faculty. Their syntactic realisations are therefore qualitatively different from 

those of substantives; I assume that substantives are stored in their own lexicon, and that 

part of their lexical entry specifies the nature of their syntactic realisation (the extended 

projection). Functional categories have categorial features, but following Tsimpli (1996) 

and Smith and Tsimpli (1995) I assume that other features of functional heads only 

receive their values at the morphological interface; the feature specification is made 

relevant in the syntax, where checking relationships are established as a result of head 

movement (Chomsky 1995a). So for instance, there is a functional category AGR-S 

which is represented in the UG lexicon, and part of its representation is categorial 

features which identify it as the category AGR. However, those features are neutral until 

they reach the morphological interface, when agreement morphology is affixed to a verb. 

The morphological reflex of agreement on V must be reflected in the features of AGR-S, 

otherwise no checking relationship between AGR-S and V could be established in the 

syntax. I therefore assume that the morphological interface is the level at which the 

features of functional heads are realised, in a form accessible to the syntactic 

computation. This is preferable to the alternative assumption, that there are many 

instantiations of AGR-S in the functional lexicon, one for checking features of a plural 

subject, one for features of a person subject, and so on, and that Select (or whichever 

operation accesses lexical representations for the syntactic component) is somehow able 

to choose amongst the available alternatives, given that they would be categorially 

identical. It is more economical to assume that representations in the UG lexicon are 

categorially identified but that the specification of their features occurs at the
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morphological interface as a reflex of being assigned a morphological realisation (as a 

free or bound category).

Notice that affixation is, in a sense, uni-directional: inflectional morphemes from 

the UG lexicon can affix to stems from either the UG or the substantive lexica, but 

derivational morphology (which is in the substantive lexicon) cannot affix to functional 

categories. This is straightforwardly accounted for on the assumption that categorial 

features of functional categories have no values until they reach the interface; 

substantive elements, including derivational morphemes, have s-selectional properties 

(Ouhalla 1991), and items with a neutralised feature specification cannot fulfil s- 

selectional requirements. Functional categories, on the other hand, have c-selectional 

properties, and these can be fulfilled by categories whether their featural specification is 

neutral or fully realised, since all they are interested in is categorial status (not meaning 

properties). Affixation necessarily precedes feature-specification, not because of some 

arbitrary ordering of processes, but because feature-specification as envisaged above is a 

reflex of morphological processes, including inflectional affixation. I also assume, 

standardly, that morphology feeds into phonology, possibly via PF; I therefore propose 

that the realisations assigned to categories at the morphology interface are (a) accessible 

to the syntactic component for computational purposes, and (b) interpretable to PF.

Note that my hypothesis rests on the assumption of a deficit at the level of the 

morphological component only; syntax is assumed to be intact, as are the lexica and 

mechanisms of access to lexical representations; as are mappings between conceptual 

(meaning) representations and categories in the functional and substantive lexica. Given 

this situation, many aspects of language processing are assumed to be intact: but there 

will of course be ‘knock-on’ effects on the syntactic and interpretive components, 

because it is assumed that the morphology interface and the operations which hold there 

precede the application of syntactic operations: morphology feeds the syntax. If there is a 

problem for the morphological component in recognising functional categories, then it is 

possible that some unconscious strategy is applied to minimise the knock-on effects of 

such difficulties. This is what would lead to MC’s failure, on many occasions, to realise, 

recognise and interpret agreement morphology on V. Functional heads like AGR-S are 

available to MC, and sometimes he succeeds in recognising these (at the morphological 

interface) and assigning them to positions in the derivation (in the syntactic component).
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However, at other times it seems that AGR-S is not projected, as when there is no 

auxiliary verb in the phrase MC is attempting to read (see section 2.8 above). This 

cannot be due to a syntactic failure to project the category, because we know that M C’s 

ability to project functional heads is fine most of the time (as witness his ability to 

interpret number on nouns, for instance). But it could be due to some economy metric 

which results from and compensates for the deficiencies of the impaired morphological 

component. Based on the observation that the projection of a lexical VP will often 

suffice to get meaning across and to assign a rough interpretation to most parts of a 

clause, together with the fact that substantive verbs are more easily assigned a realisation 

at the deficient morphological interface than are functional categories like AGR-S, it is 

logical to propose that the morphological component does only as much work as is 

necessary for the syntax to function. If an auxiliary verb is present, then clearly a lexical 

VP will not suffice; this is when MC demonstrates that he can project higher functional 

heads in the clause. But when there is no auxiliary, a lexical VP should suffice, even 

though morphological reflexes of agreement and tense will go unchecked.

This interpretation of aspects of MC’s performance is reminiscent of 

hypothesised deficits in the projection of functional structure above the clause in 

agrammatism (Ouhalla 1993, Grodzinsky 2000). Recall that Ouhalla proposes a far- 

reaching deficit which means that only the lexical VP is available to the agrammatic, 

resulting in an inability to interpret arguments appropriately and a particular difficulty 

with semantically reversible verbs, in both active and passive sentences - a pattern of 

performance which is rarely attested, as it turns out. Grodzinsky, on the other hand, 

proposes that agrammatics have a ‘pruned’ tree representation, which is cut off at the 

level of T. He follows Pollock’s (1989) porposed structure for the split-Infl, which 

locates an agreement projection below T, because this captures the performance of some 

Hebrew agrammatics who appear to show (relatively) intact access to agreement 

morphology whilst their ability to utilise tense morphology is very deficient; the opposite 

pattern of performance (impaired agreement and intact tense) is not attested. There are 

well-documented empirical reasons, however, for assuming that agreement is probably 

above tense in the undamaged clause representation (e.g. Belletti 1990; Chomsky 1991, 

1993), which led Chomsky to propose the existence of two agreement projections in the 

clause - the higher one (above T) for subject agreement, and a lower one for object
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agreement. Since Hebrew is not a language with an object agreement paradigm, it seems 

strange to propose that Hebrew agrammatics have fewer difficulties with agreement 

than with tense because they are unable to project clausal structure beyond T, since 

AGR-S is precisely located in the portion of the tree which they should be unable to 

project. Grodzinsky’s hypothesis predicts a dissociation between preserved object 

agreement and deficient tense and subject agreement; but Hebrew does not provide an 

appropriate testing ground for this hypothesis. In any case, MC shows difficulties with 

both tense and agreement, and also shows that he can at times build the necessary 

structural representations for both categories; so his performance does not shed much 

light on the representational issue raised by Ouhalla and by Grodzinsky. His difficulties 

in the projection of functional domains really do have the flavour of some (possibly 

extra-linguistic) economy metric rather than a real representational deficit.

Notice that, if the morphological component is faulty, it is likely that almost 

every utterance produced or interpreted via the syntactic component will be one that 

crashes at the interfaces for some reason or another. Consider spoken language output, 

for instance; assuming that Select applies at the lexical interfaces with the morphological 

component, and that sub-zero operations which apply in the morphology are somehow 

damaged or deficient, then the representations which the morphological component 

yields to the syntactic component will be such that it is impossible (or at least difficult) 

for them to be processed normally by the syntax. If features associated with morphology 

have been scrambled or omitted, then these features cannot be checked in the syntax 

either, and syntactic errors will result. For instance, assuming that Case is assigned a 

realisation by the morphological component, but functional categories like Case cannot 

be recognised by a faulty morphology, then it is perfectly possible that Case will not be 

correctly morphologically realised, which in turn means that it cannot be checked in the 

syntax, uninterpretable features remain in the derivation and a crash results at the 

interpretive interface. Such errors, however, do not indicate that there is a problem in the 

syntactic component per se; they simply suggest that the syntax will process whatever is 

fed into it, and that an interpretation will be assigned at LF, even when there is no 

possibility that a grammatical derivation can be yielded by the computation. This is 

compatible with Chomsky’s (1986) view, that the language faculty processes any kind of 

input which consists of matched sound-meaning pairs. On the other hand, it is likely that
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syntactic processes will provide some support for the deficient morphological 

component, so that categories which cannot be recognised at the level of the 

morphological component could to some extent be specified by the application of 

category-sensitive syntactic processes.

Notice that this view leads directly to the prediction of a contrast between the 

production of certain items in a sentential (syntactic) context, and the production of the 

same items in isolation, without syntactic support. Items which do not have a full 

independent lexical representation, and which therefore would normally require a 

morphological realisation to be assigned to them at the interface, are presumably those 

involving affixation (inflectional or derivational) and functional categories. 

Monomorphemic substantives have a full lexical representation, including information 

about their syntactic representation (in the sense of Grimshaw’s 1991 ‘extended 

projection’), when they arrive at the morphological interface via Selection. This could be 

a source of support for a faulty morphology component which cannot appropriately 

assign realisations to functional categories in isolation; if they are associated with a 

substantive which has an extended projection, then they can be featurally specified by 

means of that association.

Let us attempt to be more concrete, considering first how the effects of a deficit 

at the morphological component could be manifested in the language production of an 

aphasie patient. The most obvious effects will be on derived and inflected words. First of 

all, assuming that the deficit is less than total, performance is expected to be variable and 

to include some (rare) correct productions of affixed words. Errors are unlikely to be 

consistent, such that all words affixed with the nominalizing -ness are produced as if 

they are affixed with the adverbializing -ly, for instance; this pattern >of performance 

would indicate a deficit in the lexical representation of bound morphemes, and we are 

assuming that lexical representations have been spared (predicting, for instance, good 

performance on lexical decision tasks involving both function words and substantives). 

Rather, it is expected that a deficit at the morphological component will result in the 

misidentification, substitution and / or omission of affixes. Note that principles of UG 

will still hold, so that a well-formedness metric will apply to the possible combinations 

of stem and affix - bound morphemes should not appear by themselves, and omission of 

affixes should only be possible when the stem is morphologically well-formed with or
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without affixation. Substantive stems should be correctly read, since the deficit is one of 

affixation and not whole word substitution. Dlegal affixation, say of tensè morphology to 

a noun, is ruled out, because categorial information about free and bound categories 

from both lexica, including c- and s-selectional requirements, is assumed to be intact; 

but inaccurate affixation, say of the present tense -ing to V instead of the past tense -ed, 

is not ruled out, because both alternatives fulfil the s-selectional requirements of V and 

both are possible realisations of T.

There is predicted to be a differentially adverse effect on function word reading 

compared to reading of substantives, because (monomorphemic) substantives do not rely 

on the morphological component to receive a syntactic characterisation, whereas 

functional categories do. But notice that the kind of errors predicted to occur on 

functional categories will be different from the kind of errors predicted for 

morphologically complex substantives. In the latter case, the morphological component 

will provide a legal realisation which may or may not reflect the target; the stem will be 

correctly identified. In the former case, however, the morphological component is unable 

to recognise the functional item in isolation, because its categorial features are neutral 

and it is not able to recognise them. This will yield a morphophonological representation 

of some underspecified functional category, which I hypothesise will be assigned 

random (and possibly multiple) possible realisations by recourse to the phonological 

features of lexical representations in the UG lexicon.

It should be becoming clear that the pattern of performance I am predicting as the 

result of a partial deficit at the level of the morphological component is similar in many 

respects to that demonstrated by MC. The poor production of function words in 

isolation, coupled with their comparatively good production in sentential contexts; the 

misidentification of derivational and inflectional morphemes; the absence of illegal 

stem+affix combinations; the correct realisation of stems; all these things are 

straightforwardly predicted on the basis that there is a deficit at the level of an 

independent morphological component in the grammar. The properties of that 

component which I have outlined are simple and plausible, and for the most part have 

already been put forward as necessary properties of a morphological component in 

studies of normal (Tsimpli 1996) and abnormal (Smith and Tsimpli 1995) language and 

language acquisition.
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Consider also pseudoword reading. MC, in common with all phonological 

dyslexies, cannot read pseudowords, making instead lexicalisation errors (section 2.5.1.3 

above). It is very possible that there exists in the language faculty a specialised route 

which applies rules to orthographic representations to allow them to be read aloud, by a 

process of grapheme to phoneme conversion (the GPC route). This is the means by 

which pseudowords and real but unfamiliar words are read. There is strong evidence for 

the existence of such a reading route, including double dissociations from cases of 

acquired dyslexia (e.g. phonological dyslexies cannot use this route at all; dyslexies who 

fall into another syndrome category, so-called surface dyslexies, can only use this route, 

which leads them to produce régularisation errors on real words - reading pint as 

/ p i n t / ,  for instance. See Newcombe and Marshall 1985 for a description of surface 

dyslexia). So it may be the case that MC’s difficulties in pseudoword reading are due to 

the total loss of the GPC.

However, some interesting experimental results are suggestive in this regard. 

When given pseudowords to read which were derived by changing one letter of a 

function word (the same items as he was asked to identify in the lexical decision task 

reported above in section 2.7), MC made some errors which suggested that he was 

simply searching the substantive and functional lexica for a similar letter string to which 

he could assign a pronunciation, as would be expected if some GPC route has become 

defunct. Specifically, he seemed to recognise the category of the pseudoword (if there 

could be such a thing), and he made errors accordingly. So he read absodutely as 

‘before’, beyonz as ‘because’, whecher as ‘before, no, after’ (full list reported in 

Appendix VI). This seems to show that MC was identifying the pseudo word as a 

function word, and then making function word errors. However, not all of his errors 

followed this form. On some pseudowords he clearly demonstrated that he understood 

that the words looked like real words but were not. He read towargs as ‘BEEfore ’, with a 

strong emphasis on the first syllable, and commented ‘that’s strange’. He read howefer as 

‘because - well, zbikAlje/, or something like that’ - and some of his other errors on reading 

such items also demonstrate awareness of their strangeness (see Appendix VI). This 

strongly suggests that MC is not simply accessing a visually similar word to produce 

from the lexicon; rather, he seems to be struggling to assign these strange orthographic 

strings some realisable morpho(phono)logical representation. This is not an attempt to
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dispute the existence of the GPC route for non-lexical reading, nor the likelihood that it 

is severely damaged in certain kinds of acquired dyslexia; rather, it seems that MC 

shows some evidence of attempting to read pseudowords via the morphological 

component which also assigns morph(phono)logical representations to real words. Since 

I am hypothesising that there is a deficit at this level in any case, it may possibly turn out 

to be unnecessary to posit a further deficit at a different level of processing. It is true, 

however, that many of MC’s errors appear to be typical visual (rather than 

morphological) errors, and it is not always possible to tell the difference between real 

mrophological errors and those which result from some other feature of the target word - 

visual or phonological features (recall Badecker and Caramazza’s (1998) caveats to this 

effect, discussed in 1.34 above) - so it may be that there is an additional impairment at 

the GPC after all. I will assume for the present that, for MC (and perhaps for other 

patients with acquired dyslexia), the pseudo word reading deficit may at least partly 

reflect morphological difficulties which are also realised in other aspects of language 

functioning. Whether this deficit can capture all M C’s errors in pseudoword reading is a 

question for future consideration.

Note that MC’s sentence comprehension difficulties may also be explainable in 

terms of a morphological deficit which has ramifications for the workings of the 

syntactic component. We have seen that MC has particular difficulty in interpreting and 

realising passives and other constructions which deviate from canonical word order. 

Because the morphological deficit means that MC’s ability to realise functional 

categories is limited and inconsistent, this is an expected result for syntactic processing. 

Constructions which involve movement of XPs and / or heads necessarily involve the 

projection of functional categories to provide landing sites for that movement; if the 

realisation of functional categories is deficient, then it is entirely likely that their 

syntactic projection is also deficient or erroneous, or even absent. This would reduce the 

possibility that a patient with a morphological deficit would be able to interpret or 

produce wh questions, passives and so on.

M C’s difficulties in the interpretation of reversible verbs may be a reflex of the 

preference for projecting only lower parts of the clause (the VP) unless he is forced to 

project the functional domain (cf. Ouhalla 1993’s proposals for agrammatic 

comprehension). It may be the case that the thematic roles assigned to arguments cannot
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be interpreted until Case is assigned (Chomsky 1986), and at least Nominative Case is 

assumed to be checked in a spec, head configuration at the level of IP. A failure to 

project I would mean that Case assignment cannot take place, and thematic properties of 

arguments remain invisible to the interpretive interfaces. Alternatively, it has been 

recently proposed that theta role assignment is really feature discharge (Homstein 1999, 

Manzini and Roussou 2000); to (over-)simplify, theta features move from their base 

positions associated with V to higher positions in vP or in I, in order to become 

associated with arguments which are base-generated in the positions in which they are 

interpreted. If this is true, it is clear that feature movement could not take place unless 

the higher domain of the clause is realised. In the event that this realisation is absent or 

erroneous, theta roles would not be assigned and the roles of arguments of reversible 

verbs in particular could not be interpreted (except by using some post-linguistic 

interpretive strategy, like the linear order strategy proposed by Caplan and Putter 1986).

Recall the apparent modality-specific manifestation of a morphological deficit in 

lexical decision, described in section 2.7 above. On current assumptions, this can easily 

be accounted for as a deficient representation being generated at the morphological 

interface, resulting in a representation which MC cannot accurately assess for the 

purposes of lexical decision. Notice that the same cannot hold when these items are 

presented to him auditorily: crucially, in this case, MC does not assign the item a 

morphophonological representation - it is assigned for him by the speaker. So I contend 

that the workings of his deficient morphological component are supported, making it 

more possible for MC to perform a lexical check against the stimulus. When the same 

items are presented in the written modality, however, no support for the deficient 

representational capacity of the morphological component is provided, and MC has to 

assign a morpho(phono)logical representation to the item himself. This being much more 

difficult for him because of the deficits at the level of morphology, his performance is 

much poorer when lexical decision crucially rests on the production of an accurate 

morphological representation, as it does in the case of the illegal stem-affix 

combinations.

M C’s performance on the lexical decision tasks from Shallice and Saffran (1986) 

is also telling in another respect. He made more errors on illegally affixed verbs than on 

nouns, and fewest errors on illegally affixed adjectives. To speculate, this pattern seems
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to reflect intact lexical knowledge about the inflectional possibilities available to these 

three word classes. Adjectives basically do not inflect in English (I assume that 

superlative and comparative endings are derivational, since such affixes do not have a 

syntactic reflex), so an inflected adjective is a very strange thing, and pven a deficient 

morphological component seems to be able to reflect this strangeness in some way, so 

that rejection of such an item is more likely to occur. Nouns have somewhat more 

inflectional possibilities than adjectives, with plurality overtly marked on most nouns. 

Verbs have the most inflectional possibilities, with tense affixes like -ed and -ing, as 

well as the agreement affix -s. So it is expected that, even with a deficient morphological 

component, MC would be more likely to reject inflected adjectives as illegal than 

inflected nouns, with verbs being the least likely to be rejected because they have 

available to them the widest range of affixation.

In fact, looking at the individual responses to this task is quite illuminating. All 

the illegally affixed adjectives were in fact inflected. MC correctly rejected 14 of them, 

erroneously accepting only 7, suggesting that he did indeed recognise that there was 

something unusual about adjectives with inflections. Being unable to assign a 

morphological realisation to them, he could not make accurate judgements, resulting in a 

broadly correct tendency towards rejection but with a one in three error rate. Of the 

illegally affixed nouns, 10 were inflected: MC accepted 7 of these, and rejected 3. This 

suggests that he finds it easier to accept nouns with inflections than adjectives with 

inflections. He performed at chance on the affixed nouns which received derivational 

affixes (-ly, -er and -est), accepting 6 and rejecting 5. This may reflect M C’s (implicit) 

knowledge that nouns can be derivationally affixed (for gender, for instance, which I 

assume is not inflectional in English because it has no syntactic reflex; for diminution 

with affixes like -ette or -ie, and for negation with the prefix ex-). All the illegally 

affixed verbs in this list have derivational affixes, and MC erroneously accepted 16 of 

these, correctly rejecting only 3. Again this supports the conjecture that he has some 

intact knowledge of which categories have the most availability for affixation of various 

kinds. Also note that it is crucial to my explanation of MC’s deficit that he has limited 

access to morphological representations of functional categories. Assuming inflectional 

morphology to be functional, and therefore part of the UG lexicon, and therefore largely 

unavailable to MC for projection and checking in the syntactic derivation, it is expected
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that MC has no way of establishing whether or not a written verb has been correctly 

affixed. Certainly he is unable to assign interpretations to tense and agreement 

morphology, as demonstrated on the written word sorting tasks

A test was designed (based on Patterson 1992; reported in Druks and Froud 

submitted) to ascertain whether MC really does have difficulty in assigning a 

morpho(phono)logical representation to the written forms of function words and affixed 

words. MC was shown three written words and was asked to circle the one that matched 

a spoken word, presented at the same time. There were 60 affixed word triads (e.g. safety 

/ safe / safely; intelligent / intelligence / intelligently), and 20 function word triads (e.g. 

in / on / an; if / is / it). MC made 38/80 correct selections, with even proportions of 

function words and affixed words recognised. This performance is just slightly better 

than chance, which supports the notion outlined above, that MC has difficulty assigning 

morphophonological representations unless these are supported by the auditory 

presentation of input. A comparison task like this one requires him to assign a 

representation at the morphological component to three words and then compare those 

representations to each other and to the incoming auditory stimulus; this degree of 

processing is apparently beyond the reduced capacities of MC’s morphological interface 

level.

This version of events also helps to account for the apparent modality difference 

on the grammaticality judgement tasks (section 2.8 above). Reçall that M C’s 

performance in the written modality was at chance, whereas he was much better at 

evaluating whether or not there was a subject-verb agreement violation in the auditory 

modality. It can be seen that the apparent modality-specificity is just an artefact of the 

morphological component deficit. In the auditory modality, a morphological 

representation has already been assigned to the verb, so the deficient morphological 

component representation is supported, as long as the representation can be maintained 

long enough to participate in a syntactic derivation (recall that MC also has a significant 

short term memory loss, which undoubtedly interacts with auditorily presented 

grammaticality judgement tasks).

MC’s performance was slightly different on the PALPA task involving illegal combinations of real stems 
and affixes, but the materials were also different. There were no verbs illegally affixed, only nouns and 
adjectives. MC made 2 false positive responses to inflected nouns and 5 to inflected adjectives. Illegally
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In this chapter I have provided detailed descriptions of the manifestations of 

M C’s language disorder in various modalities, and demonstrated that a characterisation 

of his deficits in terms of a deficient morphological component provides the greatest 

degree of empirical coverage as well as being the most economical hypothesis. However, 

like any interesting hypothesis, the notion of a morphological interface as an isolable 

component of the grammar leads to some new predictions, which have not previously 

been investigated in the aphasiology literature. The following three chapters enumerate 

and investigate three such predictions, and provide more evidence to support this 

characterisation of M C’s language difficulties.

derived nouns and adjectives were treated the same as each other, with MC making three false positive 
responses to the latter and four to the former.
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Manifestations of a morphological deficit 1: unaccusatives^

3.0 Introduction

We have seen that the pattern of language deficits evidenced by MC strongly 

supports the notion that there exists an isolable morphological component in the human 

language faculty, which is deficient in the case of MC, and which leads to some 

interesting errors on testing in various modalities. In particular, recall that functional 

categories are differentially adversely affected, because their featural representation 

remains neutral unless it is specified by being assigned a morphological realisation. This 

feature neutrality leads MC to make errors of recognition when he reads function words 

in isolation; although he recognises such items as functional, he is unable to assign the 

appropriate morphological realisation to the orthographic form and he therefore cannot 

specify which functional item he is seeing. This leads to function word substitution 

errors (see chapter 2, table 1 for examples). ‘

One of the most striking things about MC’s selective reading deficit is the 

difference between the type of errors he makes on substantives and on functional 

categories. We have seen that, when reading substantives, he makes few errors, and these 

are usually affixation errors, or visual /  phonological errors. Very occasionally, he makes 

semantic errors (e.g. reading propellor as ‘aeroplane’). When reading function words, 

however, he makes within-category substitution errors; that is, he produces another 

function word, which is not usually phonologically or visually related to the target. This 

effect has proved very robust - MC never makes any other kind of error when reading 

function words, and almost never makes this kind of mistake when he is reading 

substantives.
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While investigating MC’s reading, it was noted that certain verbs were 

sometimes treated as if they were functional categories. This effect was not understood 

at the time, and the verb lists utilised in the original investigations did not control for 

transitivity, so that it was not clear what feature(s) of the verbs concerned may be 

causing MC to misidentify them as functional categories. This chapter describes the 

follow-up investigations of this observation, utilising a reading list controlled for 

transitivity. It was discovered that MC makes function word substitution errors on 

unaccusative verbs, and on transitive verbs which have an unaccusative alternation, but 

never on unambiguously transitive or intransitive verbs. This observation requires an 

explanation, especially if I am to maintain the account of M C’s underlying language 

deficit as morphological in nature. »

This chapter is organised as follows. First, I present the data on unaccusative 

verb reading which were obtained from MC. Then I shall consider some aspects of 

syntactic and semantic accounts of unaccusativity, before outlining my own proposal for 

the representation of unaccusative verbs and the syntactic reflex of such a representation. 

I attempt to show how the evidence from MC’s reading provides support for an account 

of unaccusative verbs as adjoined to an abstract functional head at the level of the 

morphological component. The account provided here has some interesting 

consequences for other areas of syntactic theory, which are briefly discussed at the end 

of the chapter.

3.1 MC’s reading of unaccusative verbs

3.1.1 Materials and procedure

A reading list was prepared which comprised four conditions. Firstly, there were 

25 unaccusative verbs with no transitive alternation (e.g. depart, ensue), and 50 

unaccusative verbs with a transitive alternation (e.g. bounce, hang). Secondly, 25 

intransitive verbs (e.g. cringe, meditate, complain) were included. Finally, 25 low

' This chapter is based on Froud (1998), where MC’s reading of unaccusatives was first reported. The 
analysis provided there differs in significant respects from that provided here, however.
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imageability and low frequency transitive verbs with no unaccusative ^alternation (e.g. 

worship, declare, adjudicate) were added to the list. Imageability and frequency were 

controlled for to rule out the possibility that MC was making function word errors on so- 

called ‘nonspecific’ verbs (Funnell 1983); that is, verbs with reduced semantic content, 

or those which may be difficult to ‘activate’ because they are used very infrequently in 

the language. Some unaccusative verbs could be categorised in this way if a non

syntactic approach is employed (e.g. exist, occur, happen), and it was useful to control 

for this possibility so as to provide further support for a characterisation of M C’s deficits 

in morphosyntactic terms.

All the verbs included in the list were presented as bare (uninflected) stems, so 

attempts were made to include only those verbs which are not orthographically identical 

to other word classes (though it will be noted that at least two slipped through the net - 

blush and live can be nominal and adjectival, respectively). The list was randomised and, 

in order to generate more data, it was presented to MC on five separate occasions.

3.1.2 Results

M C’s performance on this reading list provides the subject matter for the rest of 

my discussion. The results are summarised in table 1 below.

There were some difficulties in error classification. The morphological error 

types designated ‘derivational’ and ‘inflectional’ in table 1 are closely related; the 

decision as to whether an affixation error should be counted as derivational or 

inflectional was somewhat arbitrary, and relied to a certain extent on intuition. Some 

were obvious: for example, MC produced dine as ‘dinner’, resolve as ‘resolute’, thrive 

as ‘thrift’’, all such errors clearly involve derivational affixation. Some affixation errors 

less obviously resulted in word class changes (they could have counted as gerunds, 

gerundives, or adjectivisations, for instance), but these have been counted as errors of 

inflectional affixation. These include, for example, happen -> ‘happening’’, live 

‘living’’, recover -> ‘recovered’. One similar instance was counted as a derivational 

error, because MC clearly treated the resulting item as a noun: he read begin as 

‘beginning or end’. Some were even less obvious; for instance, MC read pant as pants
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on two occasions. This could either mean that he treated the verb as a nominal, with a
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Unaccusatives 
(n = 25 x5)

Unaccusatives 
with transitive 

alternation 
(n = 50 x5)

Intransitives 
(n = 25 x5)

Low 
imageability / 

frequency 
transitives 
(n = 25 x5)

Correct
87 (69.6%)
e.g. arise, 

persist

200 (80.0%) 
e.g. scatter, 
accumulate

84 (67.2%) 
e.g. decide, 
complain

90 (72.0%) 
e.g. hallow, 

engross

Function word 
substitutions

15 (12.0%) 
e.g. remain -> 
‘because, and’ ; 

linger 
‘before’

24 (9.6%) 
e.g. gather 
‘before, after’ ; 

begin 
‘because’

0 0

Errors of 
derivational 

affixation

5 (4.0%) 
e.g. thrive -> 

‘thrift’, 
reverberate -> 
‘reverberation’

9 (3.6%) 
e.g. bend -> 

‘bent’ ; resolve 
-> ‘resolute’

15 (12.0%) 
e.g. convalesce

‘convalescent’ ; 
agree -> 

‘agreement’

5 (4.0%) 
e.g. appease 
‘appeasement’ ; 
symbolise 

‘symbol’

Errors of 
inflectional 
affixation

9 (7.2%) 
e.g. glisten 
‘glistening’; 
happen -> 

‘happening’

7 (2.8%) 
e.g. grow 
‘growing’; 
recover ^  
‘recovered’

9 (7.2%) 
e.g. cower -> 
‘cowering’; 
agonize -> 
‘agonizing’

2 ( 1.6%) 
bewilder 

‘bewildered’ ; 
daunt 

‘daunting’

Phonological
errors 0

2 ( 1.0%) 
crumple 

‘crumble’ x2

2 (1.6%)
proceed -> 

‘recede’ ; 
meditate 
‘medicate’

0

Visual errors

7 (5.6%) 
e.g. vanish -> 

‘vanquish’ ; wilt 
-> ‘welt’

5 (2.0%) 
blend -> 
‘bleed’; 

vaporise -> 
‘evaporate’

10(8.0%) 
e.g. meditate -> 
‘mediate’ ; excel 

^  ‘excess’

22(17.6% ) 
e.g. appease 
‘appeal’; attain 

‘attend’

Semantic errors
1 (0.8%) 

glisten 
‘glitters’

0 0
1 (0.8%) 

bewilder 
‘bewitch’

Unrelated / no 
response 1 (0 .8%) 3(1.2%)

5 (4.0%) 
(includes 2 
dyspraxic 

pronunciation 
errors)

5 (4.0%)

Table 1: % of total responses falling into each error type on verb reading task
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plural inflection, or that he inflected the verb with a third person agreement marker. 

These errors were also counted as inflections, but notice that they could underlyingly 

incorporate a word class change. Two responses involved affix omission (justify was 

read as ju s t’', symbolise as ‘symbol’) and these were counted as derivational errors. A 

few responses seemed to involve multiple morphological errors: for instance, cower was 

read on one occasion as ‘cowing’, which involves omission of the -er (which may be 

affixal or lexical; the relationship between cow and cower in morphological terms is not 

easy to determine) and inflection with -ing. This response was scored as an inflectional 

error (though it may have had a visual element). Sometimes it was not easy to determine 

what kind of error had been made, as when MC read vaporise as ‘evaporate’. In such 

instances, the error was assumed to be visual in origin. Phonological and visual errors 

are not always easy to distinguish from each other, either, and MC has occasional 

difficulties with pronunciation (due to a mild oral dyspraxia) which complicate matters. 

Pronunciation errors due to dyspraxia were counted as ‘other’ responses, since they 

could not be classified as correct yet they do not reflect language-internal processes like 

affixation. Phonological errors were only recognised if the response was different from 

the target by one distinctive feature (e.g. crumple was read twice as ‘crumble’)', 

otherwise, such mistakes were classed as visual errors (e.g. alleviate was read as 

‘deviate’’, meditate as ‘mediate’). All MC’s responses to the items on this reading list, 

and the classifications accorded to them for the purposes of analysing these results, are 

given in Appendix XL There were no significant differences in MC’s performance across 

the five trials.

MC read 23 of the 50 ambiguous unaccusative / transitive verbs correctly on all 

five occasions of testing. He read a further 12 correctly four out of five times, 12 three 

out of five times, and three (recover, know and vaporise) were read correctly only once. 

He failed to read begin correctly at all, making four function word substitution errors and 

one derivational error. Overall, MC was correct on 80% of the ambiguous class, across 

all five testing occasions. In this class, MC made a total of 24 (9.6%) function word 

errors. 9 errors were derivational, and 7 inflectional, and he made 7 phonological or 

visual errors (see table 1 for some examples).

Of the unambiguous unaccusatives, 7 of the 25 were read correctly all five times 

(blush, die, arise, persist, perish, depart and prevail). MC read 6 correctly on four out of
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five occasions, 9 were read correctly three times, and 1 {thrive) was read correctly twice. 

He failed to respond correctly on any occasion to remain and happen (making five 

function word substitution errors on the former, and five inflectional errors on the latter). 

Overall, he was correct on 69.6% (87) of all unaccusatives across all five testing 

occasions. He made 15 function word errors, and 14 affixation errors (5 derivational, and 

9 inflectional). Other errors were visual (e.g. vanish ‘vanquish’) and unrelated / no 

response. MC made one semantic error in this class.

MC made no function word errors at all on the intransitive verbs or on the low 

imageability / low frequency transitive verbs (n=25 of each, tested five times). Errors on 

the intransitive verbs were mainly derivational (e.g. convalesce ‘convalescent’, agree 

‘agreement’), and on the low imageability class he made mainly visual errors (e.g. 

confute ‘confuse’, attain ‘attend’). He correctly read 67.2% of the intransitives, 

and 72.0% of the transitive verbs.

3.1.3 Discussion of results

The fact that MC made large numbers of function word substitution errors on 

those verbs with an unaccusative reading, and absolutely no such errors on the other verb 

classes, means that these results are clearly highly significant. (To confirm this, a chi- 

square statistical analysis was carried out comparing the numbers of function word 

substitution errors made on the unaccusatives and on other verbs: = 47.779, df = 1; p<

0.001. As expected, this is a highly significant result.) This suggests that MC can, at 

some level, identify and react to unaccusativity, but generating the structure associated 

with the syntactic reflex of unaccusativity is problematic for him, and sometimes leads to 

his misidentification of an unaccusative verb as a functional category.

Table 2 below shows all the function word substitution errors made by MC on 

reading of the unaccusative verbs. It can be seen that there is, as usual, a predominance 

of M C’s ‘favourite’ function words as responses, with because appearing 7 times 

(17.94%), before 11 times (28.21%), and and after 4 times each (10.26% each), and the 

remainder (33.33%) being prepositions {for, at, on), with two instances of the adverb
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forward  and one each of the auxiliary can and the wh word how. No particular response 

is significant-

Target Target type* Response Response type

begin A because conjunction
begin A and, before conjunction
begin A because conjunbtion
begin A before conjunction
come A before conjunction
come A before conjunction

continue A for, towards preposition
continue A after preposition

enter A forward adverb
gather A before, after conjunction

go A for preposition
go A before conjunction

increase A forward adverb
know A for, I know it very well preposition
know A how wh
know A after preposition

recover A because conjunction
recover A because conjunction
return A after preposition
return A for preposition
settle A at preposition
spread A on, in preposition
survive A before, because, after conjunction
survive A after preposition
arrive U before, after conjunction
ensue U and preposition
exist U before conjunction
linger U before conjunction
live U is, can’t do it, can? auxiliary

occur u at, on preposition
occur u on preposition

remain u and conjunction
remain u because conjunction
remain u and, forward conjunction
remain u for preposition
remain u before conjunction

rise u because conjunction
rise u because conjunction

thrive u before conjunction

Table 2: M C’s function word substitution errors on verbs in the unaccusatives reading
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list. Full data are provided in Appendix XL *A = ambiguous unaccusative / transitive 

verb; U = unambiguously unaccusative verb.

-ly predominant, and there is no readily apparent pattern of responding - for instance, 

MC does not appear to use visual cues, or semantic information, to help him decide 

which functional category he will produce when responding. (Reading know as ‘how \ 

for instance, could have been interpreted as a semantic error of sorts; but this 

interpretation of that particular response seems highly unlikely, given M C’s variability 

across occasions of reading and across stimuli.) Most of the target words do not appear 

to have met with the same response on different occasions; though begin ‘because’, 

come ‘before’, recover ‘because’ and rise ‘because’ all occurred twice; but 

though come and rise were identified correctly on the other three occasions of reading, 

MC made one inflectional error, one visual error and only one correct response when 

reading recover, and two other function word substitutions plus a derivational error 

when reading begin. The verb remain elicited five different functional category 

substitutions.

In other words, these data are not particularly amenable to a straightforward error 

analysis. Patterns within the data are not apparent. It seems that an explanation in terms 

of a less than total deficit, which yields an inconsistent pattern of responses, is the most 

plausible line of attack - especially in view of the fact that, when no transitive alternation 

is available, MC is still able to read unambiguously unaccusative verbs correctly around 

70% of the time. What could be causing these function word substitution errors?

We have seen that MC makes this kind of error only on other function words; he 

does not substitute function words for substantives (see chapter 2, section 2.5.1). His 

anomalous, and statistically significant, production of function word errors in response 

to written unaccusative verbs suggests, in accordance with my account of his deficit as 

underlyingly morphological in nature, that unaccusative syntax involves the immediate 

requirement for some projection of a functional category. Is this a possibility?

Functional categories in English are often not overtly realised, yet on current 

assumptions, there would be nothing to prevent MC from making recognition errors on 

reading such covert functional categories (as well as those which are overtly realised). 

However, it is clear that such functional items cannot be presented to MC for a single 

words reading task; so a test of this hypothesis is difficult to devise, unless items can be
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identified which are obligatorily associated with such covert functional morphemes. 

Note, however, that MC does not make function word substitution errors when he is 

reading inflected substantives; his errors on such items are errors of affixation (stems 

tend to be correctly produced). Yet an inflected verb is presumably obligatorily 

associated with the functional categories Tense, AGR and (possibly) Aspect; a pluralized 

noun is similarly presumably obligatorily associated with the functional category 

Num(ber). Nouns are also Case-marked, though such marking is usually null in English 

(except on pronouns, which are functional categories in their own right); but MC does 

not misidentify inflected nouns or verbs as function words.

So, if MC only makes function word errors when a functional category is 

presented to him for reading, and if these errors do not extend to cases where a 

functional category is merely affixed to a substantive, then the presence of function word 

errors on reading of unaccusative verbs is truly puzzling. There must be some functional 

realisation of such verbs which is not overtly morphologically marked, and which does 

not simply involve affixation of a phonetically null functional morpheme to a 

substantive verb. One possibility may be that unaccusatives are adjoined to a functional 

head. This would effectively mean that unaccusatives are realised as functional by the 

time they enter the syntactic derivation (on the assumption that the morphological 

component is pre-syntactic). But what could be the purpose of such adjunction? And, if 

adjunction is available as a morphological operation, why should such errors be limited 

to unaccusative verbs in M C’s reading? We would expect to see them on any substantive 

which can undergo morphological adjunction to a functional category. In what follows, I 

attempt to account for this pattern of performance, and to provide a coherent and 

parsimonious account of unaccusatives as adjoined to functional heads, returning later 

(3.4.2) to the problem of MC’s ability to correctly identify many unambiguously 

unaccusative verbs .

3.2 Morphological processes

Before embarking upon a more detailed discussion of the syntactic and semantic 

properties of unaccusatives, with the aim of justifying the analysis outlined above, I need
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to consider in more detail some aspects of the morphological component. Operations 

which hold at this level I have so far assumed to be of a unitary nature; affixation of 

bound to free morphemes, together with the specification of neutral features associated 

with functional categories. At this point, however, it seems that adjunction also becomes 

a relevant operation; so it is necessary to differentiate between two different ways in 

which affixes can be associated with stems (or roots). It is also necessary to clarify 

exactly which morphemes I consider to be derivational (and therefore substantive) in 

nature, and which are inflectional (and therefore functional).

3.2.1 Adjunction and affixation

A crucial assumption here is that there are two possible ways in which bound 

functional morphemes can be associated with substantives; affixation and adjunction. In 

fact, this assumption is far from new. In versions of Principles and Parameters theory 

which pre-date Chomsky (1993), it was considered that inflectional affixes were ‘picked 

up’ by a substantive category (say a verb) as it progressed through the syntactic 

derivation via repeated adjunction to various functional heads. Since Chomsky (1993), it 

is considered that an affixed verb enters the syntactic derivation with all its affixes 

already in place (rather than ‘collecting’ its affixes as it progresses through the syntactic 

derivation); so affixation and adjunction are no longer different instantiations of 

essentially the same process. Features associated with each morpheme affixed to a 

lexical category are checked, via overt movement to functional heads (which is reflected 

at PF), or covert (feature) movement after Spell Out (which is not reflected at PF); 

checking relationships are, between heads, established by adjunction. So it seems that 

adjunction processes are still somehow connected with the realisation of morphological 

properties.

Recall that, in the case of MC, there is strong evidence against a view of 

morphological processes being divided between the syntax and some other 

morphological component (perhaps the lexicon); we have seen evidence that the 

presence of a syntactic frame supports his ability to recognise functional categories 

which he cannot realise in isolation, and also that many functional categories are realised
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appropriately in M C’s syntax. Therefore, I cannot adopt a view of affixation as being 

both lexical and syntactic in nature (cf. discussion of the split morphology hypothesis - 

section 1.1.1). I assume that affixation of all kinds takes place in the morphological 

component; the only new proposal I am putting forward for the moment is that some 

functional categories may be morphologically realised as affixed tq a substantive, 

whereas some may be realised as adjoined to a substantive. Presumably, the property of 

adjoining or affixing to a substantive is lexically stated as part of the lexical 

representation of a bound functional category.

To place this discussion on a more concrete footing, consider Tense. Tense has a 

lexical representation (in the UG lexicon) which means that it is realised not only as an 

affix which can attach to certain categories of substantive (namely V), but also as a 

functional head with its own projection in the syntax, where corresponding affixes 

realised on V are checked. This contrasts with a functional category which must be 

adjoined to its associated substantive, rather than affixed; such a functional category is 

not realised as both affix (in the morphology) and head (in the syntax), but only as head 

(morphologically and syntactically). An important function of the morphological 

interface is to yield representations derived from lexical entries (in the substantive and 

UG lexica) in a format which can be utilised for the derivation of syntactic structures. It 

is logical, then, to assume that a morphological representation (which is presented to the 

syntax) includes instructions as to the structural reflex of the morphological properties 

which have been identified. In the case of Tense, the structural reflex is a whole 

projection headed by Tense, where features carried by the Tense affix on V can be 

checked. In the case of an adjoined morpheme, this would be realised in the syntax as 

just a head of its own phrase; there is no need for it to receive a ‘split’ representation (as 

both head and affix), because the relevant features remain associated with the functional 

head in the morphology, rather than passing to a substantive.

The fact that MC makes both affixation errors and function word substitution 

errors on reading verbs with an unaccusative realisation is support for the notion that 

these are morphologically realised in a different way to other verbs (which he never 

misidentifies as functional). M C’s affixation errors result from his failure to recognise 

affixed functional categories in the morphological component. Function word errors, on 

the other hand, result from a misidentification of the whole item - stem, affix, and
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whatever other material is present - as a functional category. This is straightforwardly 

accounted for on the assumption that affixation and adjunction of functional categories 

to substantives are separate processes, and that they both occur at the level of the 

morphological interface. The former result in affixation errors, but the latter - because a 

substantive which has been adjoined to a functional head is effectively headed by that 

item - result in function word substitution errors.

3.2.2 Inflection and derivation

Importantly for this discussion, I assume that affixes which alter argument 

structure without changing the category of the stem are inflectional (i.e. functional), 

rather than derivational. This therefore includes morphology associated with passives, 

causatives, reflexives, middles and (so I will suggest) unaccusatives. Many derivational 

affixes inevitably affect argument structure, but in doing so they also change the category 

of the stem with which they are associated. To repeat: I draw a distinction between 

argument-structure-changing affixes which result in a category change, and those which 

do not; the former I will consider derivational, and the latter, inflectional.

This distinction contrasts with a related one drawn by Sadler and Spencer (1998), 

within a split morphology perspective; they distinguish ‘meaning-changing’ operations 

(which, on their view, are morpholexical and which alter the semantics^ of a predicate - 

cf. derivational morphology) from ‘meaning-preserving’ operations (which are 

morphosyntactic and which alter the syntactic representation of a particular semantics - 

cf. inflectional morphology). The different ways of drawing such distinctions have 

interesting consequences - for instance, on Sadler and Spencer’s view, middles and 

passives must be derived from different components of the grammar (the former are 

morpholexically derived and the latter are morphosyntactically derived), whereas I 

would assume that both middles and passives (and unaccusatives, adjectival passives, 

reflexives, causatives - see sections 3.3 and 3.4.3 below for further and comparative 

discussion of all the types of verbal realisation which I mention rather fleetingly at this 

point) are realised at the level of the morphological component. There is a prediction 

here for investigations of derivational / inflectional distinctions in aphasia; patients like
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FS (Miceli and Caramazza 1988 - see section 1.3.2), who have greater difficulty with 

inflectional than derivational morphology, should make more errors involving middles 

than passives if Sadler and Spencer are right, but equal errors on both constructions if 

my assumptions are correct. Unfortunately no such data are available, and MC does not 

show a distinction between inflectional and derivational affixation (as well as having 

multiple and complex difficulties with reading of phrases and sentences which make his 

performance at this level difficult to interpret), so he does not provide a suitable testing 

ground for these hypotheses. Nevertheless, the difficulties of Broca’s aphasies with 

passive constructions are widely documented (e.g. Caplan and Putter 1986, Grodzinsky 

1990, Druks and Marshall 1991, and many others), and this is support for my 

characterisation of passive morphology as inflectional, for instance, since one of the 

defining characteristics of Broca’s aphasia is a difficulty with inflectional morphology 

(e.g. Howard 1985, Goodglass 1993).

Let me for a moment consider passive. If passive morphology is inflectional, as it 

must be on the definition of the derivational / inflectional dichotomy which I have 

adopted here, then it follows that passives are associated with a functional category 

(sometimes realised as the inflectional morpheme -enŸ. Unfortunately, realisations of 

the passive morpheme are often (in English) identical to realisations of the past tense 

form of the verb {-ed). Passive forms of verbs have been presented to MC for reading, 

but his errors tend to consist in substitution or omission of the passive affix, so that he 

typically produces a present participle or a bare infinitive rather than the passive form 

(Appendix XU). In other words, it is impossible to ascertain whether MC is recognising 

the functional affix associated with passives, or whether he is simply assigning some 

(random) affixed form to the verb. On current reasoning, however, his errors are 

suggestive that PASS (or whatever morpheme is assumed to be associated with a verb so 

that it is syntactically realised as a passive) is affixed, and not adjoined, to V; this is why 

he does not make function word substitution errors on reading passives.

If MC is really making function word substitution errors on presentation of 

covert functional categories in a reading task, these will only be expected to show up on

 ̂ The notion of a functional category associated with passive is not new; for example, Rivero (1990) 
argues that Voice should head its own functional projection, with Passive being one manifestation of 
Voice; and Cinque (1999) similarly assumes the existence of a functional head Voice.
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a class of words which are obligatorily adjoined to (headed by) a covert functional 

morpheme, which do not rely on a syntactic context for their instantiation. Middles, for 

example, are only identifiable as middles when they are placed within a particular kind 

of sentence frame. The same is true of other kinds of verbal morphology: for instance, 

causatives and reflexives are only identified as such within a particular syntactic frame 

which is the reflex in the computational component of their realisation at the level of 

morphology. If they are presented to MC for reading in isolation, however, they could be 

identified as ordinary tensed verbs, and MC would be expected to treat them as such.

Unaccusatives, however, seem to be exceptional in this regard. An unaccusative 

verb remains unaccusative, even when presented in isolation; and it need not bear any 

overtly realised affixation. In the next section I propose a morphological account of 

unaccusativity, based on suggestions by Reinhart (1997) and Pesetsky (1995), but 

extended to involve adjunction of a functional morpheme to an underlyingly transitive 

verb, resulting in unaccusative syntax. I then return to MC’s reading data, and show how 

they provide support for the notion that unaccusatives are adjoined to functional heads 

(though the possibility that there is a semantic trigger for unaccusative syntax is not 

denied).

3.3 Unaccusatives

There is a contrast between single-argument verbal predicates which assign only 

an external thematic role to their subject, and those which assign an internal thematic 

role to a single argument, which may surface as a pre-verbal subject. In some languages, 

the subject of such a predicate may be realised post-verbally. The nature of this 

distinction has been widely debated, since Perlmutter’s (1978) original statement of the 

Unaccusative Hypothesis. It has been claimed that the distinction can be accounted for in 

syntactic terms (e.g. Rosen, 1984), in semantic terms (e.g. Van Valid 1990), and by 

using a combination of syntactic and semantic properties (e.g. Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav 1995).

Unaccusatives are nonagentive verbs whose subject is assumed to be the 

underlying object, by the Uniform Theta Assignment Hypothesis (Baker 1988a).
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Unaccusativity tends to be defined across semantic classes: as Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav (1995) put it, ‘unaccusativity is syntactically represented but semantically 

determined’ (p.30). It has been suggested that unaccusatives involve some kind of lexical 

derivation (e.g. Reinhart 1997; Pesetsky 1995). On this view, unaccusatives are 

underlyingly related to transitive verbs, and indeed many of them have a transitive 

alternation. This is illustrated in (1) - (4) below, where the a examples are transitive but 

the b examples are unaccusatives, with the underlying object realised as the subject. 

Note that many of these verbs also have a causative reading, made explicit in the c 

examples:

(1) a. The boy bounced the ball.

b. The ball bounced.

c. The boy caused the ball to bounce.

(2) a. The sunlight faded the photographs.

b. The photographs faded.

c. The sunlight caused the photographs to fade.

(3) a. Several difficulties diminished the impact of the theory.

b. The impact of the theory diminished.

c. The difficulties caused the impact of the theory to diminish.

(4) a. The British consulate returned the tourists.

b. The tourists returned.

c. The British consulate caused the tourists to return.

Here I will consider the view, taken by Reinhart (1997) and Pesetsky (1995), that 

unaccusativity results from a lexical operation which suppresses one of the arguments of 

the transitive counterpart (the agent). This process may be a semantic ‘reduction’ as 

envisaged by Reinhart, and / or abstract affixation of an argument-structure-changing 

morpheme to V, as proposed by Pesetsky.

Reinhart (1997), seeking to capture some observed similarities between
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reflexives and unaccusatives, considers two operations that can apply to the argument 

structure of verbs as represented in the lexicon. The first of these, saturation, is 

comparable to Grimshaw’s (1990) notion of ‘suppression’, and is the process whereby 

one theta role undergoes existential binding. This is the process applied to the external 

argument of a passivised verb, so that passives have a semantic structure like that in (5) 

(Chierchia 1989: based on Reinhart’s (8)):

(5) 3x (wash (x, 82)) Max was washed

( =  X washed Max) >

The second operation discussed by Reinhart is reduction, which she states to be 

equivalent to Grimshaw’s (1990) ‘lexical binding’. This is the process seen in 

reflexivization; essentially, one argument of a two-place predicate is ‘bound’ to the 

other, yielding a semantics as in (6):

(6) R (wash) (0i) Max washed

(= Max washed Max) 8 i = 82

Reflexivization results from reduction of the internal argument of the predicate. Reinhart 

suggests that reduction can also apply to the external argument, and this is what results 

in unaccusative syntax. Semantically, reduction of the external role must apply to a more 

complex abstract verb, which involves a causal relationship. The example that Reinhart 

uses to illustrate this point is roll ((7) a, b, c; based on Reinhart’s (16) and (17)):

(7) a. roll < 81, 02> Sam rolled the stone

b. Reduction of internal argument:

R (roll) (81) Sam rolled (in order to impress us)

c. Reduction of external argument:

R i  (roll) (82) The stone rolled (= a property of the stone caused

the stone to roll) 82 = 81
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This account is not unproblematic, however. Although there are similarities 

between reflexives and unaccusatives (both can be underlyingly transitive, both realise 

one argument and suppress or eliminate the other), there are also contrasts. The internal 

argument of a reflexive can be overtly realised, as an anaphor bound by the external 

argument. The bound external argument of an unaccusative, however, cannot be so 

realised:

(8) a. Max washed.

b. Max washed himself.

c. John arrived.

d. *John arrived himself.

e. *He arrived John.

(8) d is out because the anaphor occupies the internal argument position; as such, it is the 

only argument receiving a theta role from V, and John in external argument position 

cannot be theta marked; there is no chain between the Agent and the anaphor so there is 

a theta criterion violation (not to mention a principle A violation; the anaphor is not 

bound by John because John is not in an argument position). (8) e is out for similar 

reasons: the pronominal subject does not need to be bound, but cannot receive a theta 

role because the single theta position is occupied by John. There is no possibility for the 

realisation of the eliminated external argument of an unaccusative. This suggests that 

whatever happens to an underlyingly transitive verb in order to yield unaccusative syntax 

is qualitatively different to whatever process yields reflexive syntax. It seems that the 

external argument of an unaccusative is actually eliminated from its representation, not 

just bound to the internal argument, as Reinhart suggests. >

Reinhart also does not specify the nature of the underlying ‘complex’ abstract 

verb to which reduction of the external argument applies to form an unaccusative, 

though she implies (through examples like that given as (7) c) that it may be a causative 

alternation (like the c examples in (1) - (4) above). Clearly there is some relationship 

between causative and unaccusative verbs which means that the alternation is rather 

productive. However, for the sake of simplicity, I suggest that the alternation reflects 

only the fact that causativisation and unaccusativisation both apply to underlyingly
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transitive verbs, probably involving some similar process of association with a 

functional head. This captures the observation that verbs which are obligatorily realised 

as unaccusative are not easily forced into a causative reading; and viçe versa - verbs 

which are obligatorily causative do not have an unaccusative alternation:

(9) a. John forced a confrontation. (= causative)

b. *A confrontation forced.

(10) a. The sun rose.

b. #?John caused the sun to rise.

This observation is discussed further below (section 3.3.1). I consider next the possibility 

that unaccusative verbs are associated with a functional morpheme at the level of the 

morphological component; such an association results in elimination of the external 

theta role of an underlyingly transitive verb. ’

3.3.1 Zero argument-structure-changing morphemes

My suggestion is in some ways akin to Pesetsky’s (1995) discussion of zero 

morphemes. He assumes the existence of a repertoire of bound morphemes with null 

phonetic realisations, which have varying effects on the argument structure of those 

items to which they attach. Much of his discussion is based around CAUS, a zero 

morpheme that, when it attaches to certain verbs, has the property of introducing a 

thematic Causer to the predicate. Pesetsky assumes that such zero morphemes are 

derivational, contrary to my assumptions in section 3.2.2, but he also suggests that they 

are part of UG - that is, universally available, and only (parametrically) variant in terms 

of whether or not they are overtly realised. (CAUS is overtly realised in Japanese, for 

instance, but covert in English.) Further, Pesetsky suggests that features associated with 

CAUS may be strong or weak (a property of functional heads - Chomsky 1995a). I 

therefore maintain my assumption that argument-structure-changing affixes, phonetically
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null or not, are part of the UG lexicon and as such, functional in nature.

Pesetsky’s zero morphemes have various effects on the argument structure of the 

predicates to which they are affixed. CAUS, for instance, can introduce a Causer role 

and / or suppress the external theta role of a verb. If some such process has been applied 

to unaccusatives, Pesetsky points out, this would account for the often observed fact that 

unaccusatives cannot generally be passivised (see (11) - (14)):

(11) a. The train disappeared over the horizon.

b. *The horizon was disappeared over (by the train).

(12) a. The shrub wilted in the poor soil.

b. *The poor soil was wilted in (by the shrub).

(13) a. The students arrived in the examination hall.

b. *The examination hall was arrived in (by the students).

(14) a. John trembled under the stem gaze of the magistrate.

b. *The stem gaze of the magistrate was trembled under (by John).

The extemal argument of an unaccusative has already been absorbed by 

affixation of some abstract morpheme, leaving no Agent role to be assigned to the 

passive morphology. This would lead to a violation of the theta criterion, because 

effectively the passive morpheme is an argument, so must receive a theta role (cf. Baker, 

Johnson and Roberts (1989), and Jaeggli (1986)).

In the spirit of Pesetsky’s analysis, I propose that there is a functional head, 

UNACC, with a null phonetic realisation, to which verbs may be adjoined in the 

morphological component, and which, like Pesetsky’s CAUS, absorbs an extemal 

argument:

(15) UNACC

UNACC V
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UNACC may be akin to the passive morpheme PASS, which has the property of 

existentially binding the extemal argument of an underlyingly transitive verb, so that it is 

realised syntactically as a passive; however, there is evidence that MC treats passives as 

affixed verbs, not as if they are headed by a functional morpheme. It may be, then, that 

UNACC and PASS are similar to each other in that they have effects on argument 

structure of verbs without inducing category changes, but that they are dissimilar from 

each other in their lexically stated requirements to be affixed to a substantive or to have 

one adjoined to them. (Note that my suggestion for the underlying realisation of 

unaccusatives, which results from adjunction of a substantive to a functional morpheme 

at the level of the morphological component, is tantamount to the assumption that 

unaccusatives are functional heads by the time they enter the syntactic component.) Note 

that UNACC is also likely to be akin to CAUS, the morpheme assumed to trigger 

causativisation. We have already seen that it is difficult to passivise an unaccusative, or 

to assign one a causative reading; these observations are readily accounted for on the 

assumption that CAUS, UNACC and PASS are morphemes which are all associated 

only with transitive verbs. Once one of these morphemes has been affixed or adjoined to 

a verb, its argument structure is altered and it no longer fulfils the requirements which 

would permit it to become associated with another of these morphemes. The possible 

repertoire of zero morphemes is discussed further in section 3.4.3 below.

Returning for now to the case of unaccusatives, it could be assumed that an 

unaccusative has an underlying (lexical) structural representation which is the same as 

that for a transitive verb, with positions for internal and extemal arguments. But V which 

has an obligatory unaccusative realisation has some ‘diacritic’ associated with its lexical 

entry, which means it must be adjoined to UNACC before entering the syntactic 

derivation.

To clarify, the (pre-syntactic) derivation of an unaccusative verb would follow 

several steps, as illustrated in (16) below:

(16) a. Vunacc (underlying lexical representation)

Argument stmcture: [1, 2] (extemal and intemal arguments selected for)
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b. VP

external argument V

V intemal argument

UNACC + V (following adjunction of V to UNACC)

Argument stmcture: [2] (intemal argument only is selected for;

extemal 0-role has been absorbed by 

adjunction to UNACC)

UNACC P

UNACC

UNACC intemal argument (extemal 0-role absorbed by 

UNACC; intemal theta role is 

assigned to complement of 

UNACC, to which V is adjoined)

I assume that, when it enters the derivation, UNACC has no specifier position because 

neither Case nor a theta role are to be assigned to anything in subject position. The 

derived subject (if there is one; recall that we are considering the syntax of single words 

here) would be Merged as the complement of UNACC, where it receives the intemal 

theta role, and would then move (as per standard assumptions) to Spec, IP to check 

(nominative) Case. (16d), then, shows the intemal (morphological) stmcture of an 

unaccusative verb as it enters the syntactic component.

3.3.2 Unaccusatives as functional heads

What evidence is there that unaccusative verbs should be classed as functional 

heads? Recall that I assume functional categories to be represented in a UG lexicon, 

inside the language module. UNACC is represented in the UG lexicon, not the
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substantive lexicon, because it is a member of that set of categories which can have 

phonetically null realisations, and which are the locus of parametrisation. The 

assumption that UNACC is one locus of parametric variation is supported by a 

consideration of the possible nature of the ‘diacritic’ hypothesised to trigger affixation of 

UNACC to V. To speculate, the diacritic could be the source of the semantic similarities 

often observed between the various classes of unaccusative verbs (e.g. predicates of 

existing and happening, non-voluntary emission of stimuli that impinge on the senses, 

etc. - Perlmutter 1978). If the trigger for unaccusativity via affixation of a functional 

morpheme to suppress the extemal argument of a verb is in fact some semantic feature, 

this may be the locus of crosslinguistic variation. For instance, Sorace (1995:160) 

suggests that unaccusative syntax could be triggered by stativity in Italian, telicity in 

Dutch, change leading to a new location in French, change leading to a new condition in 

English, and so on. In a way, this is similar to the Levin and Rappaport Hovav view, that 

unaccusativity is ultimately semantically determined; perhaps it turns out that this is 

necessarily the case after all. But it seems clear that unaccusativity is syntactically 

realised, and is the result of some process which occurs at a pre-syntactic level^.

This leaves open the question as to what determines the (un)availability of a 

transitive / unaccusative alternation for a particular verb. I have no solution to this at 

present: to speculate, it may be that the presence or absence of a transitive alternation in 

a language may depend on the relative strength or weakness of the semantic trigger for 

unaccusativity. For example, it may be that unaccusativity is a graded phenomenon, and 

the presence of more than one of the semantic features thought to trigger unaccusative 

syntax makes it more difficult to override the requirement for the verb to be 

morphologically adjoined to the UNACC morpheme. This would predict that MC should 

make more function word errors on those verbs which are strongly unaccusative (i.e. 

have more than one of the relevant semantic features which trigger adjunction to 

UNACC), a possibility which has not yet been systematically considered. The results 

reported here, however, do not seem to provide strong support for thi§ speculation, at

 ̂ Borer (in press) argues that unaccusative syntax may be the reflex of the presence of an aspectual 
functional head, which projects in the syntax and has effects on the argument structure of underlyingly 
identical verbs. This may seem to locate the determination of unaccusativity in the syntax; however, I 
would suggest that, even on such a view, unaccusative syntax results from the Selection of the relevant 
functional head - Select being a pre-syntactic operation, by definition.
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least insofar as the semantic triggers for unaccusativity which are currently identified are 

taken to be accurate. MC made the most function word errors on remain (5) and begin

(4), making three such errors on know, two each on eight verbs {occur, rise, go, come, 

continue, recover, survive and return), and one each on 15 other verbs. No semantic 

gradient is immediately apparent here (which is not to rule out the possibility that other 

semantic variables, yet to be identified as being associated with unaccusativity, are 

relevant).

Whether some semantic feature triggers unaccusative syntax, or whether certain 

kinds of interpretation are made possible by the structural interaction between semantics 

and unaccusative syntax, a coherent syntactic account of unaccusatives is still required. 

The affixation / adjunction proposal outlined here is coherent and economical, and 

suggests that there may be interesting parallels between unaccusative, passive, causative 

and reflexive verbal morphology, which could form the subject of future investigations 

in aphasia.

3.4 Further discussion

3.4.1 Summary

To summarise the proposals so far: adjunction of a lexically transitive verb to the 

abstract functional morpheme UNACC in the morphological component results in the 

absorption of the extemal theta role of V and triggers a syntactic realisation as an 

unaccusative verb. Because UNACC is the head of the morphological representation of 

an unaccusative, MC misidentifies the verb as functional, and he makes function word 

substitution errors, because his morphological component is unable to assign a 

realisation to functional items which are realised without the support of a syntactic 

frame. In effect, unaccusative verbs are functional heads.

As suggested above, MC’s lexical representations are presumably intact. So MC 

can identify substantive verbs which bear the diacritic for unaccusativity in the lexicon. 

He is also able to identify and Select the UNACC head from the UG lexicon, because 

functional categories do have categorial features, even though these features require
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specification at the morphological interface in order to be realised in the syntax. Having 

identified these two components of an unaccusative verb, it is down to the morphology 

to assign them a joint realisation. The problem for MC is that, when adjunction of V to 

UNACC is carried out, the complex head that is created is essentially functional in 

nature, and as such cannot be recognised by his morphological component. This is what 

leads to his function word errors on unaccusatives: successful application of abstract 

adjunction of V to a functional morpheme.

A problem remains. How is it that MC is able to read many unaccusative verbs 

correctly? If unaccusatives are necessarily pre-syntactically adjoined to a functional 

head, then MC should make his characteristic function word substitution errors on these 

items all the time. Instead, he is able to read unambiguously unaccusative verbs correctly 

around 70% of the time. This difficulty is addressed below.

3.4.2 A problem

In the case of unaccusatives with a transitive alternation, the ‘adjunction to a 

functional head is optional when the verbs are read in isolation, so that the structure 

projected can either be the functional one which incorporates the UNACC morpheme 

(the unaccusative alternate) or a straightforward extended projection with a lexical head 

(the transitive alternate). If adjunction is applied, MC makes a function word error; if not 

(as happens about 80% of the time), he reads the verb correctly. If no transitive 

alternation is available, however, it is not clear how MC is able to read any of the verbs 

correctly; yet he did so, on this test, approximately two thirds of the time.

The fact that MC is correct on any unaccusatives at all seems to work against 

Reinhart’s suggestion that unaccusatives with no transitive alternation are lexically 

generated as ‘frozen’ in the unaccusative state (for Reinhart, this is with a reduction 

operation already applied to the external argument). I would suggest that unaccusatives, 

at least for MC and perhaps for everyone, are in fact stored as transitives in the lexicon, 

even when no transitive alternation is available in a language. Unaccusative syntax is 

triggered by adjunction of V to some functional morpheme (which I have dubbed 

UNACC but which may perhaps be analogous to Pesetsky’s CAUS), which absorbs the
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external theta role of the transitive. MC is able to read correctly only those instances of 

unaccusative verbs which have not been adjoined to the functional morpheme. Because 

the major deficit in M C’s language faculty is hypothesised to be at the level of the 

morphological component, and because we see omission of overt affixes as a regular 

feature of M C’s single word reading, it should come as no surprise that M C’s ability to 

associate abstract functional morphemes with substantives is equally variable. When he 

does manage to associate UNACC with V, he is liable to make function word 

substitution errors, because the morphological component is unable to ‘reliably specify 

the identity of items from the UG lexicon. If he fails to adjoin V to UNACC, he is more 

likely to read the verb stem correctly, though he may make affixation errors in this case 

too, resulting in the category changes shown in table 1. It should also be expected that 

MC may make substitution errors involving abstract morphemes, as well as overtly 

realised ones. So we should see unaccusatives sometimes being realised as passives, for 

instance, as well as the underlying transitive.

This prediction is home out, albeit not in this single word reading task, because 

the nature of the task makes it impossible to tell if the verb MC produces in response to 

an unaccusative is represented by him as passive, causative, or anything else. What is 

telling in the single word reading paradigm is the presence of function word errors in 

response to unaccusative verbs only. Consider the following examples from M C’s 

spontaneous speech:

(17) a. Also appeared the father.

b. Suddenly appears the Moors.

c. Suddenly soldiers arrive.

d. They appeared the witches.

e. A little shoe was appeared.

All these instances of unaccusative verbs are readily accounted for on 

assumptions made in this chapter. There are vanishingly few instances of deleted 

subjects in MC's spontaneous speech; in fact, he uses expletive subjects quite often (see 

speech samples in chapter 2 and appendix I), so although it could be argued that (17) a 

and b may be instances of a deleted expletive subject, this seems unlikely to be true.
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Rather, I would suggest that they are instances of failed realisation of UNACC at the 

morphological interface, following adjunction of V, so that the single remaining 

argument of V has remained in its base-generated position. (17) c shows that adjunction 

of V to UNACC does sometimes work (which is expected if the deficit at the interface is 

less than total). (17) d is suggestive that unaccusatives are underlyingly represented as 

transitive and that they undergo some process of external argument reduction (as 

suggested by Reinhart 1997) which makes both their arguments co-referential; in this 

instance MC has not applied any morphological operations to the verb, so that he realises 

both its arguments. And (17) e is an instance of erroneous affixation of PASS to an 

unaccusative verb, so that it is illegally realised as a passive.

3.4.3 UNACC, PASS, and other zero morphemes

Some parallels have been drawn in the preceding discussion between UNACC 

and other possible phonetically zero morphemes which have effects on argument 

structure: PASS and CAUS. If the analysis presented here is useful, then it seems natural 

to extend it to other cases, such as reflexives. Reinhart (1997) points out that 

reflexivisation seems to involve the binding of a verb’s internal argument to its external 

one; this could be interpreted as the result of affixation (or adjunction) to a zero 

morpheme, call it REFL, which has the property of forcing interpretation of both the 

verb’s arguments as identical to the Agent. Other cases may also be capturable in this 

way; the paradigm is at least descriptively useful, and at best has some explanatory value 

(at least in the case of MC). »

For instance, it has often been noted that verbal passives, adjectival passives, 

middles and unaccusatives have something in common; they alternate with transitive 

verbs, but demonstrate the suppression or absence of an external argument. For example:

(20) a. Mary solved the problem. (verbal passive)

b. The problem was solved (by Mary).

c. The problem was solved to make a point.

d. The problem was solved deliberately.
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(21) a. The unsolved problem. / The problem was unsolved, (adjectival passive)

b. *The problem was unsolved by Mary

c. *The problem was unsolved to make a point.

d. *The problem was unsolved deliberately.

(22) a. John broke the vase. / The vase broke.

b. *The vase broke by John.

c. *The vase broke to make a point.

d. *The vase broke deliberately.

(transitive / unaccusative)

(23) a. This book reads easily.

b. *This book reads (easily) by Mary.

c. *This book reads (easily) to make a point.

d. *This book reads deliberately.

(middle)

The availability of the agentive argument for interpretive purposes is illustrated 

by the b, c and d examples in (20)-(23) above. It can be seen that verbal passives contrast 

with adjectival passives, middles and unaccusatives, because their implicit external 

argument is available for realisation in a by-phrase, to control the null subject of a 

purposive adverbial, and for interpretation of an agent-oriented adverb. This is 

standardly explained by suggesting that affixation of passive morphology suspends but 

does not eliminate the external argument of the underlying passive. The external 

argument of an unaccusative, a middle or an adjectival passive, however, is eliminated. 

This story creates a problem, however; middles seem to show interpretive effects of the 

presence of an agent, even though the external argument cannot participate in standard 

tests for agentivity like those illustrated. For example, in a passive (where the Agent is 

suppressed but not eliminated), there is an interpretive effect of the suppressed 

argument: Mary was kissed entails Someone kissed Mary. In an unaccusative, however 

(where the Agent is not just suppressed but eliminated), there is no such interpretive 

effect : The vase broke does not entail that Someone broke the vase (it could have been
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some property of the vase which caused the vase to break). Middles pattern more like 

passives in this respect: This book reads easily entails that Someone has read the book - 

probably the speaker.

My proposal offers a possible solution to this problem. Verbal passive results 

from affixation of an argument-structure-changing morpheme which, suppresses the 

external argument, and adjectival passive results from affixation of a similar morpheme 

which eliminates the external argument. I have argued here that unaccusatives result 

from adjunction of an argument-structure-changing morpheme which eliminates the 

external argument and means that the unaccusative verb is headed by a functional 

morpheme as it enters the syntactic derivation. This leaves a logical possibility; middles 

may result from adjunction of a similar morpheme which suppresses the external 

argument (this possibility is also discussed by Pesetsky 1995:26Iff, with different 

justifications). If this is true, then a middle is already a functional head by the time it 

enters the derivation (because such adjunction is pre-syntactic, in the morphological 

component), and its suppressed argument would not be available for syntactic tests of 

agentivity. The suppressed argument of the middle could be reconstructed for 

interpretive purposes, but it could not be made available for syntactic realisation. 

Affixation (rather than adjunction) of an agent-suppressing morpheme, ats in the passive, 

would not prevent the suppressed argument from participating in syntactic operations, 

because the verb is not headed by the agent-suppressing morpheme; when the verb is so 

headed, I assume that the suppressed argument is no longer available to participate in 

syntactic processes, but may be retrieved at the interpretive interface.

Finally, UNACC, PASS (which may be overtly realised), CAUS and REFL are 

unlikely to be the only zero morphemes which have an effect on argument structure. As 

Pesetsky (1995) suggests, there are likely to be many, and they are likely to be 

universally available (and to vary parametrically). The suggestions put forward in this 

chapter are outlined in (24) below (where nothing rests on the (arbitrary) names assigned 

to the proposed abstract morphemes, and where potential effects on the argument 

structure of one particular transitive verb are schematised):

(24) No affixation: V Transitive: 0ext boiled 0int

Affixation of PASS ̂  Verbal passive: (0gxt) 0int was boiled hnt
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Affixation of PASS i”> Adjectival passive: 0int was unboiled tint

Affixation of REFL-> Reflexive: 0int =  0ext boiled

Adjunction of M E)-^ Middle: (0 ex t) 0int boils easily tint

Adjunction of U N A C C U naccusative: 0int boiled

Adjunction of CAUS-> Causative: 0causer made 0ext boil 0int

The relevance of the affixation / adjunction distinction drawn in this chapter to 

the various morphemes whose existence is proposed above is far from clear, and further 

investigation would need to be undertaken before this could come close to being a well- 

articulated account of phonetically null morphemes and their effects on verb argument 

structure. Unfortunately the morphological paradigm of English is so impoverished that 

distinctions between these various classes of verb cannot be drawn at the level of single 

words, which is where M C’s morphological deficit shows up best (because it cannot be 

supported by intact syntactic processing applied to intact lexical representations). M C’s 

reading of causatives, passives, and middles in sentences, while not perfect, is not 

expected to (and does not) yield function word substitution errors (see Appendix VII). 

However, there is one hitherto anomalous single word reading response from M C’s 

corpus which is readily explained if the adjunction / affixation distinction is invoked: on 

a reading list presented for entirely separate purposes (see chapter 4 and Appendix XIV), 

MC read cause as ‘before’ - suggesting that CAUS at least is adjoined to substantive 

verbs, like UNACC.

Cross-linguistic investigations of the effects of these verb classes in aphasie 

patients, then, may show that there is good reason for assuming that they are associated 

with various functional morphemes. Maturational evidence may also be suggestive in 

this respect. For example, Wexler and Manzini (1987) show that adjectival passives 

become available to children acquiring LI well before verbal passives; and there is also 

evidence that unaccusatives are comparatively late to develop (Ken Wexler, p.c.). This 

suggests that there is a maturational pattern of development which distinguishes the 

availability of these proposed functional morphemes from each other, so that PASSi 

matures before PASS, which matures before UNACC, and so on. If the assumptions 

made in this chapter are true, then this developmental path should be uniform across 

languages; this would be further support for the characterisation of such verb classes as
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underlyingly uniformly represented, but subject to adjunction and / or affixation to 

various functional categories which have differing effects on argument structure. This 

apparently ontogenetically determined availability of the zero morphemes discussed in 

this chapter is also support for my assumption that they are functional in nature, rather 

than substantive (cf. Tsimpli 1996).

Notice also that, although I have not followed their assumptions here, this 

discussion is entirely compatible with recent proposals about the nature of theta roles 

from Manzini and Roussou (2000) and Homstein (1999). They argue that theta roles are 

essentially features of theta assigners, which can undergo feature movement in order to 

become associated with arguments. On a view of theta roles as features, all that happens 

when an argument-structure-changing morpheme becomes associated in the morphology 

with a substantive is that the featural specification of the substantive is altered. This 

seems to be a very similar (if more economical) version of the proposals outlined above. 

My proposals may also be compatible with suggestions from Cormack and Smith (1994, 

1999), who suggest that unaccusative predicates are realised as having two arguments, 

but that the external argument is semantically inoperable because of the association of 

unaccusatives with a null operator called N ill. N ill applies only to unaccusatives, and 

renders the external theta role abstract; a nil theta role is a kind of place-holder. 

Unaccusatives are therefore of the semantic type <t/e/e> - or rather, <t/nil/e> - and 

Cormack and Smith (1999) show that this is what permits the participation of 

unaccusative predicates in serial verb constructions'^. If N ill is assumed to be lexically 

represented in the UG lexicon, rather than operating in the syntax (which seems to be a 

reasonable assumption - Annabel Cormack, p.c.), then this operator (which affects the 

semantic type of unaccusative predicates) may be equivalent to my proposed UNACC 

(which affects the argument structure of underlyingly transitive verbs associated with 

some diacritic for the triggering of unaccusativity).

These suggestions remain to be fully worked out, but they are suggestive that the 

view of unaccusatives outlined here is useful. What has clearly been demonstrated is that

Cormack and Smith’s (1999) analysis of serial verb constructions involves a zero conjunction operator 
called $, which has the property of conjoining two transitive categories. Serial verb constructions in 
English typically involve one transitive and one intransitive category, as in John sits and reads books all 
day. By invoking the N ill operator, it is possible to account for the observation that the apparently
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MC is sensitive to functionality, even when there is no overt realisation of this. He 

produces function word substitution errors a significant amount of the time in response 

to items which have not previously been analysed as functional. An attempt to find an 

explanation for this observation within the terms of current morphosyntactic theory has 

led to a re-characterisation of unaccusatives and to some potentially useful hypotheses 

about the processes which take place within the morphological component, as well as 

about the existence of phonetically null (‘zero’) items which may participate in those 

processes.

The analysis of unaccusativity which is presented here is an example of the 

reciprocity between linguistic theory and investigations of acquired language deficits (cf. 

section 1.5.3). A fully articulated syntactic analysis of unaccusatives is not yet available, 

but M C’s performance on these items supports their analysis as functional heads. At the 

same time, the constructs of current syntactic theoretic approaches to the argument 

structure of verbs, and the changes which this may undergo as a result of pre-syntactic 

derivation, have shed some light on a hitherto unexplained aspect o f‘M C’s language 

functioning. Far from producing random function word substitution errors on reading 

verbs in isolation, MC’s errors on unaccusatives turned out to have a rational basis, and 

indeed to have been predictable under the terms of morphosyntactic theory. It would be 

very desirable to further explore the predictive power of the explanation advanced in this 

chapter through further studies of aphasie deficits, as well as normal first language 

acquisition.

intransitive half of a serial verb construction has unaccusative properties, whilst maintaining the account of 
$ as operating over two transitives.
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Manifestations of a morphological deficit II: prepositions^

4.0 Introduction

In chapter 3 I examined a particular aspect of MC’s performance, and it was 

shown that linguistic theory provides a natural and economical explanation for the 

appearance of apparently anomalous function word errors on unaccusative verbs; the 

account of unaccusativity as the syntactic reflex of morphological association of V with 

a functional head is compatible with similar, independently motivated, suggestions. In 

this chapter (and the next), similar apparently anomalous aspects of MC’s performance 

are discussed. In these cases, however, the problems of analysis are due to unclarities in 

linguistic theory, and I will be suggesting that MC’s performance provides an insight 

into the linguistic representation of certain categories which could help to unravel these 

theoretical difficulties.

This chapter is concerned with prepositions. MC’s function word substitution 

errors in single word reading extend to the class of prepositions; yet prepositions are not 

straightforwardly characterised as functional heads in current syntactic theory. The 

effects of functionality seen so far in M C’s reading (and in the performance of many 

other aphasie patients, a few of whom are mentioned below) are sufficiently robust to 

warrant an explanation; and, in a theory which lays considerable emphasis on a 

representational distinction between lexical categories (substantives) and functional 

categories, such an explanation ought to be straightforward. However, because the 

precise nature of the lexical /  functional dichotomy has not been sufficiently specified in 

current formulations of syntactic theory, certain categories, including prepositions and 

adverbials, seem to fall on both sides of the divide.

’ This chapter is a revised version of Froud (to appear).
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This chapter is organised as follows. First, I shall summarise the data from MC 

and from some other cases in aphasia which suggest that prepositions are 

overwhelmingly treated as functional categories by aphasie patients. Some attempts to 

report and account for the prepositions effect are also critically evaluated. Next, I shall 

consider some of the attempts to characterise functional categories within the syntactic 

frameworks of Government and Binding (GB) theory (Chomsky, 1981), and the more 

recent minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1993, 1995a), and examine how prepositions fit 

(or rather, fail to fit) into these frameworks. I then present a theoretically motivated 

reading task which was designed for MC, and discuss how the ‘ results of this 

investigation could provide some support for a reanalysis of the lexical / functional 

dichotomy. I have already suggested (section 1.6.2) that functional categories are 

probably represented in a separate, language-faculty-internal, lexicon from substantives; 

and a more detailed consideration of what it could mean for so-called functional items to 

be part of an entirely different ‘mental stock’ from lexical items (Uriagereka 1998:454) 

leads to a re-evaluation of the prepositions problem, which supports the proposal that 

such a lexicon exists.

4.1 The lexical / functional divide in aphasia

The notion of lexical versus functional categories has been carried over into 

modem syntactic theory from traditional approaches to grammar, and whilst it retains 

some empirical and intuitive utility - for example in the description of psycholinguistic 

data and neurolinguistic deficits - it has remained relatively undefined in current 

syntactic theory. This presents a serious difficulty, especially when we consider the data 

obtained from investigations of agrammatic aphasia, because one of the defining 

characteristics of this disorder is standardly assumed to be a deficit affecting ‘function 

words’ (e.g. Alajouanine 1968, Tissot, Mounin & Lhermitte 1973, Caplan 1985, Howard 

1985, Marshall 1986, Grodzinsky 1990 and many others). The underspecification of the 

distinction between lexical and functional categories is particularly pronounced in the 

case of prepositions, which apparently occupy an indeterminate position within this 

dichotomy, yet which are frequently used as experimental stimuli in investigations of
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various acquired language deficits and cited as diagnostic evidence in descriptions of the 

same (e.g. Schwartz, Saffran & Marin 1980; Bemdt 1987; Grodzinsky 1988; Miceli, 

Silveri, Romani & Caramazza 1989; Biassou et al 1997- see below for some further 

discussion).

In common with many other cases of function word deficit, M C’s difficulties 

extend to prepositions^. Although the inclusion of prepositions in the class of ‘functional 

categories’ employed by many researchers in aphasiology usually goes unquestioned, the 

assumption that prepositions are functional in nature is not unproblematic. Accounts of 

aphasie deficits which show that prepositional elements are included in the class of items 

damaged in nonfluent aphasia^ have typically either ignored the problems or have 

attempted to explain the pattern of performance with (inadequate) recourse to notions 

from current syntactic theory.

Examples of the former approach, in particular, proliferate, and the paper 

mentioned above, by Biassou et al (1997), is a case in point. The stimuli presented to the 

patients in whom Biassou et al were trying to demonstrate a lexical / functional 

distinction were controlled for frequency, number of phonemes and syllable structure, to 

achieve a maximal matching between the ‘closed class’ and ‘open class’ test items; but, 

curiously, they did not control for word class - prepositions were included in the mixed 

bag of ‘closed class items’. Consider also the following instances from the 

neuropsychology literature. Bemdt (1987) presents an overview of the characteristics of 

spontaneous speech in several different aphasie patients. The two she describes as 

‘severe nonfluent’ are characterised as producing more nouns than pronouns, omitting 

determiners, not producing any prepositions, and omitting verbal inflections and 

auxiliaries - suggesting that preposition omission is as characteristic of nonfluent aphasie

 ̂Though it should be noted that the errors made by aphasie patients on various word classes are frequently 
not documented in sufficient detail to make independent analysis of these errors possible. Aphasie errors 
on prepositions tend to be subsumed under the relatively undefined notion of ‘function word errors’. For 
example, see Berndt 1987, Biassou et al 1997, and others.

 ̂ The term ‘nonfluent aphasia’ is a syndrome classification which is often used interchangeably with the 
term ‘Broca’s aphasia’. It refers to the observation that aphasie patients with syntactic deficits frequently 
have a ‘telegraphic’ speaking style, which is slow and effortful and characterised by the omission of many 
function words. It contrasts with ‘fluent aphasia’, which is more often associated with Wernicke’s-type 
aphasies, or jargon aphasies: those with few syntactic difficulties but greater problems with substantives. 
See Goodglass (1983).
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language production as the omission of inflectional morphology, but not at any point 

pausing to consider why this should be so, given the ambiguous nature of prepositional 

elements. Schwartz, Saffran and Marin (1980) used reversible locative sentences (such 

as The square is under the circle) in a comprehension task for agrammatic aphasies; the 

use of sentences which contained prepositional phrases was actually introduced to 

control for possible pragmatic biases on their reversible sentences which did not contain 

locatives. No reference is made to the fact that prepositions themselves may introduce 

new and more relevant (because syntactic) variables; in fact, although the patients tested 

did perform much worse on the prepositional items than on comparable items which 

used verbs, there is no mention at all of the lexical status of V and the (possible) 

functional status of P. Miceli, Silveri, Romani & Caramazza (1989) document the 

omission and substitution errors of a large group of agrammatic aphasie patients on 

functional categories in spontaneous speech; prepositions are reported as absent or 

substituted at least as often as other categories such as articles, clitics and auxiliaries, but 

no comment as to their ambiguously lexical / functional status is made. In their protocol 

for the analysis of agrammatic production, Saffran, Bemdt and Schwartz (1989) instruct 

that the number of closed class words in a sample be calculated (rather than counted) by 

subtracting the number of substantives (which does not include prepositions) from the 

total number of words in the sample - so the kind of closed class words present in a 

speech sample are never analysed, despite the obvious relevance of such analysis for 

agrammatic aphasia. And there are many other, similar, examples of studies which 

purport to examine functional categories or closed class words, but which in fact gloss 

over any such analysis.

In the face, then, of strong empirical evidence that prepositions pattern with other 

functional elements in aphasia, coupled with the lack of a fully articulated account of the 

syntactic nature of prepositions, and a general (if unformulated) acceptance that the 

underlying deficit in nonfluent aphasia is somehow syntactically defined, it seems clear 

that some recourse to syntactic theory is required to advance the search for an 

explanatory account of such deficits. Nevertheless, attempts to provide a syntactic 

explanation for the preposition deficit in nonfluent aphasia are still rare and have not on 

the whole been particularly successful.

For example, Grodzinsky (1988) attempted to account for the selective deficit
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affecting certain prepositions in agrammatism by invoking the notion of government, 

and suggesting that only governed prepositions, such as those in lexical passives ( ‘John 

is interested in Mary’) or those which are subcategorised by V ( ‘John is counting on 

Mary’) are damaged; ungovemed prepositions (such as by in a syntactic passive, 

analysed by Grodzinsky as adjoined to the S node) are spared. Grodzinsky claims to find 

results which support his hypothesis; however, other researchers have found differing 

patterns of performance (e.g. Tesak and Hummer (1994) found that there was no 

govemed/ungovemed distinction made as regards prepositions in the spoken output of 

Broca’s aphasies); and Grodzinsky’s account is in any case conceptually undesirable, 

since it requires the existence of a selective deficit of government pertaining to only one 

category - P - which is a separate deficit from that assumed to have an effect on the 

other damaged categories in the syntactic representations of the agrammatic subjects'^. I 

return briefly to this issue below (see end of section 4.6).

A somewhat similar attempt to capture the complexity of defining the class of 

prepositions, and how they should be treated given understanding of the mechanisms 

thought to underpin various acquired language disorders, was undertaken by Friederici 

and colleagues in the 1980s. Friederici (1981) and Friederici, Schonle and Garrett (1982) 

presented data from groups of Broca’s and Wernicke’s aphasies which suggest that 

Broca’s aphasies omit prepositions in comprehension and production tasks, whereas 

Wernicke’s aphasies make within-class substitution errors. This contrast was proposed 

to arise from Broca’s aphasies’ inability to identify the syntactic category to which 

prepositions belong, since they have a particular deficit in the processing of ‘a specific 

fixed (closed) class of items’ (Friederici 1981:198); Wernicke’s aphasies can make use 

of such syntactic information and have more semantically-constrained difficulties in 

identifying one particular preposition, resulting in within-category substitution errors. 

There is no comment in these studies concerning the anomalous assumption that 

prepositions are a straightforward exemplar of such closed-class items, but Friederici’s

 ̂ The proposed nature of the main deficit is not specified by Grodzinsky in this particular paper, but one 
would assume that it is related to his famous trace deletion hypothesis (laid out most explicitly in 
Grodzinsky 1990) - clearly not a proposal with any explanatory power as far as the preposition problem is 
concerned, since there are generally no traces to be deleted from the syntactic representation of 
prepositions (though there may be movement of the complement of P - e.g. Kayne 1994); hence the need 
to propose a second, entirely separate, deficit to capture the fact that prepositions appear to pattern with 
other, damaged, functional categories in agrammatic aphasia.
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(1982) comparison of the performance of Broca’s and Wernicke’s aphasies on 

grammaticality judgement and production tasks involving prepositions does address this 

issue. Friederici discusses the possibility that prepositions may not be straightforwardly 

closed class, but that they may have varying degrees of semanticity as well. Using 

German, she drew a distinction between lexical prepositions, which have semantic 

content related to spatial and temporal properties; and obligatory (syntactic) prepositions, 

which are those selected for by particular verbs. These different kinds of preposition may 

be realised in identical orthographic and phonological forms, as in the examples given in

(1) below (Friederici’s 1 and 2):

( 1 ) a. Peter steht auf dem Stuhl.

Peter stands on the chair, 

b. Peter hofft aw/den Sommer.

Peter hopes for the summer.

Friederici found that Broca’s aphasies had more difficulty in interpreting and producing 

those prepositions which have a purely syntactic role, as in (1) b, compared to those with 

more semantic content, as in (1) a. (Wernicke’s aphasies seemed to show the opposite 

pattern, having greater difficulty with ‘lexical’ prepositions than with syntactic or 

‘obligatory’ ones, and making substitution errors within syntactic categories.) This led 

Friederici to propose that the widely-held belief that Broca’s aphasia can be (partly) 

characterised in terms of the non-availability of closed-class vocabulary items may be 

too simplistic; she proposed that a more applicable distinction may be in terms of the 

‘functionality’ of vocabulary items - that is, whether they are predominantly semantic in 

nature, in which case they will be more readily accessible to Broca’s aphasies, or 

predominantly syntactic, in which case Broca’s aphasies will have more difficulty. To 

elaborate, Friederici (1985) places evidence from normals and Broca’s aphasies within a 

model of speech production put forward by Garrett (1982, discussed more in chapter 6, 

section 6.2.1 below) to argue that lexical prepositions (those with semantic content) are 

involved in processes at levels of representation dealing with both meaning and 

structure, whereas obligatory prepositions are processed only at the structural (or 

‘positional’) level. In Broca’s aphasia, the structural level is disrupted (again, compare
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this to Druks and Freud’s account of M C’s deficit, discussed in chapter 6, section 6.2.1). 

Unfortunately for Friederici’s proposal, it seems that Broca’s-type aphasies do not 

necessarily show effects of the semanticity of prepositions. For instance. Mack (1981) 

found no support for the hypothesis that non-fluent aphasies have more difficulty in 

interpreting commands involving locative prepositions because of the syntactic demands 

of such items - rather, he found an effect of task complexity, which Friederici herself has 

admitted seems to be an issue. Similarly, MC’s performance on prepositional elements 

cannot be captured in such a way, since he is equally poor at reading all prepositions and 

shows no effects of a semanticity gradient in prepositions (or any other category for 

which his reading is impaired).

A major criticism of neuropsychological approaches to function word deficits in 

aphasia is that the notion of ‘function word’ or ‘functional category’ is not defined; 

similar problems are encountered in linguistic theory. The next section considers various 

attempts to clarify the nature of the split between lexical and functional categories.

4.2 Prepositions and the definition of functional categories’

4.2.1 The closed / open class distinction

As Hoekstra (1995) points out, we have as yet very little idea of a theory of 

functional categories. Nevertheless, there have been various attempts to produce lists of 

criteria by which functional categories may be identified. One such criterion which has 

recurred many times in the literature is that functional categories are typically closed 

class (e.g. Emonds, 1985); that is, it is very difficult (if not impossible) to coin a new 

functional category, whereas the addition of new substantives to the lexicon of a 

language is commonplace. On this criterion, and at first sight, P would appear to be a 

functional category. However, it seems that prepositions are not really closed class; that 

they appear to be so may simply be an artefact of the limited set of temporal, spatial and
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grammatical^ relationships that they encode. However, it is also the case that 

prepositions are not really open class in the fully productive sense exemplified by the 

major lexical classes N, V and Adj. It has been pointed out (Kortmann and Konig, 1992) 

that new prepositions are frequently the result of categorial reanalysis, often of verbs but 

also of nouns, adjectives and adverbs; and in addition, it seems that a novel verb, noun 

or adjective is likely to be more easily assigned some kind of interpretation than a novel 

preposition, as in the following examples (see Jackendoff, 1990a, for siniilar comments).

(2) a. I hoofled it into town and bought some horribly mankacious yaffles.

b. I think we need a discussion anent^ the agenda from yesterday’s meeting.

4.2.2 The conceptual / procedural distinction

It has also been suggested that the distinction between conceptual and procedural 

meaning may be relevant for the purposes of identifying grammatical natural classes, and 

understanding their behaviour^. For instance, using evidence from code-switching, Chan 

(1999) shows that, on the one hand, P patterns with functional categories like C, D and I 

because it determines the position in which its code-switched complement may appear - 

so the complement of P in English must appear after P, even when that complement is 

codeswitched into Japanese or Korean (both languages in which the complement of P 

would normally precede P). On the other hand, P behaves like the major lexical 

categories V, N and A, because the complement of P may be an extended projection 

which does not exist in the language of the P itself: for example, English P can take a 

codeswitched Cantonese DemP complement, even though DemP is assumed to be a 

projection that is not available in English. So P apparently falls again somewhere

 ̂ Here I am thinking of English prepositions like of  in constructions such as a bottle o f wine, where the 
preposition serves merely to assign case to the embedded nominal; or by in the English passive, which 
assigns case and a theta role to the derived object (which cannot receive case or a theta role from the verb 
because these are absorbed by the passive morpheme on V - e.g. Baker, Johnson and Roberts 1989, Jaeggli 
1986).

 ̂The novel word anent - roughly equivalent to with respect to - is present in some dialects of English.
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between the lexical / functional divide, which leads Chan to suggest that the familiar 

closed / open class distinction may interact with the conceptual / procedural distinction. 

For example, there may be closed class conceptual items (P - which behaves like a 

functional category because it is closed class, but like a lexical category because it is 

conceptual), open class conceptual items (N, V, A), and closed class procedural items 

(such as pronouns, and most other functional categories).

Two main problems with this account come to mind. First, as I have suggested, 

prepositions are probably not closed class. Because Chan is relying on the closed-class 

nature of P to account for its patterning with the functional categories C, D and I in his 

data, this creates a real problem for his account. Also, prepositions are npt all conceptual 

- some prepositions exist only to encode grammatical relationships (see fn 5) and they 

carry no representational content. This is not accounted for if P is treated as a unitary 

grammatical class^.

So, prepositions are neither closed class nor fully open; neither conceptual nor 

procedural. Yet they must be somehow represented as a unitary category, if we are to 

account for the fact that they repeatedly pattern together in data from codeswitching, like 

those reported by Chan, and from aphasie breakdown, like the data I have mentioned 

above and those discussed below. (For a similar claim, based on different evidence, see 

Giorgi 1991.)

4.2.3 A phonological criterion

Functional categories have also been defined in terms of prosody; they seem to 

be items which do not receive phonological stress in a sentence. This notion has even 

been the basis for one of the earliest linguistic approaches to agrammatic aphasia; Kean 

(1977) suggested that agrammatics do not perceive or use unstressed items, and that such

 ̂ Conceptual meaning is representational, whereas procedural meaning issues the language faculty with 
instructions which restrict the ways in which utterances can be interpreted (Blakemore 1987).

® Prepositions which are not conceptual would presumably not be open class; but then Chan must have two 
kinds of prepositions: closed class, procedural ones and open class, conceptual ones (which puts 
prepositions back squarely on both sides of the lexical/functional divide). His account actually proposes
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a deficit would affect primarily functional items. Later research made it clear that 

unstressed items are indeed perceived by agrammatic aphasies, and Kean’s hypothesis 

was rejected. In addition, it seems that some items which are problematic in 

agrammatism can in fact receive stress - contrastive or primary - in an utterance, 

including prepositions. For example:

(3) a. I’m not AT the office on Wednesdays.

b. You can make a mess OUTSIDE the house (not inside).

c. That drink isn’t FOR you.

4.2.4 Reduced semanticity

A typical response to a functional category deficit in the aphasia literature is to 

assume that the deficit has affected those categories with impoverished semantic 

representations. For example, Friedman (1995) assumes that the representations of 

functional categories in the lexicon are associated with very little meaning (‘words with 

less densely interrelated associative networks’ - p. 198), and she even suggests that 

functional categories are read (and produced) via the same processes of grapheme- 

phoneme conversion that permit the reading of pseudowords and unfamiliar real words 

(which are also unsupported by a full semantic representation). This is clearly a problem 

for spatial and temporal prepositions, which have rich meaning representations and 

would therefore be expected to be available via Friedman’s ‘semantic lexicon’ even if an 

aphasie patient is unable to access them via the grapheme-phoneme conversion 

processes which Friedman suggests underpin the lexical access of functional categories 

in the undamaged brain. But, even more unfortunately for such a view, il is predicted on 

Friedman’s account that any aphasie patient who has a pseudoword reading deficit 

would also have a functional category reading deficit, since the implicated route is used 

for both types of stimulus; but this pattern of performance is rarely attested. In the case 

of MC, who in fact does have a deficit in both these types of reading task, the evidence

only one type of preposition, which is closed class and conceptual - and it is this which I am suggesting 
cannot be maintained on present understanding of the properties of prepositions.
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that he does not use the same route for reading both pseudowords and functional 

categories is very strong; when presented with a pseudoword target, he makes a 

lexicalisation error, producing instead a word which is phonologically oc visually related 

to the target (see section 2.5.1.3). This contrasts very strongly with the errors he makes 

when reading function words (compare the data provided in appendices V and VI).

4.2.5 Athematicity

In various attempts to base a definition of functional categories on firmer 

theoretical ground, the selectional properties of functional categories were targeted (e.g. 

Rizzi, 1985). Ouhalla (1991) gives an overview of the s- and c-selectional properties of 

functional and lexical categories, suggesting that functional categories have the latter but 

not the former (and substantives show the opposite pattern). On the face of it, it seems 

that prepositions have c-selectional but not s-selectional properties, so that on this 

criterion at least, they pattern with other functional categories. There is nb direct mention 

of prepositions in Ouhalla’s discussion, however; and it is not clear what would happen 

if, as discussed in Chomsky (1986), c-selection turns out to be reducible to s-selection 

after all.

At any rate, it is clear that prepositions are not entirely non-participants in theta 

theory, so that Rizzi s (1985) suggestion that categories affected in agrammatism are 

those which do not assign or receive theta roles cannot be a complete explanation of the 

deficit. In particular, prepositions assign thematic roles to indirect objects of V:

(4) a. John put the presents under the bed.

b. Mary told John about the accident.

Prepositional phrases can also appear in argument positions, receiving theta roles 

and case (see Neeleman and Weerman 1999 for extensive discussion of these properties 

of English and Dutch FPs):

(5) a. [ppUnder the bed] is a good hiding place.
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b. I would choose [ppthrough the woods] normally (but since it is raining...)

To summarise, it is clear that P seems (on all existing criteria) to fall somewhere 

between lexical and functional categories. So far, it has been discussed that the usual 

analysis of the notion ‘functional category’ refers to closed class items, unstressed items, 

items which do not assign or receive a theta role, and items with little semantic content. 

Prepositions, however, are probably not closed class, and they may receive stress in 

certain contexts. Many prepositions clearly have a great deal of semantic content - in 

particular, spatial and temporal prepositions. Most prepositions assign theta roles, so are 

in direct contradiction of the athematicity criterion for functional categories. Some 

prepositions - in particular o /and passive by - are case markers, and there are interesting 

minimal pairs which illustrate the thematic effects of such prepositions. For example:

(6) a. Henman’s defeat of Sampras (Sampras = Patient)

b. Henman’s defeat by Sampras (Sampras = Agent)

So, it seems that there are more arguments against than for the notion that prepositions 

are functional in nature, at least as long as ‘functional’ is defined as meaning ‘possessing 

some combination of the properties discussed above’. Nevertheless, there remains a 

great deal of evidence from aphasia that prepositions pattern with functional categories, 

not substantives, when language is focally damaged; and we would hope that a syntactic 

theory with much to say about the representations of linguistic structure in the 

mind/brain of a speaker/hearer might reflect the underlying causes of such a pattern of 

breakdown. Is there any reason, within current formulations of linguistic theory, to 

assume that prepositions might be functional, given the empirical evidence previously 

outlined?

4.3 P as a functional category

To answer my own question, let me briefly consider some of the attempts to 

clarify the syntactic nature of prepositions which have typically resulted in attributing
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some functionality to the category. For example, Emonds (1985) collapses the 

distinction between complementisers and P, suggesting that complementisers are Ps 

which are empty at s-structure, and which take a clausal complement. The parallel 

between P and C is also drawn by other researchers, though more typically P is 

characterised as a complementiser (rather than vice versa, as proposed by Emonds). For 

instance, Huang (1982) suggests that preposition-like elements which introduce clausal 

adjuncts are probably complementizers; and Dubinsky and Williams (1995) also propose 

that some (temporal) prepositions should be analysed as complementisers. A more 

complex analysis of P is put forward by van Riemsdijk (1990), who suggests that the 

structure of PP is analogous to the structure of DP and IP, inasmuch as P has a lexical 

and a functional counterpart: DP consists of N and n (=D), IP consists of V and v (=1), 

and PP consists of P and p. p is the functional head which has categorial identity with the 

lexical head P; p and P may each appear on either side of the PP complement, and there 

may be processes of head movement operating between the two positions. In this way 

van Riemsdijk is able to maintain a view of the head parameter as having one setting for 

each category in a particular language (even though the head parameter is unlikely to be 

uniformly set across all categories in a language: for instance, Dutch and German appear 

to be verb-final but noun-initial). Kayne (1994) deals with the preposition / post-position 

complementarity in a different way, assuming that P is associated with a functional 

hierarchy which provides landing sites for movement of the complement out of its base 

position, which is argued to be universally to the right of P.

All these proposals about the nature of P seem to have in common the desire to 

capture something ‘functional’ in its representation. In my view, prepositions are clearly 

functional, not just on the basis of the empirical evidence from aphasia outlined above; 

there is also conceptual justification for analysing P as a functional category, at least on 

current assumptions. The functionality of prepositions follows directly from the 

definition of functional categories as those items which are the locus of parametric 

variation, and which have available a phonetically null alternation (section 1.6.1).

That P is a locus for parametric variation seems clear, since the prepositional / 

postpositional contrast between languages is well-documented. For instance, it is well- 

known that Japanese has postpositions (complements precede P) and English has 

prepositions (complements follow P). Van Riemsdijk (1990) discusses some cases in
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Dutch and German which suggest that these languages have circumpositions - that is, a 

complex P which has a morphological realisation in two parts, one on either side of the 

complement. Kayne (1994) invokes the notion of functional heads above P to account 

for the variability in word order inside PP, in a framework which entails a uniform head- 

initial order. Whatever the correct explanation for the word order variations observed 

with respect to P and its complement, I take it as uncontroversial that such variation is 

parametrically determined. Whether P is realised as pre- or post- positional, or as a 

circumposition, depends on the language-specific setting of a parameter which is 

associated with P and which governs its realisation in the morphological component and 

in the syntax.

The second of the descriptive features of functional categories which I have 

identified, the availability of a null alternation, also clearly holds for P. For example, 

Kayne (1984) put forward an analysis of the double object construction which involves 

restructuring a phonologically null preposition with V (Hendrick (1995) points out that 

this is similar to the analysis of applicatives proposed by Baker (1988b), which also 

involve a null preposition in English). Emonds (1985) discusses some cases from 

German, Greek, Latin and Sanskrit, showing that apparently preposition-less datives are 

economically accounted for as being case-marked by an abstract c-commanding P; in 

fact, there are distinctions between case assigned by an empty P and by an overtly 

realised P (e.g. in Latin, the former yields a morphological dative, dnd the latter, a 

morphological ablative). So it appears that the availability of a phonetically null 

alternation for P is widely assumed.

A final note: Spencer (1992) defines functional categories simply as those which 

‘play a role in establishing dependencies between different parts of the sentence’ (p. 

313). This is clearly not an adequate defining criterion for all and only functional 

categories, since some substantives (notably verbs) also perform this function within a 

sentence. However, it is clear that this is another definition on which prepositions are 

clearly and uncontroversially functional. To summarise, then, P can be identified as 

functional on both conceptual and empirical grounds, suggesting that formulations of the 

lexical / functional dichotomy which exclude P from the set of functional categories 

should be re-evaluated.
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4.4 Experimental Investigation

Recourse to existing case studies of aphasie deficits proved less than adequate 

when searching for data which provide sufficient detail for analysis to be carried out and 

which could be used to clarify the problematic lexical / functional status of P. As has 

already been noted, MC provides a rather unique opportunity to decide whether P is 

mentally represented as lexical or functional since his dissociation between substantives 

and functional categories is very robust. It has already been noted that MC treats 

prepositions as functional when he encounters them in a single word reading task. If the 

assumption that P is functional is justified, as it seems to be, then M C’s reading data 

provide a valuable opportunity to examine the effects of this functionality. Therefore, a 

list of words and phrases was developed for MC to read.

4.4.1 Materials

The list consisted of orthographically complex and simplex locative prepositions 

which made available some alternation between a prepositional realisation and some 

other lexical class. For instance, the simplex preposition behind can be used 

prepositionally, as in (7) a, or nominally, as in (7) b; and the complex preposition in 

front o /can  alternate with a nominal reading, shown in (7) c and d:

(7) a. behind the elephant

b. the behind of the elephant

c. in front of the house

d. the front of the house

Since the orthographic and phonotactic structures of such pairs of stimuli differ from 

each other only minimally, it was anticipated that such a list would provide a real test of 

the representation of prepositions in M C’s damaged language faculty. Every word used 

in the construction of these examples was also presented to MC individually, to see the
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results of removing phrasal contexts from such alternating items. It was expected that 

MC would treat the target words differently depending on the underlying syntactic 

representation of the stimulus. In (7) a, for instance, behind occupies a P node in the 

phrase marker; if P is a functional head, then MC is expected to make his characteristic 

function word substitution errors when reading this word. In (7) b, on the other hand, 

behind occupies an N position, the complement of the determiner the. If MC is indeed 

making a distinction between categories on the basis of their syntactic properties alone, 

then we would expect him to treat the target word very differently in such examples; he 

should either read it correctly or make a morphological, visual or perhaps semantic error. 

The reasoning is similar for the complex P examples, though the underlying syntactic 

structure of these is less clear (see section 4.4.3 for some further discussion of this 

problem).

This kind of experiment also provides a test of the underlyingly syntactic nature 

of M C’s deficit; if, as was anticipated, he treated words like behind as functional 

categories when they occupy a P node in a syntactic representation, but as lexical 

categories when they occupy an N position, then it is even clearer that an explanation for 

M C’s deficit (and other cases similar to his) really must be accounted for within a 

syntactic (rather than a semantic or phonological) framework. If, on the other hand, he 

was seen to distinguish between the items on some other basis, then our current 

understanding of his deficit would have to be radically altered.

The words and phrases were printed on cards and their order randomised. They 

were presented to MC one at a time over a testing session of about two hours, with 

breaks as often as required. The experimental stimuli were interspersed with other, 

distractor items, both functional and lexical categories, to minimise any practice effects. 

The list was presented to MC a second time on a separate occasion, one month after the 

first testing session. A list of the test items for the prepositions experiment, and M C’s 

responses to them, is given as Appendix XIII to this thesis.

4.4.2 Results

Results were analysed as follows. Each of the target words was identified and the
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stimuli in which they appeared, as prepositions and as other categories (N or Adj), listed 

separately. MC’s responses to each stimulus were transcribed and classified. It was 

considered that those stimuli which appeared as single word items as well as in phrases 

{inside, in, on, ojf, behind) should be considered to be prepositional when they appear 

alone, since this is the more frequent usage of each of these items. MC’s responses to the 

target words only were classified. Thus, for the item the next to leave (in which the target 

word next appears in its adjectival alternation, assuming the presence of an ellipsed 

noun) MC produced the following response: "the leaves, the next door’. Because this 

response contains the target word in an identical structural position to that provided in 

the stimulus, it was scored as correct. However, in response to the stimulus next to, MC 

said "top? no... next week?’ This was scored as incorrect, despite the fact that M C’s 

response contains an utterance of the target word, because the word next in M C’s 

response is syntactically different to that in the target. (This response was scored as a 

category change - adjectivisation). All classifications of MC’s responses are shown in 

Appendix XIU. The results are summarised in table 1 below.

Response type - target in 
P contexts (n = 60)

Example of response type No. of each
response
type

%

Correct 18 30%
F-head
substitution
errors

P
substituted 
for another 
P

infront-^  ‘after’ ; on the top row ‘before 
the top’

23 26 38.33% 43.33
%

P
substituted 
for a 
different f- 
head

on ‘and’; in front o f the house ‘the 
front of the house’ (target in realised as the)

3 5%

Target deleted on the top ‘the top’; in the front row 
‘the front row’

8 13.33%

Category change on top o f the house ‘the top of the house’ 
(nominalisation of top)

8 13.33%

Response type - target in 
lexical contexts (n = 40)

Example of response type No. of each
response
type

%

Correct 30 75.0%
Category change the off switch -> ‘switch off the light’; on the 

top row -> ‘before the top’ (target top 
nominalised)

6 15.0%
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Other Word order: the inside o f the box ‘the box 4 10.0%
inside’; Semantic: the behind o f the elephant

‘the back of the elephant, the front of the
elephant’

Table 1 Summary of results

4.4.3 Discussion of results

Prima facie, it seems clear that MC does indeed treat prepositions as if they are 

functional categories. He produces another functional category, 42% of the time, only on 

those items which are syntactically represented as occupying a P node - there are no such 

errors on the same words when they are represented as occupying a lexical node (N or 

Adj), despite the fact that the target words are orthographically identical to their 

corresponding prepositional realisations. This result is highly significant = 24.519; p 

= < 0.001). It is apparent from my earlier discussion that the status of prepositions is 

problematic in current syntactic theory; when exposed to an empirical test of this nature, 

however, it becomes clear that prepositions are (at least for MC) similar in 

representation to other functional categories. >

It can be observed from the results shown in table 1 (and Appendix XIII) that 

most of M C’s so-called functional category substitution errors involve the substitution of 

another spatial or temporal preposition for the target word. At first pass, this may seem 

to reflect quite precise within-category substitutions; MC could almost be identifying 

categorial features and then producing some other element with identical (or at least 

similar) categorial features. However, we have already seen that MC appears to have 

‘favourite’ functional category responses (namely, ‘for’, ‘after’, before’, ‘in’, ‘because’, 

‘at’ and ‘and’ - see chapter 2, table 1 for typical examples). The prevalence of P in the 

responses reported here is, then, more likely to be the result of him producing his 

‘favourite’ functional categories, as he does when confronted with complementisers, 

determiners, pronouns and so on, than the result of him recognising some feature of 

prepositions which then constrains his response. On different occasions, MC has
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produced different categories in response to the locative prepositions used in this task, 

including determiners, conjunctions and pronouns.

MC made many other kinds of errors on the reading task which suggest that he is 

using several (non-linguistic) strategies to support his damaged reading processes, and 

these strategies did serve to cloud the data. For instance, it seems plausible that he reads 

the word top as if it is a substantive^; so that when top participates in a prepositional 

construction, as in on top o f  or on top o f the house, MC reads it as a noun (for instance, 

he responded on different occasions to the latter item as 'on the top o f the house" and 

'the top o f the house"). This may help to account for his error on next td, which he read 

as 'top? no... next week?". If he misread the prepositional to as the substantive top 

(presumably a visual error), this may have led him to misidentify the other part of the 

complex preposition as its adjectival congener. The presence of week may be just M C’s 

attempt to make sense of the stimulus which he is aware (from his rising intonation) he 

has got wrong.

It was hoped that MC’s responses to this task may also shed light on the proper 

syntactic realisation of complex prepositions, like in front o f  or next to. Are such items 

represented as single heads, or complex heads, or one head with accompanying 

specifiers? Emonds (1985) suggests that the o/and to in complex prepositions like these 

are probably grammatical formatives, occurring as part of an ‘atrophied’ preposition; he 

argues that there is no justification for treating such items as anything other than 

‘completely amalgamated lexical unit[s]’ (p. 250). If true, this should mean that MC will 

make function word substitution errors which replace the whole prepositional complex, 

and indeed he does make some such errors: he read in front as if it were a single 

functional category (response: 'after"), and substituted a single word for the complex

 ̂An anonymous reviewer of Froud (to appear) suggested that ‘top’ as a substantive may be more frequent 
than ‘top’ as a preposition, so that what we see here is the result of organising principles of the 
orthographic lexicon, not a functional / lexical distinction. This is difficult to verity, since frequency 
databases (e.g. Kucera and Francis 1967) do not include ‘top’ as a preposition, nor ‘on top o f  as a 
complex. However, frequency of word use has been demonstrated not to be a relevant variable for MC’s 
reading, and it does not seem likely that his reading of the elements presented here (all of which are very 
high frequency) would be affected by it. For example, on a list of the 100 most frequent English words, of 
which 74 were functional, MC read only 24 correctly (of the 24, 8 were functional). On a list of the 100 
least frequent written words, many of which were abstract and derivationally complex, he performed much 
better - 57 were read correctly, and most of his errors involved omission or substitution of affixes. (See 
Druks and Froud, submitted.) On a PALPA subtest (Kay, Lesser and Coltheart 1992), he read 31/40 high 
frequency substantives correctly, and 27/40 low frequency substantives. Since frequency did not have 
significant effects in these controlled reading lists, I do not believe it likely to be a relevant variable here.
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preposition in in front o f the house (response: ‘m the house"). These data suggest that 

complex prepositions like in front o f  may be syntactically represented as a single head, 

as in (8):
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(8)

in front of the house

However, the data do not wholly support an Emonds-type analysis of complex P as an 

unstructured amalgam, because MC also made errors which suggest a different structure 

for such items. For instance, he read in front o/(presented to him with no complement) 

as fro n t o f ,  which could be analysed as a production of NP and omission of its 

functional extended p r o j e c t i o n a s  in (9):

(9)

PN

p NP

of

Alternatively, such an error could be construed as production of the çase-assigning P 

head of, with its s p e c i f i e r b u t  omission of the intransitive (in this construction) 

preposition in. This is compatible with an analysis of complex prepositions which 

assumes that certain members of the category P are unable to assign Case to a nominal 

complement, so select instead for a PP complement headed by a purely grammatical 

preposition which functions only as a Case assigner (e.g. Jones 1996):

10 In the sense of Grimshaw 1991.
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( 10) PP

PP

in

front

of

On this analysis, MC was presumably attending only to the lower P projection, omitting 

the higher one; this is also comparable to his errors at the sentence level, which I have 

suggested may be due to a failure to project higher levels of the clause than the VP (see 

sections 2.2.2.1, 2.6.3, 2.8 and 2.11). The data from MC do not permit a clear distinction 

between these competing analyses to be drawn; however, also suggestive in this regard is 

M C’s production of the target on top as 'for top \ This again suggests that he treats top 

as a substantive and only on as a prepositional / functional element (as in a structure like 

(9), but without the embedded PP).

However, there may be additional reasons to favour the structure shown in (10) 

over the one in (9). In (9) the lower P, o f  heads a PP which is the complement of the 

nominal front. It is true that there is no need to assume that the higher P, in, is 

intransitive (or a non-Case-assigner) in this construction. (10), on the other hand, does 

require some account of prepositions like in as having available some alternation such 

that they may be able to assign Case to a nominal complement under certain 

circumstances but not under others. This may be due to a lexical ambiguity - that is, 

there are two prepositions in, only one of which can assign Case to its complement; the 

other must have a PP complement. Or it may be due to some morphological process, 

akin to those discussed for passives, unaccusatives and the like, which can affect the 

ability of an underlyingly transitive P to take a complement. I discus^ this possibility 

further below (section 4.7). If intransitive prepositions are straightforwardly the result of 

affixation processes which have effects on argument structure, and which have already
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been proposed for independent reasons, then in fact (10) may be the representation 

which reflects the more economical solution to the problem of the underlying structure 

of complex P.

The data reported here, however, remain inconclusive as to the nature of the true 

syntactic representation of complex prepositions; nevertheless, they strongly support the 

analysis of P as a functional category.

4.5 Ruling out a semantic account

It has been suggested (Misi Brody, p.c.) that another kind of account is possible. 

Prepositions seem to encode relationships - between objects, times, places or 

granunatical entities (e.g. Bennett 1975, Jackendoff 1990a) - and I drew attention above 

to the fact that one feature of prepositions (and various other categories) is their ability to 

establish dependencies between different parts of a sentence (Spencer 1992). Given that 

such dependencies are interpretive as well as syntactic, perhaps such a view could also 

be extended to other functional categories - that what such a heterogeneous class has in 

common is the ability to encode relationships between grammatical entities. (This is 

similar to the traditional view of functional categories as the ‘syntactic glue’ of a 

language.) If this were the case, it may be possible to capture a function word deficit like 

M C’s along semantic lines: perhaps there is some semantic primitive, call it RELATE, 

which is the feature which all functional categories (and some substantives) have in 

common. This might mean that M C’s breakdown is in fact semantic in nature, not 

syntactic.

This view seems unlikely to be supported, because the reading list used to 

investigate M C’s representation of prepositions included some possessives (such as the 

behind o f the elephant). A deficit which could be defined in terms of a semantic 

correlate having to do with relating things to each other would seem likely to have an 

effect on possessive constructions too; but no such effect was noted^*.

' ' In fact MC read the possessive PP, o f th e  , correctly ten out of twelve times. This may seem to
present a problem for my contention that MC cannot read functional categories, since the preposition o f 'm 
a possessive construction is very likely just a case assigner, a really functional preposition. But in fact this
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Nevertheless, as a further (and informal) test of the semantic hypothesis, another 

reading list was prepared for MC. This time it consisted of substantives which seemed to 

be likely candidates for having as one of their semantic correlates the hypothetical 

RELATE - for example, kinship terms and other nouns whose interpretation seems likely 

to involve some relationship (e.g. leader, slave, patient, friend), some verbs of relation 

(e.g. relate, compare, exclude), and possessive phrases (e.g. the g irl’s cake, the woman’s 

car). It was hypothesised that, if the semantic account of MC’s reading deficit is along 

the right lines, such a reading list would cause him extreme difficulty. If, however, his 

reading deficit cannot be defined along such semantic lines, the single word substantives 

and many of the substantives inside the possessive determiner phrases should be read 

well. *

In fact, M C’s performance on this secondary reading list supports the syntactic 

account of his underlying deficit (the whole list, and MC’s responses on two separate 

occasions of reading it, are given in Appendix XIV). Results are summarised in table 2 

below.

As table 2 shows, nouns and kinship terms caused MC no problems at all (and 

even his errors are minor, consisting of morphological and visual errors, not function 

word substitutions). Likewise, his errors on possessive phrases and verbs, though more 

frequent, do not appear to reflect some inability to access a semantic notion of 

relatedness. Of the three errors on possessives, one was semantic {the g irl’s cake *the 

daughter’s cake’), one was morphological {the boy’s book ‘the boy’s books’) and only 

one involved omission of the possessive morpheme {the girl’s cake ^  ‘the 

girl..cakes...’). Errors on verbs were visual (e.g. entail -> ‘entraiV) or morphological 

{Q.g. join  -> ‘jo in t’\ exclude ‘excluded’) with the exception of one, when MC read 

cause as ‘before’ - this function word substitution error was briefly discussed in the 

previous chapter (section 3.4.3), where I suggested that it may reflect adjunction of the 

verb to a functional affix with argument-structure-changing effects - namely, CAUS.

pattern provides support for our conjectures about MC's strategies when reading connected text. I would 
suggest that MC does not in fact read the possessive construction here, because he is unable to. What he 
can do is identify the substantives behind and elephant, which he then produces in a spoken phrase. He 
knows that the phrase he produces involves a behind and an elephant, and these items are not related by a 
verb; the only plausible description of a situation relating a behind to an elephant without using a verb or 
another argument is that the behind belongs to the elephant - which is what he says.
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Grammatical 

class of target

Example n Number

read

correctly

% read 

correctly

Error examples

V relate; compare 38 (19 items, 

presented twice)

25 65.79% donate -> ‘donor’ ; 

affect "> ‘affection’

N client; leader 30 (15 items, 

presented twice)

28 93.33% accompanist 

‘accompanied’; 

understudy -> 

‘understate’

Kinship terms sister; sibling; 

mother-in-law

42 (21 items, 

presented twice)

40 95.24% parent ‘parents’; 

daughter -> ‘the 

daughter’

Possessive

DPs

the woman’s car; 

the dog’s cushion

10 (5 items, 

presented twice)

7 70% the girl’s cake ‘the 

daughter’s cake’; the 

boy’s book ‘the 

boy’s books’

Table 2: summary of results from ‘relate’ reading list

Even with the unclarities I have outlined, these data are telling. M C’s robust and 

pure dissociation between substantives and other categories is maintained to a very 

significant degree when he attempts to read various kinds of complex and simplex 

prepositions; but his tendency to substitute functional categories in reading is abolished 

almost completely when the same orthographic representations participate in 

constructions which render them substantive. The assumption that M C’s reading does 

indeed fractionate along syntactic lines, and cannot be captured in terms of a semantic 

account, is supported by the observation that MC’s ability to read substantives is not 

diminished when they have a semantic correlate in common with functional categories 

(the hypothetical RELATE). This, together with the substantial existing evidence from 

aphasie patients detailed in the literature, does rather suggest that the lexical / functional 

status of P in current syntactic theory should be clarified. The account I have been 

developing here (that functional categories are those which occupy an innately specified 

UG lexicon, can act as the locus of parametric variation, and have in common the ability
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to appear as a phonetically null alternate) seems to capture the required distinction; and, 

on this account, prepositions are squarely within the set of functional categories.

4.6 Some implications

In this chapter I have shown that acquired language disorders like that manifested 

by MC can shed light on areas of unclarity in current linguistic theory. The nature of 

prepositions is not well understood, and unfortunately these data do not help us directly 

to articulate a syntactic representation for complex prepositions. However, the data 

reported here strongly support the characterisation of prepositions as part of the UG 

(functional) lexicon.

In attempting to clarify the status of prepositions with regard to the lexical / 

functional dichotomy which persists in linguistic theory, I have indirectly made some 

predictions about the nature of such a functional lexicon, and the manifestations of 

agrammatism in its various forms. If those items which are represented in the functional 

lexicon can be defined as a natural class, this may provide a clue to the underlying deficit 

in many manifestations of agrammatism. For instance, those categories which are (by 

hypothesis) stored in the functional lexicon are, it seems, also those items which provide 

landing sites for movement. An aphasie with no access to the functional lexicon would 

therefore presumably also have a movement deficit, affecting (for example) their ability 

to interpret (or produce, or read, depending on the modality in which the deficit is 

manifested) non-canonical structures such as passives, clefts, wh-questions and so on. 

This has echoes of Grodzinsky’s trace deletion deficit - but without the need to propose a 

second deficit to account for the problems encountered by agrammatic aphasies with 

prepositions. If lexical representations of functional categories are not available to the 

syntax, then Merger to such positions is also presumably unavailable - a possible 

consequence of this being the well-documented omission of functional morphemes in 

agrammatic production (e.g. Goodglass 1993)^^. Whether MC’s deficit also affects

In fact, as proposed in chapter 1 (section 1.5.1), many variants of agrammatism may be capturable in 
similar ways.
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movement processes is difficult to say, because (as discussed) his processing of 

sentences is very difficult to interpret in a theoretically motivated way, and the errors he 

makes interact in complex ways with strategies he has developed to help himself extract 

meaning from written text. What is becoming clear, however, is that M C’s underlying 

deficit is economically and accurately characterisable as an inability to assign 

morphological realisations to those items, including prepositions, which are stored in the 

UG lexicon (along with some other morphological difficulties which also affect 

substantives).

4.7 The thematic properties of prepositions: a relevant variable?

It is also perfectly feasible, even likely, that other variables than the lexical / 

functional distinction (however one defines it) are relevant in the characterisation of

agrammatic disorders. For instance, the reading task reported here utilised only locative

prepositions, but it has been suggested that different kinds of preposition have different 

thematic properties (e.g. Giorgi 1991). Locative prepositions, for instance, do not assign 

an external theta role, but non-locative (adjectival) prepositions may do so.

Consider the following data, which illustrate a small clause construction with a 

NP subject, embedded under a verb which has no internal theta role to assign to the 

small clause and which cannot assign a theta role to the subject of the small clause via 

percolation. The subject of the small clause can be licensed in various ways.

(11) a. John's tone rendered the comment rude.

b. John's tone rendered the comment an insult.

c. * John's tone rendered the comment.

d. *John's tone rendered the comment in the meeting.

In (11) a, [the comment rude] is a small clause with a subject DP [the comment] and a 

complement, the AP [rude]. The DP is the object of the matrix sentence, but thematically 

it is the subject of the small clause, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (11) c. 

(Subjects must be licensed by having a theta role assigned to them - as per the Full
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Interpretation Principle of Chomsky 1986.) (11) b shows that a DP complement in the 

small clause can also assign an external theta role to the small clause subject. But the 

ungrammaticality of d shows that the small clause subject cannot be assigned a theta role 

by a locative preposition - as predicted by Giorgi's (1991) assumption that locative PPs 

do not have an external theta role to assign.

However, some prepositions can license the subject NP in the small clause:

(12) a. John's tone rendered the comment (utterly) beyond the bounds of good 

taste.

b. I consider John (quite) against battery farming.

c. I consider John (entirely) without good manners.

d. I consider John (totally) under the influence of alcohol.

e. I consider John (completely) beyond help.

(12) (based in part on examples in Italian from Giorgi 1991) shows that prepositions can 

sometimes assign an external theta role, but this possibility seems to be limited to PPs 

which have an ‘adjectival’ (non-locative) alternation. Note that certain adjectival degree 

modifiers are available to modify the P in the small clause complement in each of the 

examples in (12), which Giorgi suggests is indicative of their ‘adjectival’ interpretation.

Giorgi assumes that all prepositions have a similar lexical representation, but 

suggests that they vary with respect to thematic properties. However, a stronger view 

may be justified. There seem to be no prepositions which have an exclusively ‘adjectival’ 

reading; in fact, the examples generated above involve prepositions which are 

underlyingly locative, and their adjectival interpretation seems to come from their 

complements (e.g. without good manners = rude\ under the influence o f alcohol = 

drunk). Since all prepositions have structural properties in common (for instance, in 

English, the fact that they can all be stranded by NP movement), I would like to suggest 

that their lexical representations are the same even with respect to their thematic 

properties. Following the proposals in chapter 3, where affixation or adjunction of an 

abstract inflectional morpheme is suggested to be able to alter the argument structure of 

underlyingly transitive V, it seems economical to assume that some similar process can 

also apply to the thematic representation of prepositions. Some evidence that such a
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process can indeed apply to prepositions with an intransitive alternation was briefly 

mentioned in section 4.4 above; I shall return to that shortly.

Suppose that the underlying representation of the thematic properties of 

prepositions is something like (13) below - that is, prepositions can assign both an 

internal and an external argument.

(13) in <01, 02 >

Then existential binding of the external argument (Reinhart 1997) would yield a 

semantics like the following:

(14) 3x (in (x, 02))

in the house -> 3x (x is in the house)

This seems to be a plausible view of the semantics of locative prepositions; if their 

external argument was not existentially bound, then there would be no need for a verb to 

license the subject NP in sentences with an object embedded in a PP, as in (15) below. In 

addition, the existential binding of the external argument of P means that P cannot 

license a matrix subject by entering into a predication relation with it - as witness the fact 

that (16) a entails (16) b, but not c (because the PP is not predicated of the painting):

(15) a. John cleaned inside the cupboards,

b. *John inside the cupboards.

(16) a. The painting is highly regarded in art circles.

b. The painting is highly regarded.

c. ??The painting is in art circles.

Adjectival prepositions, on the other hand, do not have one of their arguments 

existentially bound; they have a full thematic structure which means they can participate 

in small clauses as the licenser of the subject NP, as in (12) above. And note that there is 

indeed a predication relation between the PP and the small clause subject in each of
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those examples (Giorgi 1991).

How does this shed light on the nature of MC's difficulties with prepositions? For 

one thing, it may allow a view of his prepositions deficit as parallel to his difficulties 

with unaccusatives. Suppose that existential binding of the external' argument of a 

locative preposition is a morphological operation which involves the adjunction of P to

an abstract operator, call it PI, which eliminates the external argument. I take it that the

external argument of P is eliminated rather than suppressed, because it is unavailable to 

syntactic tests of agentivity, such as the presence of an agent-oriented adverbial:

(17) a. *The painting is highly regarded [ppin art circles deliberately].

b. *The painting is highly regarded [ppin art circles to make a point].

If such adjunction operations can apply to P in the morphological component, this 

supports my characterisation of zero morphemes like UNACC and PI as inflectional (i.e. 

functional) rather than derivational, because we have seen that derivational morphology 

cannot apply to functional categories, and I have demonstrated that it is likely that P is 

indeed functional. However, note that such adjunction would be required to apply to all 

members of the category P, since there are no prepositions which exclusively have an 

adjectival reading (as pointed out above). The availability of an adjectival reading for a 

few prepositions suggests that, in those cases, adjunction to the argument-changing 

morpheme is optional. Perhaps those are cases with a ‘weak’ variant of the feature which 

triggers such affixation; or conversely, perhaps the affixation is becoming lexicalised, 

and the few prepositions for which it remains optional are not yet lexically ‘frozen’ (cf. 

Reinhart 1997) as being affixed to PI. At any rate, this suggests that the availability of 

adjunction to various inflectional morphemes is a reflex of categorial features which are 

part of the lexical representation of individual prepositions. This is compatible with 

Giorgi’s suggestion that prepositions are categorially identical but have different 

argument structures; my proposal is somewhat more economical because all prepositions 

are assumed to have the same argument structure, but differential availability to 

participate in affixation operations at the morphological interface. It is affixation which 

alters argument structure. This reduces the need for multiple lexical representations of 

the same item; the two varieties of in which are mentioned in section 4.4 above, for
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instance, reduce to a single lexical item on this view.

This takes us back to the point made above, in section 4.4, concerning 

intransitive prepositions. By the use of this term I mean that the preposition is unable to 

assign Case to a nominal complement, so it selects a PP complement with full Case- 

assigning properties. This accounts for the apparently rather productive paradigm in 

which complex prepositions are followed by a purely grammatical P like o/(examples in

(17) are taken from listings in Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik 1985, where many 

others are also provided):

(18) in charge of, in front of, in need of, on behalf of, in spite of, in place of, in case of 

in comparison with, in accordance with, in common with, in contact with

on account of, on behalf of, on grounds of, on strength of, on top of 

in addition to, with regard to, in return for, for want of, in return for

There may also be a second operator, call it P2, which can be associated with 

prepositions at the morphological interface and which has the effect of absorbing the 

internal argument. If this applies to a preposition which has already had its external 

argument eliminated by affixation of PI (or because it is lexically frozen in this state), 

then the resulting preposition has only semantic import; it has no ability to assign 

thematic roles or Case to its complement. These are the prepositions liked» in in front of, 

which must take a PP complement. If the preposition to which P2 applies has not already 

had its external argument eliminated, however, then the result should be a P which can 

assign an external but no internal theta role. It is not clear what such a preposition would 

be like; to speculate, however, perhaps passive by is a candidate, since it forces the 

Agentive interpretation of its complement but does not assign an internal theta role.

Note that it may not even be necessary to proliferate the inventory of argument- 

structure-changing morphemes which can associate with various lexical items. For 

example, the proposed UNACC morpheme which associates with verbs and absorbs 

their external argument, triggering unaccusative syntax, may be the same, in some 

important respects, as the proposed PI morpheme. Thus it may be possible to reduce 

(many) argument-structure-changing operations to a small set of three or four affixation 

and /  or adjunction operations in the morphological component. The details of such a
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proposal are beyond the scope of the present work, however.

MC makes function word substitution errors on all prepositions, hut some of his 

reading data seem to provide a degree of support for these conjectures. For instance, 

some prepositions are lexically ambiguous with adjectives, and MC would he predicted 

to he more successful at reading these than at reading those with no such ambiguity, 

because he can select a substantive category rather than a functional one which is likely 

to be difficult for him. For example:

(19) a. the opposite house / opposite the house 

b. an inside bathroom / inside the bathroom

MC does in fact read each of these items correctly more often than other prepositions: on 

two occasions each (out of three) - an overall hit rate of 67% on these items.

The prepositions which Giorgi suggests may have an adjectival interpretation 

when they are embedded in a small clause cannot occupy adjectival positions in the same 

way as these lexically ambiguous ones:

(20) a. against battery farming / against the house / *the against house

b. beyond help / beyond the woods / *the beyond woods

c. under the influence of alcohol / under the bed / *the under bed

d. without good manners / without the relatives / *the without relatives

In other words, the prepositions under discussion here are structurally prepositional; they 

do not change category, nor do they have a substantive (adjectival) alternant. I would 

like to suggest that these are the prepositions which are not lexically frozen as adjoined 

to P I; they may undergo such adjunction in the morphology component, or they may 

enter the syntax unadjoined, which (by the theta criterion) would mean that they must be 

realised in a syntactic context where they can assign their external theta role - namely, a 

small clause.

However, recall that all prepositions are considered to be functional, whether 

they are lexically or morphologically associated with the proposed argument-structure- 

changing operator, PI. On current assumptions, MC is not expected to show significant
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differences between these two sets of prepositions. What is needed for further evaluation 

of these proposals is an aphasie patient with a total breakdown of the morphological 

component. If current assumptions are correct, such a deficit should yield accurate 

performance involving those prepositions which are lexically represented as being 

adjoined to PI (i.e. those which are ‘frozen’), but persistent treatment of those which can 

be morphologically associated with PI as if they can assign an external theta role. A total 

breakdown of the morphological component would presumably have devastating effects 

on all aspects of the patient’s language; but, relevant to the present discussion, sentences 

such as (14) b would be expected to be accepted in grammaticality judgement tasks, and 

similar constructions would be expected to be produced in spontaneous speech. 

Unfortunately, the existing data do not take the thematic properties of prepositions into 

account and there is therefore no way (at present) to evaluate this hypothesis.

But it may be possible that, in the case of prepositions which are not lexically 

represented as being associated with PI, failure to carry out affixation of the operator 

may be available to MC. Even though such prepositions are still functional, he may 

possibly read them correctly somewhat more often than those which are associated with 

the operator (perhaps, in some sense, functional categories which are adjoined to 

operators are ‘doubly’ functional and therefore even more opaque to M C’s damaged 

morphological component). These are extremely tentative speculations, but a post hoc 

analysis of the data seems to provide them with a small degree of support. Of the four 

prepositions which have been identified as likely to have an adjectival interpretation, 

MC has attempted to read against on four occasions, beyond on three, under on seven 

and without on five. He managed to read against correctly once, and under twice; on 

other occasions he made function word substitution errors (14) or failed to respond 

(twice). Even so, this rate of correct responses compares favourably to his responses to 

other prepositions: out of 167 presentations (of various combinations of prepositions, at 

various times) he correctly read 14 in total (8.38%, compared to 15.79% on the 

prepositions with adjectival interpretations: the corpus of MC’s reading of prepositions 

is provided as part of Appendix V).

Even if the locative / non-locative distinction as discussed above is not a relevant 

variable for MC, however, it is clearly a variable which ought to be controlled for in 

investigations into language disorders of this kind. There are others, too: for instance,
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Rizzi (1985) proposed an account of agrammatism which invokes a distinction between 

theta-assigners (which are preserved) and non-theta assigners (which are impaired). If 

this variable was relevant for MC, it would predict that the majority of prepositions 

should still be available to him, which is not the finding; but this does not mean that 

there are no variants of agrammatism in which the right distinction is indeed governed vs 

ungovemed, or locative vs non-locative, or theta-assigner vs non-theta-assigner. Detailed 

and careful investigations of other aphasie patients are required in order to ascertain 

whether these predictions are borne out.

4.8 Summary and concluding comments

To conclude, I hope I have demonstrated that the ambiguous status of 

prepositions in current syntactic theory reflects a real problem, especially for empirical 

investigations in the pathological domain, which may be addressed by re-examining the 

nature of the lexical / functional divide. MC’s results on a prepositiqns reading task 

provide additional support for the view that prepositions cannot be straightforwardly 

lexical; however, there are well-documented theoretical problems inherent in any 

classification of prepositions as simply functional. This has led to the suggestion that the 

real nature of the distinction between lexical and functional categories should be re

evaluated; it may be the case that some primitive property of the language faculty (such 

as the existence of an innately pre-specified functional lexicon) is showing up in 

empirical investigations, and that this could be usefully reflected in future investigations 

of this sort. The approach being developed here leads to a different dichotomy, between 

those categories which are universally, innately specified as part of a language-faculty- 

intemal lexicon and those which are acquired:

‘...[There is] a fundamental difference between functional and lexical 

items: people learn new lexical items after the critical period,' but they don’t 

generally learn new grammatical items after puberty, at least when acquiring their 

first language, and (in most circumstances) they obviously acquire all these items 

much earlier than that. Which is best explained if we boldly assert that people
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don’t learn grammatical items at all. That is to say, they learn their form, but not

the items themselves. These are universal.’ Uriagereka (1998:454)

This kind of view of the lexical / functional dichotomy is distinct from those 

which have previously been articulated, and results in a different approach to studies of 

language disorders in which a ‘function word deficit’ is apparent. Prepositions 

unequivocally form part of the UG lexicon, and there is no difficulty in capturing their 

apparently dual lexical / functional nature, because there is no reason why forming part 

of the UG lexicon should prevent a category from having semantic content, say, or 

carrying phonological stress in a sentence, or from participating in theta theory. This is a 

major advantage of redefining the lexical / functional dichotomy in a way which does 

not have recourse to disparate observations as to the syntactic characteristics of some 

functional items; the necessary generalisation cannot be captured in that way.

It may be the case that other variables (apart from lexical /  functional status) to 

do with the syntactic properties of prepositions may be relevant to the interpretation of 

observed aphasie difficulties with this category. With this in mind, some alternations 

concerning the argument structure of prepositions were discussed. The tentative proposal 

put forward to account for such variability, building on proposals from the previous 

chapter, once again locates argument structure alternations at the morphological 

interface. The point to be made here is that P is just one category which has been 

demonstrated many times to be affected in aphasie breakdown; yet we are no further 

forward in understanding why this should be so. If real insights into the mental 

representations of linguistic knowledge are to be obtained from the investigation of 

aphasie deficits, then far from glossing over even the grossest category distinctions, a 

much finer level of analysis is called for. The proposals put forward in this thesis are the 

most tentative steps towards such analysis, but already the implications of such 

syntactically-motivated approaches are becoming apparent.
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Manifestations of a morphological deficit III: adverbs

5.0 Introduction

The discussion in the previous two chapters has demonstrated that M C’s 

dissociation between substantives and function words in single word reading tasks is 

sufficiently pure and robust that apparent anomalies can (and should) be examined 

closely. M C’s anomalous function word substitution errors on certain verbs were 

plausibly analysed as due to his reaction to the presence of a functional element 

which is associated with unaccusatives. His treatment of prepositional elements as if 

they are functional led to a reconsideration of the status of this category with respect 

to the lexical / functional dichotomy which plays an important role in current 

formulations of syntactic theory. Such reformulations have implications for future 

work in both empirical and theoretical domains.

By way of illustration, in this chapter, I present M C’s reading of adverbs\ 

which is comparable to his reading of unaccusatives in that he makes frequent 

function word substitution errors, but also shows other kinds of errors - especially 

morphological. Although the various classes of adverbials have typically been 

defined on semantic criteria (e.g. Jackendoff 1972, Cresswell 1985), M C’s 

performance does not show a fractionation along semantic lines. This suggests that 

there should be some syntactic account of adverb(ial)s, beyond the well-established 

convention that they are associated with the sentence or VP level (e.g. Jackendoff 

1972). Recent work by Cinque (1999) has analysed adverbs as being individually 

associated with functional heads, and MC’s performance appears to provide support 

for this analysis. Notice, however, that once again we are limited here to the single 

word domain; M C’s responses to adverbs which are not S / VP related, like

' I use the term adverbs to refer to single words which perform a modifying function at the level of VP 
and / or the sentence; these may be -ly adverbs or non-ly adverbs. By the term adverbial I mean 
elements which perform the same kind of function but which may be from a different syntactic 
category; in particular, prepositional phrases. When I wish to refer to all kinds of adverbial elements,
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completely in completely intolerable, have not been systematically tested because of 

the difficulties inherent in evaluating his performance when reading units larger than 

single words. Many degree modifiers are functional heads (e.g. White 1997; but cf 

Doetjes, Neeleman and van de Koot, 1998, for an account in which the class of 

degree modifiers is split into those which are functional heads and those which are 

not); on such a view, I would expect MC’s reading of adverbs which are realised as 

degree modifiers to be affected by their functionality; and M C’s reading of degree 

heads in isolation does indeed yield function word substitution errors (e.g. very was 

read as 'before’’, absolutely was read as 'after’ - see Appendix V). However, because 

the degree head status of such an adverbial can only be realised by presentation of the 

adverb in an adjective phrase, it is anticipated that his realisation of such items might 

be supported by the presence of the lexical category A. For this reason, M C’s 

responses to such constructions have not yet been investigated, and this chapter 

concentrates on his reading of adverbs in isolation.

This chapter is organised as follows. First, I shall provide some background 

concerning adverbial elements in linguistic theory, in order to show that adverbs (like 

prepositions) have been somewhat troublesome to analyse, in particular if the criteria 

for functionality which were outlined in chapter 4 are applied (e.g. adverbs are open 

class, but are not participants in theta theory; they can receive primary or contrastive 

stress in a sentence, but they may have procedural rather than - or as well as - 

conceptual interpretations). In other words, adverbs, by all traditional criteria, are as 

problematic with respect to the lexical /  functional dichotomy as are prepositions. 

Having presented the problem, I shall then summarise Cinque’s ideas about the 

syntactic representation of adverbs, which make quite different empirical predictions 

about the treatment of adverbs by patients with function word deficits (like MC). 

Once again, such a syntactically-based analysis makes the right predictions, but a 

semantic analysis cannot capture the data; the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate 

for a third time that MC’s pattern of performance is only predictable (and 

explainable) within a well-articulated syntactic theory.

both adverbs and adverbials, I will use the conglomerate adverb(ial)s.
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5.1 Theoretical approaches to adverbs

5.1.1 Early approaches

Jackendoff s (1972) discussion of sentential and VP adverb(ial)s is still often 

referred to, and the classifications which he proposed have been built upon and 

extended over the years. Adverbs are problematic because of the range of structural 

positions in a sentence which they can occupy, and the range of semantic and 

interpretive effects they encode; they are a truly heterogeneous category, both 

syntactically and semantically. Jackendoff provides a tripartite distributional account 

of sentential adverbs, which have surface realisations sentence finally, sentence- 

initially, or in ‘auxiliary position’ (that is, between the subject and the verb, either 

before or after the auxiliary if one is present - Jackendoff 1972: 49ff). He uses this 

descriptive framework to capture six separate categories of adverbs which are defined 

according to their distributional characteristics: those which can appear in all three 

positions and change their meaning depending on which position they occupy; those 

which can appear in all three positions but do not change their meaning; those which 

can appear in initial and auxiliary position only; those which can appear in auxiliary 

and final position only; those which can appear in final position ohly; and those 

which can appear in auxiliary position only. (There appear to be no adverbs which 

can occupy sentence initial position only, or sentence initial and final positions only; 

possible reasons for this gap in the paradigm are not discussed, but it may be as 

simple as the fact that sentence boundaries can usually be occupied by an adverb(ial) 

element given the right kind of intonational break, so that all (or at least most) 

adverbs would fall into the class of those which may appear in such positions, 

rendering a distinction on distributional grounds less useful when sentence 

boundaries are concerned). Examples of each of these distributionally defined classes 

are given in (1) (based on Jackendoff 1972, chapter 3); curly brackets indicate 

positions where the adverbs within them can be realised, and starred curly brackets 

indicate positions where realisation of the enclosed adverbs would be ungrammatical:
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f cleverly] f cleverly] [cleverly ]
(1) a . ]  > (,) John < [ dropped his cup of coffee < \

(clumsily j [clumsily] [clumsily]

b. (,)John drankhis cup of coffee
[slowly J [slowly J [slowly J

c. (.) Horatio has lost his
[probably J [probably J [probably J

d.
fcompletelyl jcompletelyl jcpmpletelyl
[easily ]  [easily ] [easily J

[hard] ^  ̂ [hard] [hard"
"  w e l l w e l l w e l l

f .4 ™ “ " '^ |( , )  Albert is being a fool .
[simply] [simply] [simply]

Jackendoff goes on to discuss some of the problems with the traditional view 

that adverbs are transformationally derived from adjectives (e.g. Lakoff 1968, Katz 

and Postal 1964), pointing out that many adverbs do not share meaning 

representations with their adjectival congeners, and many instances of adverbial 

modification of clauses cannot be paraphrased as being adjectivally‘modified. For 

instance, virtually is not transparently related in meaning to virtual, and a sentence 

like Actually, John can’t lose cannot be paraphrased as something like *It is actual 

that John can’t lose. He argues that adverbs must form part of the base component of 

the language faculty (i.e. they are not the result of transformations - a class of 

operations which, already rather unrestricted at the time, would have had to be vastly 

extended in order to capture all the complex and opaque relations between adjectives 

and adverbs).

Given that adverbs are part of the base, then, Jackendoff considers their 

semantic characteristics by way of providing additional classification which is not 

based only on distributional factors (judgements of which can vary). He states that 

the base probably contains a category Adv but does not contain subcategories like
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AdVmanner, siticc such Specifications are a matter of semantics. The semantic 

specifications which he discusses are speaker-oriented adverbs, which are 

understood as a reflection of the speaker’s attitude to the content of the utterance; 

subject-oriented adverbs, which provide additional information about the subject (or 

Agent) of the sentence; and manner adverbs, which are associated with the lower VP 

level (rather than being adjoined to the sentence).

The parallels between adverbs and prepositional phrases are well-recognised, 

but it is interesting to note that Jackendoff draws a direct relation between 

prepositions and sentence-final adverbs, discussing an analysis of non-/y adverbs 

which was first put forward by Klima (1965). Klima suggested that certain sentence- 

final adverbs could be analysed as intransitive prepositions, on the basis that the two 

classes share some distributional and morphological characteristics. For instance 

(based on Jackendoff’s 3.61-3.62):

(2) a. Johnny ran [acIv home] / [pp into the house].

b .  Johnny ran [Adv downstairs] / [ p p  down the stairs].

c. Tommy didn’t live there [Adv long] / [pp for many years].

d. Tommy didn’t live there [Adv alone] / [pp by himself].

Jackendoff captures this similarity by suggesting that the same base rule which 

generates intransitive prepositions can be extended to generate adverbs - an 

economical proposal within the terms of the syntactic theory of the time. He also 

notes that the interpretative effects of adverbial elements on aspect and modality are 

similar to those imposed by modals, another functional category, and this observation 

has been influential in more recent work (e.g. Hoye 1997, Cinque 1999).

Despite the parallels he draws between adverbs and functional categories like 

modals and prepositions, however, Jackendoff s outline of adverbials does not 

predict that there should be anything functional in their realisation. Adverbs were at 

that time supposed to be a lexical category, on a par with adjectives but taking scope 

over the verbal rather than the nominal domain. With regard to MC, then, 

Jackendoff s proposals suggest that adverbs should be treated in the same way as 

other substantives; function word substitution errors would not be expected. There 

may be expected to be some differences on distributional grounds, for instance, 

perhaps with adverbs which are realised sentence-initially (and therefore as adjuncts
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to S) being more difficult for MC to recognise than those which are associated with 

the level of the VP (given earlier discussion in which I propose that MC may only 

project the VP unless he has specific reason to project higher domains of the clause - 

see chapter 2, sections 2.2.2.1, 2.6.3, 2.8 and 2.11). However, given that the 

functional domain associated with VP was not realised in such early versions of the 

standard theory, it is difficult to extrapolate any predictions as to the status of a 

deficit affecting precisely functional categories. Nevertheless, Jackendoff s 

discussion is wide-ranging and his classifications of sentence and VP adverbs are still 

in current usage.

5.1.2 More recent approaches

The semantic classification of the different kinds of adverb(ial)s has been 

substantially elaborated since then (see Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik 1985 

for a detailed description of the semantics and syntax of adverbial elements; 

Schourup 1999 provides an overview of several such classificatory systems), but it 

remains difficult to establish the syntactic status of adverbs. On current assumptions, 

adverbs are Merged in a variety of structural positions, and they do not undergo 

movement - for example, Cinque (1999, p. 47ff.) argues in detail for a syntactic 

representation in which main verbs move but adverbs stay put. For this reason, 

adverbs have been very useful in the investigation of movement processes which 

affect other categories, most notably verbs (e.g. Pollock 1989, Ouhalla 1990, Costa 

1996, Jonas 1996, Zwart 1997), since their fixed nature makes it possible to observe 

the effects of verb movement around them. However, the syntax of adverbials 

themselves was not until recently the subject of much discussion, beyond a general 

acceptance that they are adjoined to V ', VP or IP (e.g. Thrainsson 1996, Ouhalla 

1999; see Chomsky 1995b for discussion to the effect that adjunction to VP should 

be impossible because that projection is semantically active). Even this assumption 

was called into question by Larson’s (1988) analysis of double object constructions, 

in which he states that adverbial elements (he is referring to time and manner 

adjuncts expressed in prepositional phrases) are ‘not outermost adjuncts, but rather 

must be innermost complements’ (p.346); and Stroik (1990) also analyses adverbs as 

sisters to V. Jackendoff (1990b) argues against Larson’s position, invoking some
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often-observed asymmetries between extraction out of adjuncts and complements 

which are standardly accounted for as resulting from structural distinctions between 

the two:

(3) a. John wrote a letter to Mary in the morning.

b. It was Mary that John wrote a letter to (in the morning).

c. *It was the morning that John wrote a letter (to Mary) in.

However, Larson (1990) rejects this criticism, suggesting that structural 

distinctions are not the only way to capture such differences. For instance, Huang’s 

(1982) Condition on Extraction Domains derives the extraction asymmetries between 

arguments and adjuncts on the basis that the former are c-selected while the latter are 

not. And in Chomsky 1995a, adverbials can occur as sisters to V but are not theta- 

marked by (and therefore not L-related to) the verb; movement out of a non-L-related 

position to an L-related one is independently ruled out for reasons of Economy.

5.2 The lexical / functional status of adverbs

The consequence of all this is that adverb(ial)s occupy a somewhat 

indeterminate position within the syntax. They are either adjuncts (Jackendoff 1990b) 

or complements (Larson 1990; Stroik 1990) of V; if the former, lower adverbs may 

or may not be adjoined to the maximal projection of V, depending on whether one 

considers VP to be available as a site for adjunction or not. The position of sentential 

adverbs on the view of adverbs as complements is not clear. Adverbial elements do 

not participate in theta theory, by definition, since they occupy A-positions (if 

viewed as adjuncts of IP or VP) or are non-L-related (if viewed as complements). As 

discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.2.5) athematicity is a feature of functional 

categories; yet adverbs carry such semantic and / or interpretive weight that they are 

standardly viewed as substantive.

This brings us to a short discussion of the lexical / functional status of 

adverbs in view of the criteria for functionality which were discussed in chapter 3 

(section 3.2). Apart from being athematic, certain adverbs (on certain uses) share 

another defining characteristic of functional categories: they can have procedural
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(rather than conceptual) meaning. It has been argued that discourse connectives like 

moreover, therefore, so etc. encode procedures which aid in the construction of a 

particular context which is intended by the speaker to be relevant to the hearer’s 

interpretation of an utterance. Discourse connectives, then, link a context and a unit 

of discourse (Blakemore 1987; Wilson and Sperber 1993; Rouchota 1996). 

However, other kinds of adverbial, such as the speaker-oriented adverbs frankly, 

confidentially, seriously etc., and all kinds of manner adverb(ial)s, encode conceptual 

meaning (Wilson and Sperber 1993). So adverbs are not homogeneous with respect 

to the conceptual / procedural distinction which has been used to distinguish lexical 

and functional items (e.g. Chan 1999).

On other criteria, too, adverbs seem to pattern with the lexical categories 

rather than functional ones, even though they are athematic and may encode 

procedures for interpretive processing. For instance, adverbs usually do receive 

phonological stress in a sentential context, and they are evidently not semantically 

impoverished (however such a feature might be defined) - on the contrary, it has been 

proposed that the only way to understand adverbs may be from a semantic / 

pragmatic perspective, since their syntactic roles are so unclear (McConnell-Ginet 

1982; Heny 1973). In addition, they are unlikely to form a closed class, apart perhaps 

from the small sub-class of adverbs which do not have an -ly affix, because they can 

be readily derived from adjectives, which are clearly open class; indeed, Alexiadou 

(1997) argues that in fact adjectives and adverbs are the same class, with the -ly affix 

marking agreement with a verbal functional head. Alexiadou also suggests that the 

number of adverbs seems to be limited only because the functional heads whose 

specifier positions they can occupy are also limited in number; in other words, 

apparently functional properties of adverbs may in fact be a reflex of their syntactic 

realisation as specifiers of functional heads.

I do not intend to question the substantive status of adverbs here; on my own 

criteria too, they are unlikely to form part of the UG lexicon, since a phonetically null 

adverb is extremely difficult to imagine or justify, and no readily identifiable 

parameter is associated with adverbs. However, note that the heterogeneity of 

adverbials is reflected in that their major function, the semantic augmentation of the 

linguistic expressions over which they operate (McConnell-Ginet 1982), can be 

assigned various syntactic and morphological realisations even within one language. 

For example, as made explicit in Mui and Chao (1999), past tense can be expressed
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as a bound affix {-ed) on V, as a past tense auxiliary verb, or as a past tense adverbial 

element such as once. This is a typical property of those elements which I propose are 

part of the UG lexicon; they do not have a 1:1 mapping onto conceptual 

representations, so that the same concept may be morphosyntactically realised in 

many ways^. Further, adverbs can take scope over XPs, which is usually a property of 

functional elements (cf. Lewis 1975; discussed briefly in section 5.3.1 below).

Would it be viable, after all, to suggest that adverbs are represented in the UG 

lexicon? I do not think so, given the preceding discussion. However, the fact that 

adverbs are scope-taking elements, and that their mapping onto conceptual 

representations is not as straightforward as might be expected for a substantive 

category, rather suggests that there is something not entirely substantive in their 

representation. Before illustrating and attempting to account for M C’s function word 

substitution errors on adverbs, then, it is necessary for me to consider some 

alternative accounts of the role of adverbs in both the syntactic and semantic 

components of the language system. >

5.3. The functions of adverbs

5.3.1 A semantic / pragmatic view

Perhaps the unclarities regarding the lexical / functional status of adverbs are 

not surprising, given that their syntactic effects are strictly limited, according to 

McConnell-Ginet (1982). She provides a logical account of adverbs, describing them 

as variable-binding operators which have minimal effects at LF because they do not 

effect syntactic change on the variables which fall within their scope. They create 

‘meanings of the same ‘type’ as the meanings with which they combine’ (p. 181). 

The main function of adverbs, on this view, is to modify syntactib expressions, 

yielding another syntactic expression of the same type, but more specific (in an 

interpretive sense) than the unmodified expression would have been. This approach

 ̂ And vice versa; a single morphosyntactic representation may encode a multiplicity of concepts, 
resulting in a semantically underdetermined proposition which must be enriched by post-LF processes. 
For instance, Sperber and Wilson (1995:188) mention the genitive, which is not lexically or 
structurally ambiguous, but which nevertheless is interpretable in many ways: “Peter’s bat’ might refer 
to the bat owned by Peter, the bat chosen by Peter, the bat killed by Peter, the bat mentioned by Peter, 
and so on indefinitely.’
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is comparable to that taken by Lewis (1975), who discusses a subset of adverbials 

(including always, invariably, sometimes, occasionally, never, usually, mostly, often, 

frequently, seldom, rarely and so on) which he identifies as quantificational operators 

over variables. To simplify, the relevant variables may be events, times or cases, but 

the role of the adverb in each situation is to bind, like a kind of unselective quantifier, 

all the free variables which occur within their scope:

‘Our adverbs are quantifiers over cases; a case may be regarded as the ’tuple 

of its participants; and these participants are values of the variables that occur 

free in the open sentence modified by the adverb.’ (Lewis 1975:7)

Although McConnell-Ginet’s approach to adverbs is semantic, it is based on 

their observed syntactic characteristics. VP-adverbs, for instance, are supposed to 

operate on a verb (not a VP) prior to its combination with any of its arguments; 

higher adverbs which are still internal to the sentence do the same thing, but with a 

higher verb that takes the lexical VP as a complement. Sentence-external adverb(ial)s 

are often definable in the same terms, but applying to a yet higher verb which has a 

sentential complement. The main thrust of McConnell-Ginet’s analysis is that 

adverb(ial)s have a dual nature; syntactically speaking, they contribute^ nothing to LF 

representations, and could be omitted without affecting the legality of the syntactic 

expressions over which they operate and of which they are part; but semantically and 

pragmatically, they are of paramount importance for interpretive procedures which 

apply at and after LF. It is probably this kind of duality, she remarks, which renders 

adverbs so ‘messy’ (1982:182).

However, on a view of the language faculty which assumes that meaning 

representations are yielded by interpretive processes which apply post-LF, there must 

be some way to combine such a semantic account of adverbs with a formulation of 

their syntactic status. In recent work, this is precisely the approach taken by Cinque.

5.3.2 Semantic constraints and syntactic hierarchies: Cinque’s approach

Cinque’s (1999) approach has been to combine semantic and syntactic 

properties of adverbs and show how the former can, if accorded syntactic reality, 

account for apparent idiosyncrasies in the syntactic behaviour of adverbs. By
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compositionality, the universal availability of a set of semantic notions is likely to 

reflect the universal availability of a set of syntactic heads which are associated with 

those interpretations. The hierarchical ordering of such heads in the syntax should be 

reflected in word order constraints, and, making use of extensive cross-linguistic 

data, Cinque shows that such a universal base of functional heads with semantic 

import does indeed appear to have consequences for the relative ordering of adverbs. 

One of the consequences of this approach is a proliferation of abstract functional 

heads, and Cinque argues that the functional architecture associated with clausal 

structure is much more highly articulated than was previously thought.,

Cinque proposes that adverbs occupy the specifier positions in projections of 

abstract functional heads, each of which has particular semantic effects (see also 

Kayne 1994 and Alexiadou 1997 for similar suggestions). Because of the strict 

hierarchical ordering of these heads, adverbs are also ordered with respect to each 

other. The ordering is proposed to be universal, with apparent deviations from the 

hierarchically-imposed order of adverbs being the result of either (a) a limited set of 

movement operations (wh movement of one adverb across another; focusing of an 

adverb; raising of a lower portion of the clause which contains an adverb); (b) the 

modification of one adverbial element by another, which would then appear in spec 

of the modified adverb; or (c) some instances in which the same adverb can be base

generated in more than one position, which in any case yields different scope and 

interpretive effects.

To exemplify the kind of argumentation employed to support the existence of 

this universal ordering, Cinque notes that, in standard Italian, the adverb mica (a 

negative adverb) must precede già {already)’, in turn, già must precede più {any 

longer) (example (4) below is based on Cinque’s (l)-(3)):

(4) a. Non hanno mica già / *già mica chiamato, che io sappio.

They have not already telephoned, that I know, 

b. AlTepoca non possedeva già più / *più già nulla.

At the time (s)he did not possess already any longer anything.

= She did not then have any possessions left.

This relative ordering between mica and già, and then between già and più, leads to 

the prediction that mica must precede piw, this prediction is borne out (Cinque’s (7)):
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(5) Non hanno chiamato mica più / mica , da allora.

They haven’t telephoned not any longer, since then.

= They haven’t telephoned any more since then.

In this way, Cinque proceeds through a great variety of examples from many different 

languages, involving a wide variety of adverbial elements, and shows that it is 

possible to derive a surprisingly uniform, crosslinguistic, underlying order of 

adverbials. Cinque does not view adverbs as functional heads, though he does view 

them as the heads of their own projections (AdvP) rather than part of, say, the 

extended projection of V, or as an element which takes some projection of V as its 

complement. This is because adverbs do not block head movement,' and because 

(some) adverbs can be preposed in topicalization and focus movement - an operation 

which is open to XP but not to X^. In other words, Cinque argues for a structure like 

that in (6) below, where adverbs head their own projections, which occupy spec 

position in the projection of a functional head in the clausal domain. (Note that (6) is 

greatly simplified; Cinque argues that the whole hierarchy of functional heads is 

universally represented, whether or not their specs are occupied in a particular 

sentential context, whereas I only show the projections of the functional heads for 

Habitual Aspect and Anterior Tense; the omitted projections between Anterior Tense 

and the IP are indicated by a dotted line. Also, I have omitted movement of the 

subject and auxiliary to higher functional projections, showing them instead in their 

positions in the IP.)
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(6) John has usually already eaten at this time. 

*John has already usually eaten at this time.

Asp (habitual) P 

AdvP Asp (habitual) '

Adv ' Asp (habitual) T (anterior) P

Adv

usually

AdvP T (anterior) '

Adv ' T (anterior) '  ̂

Adv

already

John

t (John) V '

V PP

eaten at this time

The abstract functional heads impose strict selectional requirements on their 

specifiers by means of a feature-checking mechanism; essentially this is a kind of 

spec, head agreement which has reference to semantic attributes of the adverbial 

element and the functional head, rather than syntactic attributes. (In a sense this is 

similar to Alexiadou’s (1997) suggestion, mentioned above, that the -ly morpheme 

realised on some English adverbs is the result of agreement between the adverb and a 

functional head; but Alexiadou suggests that the relevant functional head is verbal, 

rather than clausal.)

The inventory of heads with adverb-occupied specifiers proposed by Cinque 

is, as he points out (p. 106) rather large; however, he maintains that the presence of a 

universally realised set of functional projections in the clause is not unlikely. The 

alternative view, that only those functional heads which receive a morphological
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realisation exist in any given language, has undesirable consequences. In such a 

situation, most adverbs would not be related to a functional head, and then UG would 

have to provide two hierarchies: one to account for the relative ordering of functional 

categories, and another to account for the relative ordering of adverbial elements. It is 

more economical, suggests Cinque, to assume that one UG-imposed hierarchy is 

responsible for both sets of relative ordering. In addition, he argues, the view of the 

functional domain of the clause as being more highly articulated than hitherto 

suspected has desirable consequences for leamability, inasmuch as a child acquiring 

a first language will ‘only need to recognise and locate in the appropriate structural 

places made available by UG the morphological and lexical material provided by 

his/her language’ (p. 107).

(7) summarises Cinque’s proposed universally available hierarchy of clausal 

functional projections (his (92), p. 106):

(7) [ frankly Moodspeech act [ fortunately Moodevaiuative [ allegedly Moodevidentiai

[ probably  M oodepistem ic [ once T ( p a s t )  [ then T ( f u t u r e )  [ perhaps  M o o d in ea U s  

[ necessarily  M odnecessity [ possibly  M odpossibiiity [ usually  Asphabituai 

[ again  Asprepetitive(I) [ often  Aspfrequentative(I) [ intentionally  ^^Odvofitional 

[ quickly  Aspceierative(i) [ already T ( A n t e r i o r )  [ no longer  Aspterminative 

[ still Aspcontinuative [ alwayS Aspperfect(?) \_just Aspretrospective \_SOOn Aspproximative 

[ briefly  AspJurative [ characteristically (?) Aspgenenc/progressive 

[ alm ost Aspprospective [ Completely AspsgCompletive(I) [ tUttO AsppiCompIetive 

[ well V o i c e  [ fa s t/e a r ly  Aspceierative(n) [ again  Asprepetitive(ii)

[ often A sp freq u en ta tive(II) [ Completely A sp sg c o m p le t iv e (II )

In the light of the preceding discussion Cinque’s view has a certain appeal. The 

apparently ambiguous status of adverbs with respect to the lexical / functional 

dichotomy is readily accounted for. Adverbs per se are lexical - that is, substantive; 

which is why they have many of the features of lexical items (they can take stress, 

they are open class, most of them carry conceptual rather than procedural meaning). 

On Cinque’s view, adverbs per se are not scopal elements, but scope can be taken by 

the abstract heads whose specifier positions are occupied by adverbs. So adverbs are 

in a sense the manifestation of a functional head, even though they are not functional 

heads themselves.
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5.4 Empirical predictions

I shall now briefly consider the empirical implications (for a patient like MC, 

with a function word reading deficit) of the different perspectives on adverbial 

elements presented in brief in this chapter, before presenting the data obtained from 

M C’s reading of adverbs and attempting to show how it may provide support for one 

of these views over the others.

I have already suggested that Jackendoffs early account of adverbs as 

modifiers of the VP or sentence could lead to the prediction that aphasie performance 

could fractionate in two possible ways: either higher adverbs would be more difficult 

to read than lower ones, if the aphasie patient is unable to project levels of the 

sentence above the VP; or there should be a semantically-defined fractionation, since 

that is how adverbs are principally classified in Jackendoff’s account. However, 

because Jackendoffs proposals were made in a framework without an articulated 

account of the functional architecture of the clause, it is very difficult to derive real 

predictions concerning the lexical / functional status of a particular category from his 

approach. It is even more difficult to derive such predictions from McConnell- 

G inef s later semantic account of the LF significance of adverbials, because the 

lexical /  functional status of operators is not apparent in such a discussion (nor is it 

expected to be). Clearly adverbs are scope-taking operators on McQonnell-Ginef s 

view, and this compares with quantifiers (Lewis 1975), which presumably are 

functional heads; so perhaps a prediction from this perspective could be that adverbs 

will be treated as if they are functional heads. However, it is also clear from their 

principal function as modifiers of propositions that McConnell-Ginet probably does 

not intend adverbs to be analysed as syntactic heads. Such a prediction is therefore 

relatively unsupported.

It is somewhat more straightforward to derive empirical predictions from 

Cinque’s (1999) account of adverbs, however. Because adverbs are not treated as 

functional heads in their own right, we would expect to see some evidence that MC 

treats them as substantives - that is, reading them correctly at least some of the time, 

making visual and morphological errors at other times. However, adverbs on this 

view are intimately associated with functional heads, and we have seen before that
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such an association between a substantive and a functional head can lead MC to 

make function word substitution errors, as in the case of unaccusatives (discussed in 

chapter 3). In that situation, however, it was possible to argue that unaccusatives are 

associated with the relevant functional morpheme prior to insertion in the syntax. In 

Cinque’s framework, the association between lexical adverbs and the relevant 

functional heads is syntactic, not morphological, since it is defined as a feature- 

checking relation. The observation that MC does make function word substitution 

errors when reading adverbs suggests that there may in fact be a morphological 

realisation of the relationship between an adverb and its functional head, and I shall 

discuss this possibility further below, after the data have been made explicit.

5.5 Experimental investigation

5.5.1 Materials

MC was presented with a large reading list which included 177 adverbs, 101 

of which had adjectival congeners that were also included in the list. Most of the 

adverbs had been assigned a semantic classification, which was based on the 

traditional notation employed by Quirk et al (1985) in their discussion of the syntax 

and semantics of adverbs. 137 of the adverbs had an -ly suffix; the remainder were 

not affixal adverbs (non-/y adverbs). The reading list had to be presented on a single 

occasion due to time constraints, which was less than ideal; however, it was split into 

several smaller sections and reading of each section was separated by other activities, 

coffee breaks and so on. All the results from this reading test, along with the 

semantic classification of each item, and all the error classifications, are given in 

Appendix XV.

5.5.2 Results

The results from this reading test are summarised in table 1 below.
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Adjectives Adverbs

-ly adverbs non-Zy adverbs

n 101 137 40

C orrect (% ) 72 (71.287) 16(11.679) 14 (35.0)

Function word 

substitution errors (%)

4 (3.96) 9 (6.569) 24 (60.0)

Morphological errors 

resulting in category 

change (%)

9(8.911) -ly

omission

85

(62.044)

0

other 17

(12.409)

Morphological errors 

resulting in no category 

change (%)

3 (2.970) 0 0

Affîxation added (%) 6 (5.941) 0 0

Visual errors (%) 2 (2.970) 6 (4.379) 2 (5.0)

Other errors (%) 6(5.941) 4(2.919) 0

Table 1: summary of MC’s responses on adverbs and adjectives reading list

MC read 72 of the 101 adjectives correctly (71.287%). His errors on this category 

were mainly the usual mixed bag of morphological and visual errors. There were nine 

instances of affix omission and substitution which resulted in a category change of 

the target; however, he read the stems correctly on all these occasions. For example, 

he read skilful as ‘skilV; fortunate as fortune’’, amusing as ‘amusement’. Other 

morphological errors did not result in a category change; these all affected 

comparative and superlative forms of adjectives, of which only six were included in 

the reading list. He omitted the superlative ending on two occasions, and the 

comparative once, x&dLdimg farthest as ‘fa r ’ and both sooner and soonest as ‘soon’. 

Six targets were affixed by MC, five of them resulting in an adverbial reading - for 

example, he produced ‘frequently’ and ‘habitually’ when presented with their 

adjectival counterparts to read. He also added a negating prefix -un to the target 

usual. Three of MC’s errors were classified as visual - gradual ‘gradient’’,
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inherent ‘inherit’', and typical -> ‘typing, typed’ - though the last one of these 

may represent a morphological rather than visual error. Other errors were 

pronunciation difficulties, probably dyspraxic in origin, and one possible semantic 

error {sudden was read as ‘ju m p ’), MC failed to respond to just one item - thorough. 

Surprisingly, he also made a few (4) function word substitution errors, perhaps in one 

case at least reflecting a visual error (for instance, he may have read fa r  as for, 

leading to his actual production of ‘after’ in response to this item). In a second case, 

the function word error {‘always’ produced in response to evident^) seems to reflect 

some perseveration effect, as identical errors also appeared on several adverbs (see 

below). The other two instances of function word errors are not so straightforwardly 

accounted for, however; he read probable as ‘before or because ’ and further as 

‘before, after’. It may be that such errors were induced by some feature of these 

adjectives which renders them somehow functional. A candidate may be their non- 

intersectivity. Most adjectives are intersective; that is, when they are used to modify a 

noun, together the noun and adjective denote the intersection of two classes. So a 

clever boy is a member of the set of things which are clever and a member of the set 

of boys - clever is an intersective adjective. By contrast, a probable outcome is not a 

member of the set of things that are probable and the set of things which are 

outcomes; it has membership only of the former set. So probable does not have an 

intersective interpretation. As Siegel (1980:172) claims, ‘non-intersective adjectives 

are of the same semantic type as verb-phrase modifying adverbs’. So these function 

word errors may perhaps reflect some commonality in representation between 

adverbs and these particular adjectives. However, the result is inconclusive in this 

respect; for instance, another non-intersective adjective, apparent, was read correctly 

by MC. This is mere speculation, therefore, and, pending a repeat attempt at this 

particular reading list, I must simply accept these responses as unexplained anomalies 

(for now).

Performance on adverbs was quite a different matter. Of the total of 177 

adverbs, MC read just 30 correctly (16.949%); of these, 16 were -ly adverbs and 14 

were not.

Errors on the 137 -ly adverbs were mainly omissions of the -ly affix, resulting 

in a correctly produced stem. This happened 85 times (62.044%). Interestingly, MC

 ̂Analysing this response as a function word error is not entirely straightforward. However, up to now 
I have tacitly accepted that production of adverbs in response to a function word target is indeed a
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did on two occasions show that he was aware of the presence of the -ly affix, though 

he was unable to produce it appropriately: he read badly as ‘bad’ with a strong 

emphasis on the final consonant ( /b æ d i'a /)  and made a similar response to 

characteristically, which he read as ‘characteristic’ with a strong emphasis on the 

final / k /  ( / k æ j i k t e j i s t i k : ' 0/). When questioned about these responses, he 

explained that it was ‘that bit’ (indicating the -ly affix on the stimulus word) which 

caused the strong final consonant.

His remaining errors on adverbs were largely morphological, resulting in a 

category change (where more than just the -ly affix had been omitted or substituted, 

such errors were counted separately). For example, awkwardly was read as 

‘awkwardness’', customarily as ‘customs’’, irrationally as ‘rational’. There were 17 

such errors in total. MC also made some visual and other types of errors (a further 

10). And, most interestingly, he made 9 (6.569%) function word substitution errors 

on -ly adverbs: completely, fairly, nearly and regularly were all read as ‘before’", 

possibly and supposedly were read as ‘because’-, probably was read as ‘before or 

because’’, and recently and unbelievably were read as ‘before, after’.

The reading data for non-/y adverbs are still more telling in this respect, 

because MC does not have the option of omitting the adverbialising suffix and 

reading the target as an adjective, which in turn yields a mixed bag of errors typical 

of his reading of other substantives. On this subset of stimuli, MC read 14 items 

correctly (35%). The remaining 26 items were all misidentified as function words, 

with a few caveats which are discussed below.

5.5.3 Discussion of results

Six of MC’s erroneous responses to the non-/y adverbs involved production 

of the word ‘always’. It was mentioned above that there may be some perseveration 

effect, since this word cropped up in many responses; such an effect would have been 

avoided had the reading list been spread over several occasions of testing, rather than 

being administered under less than ideal circumstances; and I would expect a 

diminution of this effect upon a retest of M C’s reading of this list. However, rather 

than dismiss these responses as artefacts, I have attempted to account for them

function word error (see Appendix V); I will argue below that this is the case for MC.
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cautiously in order to avoid claiming a stronger result than I should. ,

On two occasions the target word was visually related to this response 

(targets: almost and already), so these were classified as visual errors. (One of the 

other function word substitutions has also been classified as visual: somewhat was 

produced as ‘something’.) On two other occasions the word always was produced 

together with one of M C’s ‘favourite’ function word responses, ‘because’’, this has 

been taken as evidence that he was indeed attempting to produce something 

functional, and those two responses have been classified as function word 

substitution errors. The remaining two problematic items, however and nevertheless, 

both of which were read as ‘always’, have been classified as function word errors 

(with a note to the effect that there is a possible perseveration effect). The production 

of an adverb in response to a function word has occasionally been observed in M C’s 

single word reading before (e.g. any was read as ‘always’’, could was read as ‘again’ 

- see Appendix V), and although I do not wish to argue that adverbs themselves are 

functional, I will suggest that Cinque’s view of adverbs as being associated with 

functional heads in the syntax (and presumably prior to this) provides a way to 

capture MC’s function word errors when adverbs are the targets. In light of this, it 

seems to me unproblematic to maintain that, when MC produces an adverb as a 

response to some other function word target, it is indeed an attempt to produce 

‘something functional’. In other words, I maintain a view of such errors as function 

word substitutions.

The statistical evaluation of these results yielded a surprise. There is no 

significant difference between the numbers of general errors and function word 

substitution errors made by MC on the adjectives and the -ly adverbs (%̂  = 0.372, df 

= 2), but he made significantly more function word substitution errors on the non-Zy 

adverbs than on the -ly adverbs (%̂  = 96.05, df = 2, p < 0.001 for a two-tailed test). 

This is surprising because (as discussed above) no function word errors at all were 

expected on the adjectives, and there was not predicted to be a difference between 

M C’s treatment of affixed adverbs and those without the -ly affix. It seems likely, 

however, that this contrast reflects only the fact that he will make morphological 

substitution and omission errors when these are available - that is, when the target is 

one which must undergo a morphological operation in order to be appropriately 

realised. Non-/y adverbs are not morphologically active in this sense, and they 

therefore provide the real test of M C’s representation of adverbial elements; if these
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are underlyingly associated with functional heads, as he does indeed seem to 

demonstrate, then function word errors are expected. In fact, all that is demonstrated 

by this strongly significant result is that MC’s deficit is truly morphological in nature; 

and affixation errors involving derived adverbs precede, as expected, the 

identification of functional aspects of their nature (see section 2.11 for some 

discussion as to why affixation necessarily precedes the specification of functional 

categories in the morphological component). To clarify, when MC attempts to read 

an adverb with the -ly affix, it may first be affected by an affixation error which is a 

result of the deficit at his morphological component. If he does not make such an 

affixation error, then he may be able to realise the word appropriately, or he may still 

make a function word error, because there is something in the feature specification of 

adverbs which entails that they are immediately dominated by the maximal projection 

of a functional head. Affixation errors are less likely to affect adverbs which are not - 

ly affixed; and as a consequence, function word errors are more likely to affect such 

target words, because they will not have changed their category (morphologically) 

before a realisation can be assigned to them and their functional nature is recognised 

and reacted to. ,

Even with such difficulties in interpreting the data, however, these results 

remain strong, and it is clear that MC associates some degree of functionality with 

adverbials, in particular those which are not morphological (derived) adverbs. He 

makes no distinction on the basis of the semantic properties of these items - for 

instance, amongst those non-/y adverbs which he read as functional categories are 

sentential adverbs (indeed, therefore), degree adverbs (rather, downright), those 

which can take scope over events (ever, never, once, seldom), temporal adverbs 

(later, then), and modality adverbs (perhaps, maybe). The fact that a particular 

semantic class (or classes) is not differentially poorly affected does tend to support an 

analysis of adverbs as being associated with (a variety of) functional heads. It is 

unfortunate that non /y adverbs tend to be those which are associated with the 

sentential level - there are few (if any) manner adverbs, for instance, which are non

affixed. The few that there are, like fast, well, hard, are ambiguous with respect to 

word class - they can also be adjectives, and in some cases verbs, nouns and so on - 

so would not be expected to give a true indication of MC’s ability to read adverbial 

elements.

If adverbs are associated with functional heads, as Cinque proposes, then we
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are somewhat on the way to an explanation for MC’s function word substitution 

errors on this category. However, as mentioned earlier, Cinque assumes that adverbs 

are associated with the relevant functional heads in the syntax and not at some level 

prior to this. MC’s performance, on the contrary, suggests that association of an 

adverb with a functional category is in fact pre-syntactic; given our understanding of 

his other deficits, presumably this association (in the undamaged system) takes place 

at the morphological interface. What are the possible consequences of shifting this 

operation out of the syntax and into the morphological component? *

I would suggest that the consequences of such a shift would be minimal. 

Cinque states that adverb phrases are base-generated as the specifiers of functional 

heads. If, as proposed by Kayne (1994), specifiers are in fact adjuncts, then it seems 

straightforward to propose that the adjunction of an adverb to a functional head is a 

morphological operation, essentially akin to that proposed in chapter 3 for 

unaccusatives and the like (cf. Alexiadou 1997; she suggests that adverbs are indeed 

realised as specifiers of functional heads, and proposes that, in the light of Kayne 

1994, this is a process of ‘base-adjunction’). Then all that happens is that the adverb 

and its associated head project in the syntax as a single unit, illustrated in (8) below. 

Such an account has the advantage that the adverb is both sister and daughter to a 

functional head, which renders function word substitution errors more likely; but it 

retains the utility of other approaches in that head movement across adverbial 

elements is not ruled out. I assume, following Cinque, that the relative ordering of the 

functional heads to which adverbs are adjoined is determined by their scopal 

properties with respect to each other.

(8) In the morphological component:

Adv
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In the syntax:

F i P

Adv(P)

Adv(P)

Adv(P)

etc.

In the final section of this chapter, I consider two previous investigations into 

the representation of adverbs in aphasia, and show how the approach outlined here 

may provide a degree of insight into those cases, too.

5.6 Aphasiological studies of adverbs

5.6.1 Ansell and Flowers (1982)

Ansell and Flowers (1982) investigated the ability of aphasie patients to 

comprehend prepositional phrases performing an adverbial function in a sentence. 

Twelve aphasie patients were required to touch shapes of different colours in 

response to spoken instructions. The instructions were sentences controlled for order 

of mention, use of adverbial, and number of critical elements:

(9) Two critical elements:

Before 1 Before touching the red one, touch the green one.

After 1 After touching the yellow one, touch the green one.

Before 2 Touch the yellow one before touching the red one.

After 2 Touch the green one after touching the white one.
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Four critical elements:

Before 1 Before touching the black circle, touch the red square.

After 1 After touching the white square, touch the red circle.

Before 2 Touch the green square before touching the black square.

After 2 Touch the red square after touching the green circle.

They found that most of the aphasie patients (9 of the 12) made more errors on 

sentences involving after than before. The patients were found not to be making use 

of interpretive strategies, such as carrying out the commands on an order of mention 

basis (which would lead to consistent reversals of Before 1 and After 2 - type 

commands). In the absence of a coherent account of adverbial elements, Ansell and 

Flowers conclude that before must be the ‘linguistically simpler form’ (p. 90) of the 

before /  after pair. This notion is based on an early account of markedness in child 

language acquisition (Clark 1973), according to which before is unmarked in 

comparison to after because the former is derived from a locative preposition. This 

reasoning is clearly incomplete and flawed (not least because after is also related to a 

locative preposition; and before could even be argued to be the more complex of the 

pair because it also has a counterfactual interpretation, lacking with after), and so 

Ansell and Flowers effectively lack an account for the relative difficulty of sentences 

which involve adverbial modification by a clause introduced by the preposition 

before.

It is not entirely clear that the linguistic accounts of adverbs I have outlined in 

this chapter readily provide such an answer, either, because they do not deal overtly 

with adverbial modification of this kind. However, Cinque’s (1999) hierarchical 

approach does seem to provide a clue. Referring back to the summarised hierarchy of 

functional heads in the clause (number (7) above), it seems that the functional head 

which can be associated with anterior tense adverbials like already is somewhat 

lower in the functional hierarchy than is the head which can be associated with future 

tense adverbials like then. On the somewhat tentative assumption that paraphrases 

like those in (10) below are possible, then it may be that adverbial elements involving 

before are interpreted as appearing in a lower functional projection (T(anterior), in 

Cinque’s hierarchy) than those involving after (T(future)):
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(10) a. before doing X, do Y = anterior to X, do Y

= Y done already, now do X

b. after doing X, do Y = future to X, do Y

= do X, then Y

Post hoc analyses of experimental results, especially in the light of a theory 

which post-dates those results by almost two decades, should of course be treated 

with the utmost caution. Having said that, however, I think this is suggestive that 

there may be a more reasoned and independently supported explanation for the 

comparative difficulty with before adverbials observed by Ansell and Flowers. If 

aphasies find it more difficult to access higher parts of the clausal structure, and if 

adverbs are realised in precisely those higher areas, then possibly some aphasies may 

show a gradient effect whereby adverbs which are higher in the functional domain 

would be more difficult than those lower down. MC does not demonstrate such a 

result because his deficit affects functional categories across the board; there is no 

discernible gradient. But it may be that just such an effect was being demonstrated in 

this study by the aphasie patients studied by Ansell and Flowers; the lack of the 

necessary theoretical tools to refine the experiment and analyse the results at the 

time, however, means that any such analysis must be tentative in the extreme.

5.6.2 Lonzi and Luzatti (1993)

By way of contrast with Ansell and Flowers’ study, this one involving Italian 

agrammatic aphasies did have recourse to some notions from linguistic theory. Lonzi 

and Luzatti set out to test whether or not their three agrammatic patients had access 

to the syntactic representation of Infl, by way of evaluating the hypothesis that 

agrammatism consists in an impoverishment of sentential structure. They refer to 

Pollock’s (1989) split Infl hypothesis, which famously accounts for word order 

differences between English and French (with respect to the relative ordering of finite 

verbs and adverbial elements) by demonstrating that verbs in English do not move 

overtly to functional heads, whereas verbs in French do, crossing over adverbs in the 

process. As a result, French finite verbs precede adverbs which are generated in the
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VP, whereas English finite verbs do not. This is (in short) the reason for the contrast 

in (11):

(11) a. John often kisses Mary.

b. *John kisses often Mary.

c. Jean embrasse souvent Marie.

d. *Jean souvent embrasse Marie.

Given that Italian patterns like French in this respect, Lonzi and Luzatti hypothesise 

that their agrammatic patients will fail to utilise the correct relative ordering of 

adverbs and verbs if their sentential structures are impoverished. If, however, they 

have access to Infl, then they should be able to maintain appropriate ordering of verbs 

and adverbs. The investigation proceeded in two distinct ways: first, an examination 

of the spontaneous speech of the three patients (and of four others who were reported 

in the literature); and secondly, a constituent ordering task, in which the patients had 

to rebuild a sentence from separated constituents.

Lonzi and Luzatti report that, out of the aphasie patients’ 42 spontaneous 

utterances involving a verb and adverb, all but one were correctly ordered. In the 

constituent ordering task, likewise, performance was extremely good, with 84-89% 

of the aphasie patients’ reconstructed sentences showing the appropriate adverb-verb 

ordering. From these results, Lonzi and Luzatti draw a strong conclusion:

‘Our results disprove the hypothesis of an impoverished sentential structure in

agrammatism...functional categories are preserved in our patients’ (p. 314).

I am not sure that such a strong statement is warranted, especially on the view 

that agrammatism may be the manifestation of many kinds of syntactic deficit; just 

because these patients do not demonstrate an impoverished sentential structure does 

not mean that no agrammatic patient has such a problem. Also, though it seems to be 

true that Infl is preserved in these patients, it may not be the case that all functional 

categories are equally intact, especially given the richly articulated functional 

hierarchy proposed by Cinque; it may be that even these patients who were good at 

imposing a relative order between verbs and adverbs may have had difficulties in 

ordering different adverbs with respect to one another - a task for which they would 

indeed require full access to the whole inventory of functional heads in the clausal
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domain. Nevertheless, this study is a neat application of theoretical constructs to an 

empirical investigation, and it also provides a contrast with MC; the patients 

investigated in Lonzi and Luzatti’s study did not show any effects of the association 

of adverbs with functional heads (though they may have done had the task been 

constructed differently), whereas MC does - another demonstration of the variability 

within the syndrome of agrannnatism.

5.7 Concluding comments

To summarise, within a syntactic framework which associates adverbs with 

functional heads, either in the syntax or at some pre-syntactic level, then aphasie 

errors involving adverbs are explainable - indeed, predictable - and it is instructive to 

look (at an appropriate level of detail) for such errors in the performance of other 

aphasie patients with ‘function word deficits’. M C’s pattern of performance on the 

reading list reported here suggests that there is indeed such an association between 

abstract functional heads and adverbs, and it is proposed that this should be analysed 

as pre-syntactic, since that has been demonstrated to be the locus of M C’s 

impairment.

If, on the other hand, adverbial elements are not analysed as being associated 

with functional heads, but instead as semantically defined categories which are 

adjoined to various existing levels of clausal structure (as has traditionally been 

supposed), no such prediction can be made, and no explanation for M C’s responses 

is apparent. There remains much work to be done on the realisation of adverbs in the 

syntax and at other levels of representation, but it can be seen that Cinque’s analysis 

at least has some clearly derivable empirical consequences, and MC’s performance 

provides some support for the general approach which he advocates. The application 

of this approach to existing studies of aphasia which have examined the 

representation of adverbs has also been demonstrated to be potentially beneficial, in 

that further predictions are made and a finer level of analysis of the reported results 

becomes possible.
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Summary, comparisons and further research

6.0 Introduction

On the basis of data from the language performance of an aphasie patient, I 

have presented a view of the language faculty as incorporating an isolable 

morphological component (akin to the Morphology Interface of Smith and Tsimpli 

1995) which can be differentially affected in aphasie breakdown. I have also 

advocated the view that there is probably more than one lexicon available to the 

language faculty; apart from the substantive lexicon, which is only partly internal to 

the language module because it is also associated with central system constructs such 

as conceptual addresses (which, on Sperber and Wilson’s 1995 view, provide 

interfaces with encyclopaedic information and logical entries for inferential 

processing, as well as language-specific lexical representations), there seems likely to 

exist a functional lexicon, specified by UG, which is entirely language-facuity- 

internal. The UG lexicon contains representations of those categories which are the 

locus of parametric variation (cross-linguistically) and / or which may have 

phonetically null alternations; in other words, functional categories. Because they are 

separately represented and accessed, the representations of functional categories can 

be safely assumed to be qualitatively different from the lexical representations of 

substantives; I assume that their categorial features are unspecified until they reach 

the morphological component, and that they may be those categories which have c- 

selectional properties (whereas substantives have s-selectional properties: Ouhalla 

1991). The morphological component is an interface in the sense that representations 

from both these lexica are available to it; its role is to assign such representations a 

form which is accessible to the syntactic component for its own computations. On 

such a view, the morphological component looks very much like a (Fodorian) 

modular component of the language faculty; it is subject to differential breakdown 

(as well as following a unique developmental path), and it performs computations
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over representations, yielding output representations to the syntax.

Derivational processes in the morphological component involve the 

assignment of a realisation to combinations of substantive categories and derivational 

affixes (which are those that change the category of the stem and have some semantic 

representation of their own - suggesting that they are themselves also represented as 

part of the substantive lexicon). Derivational morphology cannot be applied to 

functional categories, on the assumption that the latter are lexically represented as 

featurally unspecified - that is, they have categorial features but these are not 

specified until the functional category is realised at the morphological interface. 

(Recall the example from section 2.11; AGR-S exists as a categorially distinct 

functional head in the UG lexicon, but its features are not specified until it reaches 

the level of the morphological component, where agreement morphology is realised 

on V and must be reflected in the features of AGR-S in order for a checking 

relationship in the syntax to become possible.) Derivational affixes being substantive, 

they seem likely to have s-selectional requirements (Ouhalla 1991), which cannot be 

met by featurally neutral representations of functional categories; so derivational 

affixation and functional categories are incompatible. Inflectional processes, on the 

other hand, involve the realisation of combinations of inflectional morphemes (which 

are represented in the UG lexicon) and substantive and / or functional categories; 

inflectional affixes being functional, they have c-selectional requirements which can 

be fulfilled by categories with or without fully specified feature representations 

(AGR-S is still AGR-S, even before its features are fully specified by the assignment 

of a morphological realisation). Inflectional affixation may be a realisation of part of 

the featural representation of a category - as when plural is realised on N, for 

instance; or it may be a reflex of the process by which the unspecified features of 

functional categories become specified - as when T is realised as [+Past], for 

instance. The class of inflectional morphemes includes those which have an effect on 

argument structure without changing the category of the stem; these are assumed to 

be functional on the basis that their application varies (parametrically) across 

languages, and they have available a phonologically (but not syntactically or 

semantically) null realisation - two criteria which have been seen to distinguish 

functional from substantive categories many times.

The apparent ordering which holds between derivational and inflectional 

morphological processes, then, results directly from properties of the morphological
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component and the lexical representations on which it operates (that is, the ordering 

of processes is not stipulated or imposed from outside); derivational processes 

necessarily precede inflectional ones because the former can only involve those 

categories whose feature specifications are lexically realised - that is, available before 

the level of the morphological component. The realisation of inflectional morphemes, 

on the other hand, is a reflex of the specification of categorial features of functional 

categories, which may only become available as a result of the assignment of a 

morphological realisation, and which therefore applies after the affixation of 

derivational morphology to a category.

I have shown that maintaining a view of the language faculty which 

incorporates an isolable morphological component permits an economical and 

explanatory account of the deficits manifested by MC, in particular at the level of 

single word reading; and in turn, linguistically motivated investigations of his deficits 

have yielded some interesting and significant results which support the analysis of 

prepositions as a functional category and of unaccusatives and adverbs as associated 

with functional heads. In this final chapter, I would like to consider some of the 

implications of this view, for investigations of both language acquisition and 

language breakdown. I would also like to discuss in brief some theoretical 

approaches which could inform future research in this direction, and to outline some 

of the areas of uncertainty within my own hypothesis which require further 

articulation.

This chapter, then, is organised as follows. First I shall summarise the account 

of M C’s language deficit which is propounded in this thesis, and show that previous 

accounts (especially of phonological dyslexia, which is the neuropsychological 

syndrome to which MC most closely approximates - at least in the reading modality) 

do not capture his pattern of performance adequately, so that my account is 

empirically at an advantage in this case. I shall also return to the case of FS (Miceli 

and Caramazza 1988), an aphasie patient with a morphological deficit who was 

introduced in chapter 1 (section 1.3.2), and show that my account of a deficit at the 

level of the morphological component of the language faculty also has some utility in 

that case. Then I shall consider some aspects of M C’s language performance which 

require further investigation, and some theoretical approaches to functional 

categories (in particular that of Cormack and Breheny 1994 and Cormack 1995, 

1999) which may have future implications for this kind of research. Finally, I shall
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compare my approach to acquired language disorder with approaches to language 

acquisition, with the aim of showing (a) that the regression hypothesis (Jakobson 

1941/1968) should be ruled out, and (b) that the morphological component and the 

UG lexicon do have some observable effects in language development as well as in 

breakdown.

6.1 MC: a summary

6.1.1 Morphological errors

I have claimed here that MC demonstrates the results of a deficit which 

differentially affects the proposed morphological component. The effects of such a 

deficit are most clearly evidenced in single word reading tasks, because such a task 

removes any potential support for the damaged processes which may be available 

from the relatively intact working of other components in the language faculty - 

especially the syntax. However, the effects of a morphological deficit are not limited 

to the reading modality, and I have argued (in chapter 2) that MC also shows such 

effects in his sentence comprehension (resulting in difficulties with reversible verbs 

and non-canonical structures such as passive and clefts, which I hypothesise to be the 

result of a failure to project sufficient functional structure in the syntax due to a 

difficulty realising such structure at the morphological level), and in his spontaneous 

speech (leading to problems involving the argument structure of unaccusatives, for 

instance, and the reduced availability of negation, agreement, wh questions and so on 

in his speech).

The single word reading results which are reported in various chapters (and 

appendices) of this thesis provide clear evidence that MC has a morphological 

deficit. He does not make whole word substitutions, and is very often able to read a 

stem correctly even if he makes an error on an affix. He does not produce illegal 

stem+affix combinations, which supports the conjecture that UG principles of 

wellformedness are intact. He makes function word substitution errors when the 

reading target is a functional category, and such errors are predicted on the 

assumption that functional categories are represented separately (and differently) 

from substantives, so that the role of the damaged morphological component is
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crucial in their realisation to a greater extent than is true for substantives. His reading 

of pseudowords is also strongly suggestive of a morphological deficit, in particular 

when the pseudowords are based on real function words; MC clearly shows that he 

can recognise some categorial information associated with such items, and he makes 

errors accordingly (that is, he makes function word substitutions - whereas the errors 

predicted on pseudoword reading resulting from a breakdown in grapheme to 

phoneme conversion metrics would typically involve lexicalisations which are more 

obviously visual, rather than categorial, in origin).

6.1.2 Production of units larger than single words

M C’s reading of units larger than single words is somewhat better than his 

single word reading, and even production of those items (function words) which are 

most impaired at the single word level is greatly facilitated by the presence of a 

sentential or discourse context. I have accounted for this by suggesting that M C’s 

syntactic component has been spared, so that he is able to utilise syntactic 

information which forms part of the lexical representation of a category even when 

he cannot assign that category a realisation at the level of morphology. To clarify, if a 

functional category appears as part of the extended projection of a substantive, then 

his ability to produce that functional category is enhanced by the presence of the 

substantive. In the absence of the relevant substantive, however, he is forced to rely 

on the deficient morphological component in order to attempt production of the 

category. I return to this issue below (section 6.3.2).

6.1.3 Function word substitution errors: some apparent anomalies

M C’s production of function word errors was initially thought to be strictly 

limited to the functional domain, and appendices IV and V show clearly the strength 

of the dissociation he demonstrates between function words and substantives (see 

also chapter 2, section 2.5.1). The fact that this dissociation is so pure and robust was 

used as the basis for an investigation of the lexical / functional status of prepositions, 

which have always been problematic in this regard, and M C’s consistent response to
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prepositions as functional provided the motivation to articulate more flilly the nature 

of the lexical / functional divide in current theoretical approaches (chapter 4). 

However, he has also been noted to make function word substitution errors on certain 

classes of substantives - in particular, unaccusatives and adverbs - and in accounting 

for such responses it was noted that both these are substantive categories which have 

been independently analysed as being associated with functional heads (Cinque 1999; 

Cormack and Smith 1994, 1999). In this way, it has been demonstrated that M C’s 

deficit does seem very likely to be the instantiation of breakdown at a level of 

representation involved with the morphological realisation of lexical and functional 

categories; the robustness of MC’s dissociation between the two has made it possible 

to investigate even categories which are traditionally thought to fall on both sides of 

the lexical / functional divide, and to put forward concrete proposals about their 

probable representations in the lexicon, in the morphology and in the syntax.

To summarise this section, function word substitution errors are predicted to 

occur, in the event of a breakdown at the level of the morphological component, on 

categories which have some kind of functional representation. Either the categories in 

question are functional themselves; or they are adjoined (or affixed) to a functional 

head which has an effect on their syntactic representation. The pattern of 

performance shown by MC on reading of such categories in isolation provides strong 

support for my characterisation of his deficit, and in turn for the existence of an 

isolable morphological component and a separate UG lexicon.

6.1.4 Verbal morphology

I have demonstrated that M C’s lexical representations of functional and 

substantive categories are comparatively intact, and that his ability to interpret even 

those items which he is unable to read remains good (chapter 2, sections 2.6 and 2.7). 

However, if the morphological component is pre-syntactic, then it must be the case 

that a deficit at this level will have knock-on effects which will be manifest at various 

levels of representation. I have suggested that this is the cause of M C’s difficulties 

with the interpretation of verbal morphology (see section 2.6.3). Because it is 

difficult for MC to assign a realisation to functional heads at the level of the 

morphological component, I have suggested that he simply omits functional heads,
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some of the time, when he builds a syntactic representation for a clause. This has the 

result of leaving certain features unchecked - namely, agreement and tense features 

on verbs. Since checking operations are required by Full Interpretation, I assume that 

a failure to check inflectional morphology on V in an appropriate functional domain 

above the clause results in an inability to accurately assign interpretations to such 

morphemes, leading MC to difficulties in comprehension of tensed and otherwise 

inflected verbs. He does not demonstrate a parallel difficulty when presented with 

inflected nominals (plurals), and this may be because (a) the phi features of nominals 

are not uninterpretable; and (b) the checking domain for a nominal element is much 

lower in the syntactic representation, within the DP, so that checking is more readily 

available for MC at this level. In a sense this hypothesis is akin to the application of 

some kind of economy metric; for MC, there is a higher processing cost associated 

with the realisation of functional heads in the clausal domain than is associated with 

the non-realisation of such heads, which results in a crashed derivation but which 

may permit just enough post-LF processing for the interpretive gaps to be largely 

filled in. MC does demonstrate a great deal of extra-linguistic awareness in his 

functional language performance, and he makes use of this awareness to compensate 

expertly for his difficulties; this is partly what makes his performance so difficult to 

interpret in theoretical terms, at least when a discourse context is involved. In this 

instance, however, it seems reasonably clear that his difficulties with verbal 

morphology do not result from an inability to project the functional domain of the 

clause, but rather from the application of some other (extra-linguistic) heuristic.

6.1.5 Lexical and conceptual representations

I have presented data which demonstrate that MC’s representations of those 

categories which cause him difficulty in reading and in other modalities are intact, 

suggesting that his is a processing or access difficulty and not a loss of 

representations. He is able to interpret many function words which he cannot read 

aloud, and his interpretation of derivational morphology on substantives, which 

triggers errors of affixation in a reading task, is likewise relatively intact (see section 

2.6.3). Apart from the difficulties he demonstrates with the interpretation of verbal 

morphology, there is no evidence to suggest that his ability to access the conceptual
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representations associated with entries in either the UG or the substantive lexicon 

might be impaired.

MC also demonstrates the presence of functional heads in his syntactic 

representations, performing extremely reliably with regard to subject-auxiliary 

agreement, for instance, which suggests that he has access to AGR-S. He is also able 

to form passives, carry out inversion in wh questions, and use appropriate negation^ 

at the sentence level - though these constructions are all rather rare in his spontaneous 

speech and can be difficult to elicit (his apparent ability to utilise such functional 

heads, and his unwillingness to do so, could be interpreted as support for my 

conjecture about his minimisation of processing costs by reducing the number of 

functional heads he projects in the clause). In other words, M C’s syntactic and 

conceptual representations of functional and substantive categories do not appear to 

have been damaged, though the knock-on effects of his morphological deficit 

sometimes make it difficult for him to utilise his intact representations appropriately 

in the morphological, syntactic and interpretive components.

6.2 More traditional views

I have discussed (section 2.10) various neuropsychological approaches to the 

kind of language deficits manifested by MC, and even at that stage it should have 

been apparent that such accounts were not adequate to capture the data. To attempt to 

account for M C’s multi-modal language difficulties in terms of a model designed 

only to apply to reading disorders would not be appropriate, even if the 

neuropsychological models could capture MC’s reading performance, because it 

would be necessary to postulate distinct subprocesses and associated deficits in every 

distinct modality affected (and I have shown that MC’s language is affected, in 

various ways and to various extents, in all modalities). A more sophisticated 

neuropsychological approach is put forward in Dmks and Froud (submitted), and I 

shall outline that approach here; however, this too has its problems, as becomes 

apparent when it is compared to my own account of MC’s language difficulties. I 

also return in this section to the case of FS, who was introduced in chapter 2, and 

whose case is reconsidered in the light of current assumptions.

’ See below (section 6.3.1) for discussion of my assumption that negation is functional.
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6.2.1 Druks and Frond’s account of MC’s language deficits

M C’s reading performance fits the pattern described for phonological 

dyslexia (see section 2.10.3), in that he is extremely impaired at reading pseudowords 

and function words but otherwise shows no effects of psycholinguistic variables 

including regularity, frequency, length, imageability and grammatical class. In 

chapter 2 I showed that the explanations of the grammatical morpheme deficit in 

phonological dyslexia suggested by Friedman (1995) implied a link between a deficit 

in reading function words and abstract words, because the function word deficit in 

phonological dyslexia is assumed to be caused by attempts to read function words 

semantically - and they have impoverished semantic representations. The effects of 

imageability have been studied by Funnell and Allport (1987), who examined the 

reading of two patients and found that there was an effect of imageability across 

word classes; they argued that their patients’ reading was affected by semantic 

considerations, and not by syntactic category, so that these results provide support for 

a view of the deficit in phonological dyslexia as having a semantic origin. However, 

M C’s performance constitutes direct evidence against such a view; his reading of 

even rather abstract substantives is very good, and there is no significant effect of 

imageability on his reading of substantives or function words (e.g. spatial 

prepositions and personal pronouns are not read any better than function words which 

are less imageable). Add to this the fact that MC does not make visual errors when 

reading function words, though he frequently does so when reading substantives and 

pseudowords, and it becomes very clear that he can indeed distinguish between 

function words and other kinds of word, and that he approaches them in different 

ways. So it seems that MC must have at least two separate deficits, one affecting 

grapheme to phoneme conversion processes and resulting in difficulties reading 

pseudo words; and another deficit which affects reading of function words. 

(Caramazza, Miceli, Silveri and Laudanna (1985) also argued that function word 

reading difficulties in phonological dyslexia are due to an additional deficit which is 

functionally unrelated to problems with pseudoword reading.)

So what could be the nature of this separate deficit? Recall that M C’s ability 

to produce function words in isolation is extremely impaired, whereas they are
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supported in a sentential or discourse context. Similar improvement in the reading of 

function words within texts by three deep dyslexic patients has been reported by 

Silverberg, Vigliocco, Insalaco and Garrett (1998), who also suggested that the 

improvement was due to support provided by the sentence structure and the presence 

of content words (though they do not have recourse to linguistic notions like 

extended projection). Such improved function word reading in connected text, 

however, does not seem to be due to a real reading improvement. Rather, it seems 

likely to be related to a comparatively retained ability to use function words in 

speech, so that the sentence ‘reading’ of phonological dyslexies actually reflects their 

spoken language ability, rather than reading ability. In other words, Druks and Froud 

propose that the main function word impairment for MC (and for other phonological 

dyslexies) seems to be an inability to produce isolated function words, caused by a 

difficulty in constructing the appropriate syntactic environment for such items; 

function words embedded in sentences are supported by the extended projections of 

substantives. This is a reasonably radical proposal in terms of current 

neuropsychological theory, because it is not standardly assumed that access to a 

syntactic representation is required prior to activation of a phonological form in a 

single word reading (or production) task. In fact, most neuropsychological models of 

language have no place at all for the storage and retrieval of the syntactic 

representations of words (there are typically boxes for orthographic, semantic, visual 

and phonological representations, but not for syntactic ones), and it has even been 

argued that single words cannot provide syntactic information (e.g. Miceli, Silveri, 

Villa and Caramazza 1984; Friedman and Grodzinsky 1997; Caramazza, 1997). 

Druks and Froud, however, suggest that the availability of syntactic information 

about single words may be a necessary precondition for accessing their phonological 

representations. The reason for MC’s particular reading deficit is that this 

information for function words is inaccessible to him; the explanation draws heavily 

on the notion that lexical categories project their own functional domain, whereas 

functional categories do not provide much information about their possible syntactic 

representation (cf. Grimshaw 1991).

Druks and Froud also draw some parallels between their account and existing 

neuropsychological accounts of language production. For instance, in Garrett’s 

(1982) processing model for sentence production, the functional level (where, to be 

terminologically perverse, substantives are represented) is located prior to the
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positional level (where functional categories join the sentence representation). The 

lexical categories create the environment into which functional categories can be 

inserted. On this view, MC has difficulty in activating processes which begin at the 

positional level; if he can begin at the functional level, he is much better at 

completing the production process. Compare also the speech production model 

(Levelt, 1989; Bock and Levelt, 1994; Levelt, Roelof and Meyer, 1999), which 

assumes two stages of lexical access: at the lemma level are abstract lexical 

representations which combine information about semantic and syntactic 

representations; and at the lexeme level morphophonological information is 

represented. In this model, the availability of syntactic information is again a 

precondition for accessing phonological form. MC’s performance, on such a view, is 

due to the unavailability of fu ll categorial information for function words, which 

prevents him from being able to access their lexemes.

Druks and Frond’s account of the function word reading difficulties in 

phonological dyslexia is radical in its involvement of syntactic representations in 

processing models of language, and in its assumption that syntactic information can 

support the retrieval of phonological representations. However, the more 

linguistically-motivated account of MC’s deficit which I have proposed here has 

some advantages even over this kind of neurolinguistic approach. For one thing, there 

is no need to posit more than one locus of impairment to account for M C’s 

difficulties in different modalities and on different kinds of stimuli. A deficit at the 

level of the morphological component would cause morphological difficulties on 

substantives, and within category substitutions on function words, and it may be able 

to account for lexicalisation and visual errors on pseudo words; these difficulties 

would be apparent in all modalities (though probably to differing extents, as I have 

discussed, because of extralinguistic strategies which are applied by MC and also 

because of support for the morphological deficit which is obtained from the intact 

functioning of the syntactic component). My account also readily captures aspects of 

M C’s performance which cannot be explained in terms of the proposals in Druks and 

Froud; for instance, M C’s difficulties in the interpretation of verbal morphology have 

to be put down to a separate comprehension deficit, which again is functionally 

unrelated to the problems with function words and pseudo words. My conjecture that 

the interpretive difficulty affecting verbal morphology is due to the application of an 

economy metric which reduces MC’s projection of the functional domain in the
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clause falls out more naturally from my account of his difficulties as morphological 

in origin. Further, on my account, there is no need to posit levels of representation 

which combine apparently diverse and isolable aspects of linguistic representation; 

the combination of semantic and syntactic information in the lemma level of Levelt 

(1989), for instance, is militated against by studies of patients like MC, who show a 

dissociation between damaged morpho-syntactic processes and relatively intact 

semantic representations.

6.2.2 FS revisited: another patient with a morphological deficit

Recall that FS, an Italian patient studied by Miceli and Caramazza (1988), 

was regarded by Badecker and Caramazza (1998) as a paradigm case of a 

morphological deficit, because despite his phonological impairment his errors in 

spontaneous speech and in a series of single word repetition tasks clearly showed 

effects of morphological processing and resisted explanation in terms of a 

phonological deficit alone. In this section I shall present the case of FS in somewhat 

more detail than in chapter 1 (section 1.3.2), and consider the explanation advanced 

by Miceli and Caramazza for the observed patterns of performance. I shall then put 

forward a different analysis of FS’s deficit, which is compatible with the view of the 

language faculty which I have been developing in this thesis and which I believe 

accounts for the data in a more parsimonious and conceptually acceptable manner.

Experimental data from FS were obtained in two modalities: spontaneous 

speech and single word repetition tasks. (Whether single word repetition tasks were 

the most appropriate investigative tactic, given that Miceli and Caramazza’s intention 

was to investigate FS’s lexical, morphological and syntactic representations, is a 

moot point; the data obtained in this manner are, despite the methodology, 

nevertheless of interest.) Miceli and Caramazza do not discuss FS’s reading. The 

preliminary clinical investigations of this patient showed that his single word 

comprehension was within normal limits, but he had a mild to moderate naming 

impairment (he was able to name 92% of objects and 75% of actions presented to 

him in picture form). He showed an impairment of sentence comprehension on 

various sentence-picture matching tasks, demonstrating difficulties with active and 

passive reversible verbs, a difficulty in interpreting verbal morphology, and some
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minor problems with weak clitics {Dammi la penna ( ‘give me the pen’) was more 

difficult for him to interpret than Dai la penna a me ( ‘give the pen to me’), for 

instance). In sentence repetition tasks he omitted and substituted function words, 

substituted inflectional morphemes (recall that, in Italian, a bare stem is ruled out by 

UG principles of wellformedness; so omission of bound morphemes is not expected); 

and made occasional semantic errors on substantive categories (for example, when 

provided with the model Giovanni ha comprato due macchine ( ‘John has bought two 

cars’) he responded, ‘Giovanni acquistate due auto’ - ‘John purchased (past 

participle, feminine plural) two autos’). Lexical decision was good (542 / 560 

correct) as was a same/different auditory judgement task designed to assess FS’s 

phonological discrimination (402 / 418 correct).

An analysis of FS’s spontaneous speech showed that he made many 

violations of agreement on verbs (for number, gender, and tense / aspect), and on 

other categories (between nouns and determiners, and between nouns and adjectives). 

A total of 20.4% of bound inflectional morphology was mis-selected in the sample 

analysed. He also made errors of omission (22.3%) and mis-selection (19.8%) on 

free-standing function words. This led Miceli and Caramazza to propose that FS 

shows the effects of a morphological deficit in spontaneous speech; however, they 

could not determine whether the damaged component was likely to be lexical or 

syntactic. On the assumption that a syntactic deficit would show up in sentences and 

discourse, but only a lexical deficit would also have an effect on single words (an 

assumption which I strongly dispute - see below), they proceeded to investigate FS’s 

single word repetition. Across a series of tasks controlled in various ways for word 

class, frequency, word length, and morphological complexity, FS repeated 1,832 

words and 283 pseudo words. He made a total of 919 errors on the words (50.2%). Of 

the 919, 663 erroneous responses were real words (the remainder were pseudowords 

or failures to respond); and 637 of these were morphological errors in which the stem 

was correctly repeated but FS substituted an affix. Of the morphological errors, 615 

(96.7%) were inflectional; the remainder appeared to be derivational, qr could not be 

classified. FS made 29.6% errors on nouns, 49.2% on adjectives, 64.3% on verbs and 

31.0% on function words.

Of the 283 pseudowords, FS repeated 97 correctly. Of the other 186, 55 

erroneous responses were classified as ‘morphologically based’ by Miceli and 

Caramazza - that is, pseudo roots were produced correctly, but affixes were
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substituted. The rest of the errors on pseudo words were morphologically 

nondecomposable responses involving phonemic substitutions of one or more sounds 

in the target; or productions of a fragment of the target word; or failures to respond.

FS did produce occasional illegal affix + stem combinations, but these were 

quite rare. Out of the 1,832 words which he repeated, he made only 7 such responses 

(4 on nouns and 3 on adjectives). On some later repetition lists designed to test FS’s 

ability to produce verbal morphology, he made a further 32 illegal responses (out of a 

possible 750). His phonemic substitution errors meant that he would sometimes 

produce a pseudoword instead of the target (for instance, for sudava ‘he was 

sweating’ he produced ‘sugiare\ which is a pseudoinfinitive that is phonologically 

related to the target). The function words which were included in the repetition tasks 

were not particularly representative, being mostly bi- and poly-syllabic items of 

lower frequency than the usual monosyllabic, destressed items; FS made phonemic 

substitution errors on these items.

To summarise, of FS’s errors on the repetition tasks, 84.5% overall were 

morphologically based, and the remaining 15.5% were phonemic paraphasias (the 

production of a word phonologically related to the target). Of the morphological 

errors, 96.7% involved inflectional morphology; the remaining 3.3% were 

derivational. So FS’s performance on these preliminary tasks already shows two 

interesting patterns: there is clearly a morphological component to the deficit, and 

inflectional morphology is worse affected than derivational. Miceli and Caramazza 

found that the proportion of morphological errors did not vary as a function of word 

length, grammatical class or word frequency, though such variables did have 

(contradictory) effects. For instance, longer words were found to be less likely to be 

repeated accurately overall (interpreted as probably an indication of a phonological 

output deficit), as were less frequent words (which these researchers interpret as an 

indication of a lexical access deficit). The differences between grammatical classes 

were found to be non-significant, but suggestive that FS found verbs harder to repeat 

than adjectives, which in turn were harder than nouns. FS also showed that he was 

very good at repeating prefixes, but poor at repeating suffixes (he only omitted 2 

prefixes on a list of 39 prefixed words, but made 10 inflectional and 3 derivational 

errors on the suffixes of 39 matched suffixed words). This is somewhat suggestive of 

a primacy effect, which together with the effect of word length on FS’s repetition 

ability would indicate a possible short term memory deficit; however, Miceli and
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Caramazza do not report that FS showed any such symptom. In addition, it may be 

that there are problems with the prefixed items used in the repetition task, since 

prefixation in Italian can be less than fully productive, and this is apparent in the 

sample prefixed items provided by Miceli and Caramazza. For instance, distacco 

means ‘detachment’, but stacco does not mean ‘attachment’ - rather, it translates as 7  

detach’\ similarly, respinto means ‘pushed’, and so does spinto', stendono means 

‘they stretch’ and so does tendono. So the fact that FS made fewer errors affecting 

prefixes may not be a strong indication of the workings of his morphological 

component after all; it may simply be that these items are not unambiguously 

prefixed.

Such difficulties are not discussed by Miceli and Caramazza, who proceed 

instead to discuss repetition tasks involving inflected adjectives and verbs. FS was 

found to repeat the masculine singular form of an adjective correctly more often than 

any other form, even when this was not the most frequent form of the target item. 

Miceli and Caramazza take this as further evidence that FS’s deficit is underlyingly 

morphological, since such a pattern of performance cannot be captured in terms of 

word frequency. Similarly, they found that, despite an effect of phonological 

complexity on FS’s verb repetition (the hardest verb forms for FS to repeat were 

conditionals and subjunctives, which tend to have longer and more complex affixes 

than other verb inflections - e.g. compare amassera that they loved (subjunctive) and 

amerebbero they would love (conditional) with the 3̂  ̂person present tense ama, the 

infinitive amare or the past participle amato), FS’s errors on repetition of inflected 

verbs did not involve simple phonemic substitutions. Rather, he would often 

substitute a more complex affix for the target one (e.g. spinga ‘that he pulls’ 

‘spingono’ ‘they puli’).

Having established, then, that FS clearly shows effects of a morphological 

deficit, and that this cannot be explained with recourse to phonological or 

psycholinguistic factors, Miceli and Caramazza put forward a neuropsychological 

account for their observations. They are bound by the assumption that single word 

errors cannot involve a syntactic mechanism, because single words have no syntactic 

representation until they are part of a larger unit - a phrase or sentence; and 

morphology is not an isolable component, but a subcomponent of the lexicon and / or 

the syntax. So, they must assume that the source of the morphological errors in FS’s 

repetition of single words cannot be syntactic in origin; and in any case they have
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some evidence which suggests that FS’s syntactic component is working rather well 

(he can produce a range of grammatical structures, including subordinated sentences 

and conditionals). However, this leads them to a quandary, because FS also makes 

morphological errors in his spontaneous speech, and this (to them) is evidence that 

the syntactic component is involved after all; plus, there is evidence (from lexical 

decision and single word comprehension) that FS’s lexicon is working well. To 

resolve this contradiction, they consider three possibilities. First, they suggest that 

there may be damage both to the syntactic component and to the morphological 

component in the lexicon; the former results in FS’s morphological errors in 

spontaneous speech, and the latter in his errors at the single word level. This ‘dual 

deficit hypothesis’, however, is rejected because it does not capture the similarities in 

performance in the two modalities; if each modality has a distinct locus of 

impairment, then performance should differ accordingly. Second, they consider the 

possibility that there is damage only to a morphological component in the lexicon, 

and that this results in errors in single word repetition and speech; they also reject 

this hypothesis, however, on the grounds that it would require some strong 

assumptions about the representation of freestanding function words, which are also 

impaired for FS. If the locus of damage is a morphological component in the lexicon, 

then they would have to assume either that function words are crucially represented 

at that level; or that function words are represented in a distinct subcomponent of the 

lexicon, and that there is damage affecting that component too. The first assumption 

is undesirable because of evidence that morphology dissociates from access to 

functional categories in aphasia (and in language development); and the latter is 

undesirable because it returns to a dual deficit approach. Thirdly, they suggest that 

FS’s errors in spontaneous speech may be caused by damage to both the syntax and 

the lexicon, whereas his errors in single word repetition are caused »by the lexical 

damage alone; they comment that this hypothesis is in a sense the least interesting of 

the three, because it is the most difficult to disprove. Miceli and Caramazza comment 

that their inability to distinguish between these three hypotheses reflects the inutility 

of diagnostic categories based on processing models: ‘the correct explanation of the 

basis for a pattern of language dysfunction relies crucially on a reasonable 

characterisation of the structure of the impaired performance’ (p.55, emphasis mine) 

- a characterisation which is absent in ill-defined categories like agrammatism or 

deep dyslexia. I would comment, however, that their real problem seems to lie in the
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unavailability of a properly articulated theory of normal (not impaired) language 

processing within which their patient’s deficit can be functionally localised. I return 

to this below.

Even after all this inconclusive discussion, Miceli and Caramazza are still left 

with another aspect of FS’s performance to explain; the dissociation between 

derivational and inflectional morphology. Once again, in the search for an 

explanation, they are forced to considerably elaborate the view they have maintained 

up to this point, suggesting that it is not just damage to a distinct morphological 

component in the lexicon which underpins morphological errors, but that there are at 

least two such components, one dedicated to inflectional morphology and one to 

derivational. For FS, the former is impaired whereas the latter remains relatively 

undamaged. Confusingly, Miceli and Caramazza go on to spell out a view of lexical 

representations (termed ‘lexical semantic representations’ for reasons which remain 

unclear) as consisting in three distinct sets of features which determine 

morphological characteristics. Lexical semantic representations are supposed to feed 

into a phonological output lexicon, so the features of such representations determine 

how words are realised in the phonology. ‘Root semantic features’ and ‘derivational 

semantic features’ somehow form the core of a lexical semantic representation, since 

they apparently ‘jointly specify a stem plus default inflectional affix in the 

phonological lexicon’ (p.60); this proposal is intended to account for FS’s preference 

for certain forms (e.g. masculine singular inflections on adjectives). Nevertheless, 

there are also ‘inflectional semantic features’ associated with each lexical entry, and 

these can presumably override the joint specification of a default inflection in the 

case that a word is realised as being inflected differently to the default case.

It remains unclear how this tripartite view of lexical entries is supposed to 

map onto a view of the lexicon as having internal structure (insofar as it is supposed 

to contain at least subcomponents dedicated to inflectional and derivational 

processes) or how FS’s deficit is meant to be captured by this view - presumably in 

terms of some inability to recognise ‘inflectional semantic features’. In addition, the 

role of ‘semantics’ in this model is undefined and somewhat puzzling, since FS 

demonstrated that his access to meaning representations of single words is relatively 

intact, and his difficulties with sentence interpretation appear to b r e ^  down along 

syntactic (not semantic) lines (passives being much more difficult for him to interpret 

than actives, for instance). In other words, Miceli and Caramazza here do a great deal
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of work for very little result; their proposals still do not capture FS’s pattern of 

performance, and cannot shed any light on the workings of the normal language 

system (which is the avowed aim of cognitive neuropsychological investigations of 

this nature).

Consider now the approach which I have developed in this thesis, with regard 

to FS’s pattern of performance. On the assumption of an isolable morphological 

component with the properties I have outlined above, and which I hypothesise to be 

damaged in the case of FS, morphological errors on single words as well as in 

sentences are immediately predicted. Errors in the realisation of function words are 

also expected, though admittedly I predict substitution errors rather than the 

phonemic errors which Miceli and Caramazza report; however, as mentioned above, 

the function words on which FS was tested were untypical, and this anomaly would 

require further investigation. Access to meaning representations, at least of single 

words, would remain unaffected; if, as I have proposed for MC, FS employs some 

economy metric with respect to the projection of functional categories, due to the 

increased processing load inflicted by damage to the morphological component, then 

FS’s difficulties in interpreting certain sentence constructions are also predicted 

(because feature checking processes which have interpretive ramifications, especially 

for argument structure, take place in the functional domain of the clause). These 

difficulties would be especially apparent in reversible sentences, where 

extralinguistic knowledge cannot help the patient with a morphosyntactic difficulty.

The preferential access of default inflections in FS’s performance is probably 

akin to M C’s preference for the -ing form of a verb. I would suggest that such errors 

reflect the response of a damaged morphological component to UG principles of 

wellformedness. In Italian, bare stems are ill-formed; the morphology is under 

pressure to fulfil UG principles, and it does so when it can by whatever means are 

available to it, including the provision of a default affix (masculine singular for 

Italian adjectives, present participle for English verbs). This is an area in which a 

direct comparison between FS and MC is more problematic, because many English 

words are of course well-formed without any affix, so that M C’s preference for the - 

ing form is in a sense more peripheral than FS’s preference for certain inflections. 

Note that it is possible to observe a degree of breakdown in this respect in FS’s 

performance which is not apparent in MC’s; FS does sometimes produce ill-formed 

stem-haffix combinations, which MC never does. I do not think that this necessarily
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reflects an underlying difference, even of degree, in their performance; rather, it is 

more difficult to make such errors in English because the option of leaving the target 

uninflected is available. If all substantives had to be inflected, as in Italian, then I 

speculate that MC would also produce such illegal responses on occasion.

As for the reported dissociation between derivational and inflectional 

morphological processes in FS’s performance, I would suggest that this is also 

predicted in terms of the view of the language faculty developed here; indeed, this 

may be an area in which FS and MC really do show a difference of degree of 

impairment, because MC does not demonstrate relatively intact derivational 

processing. I have suggested above that derivational processes necessarily precede 

inflectional ones, even though the two kinds of process take place within the same 

component of the language faculty. Derivational processes involve substantive 

categories, because they must fulfil s-selectional requirements, and functional 

categories are not sufficiently featurally specified when they enter the morphological 

component to be able to meet such requirements. Inflectional processes, on the other 

hand, are the reflex of assignment of morphological realisations and specification of 

categorial features on functional categories. I would suggest that FS’s better 

performance on derivational morphology reflects a less severe impairment of the 

morphological component; processes involving feature specification are unavailable 

to him, but where features are lexically specified, he has few difficulties. MC, on the 

other hand, cannot reliably perform any morphological operation - derivational, 

inflectional, adjunction, feature specification, or whatever.

Note also that the two patients are distinct from each other with respect to 

their performance on the repetition paradigm. M C’s repetition is relatively good (see 

section 22.2.6) and is unaffected by morphological complexity,» whereas his 

morphological difficulties show up in single word reading. I do not wish to suggest, 

however, that there may be modality-specific effects of a deficit at the morphological 

component. I believe that this difference between the two patients is more likely to be 

due to some additional factor in FS’s disorder; perhaps the memory deficit which I 

suggested above should have been investigated for possible effects on repetition; and 

perhaps he has additional phonological deficits which MC does not (Miceli and 

Caramazza suggest that many of FS’s phonemic substitution errors may be due to 

some phonological factor). These possibilities would need to be ruled out before 

rejecting my account of FS’s disorder; and investigation of his morphological
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abilities in other modalities - in particular, reading, if this is not impossible for FS - 

would have been of value. In addition, it would be of great interest to evaluate the 

performance of a patient like FS with regard to adverbs, prepositions and 

unaccusatives, in the light of suggestions I have made in this thesis. If he really is an 

example of a patient with an underlying disorder which is very similar to that 

manifested by MC (if less severe and less pure), then the fact that his native language 

has a much richer morphological paradigm than English could be extremely useful in 

articulating my view of the morphology component further.

I believe, then, that the proposals I have put forward in accounting for M C’s 

pattern of performance have a good deal of empirical utility in the case of FS, too. 

My hypothesis can provide at least tentative accounts of all the main aspects of FS’s 

performance: similarity between errors at the single word and sentence level; 

dissociation between derivational and inflectional morphology; difficulties in the 

interpretation of verbal morphology; errors on function words; and a preference for 

certain default forms. In addition, my approach yields further predictions which are 

relevant to the case of FS; and it also has something to say about the riormal state of 

the language faculty.

6.3 Issues for future research

6.3.1 Negation

I move in this section back to considering the case of MC, and in particular to 

a consideration of aspects of his performance which have remained unclear. M C’s 

responses to negation have not been systematically investigated, but a quick search of 

the data provided in the appendices will show that, on the whole, he treats negating 

morphemes and negative polarity items as if they are functional (only the first three 

responses to any particular item are given as (1) below; for additional responses, 

where available, see the appendices. Function word substitution errors are marked as 

fws):
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(1) Target

no

not

nowhere

nor

none

any

anybody

nobody

anyone

anything

ever

never

Response 1 
(error type)

before
(fws)

bite
(unrelated)

before
(fws)

sorry, no 
(no response)

and
(fws)

someone 
(fws /  semantic)

anything
(fws)

before
(fws)

at
(fws)

for, always, no 
(fws)

Response 2 
(error type)

after
(fws)

let
(unrelated)

not
(fw s/visual)

because
(fws)

at
(fws)

nobody
(fws /  semantic) 

/

before
(fws)

after
(fws)

Response 3 
(error type)

at
(fws)

not'
(fws /  visual)

before
(fws)

nobody
(fws /  semantic)

before
(fws)

because
(fws)

I suggested in chapter 2 (section 2.2.2.5) that there is some evidence to suggest that 

MC has access to Neg in spontaneous speech, though such availability may be 

inconsistent, given the rarity of negation and negative polarity items in his spoken 

output. This is consistent with the view that MC often fails to project functional 

categories in the syntax; if Neg is associated with a higher projection in the clause 

(e.g. Pollock 1989), then failure to project the functional domain of the clause also 

has the effect of rendering Neg unavailable in the syntax, so that MC in his speech is
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forced to use other ways to express negation - shaking his head, negating by 

conjunction, repeating ‘No, no, no...’.

I have assumed that negation is a functional head (Neg) which has a syntactic 

projection, and that as such MC demonstrates difficulties with its realisation in single 

word reading as well as variable (but somewhat better) performance involving its 

appearance in discourse and sentential contexts. This assumption, then, appears to be 

supported by the data in (1) above. However, it is not unproblematic to assume that 

Neg really is a functional head, given the assumptions I have made here. For 

instance, Haegeman (1995) has suggested that Neg cannot remain phonetically null - 

either the head or the specifier of a Neg projection must be realised, meaning that at 

least one of my criteria for the identification of functional categories is not met by 

Neg. Neg probably is the locus of parametric variation, however, and indeed seems to 

be associated with more than one parameter. For instance, Ouhalla (1990, 1991) 

shows that Neg appears outside the projections for tense and agreement in Berber, 

but inside these projections in Turkish, a variation which could be reduced to 

parametric differences in the c-selectional properties of the head Neg (in the former 

case it c-selects for T/AGR; in the latter, for VP). Ouhalla also proposes that Neg is 

associated with a morphological parameter, in that it may be realised as a free (in 

English) or bound (in Turkish and Berber) category. There are also other reasons for 

supposing that Neg is functional: Neg is a scope-taking operator, and it has the ability 

to be realised syntactically in various ways - as a head or as an adverbial element, for 

instance - which is symptomatic of the unavailability of a straightforward 1:1 

mapping between lexical and conceptual representations, typical of functional 

categories (Tsimpli 1996). I think my tacit assumption that Neg is functional is 

probably justified, therefore, but the uncertainty about its lexical / functional status 

should perhaps be articulated, and MC provides (as we have seen) the ideal 

opportunity to investigate such areas of uncertainty within linguistic' theory. Some 

further, more formal, study of MC’s responses to negation in isolation and in context 

are therefore likely to be informative.
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6.3.2 The morphology / syntax interface

Throughout this thesis I have assumed that the morphological component is 

presyntactic, and that the representations it yields in a sense ‘feed’ the syntax. 

However, I have also accounted for MC’s improved performance on production of 

functional categories in the presence of a sentential or discourse context in terms of a 

relatively intact syntactic component which is able to support the deficient 

representations yielded by the damaged morphology. Clearly the morphological and 

syntactic components interface with each other; what is not clear is the nature of this 

interface. The suggestion that the syntax somehow ‘supports’ the morphological 

component implies that interactions between the two may be (potentially) bi

directional; this is incompatible with my assumption that the morphological and 

syntactic components are in essence Fodorian modules, which by definition should 

not be available for top-down ‘interference’ in this way. Perhaps the Fodorian 

definition of modularity is not the appropriate one by which to define the features of 

the syntactic and morphological components as envisaged in this work; or perhaps it 

is a measure of M C’s pathology, that modularity has to some extent broken down. I 

am unwilling to accept the latter conjecture, on the grounds that studies of acquired 

language deficits can only inform our understanding of the normal functioning of the 

language faculty if we can be reasonably sure that the pathology involved has not 

resulted in a radical reorganisation of the remaining parts of the language system. If 

modularity could break down as a result of pathology, then fascinating though the 

results may be, they cannot help us understand how a fully functioning modular 

language system might work. In any case, it is clear that there needs to be much work 

done on the nature of the interactions between morphology and syntax on a view of 

the morphological component as an isolable module within the language faculty. 

Previous accounts of the place occupied by morphology within the language system 

(see chapter 1 for a brief overview) have assumed that it is a subcomponent of the 

lexicon, or the syntax, or both; but the proposal that there exists an independent 

morphological component has not as yet been fully worked out.

Also, the suggestion that MC’s syntactic component may have access to parts 

of the lexical representation, such as information about the extended projection, of a 

substantive, and that it can make use of this information to project structure when the
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information supplied to it by the morphological component is insufficient, implies 

that in a sense the functioning of the morphological component may be at least partly 

redundant. I do not intend to claim that redundancy may not be a part of many natural 

systems, and it seems reasonably clear (and has long been a part of 

neuropsychological approaches to pathology of various kinds) that the language 

faculty is as likely to contain redundant subsystems and redundant representations as 

any other genetically determined (and therefore evolutionarily determined) system of 

the mind/brain. However, the theories we are developing here are essentially first- 

pass attempts at understanding the underlying nature of such cognitive systems, and I 

am therefore constrained to avoid unnecessary redundancy in building a model of a 

cognitive system based on empirical data. If, in assuming that the morphological 

component is separate from the lexical and syntactic components, we are able to 

articulate a more empirically and explanatorily adequate picture of the language 

faculty, then the redundancy of information representations is justified. If, on the 

other hand, the implied redundancy does not buy much empirical or explanatory 

utility, then the proposal of an additional component in the language faculty is not 

justified, and it may be the case that morphology cannot be relocated outside of the 

lexicon and the syntax after all. At present I do not believe that this will turn out to be 

the case; and the discussion of FS above provides a salutary illustration of the 

consequences of a refusal to consider modifications to the architecture thought to 

underpin language processing. I have shown that the relatively simple step of 

admitting that morphology may be post-lexical and pre-syntactic could provide a 

useful, economical and explanatory way to account for various observed language 

deficits. However, the implications of such a step in theoretical and empirical 

domains will of course require further consideration which lies beyond the present 

scope of this work.

6.3.3 The lexical /  functional divide revisited

I have also been assuming that the lexical /  functional dichotomy is just that - 

a two-way split between categories of different kinds, with the differences being 

defined with reference to representation, realisation and even localisation within the 

model of the language faculty that I have been developing. HoweVer, this is not
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straightforwardly the case, either, and it may be that patients other than MC (who has 

quite a severe morphological deficit which affects the realisation of all functional 

categories) show up different patterns of sparing and impairment. For instance, 

Druks (1991) discusses the case of SL, an aphasie patient who always omitted 

prepositions from her spontaneous speech, though functional categories such as D 

and T were intact (there is no mention of other categories, such as C, which would 

have formed a useful comparison). It is not clear whether the deficit manifested by 

this patient is at all similar to that of MC; nevertheless, this patient could be 

considered agrammatic (on a loose definition of the term) because her disorder shows 

a fractionation of normal language abilities along syntactic lines. It may be that the 

lexical / functional divide can be straightforwardly modified to explain this particular 

pattern of sparing and impairment of functional categories: for instance, Grimshaw 

(1991) allocates P the functional ([F]) feature value [F2] in her extended projection 

paradigm, because P is a functional category which takes a functional projection (DP) 

as its complement; this contrasts with D, spared for SL, which has the value [Fi] 

(being a functional category which takes a substantive projection, NP, as its 

complement). It may be that the lexical / functional divide is somehow graded, then, 

so that functional categories with a particular featural value may be spared whilst 

others are impaired. Such a gradation does not show up in MC’s performance 

because he has a more severe impairment that affects all functional categories 

regardless of their feature values.

Alternatively, it may be possible to find principled lines along which the 

heterogeneous class of functional categories may be split down into further 

subcategories. Such subclassifications are assumed by Cormack (1995, 1999) and 

Cormack and Breheny (1994), who draw a distinction between functiônal categories 

and minor categories, both of which contrast with substantive (or ‘relational’) 

classes. Functional categories project phrasal categories, whereas minor categories 

need not do so. So for instance, on this view D, C, T and AGR are functional 

categories, whereas negation not is a minor category, as are subordinating and 

coordinating conjunctions like and and because, and modifiers like former and very; 

plus some other operator categories which may not have a phonological realisation 

but which do have semantic effects (like the null operator $, which is a coordinating 

conjunction whose effects are visible in serial verb constructions - see chapter 3, fn 4 

- and also in certain NP+modifier constructions, where a NP and post-modifier must
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be coordinated but there appears to be no coordinating operator present - e.g. No [boy 

[riding a bike]]). If the functional / minor category distinction is intended to reflect a 

difference in the underlying representation of these categories, tjien empirical 

predictions are made which are distinct from those stemming from the somewhat 

holistic view of a unitary UG lexicon which I have adhered to here. For instance, it 

should be the case that such distinctions are reflected in cases of language 

breakdown, so that, if the assumptions utilised by Cormack and Cormack & Breheny 

are true, then there should be some aphasie patient with a deficit affecting all and 

only the functional categories but sparing the minor categories - or vice versa. The 

exact details of such predictions cannot be precisely derived from the theoretical 

perspective in which the tripartite minor / functional / relational category distinction 

has its origin; however, the existence of such a construct in linguistic theory clearly 

has implications for empirical investigations of the sort conducted here, and it would 

be instructive to examine other patients apart from MC to see if the predicted 

fractionations actually occur.

In this section I have briefly outlined some of the areas of theoretical insight 

which could have implications for the account of a morphological deficit which I 

have developed in this thesis. The next section looks at some implications of my 

account for our understanding of language acquisition.

6.4 Language acquisition and acquired language disorder: some implications 

of the present study

It is never straightforward to draw parallels between hypotheses about 

language breakdown (like that developed here) and hypotheses about language 

acquisition. However, in view of my comments in chapter 1 about the relevance of 

linguistic theoretic frameworks to studies of language acquisition, it is clear that 

some of the strong assumptions I have developed in this thesis should have effects 

which are noticeable in the development of language.

I would like first of all to suggest that, at least in its strongest form, the 

regression hypothesis of Jakobson (1941/1968) is untenable, given the empirical 

evidence available about patterns of performance in language acquisition and 

breakdown. The regression hypothesis is the view that language breakdown reflects
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language acquisition; structures and categories which are later to be acquired are 

those which are most vulnerable to pathological damage or loss, and patterns of 

performance in language breakdown may reflect patterns of performance in pre- 

ultimate attainment stages of language acquisition. I object to this hypothesis on 

conceptual grounds first. Language acquisition reflects the simultaneous 

development of an interconnected series of genetically predetermined systems in the 

mind/brain; even given that each system is modular, and that each requires input of a 

particular type within a critical period which is specific to that particular system, the 

effects on performance of such a developmental sequence seem likely to reflect 

complex interactions between different systems, all of which may be at different 

stages of development. It is therefore very difficult (though not impossible, as I 

observed earlier - section 1.4) to obtain a clear picture of the functioning of particular 

subcomponents of the language system by investigating (normal or disordered) 

language acquisition. The investigation of language breakdown, on the other hand, by 

assumption reflects the intact functioning of all but the damaged subcomponents of 

the language system. This should mean that it is possible to derive a view of the 

normal function of whatever component(s) is (are) damaged in a particular case of 

aphasia (though of course these assumptions are also not without their problems - e.g. 

Shallice 1988). Clearly the regression hypothesis can only be maintained if 

investigations of language acquisition and language breakdown are a tle  to proceed 

along roughly parallel lines; but given the view of language acquisition as involving 

the simultaneous development of more than one subcomponent of the language 

faculty, this condition cannot be met, because aphasie breakdown does not involve 

the simultaneous breakdown of more than one subcomponent of the language faculty. 

If this were the case, it would be impossible to derive information about normal 

language functioning from the pathological domain, at least in the manner employed 

here (and by convention in the cognitive neuropsychological literature), because a 

hypothesis that invoked, say, differential impairment of functional categories, would 

also imply that other aspects of language functioning should be operating at some 

earlier (pre-functional?) stage.

Secondly, I object to this hypothesis on empirical grounds. The errors made 

by aphasies in general, and agrammatic aphasies in particular, are not the same, or 

even of the same type, as those made by children acquiring their first language (e.g. 

Borer and Rohrbacher, in press). This can be seen clearly on even the most cursory
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examination of MC’s errors; there is no stage in language acquisition in which all 

function words are interchangeable, and there is no evidence that M C’s 

morphological errors on substantives are in any way akin to child language errors of 

agreement, number or tense realisation. Borer and Rohrbacher also point out that 

agrammatics do not tend to produce one particular inflection as a substitute for 

several targets, unlike children (though we have seen here that this observation does 

not hold for all agrammatics - e.g. FS had a preference for the masculine singular 

ending on Italian adjectives; and MC often substitutes the present participial -ing for 

whatever inflection is actually present on a verb target).

In addition, it has been noted that there is inconsistency in aphasie errors 

which may be due to a less than total deficit, or to an access deficit (where 

representations are intact but the mechanisms whereby they are retrieved are 

damaged), or to the application of extralinguistic strategies whereby an aphasie 

person can supplement their impaired language abilities. Children’s errors, by 

contrast, are notable for their consistency, even in the face of overt correction and 

modelling. It cannot be the case, then, that language breakdown and language 

acquisition in some sense ‘mirror’ each other.

However, some implications of the regression hypothesis are of value. I noted 

in chapter 1 (section 1.5.3) that Hagiwara (1995) attempts to ascertain whether 

children are able to access the category C at an early or late stage of language 

development (though the data she is able to obtain are inconclusive in this respect), 

because she hypothesises that C is one of the first functional projections to be lost in 

agrammatism. I find this reasoning somewhat flawed; for example^ it cannot be 

applied to non-syntactic aspects of linguistic representations (some aphasie patients 

lose access to lexical representations associated with certain semantic categories, for 

instance, but no-one assumes that these semantic categories must therefore have been 

acquired later than others^). However, it does seem reasonable to assume that, if 

some aspect of aphasie breakdown can be shown to result from particular properties 

of the language faculty, then those properties should also be apparent in language 

acquisition. For example, I have claimed above (chapter 3) that unaccusatives are 

problematic for MC because they are associated with a functional head at the level of 

the morphological component. If this is true, then some effects of the functionality of

 ̂ For instance, Warrington and Shallice (1984) report cases of aphasie patients who showed dissociations 
between inanimate objects (relatively spared) and living things / foods (severely impaired) in naming tasks.
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unaccusatives should also be apparent in child language acquisition - and I mentioned 

above (section 3.4.3) that there is indeed some evidence that unaccusatives may 

appear relatively late in child language as a result of their representation involving a 

functional head. I would similarly expect to find that adverbs are acquired relatively 

late in first language acquisition, though I am not aware of any data to support this.

Studies of language breakdown may also provide a means of deciding 

between competing theories of language acquisition, and I shall illustrate briefly the 

kind of utility which aphasiology may have in this domain (though the arguments I 

present here are tentative and would need to be fully worked out in the context of 

more detailed theoretical and empirical consideration of language acquisition). 

According to the Continuity Hypothesis, functional categories and structure are 

available throughout LI acquisition; crosslinguistic similarities between children at 

similar developmental stages, and differences from adult grammars, are supposed to 

be due to unset parameters (e.g. Pinker 1984; Hyams 1986). Parameters can only be 

set when appropriate triggers are encountered in the linguistic input which is 

available to the child. According to the maturational view, by contrast, functional 

categories and structure are not uniformly available to the child throughout the 

process of language acquisition; their availability is maturationally determined. 

Crosslinguistic similarities in child language are due to the predetermined 

ontogenetic path followed by the language faculty as it matures, and differences 

between child and adult grammars are caused by the unavailability of functional 

structure in the former which is fully realised in the latter. Broadly speaking, 

maturational hypotheses come in two flavours; those which assume that access to 

principles of UG is maturationally determined (e.g. Borer and Wexler 1987), and 

those which assume that access to functional categories is maturationally determined 

(e.g. Radford 1990, Tsimpli 1996). There are some variations on such approaches - 

for instance, Clahsen’s (1991) proposal that children have access to a single, 

underspecified functional projection in the clause, and that elaboration of the 

functional structure is what is maturationally determined.

If the language faculty is really a genetically determined system of the 

mind/brain, as seems likely, then in fact it is conceptually strange to consider a view 

of it as not being maturationally determined, since practically every other cognitive 

system we know about does follow a unique developmental path. This is a feature of 

biologically endowed systems. So the question seems to be, not whether or not the
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language faculty follows some maturational course, but rather whether the basis of 

that development can be discovered. By way of illustrating this shift in emphasis, 

notice that, from a continuity perspective, access to the UG lexicon would be fully 

available from the start of language acquisition. However, I have alreàdy shown that 

this seems unlikely to be true, given my comments in chapter 3 about the progression 

in the availability of the proposed argument-structure-changing functional heads 

PASSi, PASS2 and UNACC (section 3.4.3)^. In addition, it seems to me, there is no 

reason under a continuity perspective that aphasie breakdown should not simply 

return the aphasie person to an early stage of linguistic development. Yet we have 

seen that agrammatic errors do not reflect early child language errors, and that there 

are also conceptual grounds to reject a regression view of language breakdown.

Under a maturational perspective, on the other hand, language breakdown is 

extremely unlikely to result in a return to an early developmental stage. This becomes 

immediately apparent upon a consideration of the processes assumed to underpin 

language acquisition on such a view. Functional categories are innately specified but 

only become available gradually as a result of maturation. As each category becomes 

available, it is assigned a realisation at the level of the morphological component and 

then can be accessed for syntactic processing. It is easy to envisage a scenario in 

which some acquired deficit may prevent access to, or destroy lexical representations 

of, all or some functional categories which have matured in this way; but in order for 

an aphasie patient to regress to an early stage of language acquisition as a result of 

their acquired pathology, the deficit would have to affect only the most recently 

matured functional categories and spare the others. Assuming that there is no 

difference in representation between those functional categories which mature early 

and those which mature late, since all are innately specified and all are represented in 

the UG lexicon, it is difficult to see why any pathology would affect language 

organisation in this way; but continued investigations of aphasie deficits and of 

language acquisition processes are required before such a possibility could be 

conclusively ruled out. It may be, for instance, that some such ̂  difference in 

representation is reflected in the neural substrates which underpin mental 

representations of linguistic constructs, so that a fully articulated theory of functional 

category maturation will not become available until we consider the level of the

 ̂ There are of course other problems with the continuity hypothesis, many of which are discussed in detail in 
Tsimpli (1996), which I do not have the space to address here and which in any case do not bear directly on my
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brain, as well as the mind.

6.5 Concluding comments

Although I have here largely restricted my discussion to a singje case, I have 

tried to demonstrate in this thesis that it is not only possible but also beneficial for 

empirical investigations of aphasie deficits to take account of linguistic theory. For 

instance, a redefinition of the much-maligned diagnostic term ‘agrammatism’ from a 

linguistic perspective may not only broaden its scope, but also capture the similarities 

shared by what is otherwise a most heterogeneous category. Agrammatism remains 

incoherent as a diagnostic term if it is imbued with theoretical significance, because 

of the lack of commonality between different agrammatic patients and the different 

accounts of the disorder. However, when it is reduced to an umbrella term for 

acquired syntactic deficits, as here, within a framework which provides a fully 

articulated theory of syntax, it becomes possible to gain new insights and analyses of 

existing and new cases of aphasie deficit.

I have presented a view of the language faculty which incorporates an isolable 

morphological component, so that morphological processing need not be a 

subcomponent of the lexicon or the syntax (or both). MC provides strong evidence 

that this component of the grammar can be seriously damaged whilst other parts of 

the language faculty continue to function near normally, and I have suggested that 

there may be other comparable cases of morphological breakdown which are hitherto 

unrecognised (e.g. Miceli and Caramazza’s (1988) patient FS, whose deficit could 

not be captured using theoretical constructs then available to the investigators). The 

case of MC also provides suggestive evidence with regard to the representation of 

functional and substantive categories, and I have interpreted his performance as 

support for the view that there may be a genetically pre-determined lexicon, the UG 

lexicon, which is the repository of all those categories which can be the locus of 

parametric variation; despite some loose ends, one consequence of this view has been 

a refinement of the nature of the lexical / functional divide, a significant notion in 

current formulations of linguistic theory. There are implications of the analyses

discussion.
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presented here for theories of language acquisition, as well as for other cases of 

aphasie breakdown, and for our understanding of the representation of language 

processing in the brain (as well as the mind), which could be addressed in future 

research. Meanwhile, I hope to have demonstrated that the relationship between even 

profoundly competence-based theories of language representation like the Minimalist 

Program of Chomsky (1993, 1995a), and the often performance-oriented empirical 

investigation of acquired language disorder, can be a mutually beneficial one. 

Linguistic theory has informed the analysis of the data obtained from MC, which 

have in turn been of value in elucidation of certain theoretical constructs.
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MC’s spontaneous speech: Opera stories

1. Otello

[Can you tell me the story of what happens in Otello?] Oh, Otello, god. It is in 
Cyprus and he is a moor and erm, he is wedding to a Venetian fellow. From erm, Vi - 
erm Vienna, no, my god. Oh well, it's coming, it is burned down of course it is, what 
is it, erm [5 secs] [Are you thinking of the Opera House that burned down?] Yes.... 
[In Venice?] Yes, Venice, that's right. And wed here then come back to Cyprus. And 
er, so that is alright. The story [2 secs] is a man, very noble man, a moor, and er, she 
is in love with him and she is in love with her. But the, everything is that's a good 
enough thing, but /a/ /i/ Falstaff is going erm, he's just an ordinary man, and he was 
talking to the moor, and planted inside a bit of a jealousy. Absolutely. She grow, and 
she thinks well that's alright. I'll get over it. And that was going back and back, and 
eventually he killed herself, he, she killed herself. That's really naughty isn't it. And 
the moor also died. Very tragic indeed. But very lovely indeed. Very beautiful music. 
[Which is your favourite of Verdi's operas?] Erm, The Force of Destiny. Oh, it's 
lovely. That was in St Petersburg, and it was lovely opera. He's about er.. fifty now, 
about fifty now. And er, let me see.. She is white and she's a lovely girl, but, and 
there's a moor again, but very different moor, very erm, like white but just a bit 
coloured, you know. An aristocrat really. And she was going to go to, you know, was 
in love with her. Erm, the old woman, er, a moor, er, he is going to kill her son, but 
she does, she kills her and then she goes into a convent, and the man is also going 
into a convent. So that is a comedy too, in a sort of way, where little bits of comedy 
intercepted, which is very very good indeed. But the final scene, erm, the man, erm is 
another man is wounded and dies, and she comes out of the convent and sees the 
man, and she dies too. But the other, er, the moor, well the sort of moor, you know, is 
very very dis- well, dismayed, but, but that's all there is to it. Oh it's the music, 
absolutely marvellous marvellous marvellous music, and erm, it's a comedy and very 
grand opera as well, and it's died but there are bits of comedy inside. It's a very light 
opera but it's very very good indeed.

2. La Traviata

She is a bad girl. The man is in love with him but only just. The girl is being 
presented by the new man. Just about the party, Violetta is fainting and ordered the 
rest a while. So the other guests they are in the other room. Suddenly, Violetta and 
the man, he is distressed and he is very much in love. The party is starting again, the 
guests are leaving and the girl is on her own. Suddenly, in the garden the man is 
serenading her. But she resists. ,

Second act, Alfredo and Violetta are in love and they and it is going to be married. 
The door opens and it is the father of the boy. He chastises her. The father is very 
angry. She is a prostitute, but badly in love with Alfredo. Anyway, he is.

Violetta, it is wrong for the prostitute for getting married and so she leaves. Flora is 
going to a party and Violetta is invited. She arrives and very strained. Alfredo
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appears and denounce him - the girl. Also appeared the father. It is Alfredo and the 
father and they will go together in another place.

About a year, but very consumption. And in the bedroom, just lying there. It is very 
poor state. The doctor is appears. Comforts her a bit, but only briefly. And Anna, the 
faithful woman, she is maid and she was with it all the time. Violetta wants to go out 
but can’t do it. Alfredo and the man, they are in Paris and the door opens and he is, 
Alfredo and the man, and she is very poorly indeed. She forgives him but she is too 
far gone and she dies in his arms.

[What did the father want?] She is a prostitute and to good man, a vqry young man 
and is in love with Violetta. But the man is very angry, denounces her and promises 
to....The girl is going to leave and he left. [He left? Who?] She left, and she goes 
back to the life she leads. [What did the father not want?] She is a prostitute and the 
man is a good man. The father is very strict. Violetta is dying and the father and 
Alfredo, they are very much in love still. [Who?] Violetta and the man, and the father 
is very distressed. The son is besotted with her. Very cross to begin with then he 
relents her. [Who did wrong?] The father. He was very cross and Alfredo was in love 
with Violetta. He dragged the son away from Violetta.

3. Falstaff (On the basis of a picture)

She is very old and wants to be known as Falstaff. They are not loved by they are 
going a trick. The two women she is in Windsor and she gives a trick. Falstaff is 
going to be a lover but the woman is playing a trick because she wants the husband. 
It is a wife and a husband. He plays a trick on the husband. He is very cross Falstaff. 
A laundry basket is placed and tipped him in it. And into the river. He played a trick 
again. This time she is in the woods and all fairies and things like that were gathering 
but it all ends happily ever after. The husband is...she was in love all along with the 
husband. So everything...Falstaff is very sorry. An old man. The husband is very 
jealous. She is about forty or even less and he is much much older. She into the river. 
[What happened to Falstaff?] He is getting dry from the ducking. Throw him into the 
river. Falstaff was thrown into the river and out again and dry himself.

4. La fille du regiment

She was bom in the Tyrol and brought up by the soldiers. Pavarotti - 1 am his agent - 
awful person, better now. Joan is wonderful. Pavarotti is a large fellow but she is in 
love with Mare and it is the battle, the stepson or something like that. She is nearby 
in the castle, middle age woman and she recognised...The woman as the drum major. 
The woman recognises and she is transformed into a Crakenveil. She is all very upset 
and suddenly soldiers arrive and Pavarotti she is in love with her. So she gets the 
soldiers all together and she is back with the soldiers again. But all in all he marries 
the soldiers. He is in love with him. Very small she is brought up with the soldiers. 
She is divorced. She is disappointed.

5. Cos: fan tutte (on the basis of a picture)

It is Mozart. They are two officers. The other one is a bit older. The wager, very 
complicated. The officers are going in love with it but the old man it is the wager and 
the man, the other way around. The women they are, I think, they were sisters. 
Dorabella is the eldest one. Then they are all together, the men, the women. It is very
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complicated. And off to the war the soldiers. Coming on a bit later two men are 
appearing but they are Moors or something like that. They are very slightly in love 
with the two women. The two fellows are being pursued by the ladies.

Dorabella and Fiordiligi, they are despised by them, but Dorabella is weakening. 
Fiordiligi is the strong one, but capitulates eventually. They are going in love with 
the Moorish fellows but they are just going to marry. Then the Moorish people are 
gone and the soldiers are coming back. Deception, really, because the soldiers are all 
one. It is rather complicated but it is very good indeed. The two fellows are being 
pursued by the ladies. That is wrong because Dorabella and Fiordiligi they are in 
love with the soldiers, but the war. She, Guglielmo and Ferrando are gone. Suddenly 
appears the Moors but they are the same fellows in disguise. They are pursued by 
Dorabella and Fiordiligi. The men are pursued by the ladies. The other way round. 
Dorabella and Fiordiligi very haughty. They are cold, but the men are pursuing them 
vigorously and they relented it. Suddenly they are all get married. But disguise off 
and Ferrando and Guglielmo there. Alfonso is waging a joke on him.

6. The Prince from Hamburg (on the basis of a picture)

It is a very modem opera. The story is about - what is the person called - the king of 
Prussia, that is...because he is for war and the other people was against war. I don’t 
know anything about it. 1960, that was the premiere.

7. Joan of Arc (on the basis of a picture)

It is an opera by Verdi and I thinks it is the eighth program. It is not right really. The 
story is of Joan of Arc. She fought and fought but it is of no avail. It is the battle and 
Joan of Arc is captured by the British. It is Joan of Arc father is going to free them. 
He did so but Joan of Arc is free then the battle and it is a French is....going to decide 
its own battle. Joan of Arc dies but the French are victorious. [How did she die?] In 
the battle, really. She was captured by the...my lot, the English. But she differed. 
Because she was in battle and the French mourned her. That was Schiller. [What was 
special about her?] She was a warrior. But very religious too. She was in love, sort of 
love with Carlo. [Who is Carlo?] The king of France. She went to the spot. She was 
lying down and they appeared the witches which were very fierce and the angel came 
down and rescued her. [What happened to her?] She fought and she died. She was in 
love with Carlo but the angels had other plans and she took the sword and the armour 
and Joan of Arc was the hero. [What happened to Normandy?] She sort of liberated 
France. Joan of Arc was in battle and she died but in the arms of Carlo. All the court 
assembled her and she died in the arms of the French.
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MC’s naming

1. Boston Naming Test (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub 1983): spoken 
responses

Semantic and phonemic cues are prescribed as part of the Boston Naming Test: 
failure to name the item correctly without cues leads to the provision of a semantic 
and then a phonemic cue. Where cues were provided for MC, these have been 
indicated in square brackets.

Target Without cue Cued responses 
[cues in square brackets]

1. bed
2. tree
3. pencil
4. house
5. whistle
6. scissors
7. comb
8. flower
9. saw
10. toothbrush
11. helicopter
12. broom
13. octopus
14. mushroom
15. hanger
16. wheelchair
17. camel
18. mask
19. pretzel
20. bench
21. racquet
22. snail
23. volcano
24. seahorse
25. dart
2 6 .canoe
27. globe
28. wreath
29. beaver

30. harmonica
31. rhinoceros
32. acorn

y
y
y
y
a toy whistle
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
lobster, jellyfish, crab [an ocean animal] ^
y
coat hanger
y
y
y
a buckle or something like that? What is it? [item not counted]
y
tennis racquet 
frog, no, snail 
lava, steam, a mountain-top
y
y
a boat 
no
holly or mistletoe 
in the water, A seal - no; 
burrowing, very big tail, 
a mouth organ 
a hippo; no, rhinoceros
y

[a kind of mountain] ^

[what kind?]
[a kind of map] ^

[a Christmas decoration] no [ /a i/]^

[an animal] no [ /b i/]^
[a musical instrument] no [/ha : /] no
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Target Without cue Cued responses 
[cues in square brackets]

33. igloo igbo, iglo, igko -
I’ve forgotten. Round. [type of house] no [/ig/] no

34. stilts /
35. dominoes /
36. cactus /
37. escalator stairs, up and down stairs, 

ladder, no, a moving
staircase [you go up on it] no [/esk /]^

38. harp /
39. hammock /
40. knocker /
41. pelican /
42. stethoscope pelescope, telescope.

a heart thing [used by doctors and nurses] ^
43. pyramid
44. muzzle y
45. unicorn no [mythical animal] no [/ju:/]v^
46. funnel y
47. accordion a mouth organ - no.

harmonica, no [a musical instrument] no[/aek/] no
48. noose a rope, well, a noose
49. asparagus those famous things, in

the house, somewhere.
It’s very nice [something to eat] no [/æsp/] no

50. compass difficult one [for drawing] no [/ke/] no
51. latch a lock [part of a door] ^
52. tripod prikod, tripod
53. scroll y
54. tongs y
55. sphinx pyramid, no, the animal

a lion - no [found in Egypt] ^
56. yoke y
57. trellis y
58. palette painting - a palette
59. protractor compass? no [measures angles] no [/pje/] no
60. abacus for numbers, recorded, no... [used for counting] no [/æb/] no

Summary of scores:

1. Number of spontaneously given correct responses: 41
2. Number of semantic cues given: 17
3. Number of correct responses following a semantic cue: 6
4. Number of phonemic cues given: 11
5. Number of correct responses following a phonemic cue: 4

Total number correct (1 +3): 47
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2. Boston Naming Test: written responses

Cues were not given when the pictures were presented for MC to name in the written 
modality. He performed this task on his typewriter; his responses are reproduced 
exactly below (including punctuation and letter case).

Target Response

1. bed A mettads.
2. tree A [flem] elk.
3. pencil A pechils.
4. house A haese.
5. whistle A whistle.
6. scissors A sawser.
7. comb A [camd] cameb.
8. flower A flore.
9. saw A SAW.
10. toothbrush A teethcaem.
11. helicopter A heliptor.
12. broom A bom.
13. octopus A octrone.
14. mushroom A natral.
15. coathanger A cerrten.
16. wheelchair A wheelchair.
17. camel A camil.
18. mask [Ab] A wh[i]oech.
19. pretzel - item excluded
20. bench A sew (sich).
21. racquet A cacthapton.
22. snail A snach.
23. volcano A etna.
24. seahorse A cenfirh.
25. dart A dart.
2 6 .canoe A caneo.
27. globe A phere.
28. wreath A weche.
29. beaver A roebut.
30. harmonica A harmutte.
31. rhinoceros A rhimoro.
32. acorn A rupil.
33. igloo A ekmise.
34. stilts A stinm.
35. dominoes A domiocno.
36. cactus A plutan.
37. escalator A elevator.
38. harp [Awh]A wisen.
39. hammock A wintoin.
40. knocker [A knok]A knock.
41. pelican A enkorwun.
42. stethoscope A hewuaon.
43. pyramid A paymid.
44. muzzle A hamidec.
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Target Response

45. unicorn A ueltom.
46. funnel A eultron.
47. accordion A hawhiome.
48. noose A noose.
49. asparagus A harhimun.
50. compass A copnore
51. latch A knick.
52. tripod A complatiun.
53. scroll A screle.
54. tongs A kneekcink.
55. sphinx A phink.
56. yoke [Awh]A whickeld.
57. trellis A tcellic.
58. palette [A PL] A pllectim.
59. protractor A pheminic.
60. abacus A choetsody.

3. Action naming (informal assessment using drawings as stimuli): written
and spoken responses

As before, MC responded to this task in the written modality using his typewriter,
and his responses are reproduced exactly.

Target Spoken Response Written response

1. listening singing, music Mussere,
2. photographing a camera Pofotheng.
3. teaching it is a class, he is pointing Piathehg.
4. smashing hammering, breaking Pateckeng.
5. smoking smoking, a puff Cimarette wishes.
6. driving driving Arrentehg.
7. marrying it's a wedding - married Weddeng.
8. planting it is growing, planting Pick up.
9. combing combing it Hairuite.
10. eating biting, little boy is eating it Enlocpeng.
11. pointing pointing Pick uot OUT. 

Pick out.
12. lifting it is lifting Kaffes Couffer 

pick out.
13. talking talking Aetheveng.
14. shivering bathing, no, cold, shivering. Drying. Pick - -

Clotheng.
15. chopping it is an axe. Chopping Knacking.
16. cheering bowling, no, cricket Clomthencg.
17. filing a lathe, clothing, no. A ratchet.

lathing, sawing. Nickehg.
18. bathing in the bath, lying. Toucheng.
19. rocking rocking chair, rocking Eerly chaireng.
20. sliding sliding Steuping.
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Target

21. sinking
22. yawning
23. pushing
24. juggling

25. crashing

26. sailing
27. cooking
28. posting

29. smiling
30. drilling
31. climbing
32. ploughing
33. ringing
34. catching
35. sitting
36. swinging
37. waving
38. leaning
39. kissing
40. pinching
41. licking
42. standing

43. folding
44. sleeping

45. singing

46. throwing
47. knitting
48. cutting
49. sweeping
50. ironing
51. peeling

52. pouring

53. kicking
54. reading
55. telephoning
56. writing
57. crying
58. praying
59. walking

Spoken Response

it's the Titanic - going down
singing, no, shouting
pushing the girl
there's a ball, he's a woman, he
would be bouncing, playing,
acrobat
breaking, no, bashing, driving, 
a tree, pushing
sailing. It is a she, isn't it? Racing. 
It's a chef. Pounding, 
post, post box, the man is letter, 
posting
A boy, a girl, a man, smiling
drilling
climbing
driving, I suppose, driving
It's a boy, erm, ringing
A ball, throwing, he's catching
sitting. A chair
swinging, swinging, swing
waving
lounging
kissing
pinching
licking
a coal man, no, an ordinary man, 
lounging?

folding 
asleep, he is

singing

bowling
knitting
a piece of paper, she is cutting 
oh, leaves, scrubbing, sweeping 
ironing, a little boy, girl 
a banana, no, peeling it, what's 
it called? 
pour, pouring

kicking, it is kicking
writing, reading
telephone, it is dialling
the same again!
crying
praying
it is walking

Written response

[TO] To steering. 
Ctoor up.
He pushed.

She adrecat.

He cuched.
She y ached.
The man ceacher.

He is a cached.
A cioched.
A prucked.
A mocted.
A eploine tracdes. 
A [calhed] calpes. 
A couch.
A sitting a chaise. 
She seltting. 
Ste[he]y chedron. 
They is almding. 
She kinnes.
He is pruch.
He neaches.

He is push.

Folder.
[HEis] He is 
push...he aways 
She coicher ...she 
ciolles.
He ciocpher.
She toecher.
She a clutch.
A brooning.
The igions.

He clonds.
She [comb] 
conald.
She foldes.
She ceuches.
He coinune.
She address.
She sioches.
He caiddes.
He beiched.
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Target Spoken Response Written response

60. typing a typewriter is going. Typing Tebeochey swept.
61. shopping shop, shopping He weniches.
62. laughing dancing She tandes.
63. skating skating She nacknact.
64. shaving I think lather, shaving He cecnait.
65. painting painting, the action He caimest.
66. brushing is growing her hair, brushing She is comb.
67. diving swimming She nickest.
68. feeding cleaning my teeth? No, it is eating [Shee] She

cactesy.
69. examining a hand there, the man is

stethoscope. Oh, it's the lungs He ackhoumdet.
70. bowing bowing He cackist.
71. giving it is giving a flower He is was a

boitfof.
72. drinking drinking She estasm.
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MC’s repetition of pseudowords and sentences from the PALPA {battery (Kay, 
Lesser & Coltheart 1992)

1. Pseudoword repetition (PALPA 8)

Target Response

1.
2 .

3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 . 
9.

ality 
vater 
splant 
crealth 
egular 
drattle 
riety 
ipical 
sprawn

10. ampty
11. drange
12. polid
13. acutty
14. slurch
15. gaffic
16. funior
17. cleast
18. prench
19. larden
20. grank
21. enitor
22. lerman
23. adio
24. splack
25. truggle
26. inima
27. anify
28. plonth
29. pelter
30. stirple

/
/
splint
/ k j i a l /
/
/
piety
/
/
empty
/
y
y

y
y
y
French
y
y
/ e l i t e /

y
y
y
trouble
enema
y
plonk 
/p e l de/
y
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2. Sentence repetition (PALPA 12)

Only 10 of the thirty sentences in this task were administered due to M C’s great 
difficulty in responding.

Target Response

1. The horse’s kicking the girl. The horse’s kicking the girl.
2. The girl’s taller than the dog. The girl’s taller than the dbg.
3. The cat’s carried by the horse. The cat is...doing...the cat is carrying by

the horse.
4. The cat’s licking the man. The cat’s licking the man.
5. This man’s got more chickens. The man is something the dog.
6. The dog’s washed by the girl. The dog is washing the girl.
7. The horse’s moved by the man. The horse is moving the man.
8. The girl’s frightening the dog. The girl is...watching....
9. The man’s thinner than the horse. Thinner than the horse... the...
10. The dog’s approaching the girl. The dog is... It’s the verb, all the time.
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MC's reading of single words: substantives

The first part of this appendix provides the corpus of MC's single word 
reading responses obtained during the initial period of his testing. The reading lists 
involved were derived from various sources and controlled (to varying extents) for 
different variables. Where relevant, this information has been provided below. 
Within each list, targets are presented in alphabetical order to facilitate searching the 
data. They were presented to MC in random order, however.

The second part of this appendix consists of several reading lists from the 
PALPA battery, and one other which was specially developed to show that MC's 
errors are morphological in origin. Those lists are organised according to the relevant 
variable in each case.

Error classifications are as follows. Inflectional and derivational errors are 
omissions, additions or substitutions of inflectional or derivational morphology on 
the target. Visual errors involve a misidentification of the target as a Visually related 
word; phonological errors involve changing one phonological feature of the target 
word. Semantic errors involve substitution of a word related in meaning to the target. 
Unrelated errors are those which do not appear to bear any particular relation to the 
target word; and other errors are unanalyseable, no responses, or involve a 
multiplicity of factors. Where MC has produced more than one response to a 
particular target word, all responses are recorded but only the last one analysed. 
Where he has added an article to the production of a noun target this has been 
recorded but scored as a correct response. Function word substitution errors are 
marked asjws.

PARTI

Reading list Target Response Error classification

PALPA 31: controlled for imageability and frequency

PALPA 31 alcohol y
PALPA 31 analogy analysis visual
PALPA 31 attitude y
PALPA 31 audience cheering - an audience y
PALPA 31 axe an axe y
PALPA 31 battle a battle y
PALPA 31 bonus y
PALPA 31 cart a cart y
PALPA 31 character y
PALPA 31 church a church y
PALPA 31 clue glue phonological
PALPA 31 coffee y
PALPA 31 concept consideration ?visual
PALPA 31 crisis y
PALPA 31 deed y
PALPA 31 dogma y
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Reading list

PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31 
PALPA 31

Target

drum
effort
elbow
elephant
episode
fact
feather
fire
folly
funnel
gravity
gravy
hand
hospital
hotel
idea
irony
length
letter
manner
marriage
member
mercy
miracle
moment
monkey
mother
night
onion
opinion
pact
picture
pig
pill
plane
plea
potato
principle
pupil
purpose
quality
radio
realm
satire
school
session
slope
spider
student
summer

Response

/
V
/
/
y
y
y
y
a folly
y
gravy
y
a hand 
a hospital
y
y
iron or something
y
a letter 
manners
y
y
y
a miracle
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Error classification

y

visual

y
y

?derivational

y
inflectional

y

apig
y
plane tree 
bleeding
y
y
y
y
unusual
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y

other
visual / phonological + inflectional

?semantic
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

PALPA 31 system V
PALPA 31 theory y
PALPA 31 thing y
PALPA 31 thought y
PALPA 31 tobacco y
PALPA 31 tractor a tractor y
PALPA 31 treason treasure visual
PALPA 31 tribute trivet, trip - no visual
PALPA 31 valour y
PALPA 31 village y
PALPA 31 wheat y
PALPA 31 window y
PALPA 31 woe y
PALPA 31 wrath wraith phonological

Glushko 1979: frequency and imageability

Glushko 1979 bath y
Glushko 1979 beef y
Glushko 1979 bleed y
Glushko 1979 blood y
Glushko 1979 bread y
Glushko 1979 breed y
Glushko 1979 buff y
Glushko 1979 bull y
Glushko 1979 bush y
Glushko 1979 bust bosom semantic
Glushko 1979 code y
Glushko 1979 cold y
Glushko 1979 comb y
Glushko 1979 come y
Glushko 1979 dead y
Glushko 1979 deaf y
Glushko 1979 deal y
Glushko 1979 dean y
Glushko 1979 dread dreadful derivational
Glushko 1979 dream y »
Glushko 1979 dune sand dune y
Glushko 1979 feet y
Glushko 1979 foot y
Glushko 1979 goad soil unrelated
Glushko 1979 good y
Glushko 1979 great y
Glushko 1979 greet greeting inflectional
Glushko 1979 haze y
Glushko 1979 head y
Glushko 1979 heat y
Glushko 1979 heed y
Glushko 1979 hood y
Glushko 1979 hoof y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Glushko 1979 hoop y
Glushko 1979 lobe lobster visual
Glushko 1979 lode loom unrelated / ‘?visual
Glushko 1979 lose lost inflectional
Glushko 1979 love /
Glushko 1979 meld milk visual
Glushko 1979 mild y
Glushko 1979 mode /
Glushko 1979 must /
Glushko 1979 note y
Glushko 1979 pink y
Glushko 1979 pint y
Glushko 1979 plaid y
Glushko 1979 plain y
Glushko 1979 port y
Glushko 1979 posh polish visual
Glushko 1979 post y
Glushko 1979 probe y
Glushko 1979 prove y
Glushko 1979 puff y
Glushko 1979 pull y
Glushko 1979 push y
Glushko 1979 shore y
Glushko 1979 shove y
Glushko 1979 soil y
Glushko 1979 sole y
Glushko 1979 soon y
Glushko 1979 soot y
Glushko 1979 spook spoke visual
Glushko 1979 spool spook visual
Glushko 1979 steak y
Glushko 1979 steal y
Glushko 1979 sweat y
Glushko 1979 sweet y
Glushko 1979 told toad visual
Glushko 1979 tomb y
Glushko 1979 wail y
Glushko 1979 weak y
Glushko 1979 wear y
Glushko 1979 wild y
Glushko 1979 wilt y
Glushko 1979 wool y >
Glushko 1979 wore wool visual

Parkin 1984: spelling-sound regularity

Parkin 1984 bear y
Parkin 1984 belt y
Parkin 1984 block y
Parkin 1984 blood y
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Reading list Target Response

Parkin 1984 boar y
Parkin 1984 boil y
Parkin 1984 bowl y
Parkin 1984 brain y
Parkin 1984 break y
Parkin 1984 breast y
Parkin 1984 breeze y
Parkin 1984 broad y
Parkin 1984 bulb y
Parkin 1984 bull y
Parkin 1984 bush hedge, bush
Parkin 1984 clerk y
Parkin 1984 click y
Parkin 1984 daze haze
Parkin 1984 delta y
Parkin 1984 demon y
Parkin 1984 dope y
Parkin 1984 dose y
Parkin 1984 dove y
Parkin 1984 dread y
Parkin 1984 dream y
Parkin 1984 earn eamings
Parkin 1984 ease easel
Parkin 1984 fever y
Parkin 1984 float y
Parkin 1984 flood y
Parkin 1984 foggy y
Parkin 1984 glide y
Parkin 1984 glove y
Parkin 1984 grace y
Parkin 1984 great y
Parkin 1984 green y
Parkin 1984 gross y
Parkin 1984 halve difficult...half
Parkin 1984 hammer y
Parkin 1984 head y
Parkin 1984 health y
Parkin 1984 hear y
Parkin 1984 help y
Parkin 1984 hike y
Parkin 1984 hitch hike
Parkin 1984 hood y
Parkin 1984 hook y
Parkin 1984 hover y
Parkin 1984 lager y
Parkin 1984 latin y
Parkin 1984 level y
Parkin 1984 lever levity
Parkin 1984 link y
Parkin 1984 love y

Error classification

visual

derivational and inflectional 
visual

derivational

semantic

visual
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Reading list Target Response Errer classi

Parkin 984 marble /
Parkin 984 marine y
Parkin 984 minor y
Parkin 984 mist y
Parkin 984 money y
Parkin 984 monk y
Parkin 984 naked y
Parkin 984 nutty nut derivational
Parkin 984 pain y
Parkin 984 palm psalm visual
Parkin 984 pill y
Parkin 984 pint y
Parkin 984 pipe y
Parkin 984 pour y
Parkin 984 rinse y
Parkin 984 roll y
Parkin 984 rook y
Parkin 984 route y
Parkin 984 seed y
Parkin 984 seep difficult - 1 can't do it no response
Parkin 984 shed y
Parkin 984 shoe y
Parkin 984 side wipe unrelated
Parkin 984 sieve y
Parkin 984 sign y
Parkin 984 soot y
Parkin 984 soul y
Parkin 984 squat swat visual
Parkin 984 squid y
Parkin 984 steak y
Parkin 984 sting y
Parkin 984 surge surgeon visual ,
Parkin 984 swallow y
Parkin 984 swap y
Parkin 984 swarm y
Parkin 984 sweat y
Parkin 984 swig swipe, I don’t know ?visual
Parkin 984 swindle y
Parkin 984 swing y
Parkin 984 swish y
Parkin 984 tank y
Parkin 984 threat y
Parkin 984 throat y
Parkin 984 toll y
Parkin 984 touch y
Parkin 984 truck y
Parkin 984 vase y
Parkin 984 vent y
Parkin 984 wail y
Parkin 984 want y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Parkin 1984 warp y
Parkin 1984 wart y
Parkin 1984 wasp y
Parkin 1984 watch y
Parkin 1984 wealth y
Parkin 1984 weed y
Parkin 1984 weld whelp ?visual
Parkin 1984 wheel y
Parkin 1984 wilt whelp visual / perseverative
Parkin 1984 wink y
Parkin 1984 wipe y
Parkin 1984 wither y
Parkin 1984 word y
Parkin 1984 worm y

Coltheart, Besner, Jonasson & Davelaar 1979: spelling - sound regularity

Coltheart et al 1979 answer y ‘

Coltheart et al 1979 aunt auntie derivational
Coltheart et al 1979 barge y
Coltheart et al 1979 base y
Coltheart et al 1979 biscuit y
Coltheart et al 1979 blood y
Coltheart et al 1979 borough y
Coltheart et al 1979 bowl y
Coltheart et al 1979 break y
Coltheart et al 1979 broad y
Coltheart et al 1979 build building inflectional
Coltheart et al 1979 bury y
Coltheart et al 1979 capsule a capsule y
Coltheart et al 1979 castle y
Coltheart et al 1979 check y
Coltheart et al 1979 circuit circus visual
Coltheart et al 1979 come before fws (unaccusative V?)
Coltheart et al 1979 cough y
Coltheart et al 1979 county y
Coltheart et al 1979 cult a cuit y
Coltheart et al 1979 dance y
Coltheart et al 1979 debt y
Coltheart et al 1979 distress y
Coltheart et al 1979 duel y
Coltheart et al 1979 flood y
Coltheart et al 1979 free difficult.... free y
Coltheart et al 1979 fresh y
Coltheart et al 1979 gang y
Coltheart et al 1979 gauge y
Coltheart et al 1979 glove y
Coltheart et al 1979 gone y
Coltheart et al 1979 grill y
Coltheart et al 1979 gross y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Coltheart et al 979 horse y
Coltheart et al 979 kept take? unrelated
Coltheart et al 979 laugh y >
Coltheart et al 979 lose lot? no... visual
Coltheart et al 979 love y
Coltheart et al 979 mile y
Coltheart et al 979 mortgage mortgages inflectional
Coltheart et al 979 move because fws (unaccusative V?)
Coltheart et al 979 pine pineapple.... pine y
Coltheart et al 979 pint a pint y
Coltheart et al 979 plug y
Coltheart et al 979 protein y
Coltheart et al 979 prove proven inflectional
Coltheart et al 979 quick y
Coltheart et al 979 rub y
Coltheart et al 979 save y
Coltheart et al 979 scarce y
Coltheart et al 979 sew sewing inflectional
Coltheart et al 979 shampoo y
Coltheart et al 979 sherry y
Coltheart et al 979 shove shovel visual
Coltheart et al 979 shrug shoulder... shrug y
Coltheart et al 979 sign a sign y
Coltheart et al 979 slate y
Coltheart et al 979 sort y
Coltheart et al 979 soul y
Coltheart et al 979 spade y
Coltheart et al 979 spear y
Coltheart et al 979 spend y
Coltheart et al 979 splendid y
Coltheart et al 979 steak y
Coltheart et al 979 strewn straw visual
Coltheart et al 979 stupid y
Coltheart et al 979 subtle substitute.... subtle y
Coltheart et al 979 sword a sword y
Coltheart et al 979 take y
Coltheart et al 979 throng a throng y
Coltheart et al 979 tooth y
Coltheart et al 979 treat y
Coltheart et al 979 trough y
Coltheart et al 979 trout y
Coltheart et al 979 turn dug unrelated >
Coltheart et al 979 yacht yachting inflectional

Howard 1991: word length (3-9 letters long)

Howard 1991 afternoon y
Howard 1991 angel y
Howard 1991 apartment y
Howard 1991 athletics athletic inflectional (omission)
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Reading list Target Response

Howard 991 axe /
Howard 991 bag y
Howard 991 bar y
Howard 991 bayonet y
Howard 991 beautiful /
Howard 991 biscuit /
Howard 991 black /
Howard 991 blanket y
Howard 991 brake y
Howard 991 breakfast y
Howard 991 builder building

Howard 991 cabbage y
Howard 991 cabinet cabaret
Howard 991 canteen y
Howard 991 caravan y
Howard 991 cathedral y
Howard 991 chain y
Howard 991 cloth y
Howard 991 cloud y
Howard 991 corkscrew y
Howard 991 country y
Howard 991 crowd y
Howard 991 crystal y
Howard 991 dandelion y
Howard 991 detective y
Howard 991 drill y
Howard 991 ear y
Howard 991 eat y
Howard 991 eel y
Howard 991 egg y
Howard 991 fly flying
Howard 991 furniture y
Howard 991 gas y
Howard 991 gentleman y
Howard 991 gin y
Howard 991 guy Guy Fawkes, guy
Howard 991 haddock y
Howard 991 happiness y
Howard 991 happy happiness
Howard 991 harvest y
Howard 991 hat y
Howard 991 hedge y
Howard 991 hog y
Howard 991 honeymoon y
Howard 991 hot y
Howard 991 hotel y
Howard 991 household y
Howard 991 husband y
Howard 991 ivy y

Error classification

derivational (omission) 
and inflectional

visual

inflectional

y

derivational
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Reading list Target Response

Howard 1991 journal journalism
Howard 1991 laugh laughter
Howard 1991 library y
Howard 1991 light y
Howard 1991 machinery y
Howard 1991 metal y
Howard 1991 monastery y
Howard 1991 morning y
Howard 1991 motor car
Howard 1991 oak y
Howard 1991 officer y
Howard 1991 owl y
Howard 1991 passage y
Howard 1991 passenger y
Howard 1991 pet y
Howard 1991 pollution y
Howard 1991 president y
Howard 1991 professor y
Howard 1991 profile y
Howard 1991 propellor y
Howard 1991 red y
Howard 1991 rib y
Howard 1991 saw y
Howard 1991 scarlet y
Howard 1991 screaming scream
Howard 1991 secretary y
Howard 1991 shawl y
Howard 1991 sheep y
Howard 1991 slavery y
Howard 1991 snail y
Howard 1991 spark a spark
Howard 1991 straw y
Howard 1991 submarine y
Howard 1991 tap y
Howard 1991 tea y
Howard 1991 teacher y
Howard 1991 telescope y
Howard 1991 towel y
Howard 1991 toy y
Howard 1991 tribe y
Howard 1991 uniform y
Howard 1991 vinegar y
Howard 1991 walking y
Howard 1991 watch y
Howard 1991 wet y
Howard 1991 wheat y
Howard 1991 wreck y

Error classification

derivational
derivational

semantic

inflectional (omission)

y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Verbs and Nouns list (reported in Druks and Frond, submitted)

Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs

and nouns anchor
and nouns apron y
and nouns arm an arm y
and nouns arrest y
and nouns axe y
and nouns ball a ball y
and nouns balloon y
and nouns bark barking inflectional
and nouns bath a bath y
and nouns bathe a bath, bathing inflectional
and nouns beard a beard y
and nouns bed y
and nouns bedroom a bedroom y
and nouns beg y
and nouns bell a bell y
and nouns bend y
and nouns bird a bird y
and nouns bite bit inflectional
and nouns bleed y
and nouns bless blessing inflectional
and nouns blow y
and nouns boil y
and nouns bone a bone y
and nouns book a book y
and nouns boot y
and nouns bottle y
and nouns bounce y
and nouns box y
and nouns brain y
and nouns bride y
and nouns bridge y
and nouns brush a brush y
and nouns brush a brush y
and nouns build building inflectional
and nouns burn fire, flames, burn y
and nouns bus abus y
and nouns button y
and nouns camel a camel y
and nouns candle a candie y
and nouns carry y
and nouns cat a cat y
and nouns catch y
and nouns chair a chair y
and nouns chase y
and nouns cheer y
and nouns cherry a cherry y
and nouns chop y
and nouns church y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Verbs and nouns cigar V
Verbs and nouns circle a circle y
Verbs and nouns circus y
Verbs and nouns city a city y
Verbs and nouns clap a clap, or else clapping inflectional
Verbs and nouns climb y
Verbs and nouns clock a clock y
Verbs and nouns clown a clown y
Verbs and nouns comb y
Verbs and nouns conductor y
Verbs and nouns cook y
Verbs and nouns corn y
Verbs and nouns cow y
Verbs and nouns crack a crack y
Verbs and nouns crash y
Verbs and nouns crawl y
Verbs and nouns cross I don’t know...cross? y
Verbs and nouns cry y
Verbs and nouns cube a cube y
Verbs and nouns cut wood, cut y
Verbs and nouns dance y
Verbs and nouns desk a desk y
Verbs and nouns devil a devil y
Verbs and nouns dig y .
Verbs and nouns dive y
Verbs and nouns dog adog y
Verbs and nouns door a door y
Verbs and nouns draw y
Verbs and nouns dream y
Verbs and nouns drill y
Verbs and nouns drink a drink y
Verbs and nouns drip a drip y
Verbs and nouns drive a car, driving inflectional
Verbs and nouns drop a drop y
Verbs and nouns drum a drum y
Verbs and nouns dummy y
Verbs and nouns dust y
Verbs and nouns ear an ear y
Verbs and nouns eat y
Verbs and nouns egg y
Verbs and nouns elephant an elephant y
Verbs and nouns envelope envelopes inflectional
Verbs and nouns erupt y
Verbs and nouns eye an eye y
Verbs and nouns fall a fall y
Verbs and nouns feather a feather y
Verbs and nouns feed y
Verbs and nouns fill jug, fill y
Verbs and nouns finger a finger y
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Reading list Target Response Errer classification

Verbs and nouns fire a fire y
Verbs and nouns fish a fish y
Verbs and nouns flag
Verbs and nouns float afloat y
Verbs and nouns flower a flower y
Verbs and nouns fly flying inflectional
Verbs and nouns fold
Verbs and nouns follow following inflectional
Verbs and nouns foot
Verbs and nouns fork a fork y
Verbs and nouns frog a frog y
Verbs and nouns fruit
Verbs and nouns funnel y
Verbs and nouns garden y
Verbs and nouns globe a globe y
Verbs and nouns grapes
Verbs and nouns gun a gun y
Verbs and nouns hair y
Verbs and nouns hand y
Verbs and nouns hang hanging inflectional
Verbs and nouns hat a hat y
Verbs and nouns head y
Verbs and nouns heart y
Verbs and nouns heel y
Verbs and nouns hop hops, hop y
Verbs and nouns horse a horse y
Verbs and nouns hospital y
Verbs and nouns iron y
Verbs and nouns juggle juggling inflectional
Verbs and nouns jump y
Verbs and nouns kettle a kettle y
Verbs and nouns kick y
Verbs and nouns king y
Verbs and nouns kiss y
Verbs and nouns kitchen a kitchen y
Verbs and nouns kneel kneeling inflectional
Verbs and nouns knit knitting inflectional
Verbs and nouns knock y
Verbs and nouns laugh y
Verbs and nouns leaf y
Verbs and nouns lean difficult... lean y
Verbs and nouns leg y
Verbs and nouns leopard y
Verbs and nouns library y
Verbs and nouns lick y
Verbs and nouns lift a lift y
Verbs and nouns light a light y
Verbs and nouns lion y
Verbs and nouns listen y ‘
Verbs and nouns look y
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Reading list

Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs
Verbs

and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns 
and nouns

Target

map
march
melt
money
nest
nose
office
open
paint
peel
peg
pen
pencil
photograph
piano
pick
picture
pig
pinch
pineapple
pipe
pirate
plant
play
plug
pocket
point
post
pour
pram
pray
pull
punch
push
radio
rain
rake
read
rectangle
ride
ring
road
roar
rock
roots
row
run
sail
saw
scrub

Response 

/
marching 
/
/
/  
y  
/
/  
y  
y
a peg

y
photography
y
pickpocket, pick, I think

Error classification

inflectional

y

derivational

a picture 
a pig
y
a pineapple 
a pipe 
a pirate
a flower, plants
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
a radio
y
y
reading 
a rectangle 
a ride
y
y
y
a rock 
root
y
running
y
I think it is a saw
y

y
y

y
y
y  »
inflectional

y

inflectional
y
y

y
inflectional (omission)

inflectional

y
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Reading list Target Response Errer

Verbs and nouns sew y
Verbs and nouns shave y
Verbs and nouns shell a shell y
Verbs and nouns shine a shine y
Verbs and nouns ship y
Verbs and nouns shirt y
Verbs and nouns shiver y
Verbs and nouns shoe a shoe y
Verbs and nouns shoot y
Verbs and nouns shorts y
Verbs and nouns shout y
Verbs and nouns shower y
Verbs and nouns sing y
Verbs and nouns sink y
Verbs and nouns sit y
Verbs and nouns skate skating inflect
Verbs and nouns ski y
Verbs and nouns skip difficult...jump? Not 

skip, skipping. inflect
Verbs and nouns sleep y
Verbs and nouns slide a slide y
Verbs and nouns slip y
Verbs and nouns smash y
Verbs and nouns smell a smell y
Verbs and nouns smile y
Verbs and nouns smoke smoking, smoke y
Verbs and nouns sneeze a sneeze ^
Verbs and nouns snore y
Verbs and nouns snow y
Verbs and nouns splash smash visual
Verbs and nouns spoon a spoon y
Verbs and nouns spread a spread y
Verbs and nouns square a square y
Verbs and nouns stab y
Verbs and nouns stamp a stamp y
Verbs and nouns stand y
Verbs and nouns stir stirrup visual
Verbs and nouns stool a stool y
Verbs and nouns stop y
Verbs and nouns stroke a stroke y
Verbs and nouns suck y
Verbs and nouns sun y
Verbs and nouns sweep y
Verbs and nouns swim y
Verbs and nouns swing y
Verbs and nouns sword a sword y
Verbs and nouns table y
Verbs and nouns talk y
Verbs and nouns tank y
Verbs and nouns taste y
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Reading list Target Response Error classification

Verbs and nouns teach y
Verbs and nouns television y
Verbs and nouns tent a tent y
Verbs and nouns ticket y
Verbs and nouns tickle y
Verbs and nouns tie y
Verbs and nouns tiger a tiger y
Verbs and nouns till y
Verbs and nouns touch y
Verbs and nouns tourist y
Verbs and nouns tree y
Verbs and nouns triangle y
Verbs and nouns trousers y
Verbs and nouns trumpet y
Verbs and nouns tunnel y
Verbs and nouns type typing inflectional
Verbs and nouns umbrella y
Verbs and nouns waitress a waitress y
Verbs and nouns walk walking inflectional
Verbs and nouns wall a wall y
Verbs and nouns wash washing inflectional
Verbs and nouns watch y
Verbs and nouns water y
Verbs and nouns wave a wave y
Verbs and nouns weave y
Verbs and nouns weigh weight derivational
Verbs and nouns weight a weight y
Verbs and nouns wheel a wheel y
Verbs and nouns whisper y
Verbs and nouns win a win y
Verbs and nouns wind y
Verbs and nouns window y
Verbs and nouns witch y
Verbs and nouns write y
Verbs and nouns yawn y

PART 2

Reading list Target 

PALPA 32: grammatical class

Response Error classification

Nouns
PALPA 32 art y
PALPA 32 size y
PALPA 32 role y
PALPA 32 task y
PALPA 32 bell y
PALPA 32 hero y
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PALPA 32 scene scenery derivational
PALPA 32 mouth
PALPA 32 sight slight visual
PALPA 32 image imagery derivational
PALPA 32 grief y
PALPA 32 amount amounts inflectional
PALPA 32 virtue
PALPA 32 client y
PALPA 32 career y
PALPA 32 wisdom y
PALPA 32 concept conception derivational
PALPA 32 opinion y
PALPA 32 ability able derivational (omission)
PALPA 32 welfare y

Verbs
PALPA 32 run running inflectional
PALPA 32 hear y
PALPA 32 meet y ‘
PALPA 32 grow before fws (unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 hang hanging inflectional
PALPA 32 agree before fws(unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 speak y
PALPA 32 write writing inflectional
PALPA 32 build building inflectional
PALPA 32 carry carrying inflectional
PALPA 32 shrink after fws (unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 follow following inflectional
PALPA 32 suffer before fws (unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 ignore ignorance derivational
PALPA 32 listen y
PALPA 32 describe y
PALPA 32 expect is fws (unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 appear before fws (unaccusative V?)
PALPA 32 develop y
PALPA 32 destroy y

Adjectives
PALPA 32 red y >

PALPA 32 hard y
PALPA 32 wide y
PALPA 32 warm y
PALPA 32 damp y
PALPA 32 upper don't know other (no response)
PALPA 32 wrong y
PALPA 32 happy y
PALPA 32 broad y
PALPA 32 equal equestrian visual
PALPA 32 dense y
PALPA 32 entire y
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PALPA 32 tragic y
PALPA 32 gentle gentleman derivational
PALPA 32 ancient
PALPA 32 severe y >
PALPA 32 proper y
PALPA 32 serious y
PALPA 32 regular regulate derivational
PALPA 32 handsome y

Functors
PALPA 32 nor not fws
PALPA 32 else y
PALPA 32 none y
PALPA 32 plus y
PALPA 32 thou y
PALPA 32 onto before fws
PALPA 32 ought before fws
PALPA 32 maybe before fws
PALPA 32 hence y
PALPA 32 latter lattice work visual
PALPA 32 whence because fws
PALPA 32 myself y
PALPA 32 seldom I don’t know other (no response)
PALPA 32 upward overlap unrelated
PALPA 32 somehow however fws
PALPA 32 beneath before fws
PALPA 32 despite because fws
PALPA 32 anyone before fws
PALPA 32 nobody y
PALPA 32 meanwhile because fws

PALPA 34: Morphological endings 

Regularly inflected
34 rocks rock inflectional (omission)
34 canned canning inflectional
34 curling y
34 pens pen inflectional (omission)
34 lied y
34 smiled smile inflectional (omission)
34 kissed kiss inflectional (omission)
34 sealed seal inflectional (omission)
34 tortured torture inflectional (omission)
34 ducks duck inflectional (omission)
34 pays y
34 cleaned clean inflectional (omission)
34 freed / p j e i s / unrelated
34 bees y
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PALPA 34 crossed across visual

Unaffixed phonological controls
PALPA 34 box V
PALPA 34 sand rock semantic
PALPA 34 sterling y
PALPA 34 lens y
PALPA 34 ride riding inflectional
PALPA 34 mild mildew visual »
PALPA 34 wrist elbow semantic
PALPA 34 shield y
PALPA 34 orchard y
PALPA 34 crux cruise visual
PALPA 34 maze y
PALPA 34 fiend feel ?visual / phonological
PALPA 34 plead y
PALPA 34 breeze a breeze y
PALPA 34 frost y

Derivational
PALPA 34 handy y
PALPA 34 merger merge derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 stranger y
PALPA 34 teacher y
PALPA 34 crumble crumb derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 camper camping derivational
PALPA 34 harden hard derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 slimmer smile visual
PALPA 34 cloudy a cloud derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 pleasant y
PALPA 34 lazy y
PALPA 34 hairy hair derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 cutter y
PALPA 34 buyer buy derivational (omission)
PALPA 34 sailor y

Unaffixed phonological controls
PALPA 34 dandy y
PALPA 34 murder murderer derivational
PALPA 34 danger y
PALPA 34 creature y
PALPA 34 fumble y
PALPA 34 tamper y
PALPA 34 pardon y
PALPA 34 simmer singe semantic?
PALPA 34 rowdy y
PALPA 34 pheasant y
PALPA 34 daisy y
PALPA 34 dairy y
PALPA 34 butter y
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PALPA 34 wire y
PALPA 34 tailor y

Irregularly inflected
PALPA 34 geese y
PALPA 34 slid slide inflectional (omission)
PALPA 34 mice y
PALPA 34 bent y
PALPA 34 shook y
PALPA 34 knelt kneel inflectional (omission)
PALPA 34 stuck y
PALPA 34 dug dung visual
PALPA 34 sang song derivational
PALPA 34 sank sink inflectional (omission)
PALPA 34 froze frozen inflectional / derivational
PALPA 34 tore coarse unrelated
PALPA 34 sold solid visual
PALPA 34 bled y
PALPA 34 swam swim inflectional (omission)

Unaffixed phonological controls
PALPA 34 grease y
PALPA 34 lid y
PALPA 34 nice y
PALPA 34 dent tooth ?semantic
PALPA 34 crook y
PALPA 34 belt y
PALPA 34 luck y
PALPA 34 rug y
PALPA 34 hang y
PALPA 34 tank tanker derivational
PALPA 34 pose y
PALPA 34 jaw y
PALPA 34 bold y
PALPA 34 shed y
PALPA 34 pram y

Morphology reading list hased on Badecker & Caramazza (1987)

Non-homophones
Inflected
Morphology list babies y
Morphology list pansies pansy inflectional (omission
Morphology list berries y
Morphology list doilies doily inflectional (omission)
Morphology list written writing inflectional
Morphology list eaten eating inflectional
Morphology list chosen chose inflectional (omission)
Morphology list given giving inflectional
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Morphology list taken take inflectional (omission)
Morphology list beaten beating inflectional
Morphology list fallen falling inflectional
Morphology list greeted
Morphology list tasted taste inflectional (omission)
Morphology list shouted shouts inflectional
Morphology list walking y
Morphology list talking y
Morphology list sleeping
Morphology list learning y
Morphology list running y
Morphology list laughing y
Morphology list moving y
Morphology list growling y

Pseudo-inflected controls
Morphology list rabies y
Morphology list scabies y
Morphology list species y
Morphology list series y
Morphology list barren y
Morphology list bracken y
Morphology list burden y
Morphology list chicken y
Morphology list dozen dozing ?visual / affixation
Morphology list garden y
Morphology list haven y
Morphology list naked y
Morphology list kindred y
Morphology list wicked y
Morphology list bunting y
Morphology list awning y
Morphology list evening y
Morphology list farthing y
Morphology list herring y
Morphology list lemming y
Morphology list morning y
Morphology list sibling y

Homophones
Inflected
Morphology list bored y
Morphology list bowled bowling inflectional
Morphology list barred y
Morphology list brayed braying inflectional
Morphology list brewed brewing inflectional
Morphology list ducked duckling inflectional (omission) +

Morphology list sighed sighing
derivational

inflectional
Morphology list rowed rowing inflectional
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Morphology list massed amass inflectional (omission) +

Morphology list mined mining
derivational
inflectional

Morphology list missed missing inflectional
Morphology list mowed mowing inflectional
Morphology list owed owing inflectional
Morphology list paced pace inflectional (omission)
Morphology list packed packing inflectional
Morphology list wrapped wrapping inflectional
Morphology list days daylight inflectional (omission) +

Morphology list prays praying
derivational
inflectional

Morphology list lacks lacking inflectional
Morphology list knows knowing inflectional
Morphology list links
Morphology list brews brewing inflectional
Morphology list chews chewing inflectional
Morphology list claws claw inflectional (omission)
Morphology list sighs sighing inflectional
Morphology list rows rowing inflectional
Morphology list paws paw inflectional (omission)
Morphology list frays fray inflectional (omission)

Non-inflected
Morphology list board y
Morphology list bold y
Morphology list bard y
Morphology list braid y
Morphology list brood y
Morphology list duct y
Morphology list side y
Morphology list road y
Morphology list mast master visual / affixation
Morphology list mind y
Morphology list mist y
Morphology list mode y
Morphology list ode y
Morphology list paste pasta visual
Morphology list pact y
Morphology list rapt y
Morphology list daze doze visual
Morphology list praise y
Morphology list lax y
Morphology list nose y
Morphology list lynx y
Morphology list bruise y
Morphology list choose choice derivational
Morphology list clause y
Morphology list size y
Morphology list rose y
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Morphology list pause
Morphology list phrase ^
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MC's reading of single words: function words

The function words in this appendix were presented to MC on various 
occasions, as part of various reading lists. His responses are listed individually, 
alphabetically by category, with error classifications provided directly beneath each 
one. Category labels are not intended to be exhaustive; they serve here merely as 
descriptive labels to provide a means by which the list of target words can be broadly 
organised. Function word substitution errors are marked as fw s. Semantic errors 
involved production of a substantive which is related in meaning to the function 
word target, as when he was read as 'man\ for instance. Unrelated errors involved 
production of a substantive with no discernible relationship to the function word 
target. Derivational errors are instances of affixation to a function word target which 
resulted in production of a substantive, and visual errors involve a misidentification 
of a function word target as a visually related substantive, n/r stands for no response.

On occasion, it was possible to discern a visual and / or semantic relationship 
between a function word target and MC's function word substitution error; these have 
been noted as part of the error classification.

Target Category Responses

just A d j/A d v y  y under before justify
fw s fw s derivational

such Adj /  Pm after before idea not
fw s fw s unrelated fw s

enough Adj/N/Adv over y
fw s

other Adj/N/Pm/Adv before because before
fw s fw s fw s

less Adj/P/N/Adv after after
fw s fw s

next Adj/P/N/Adv because because
fw s fw s

absolutely Adv absolute before after absolute
derivational fw s fw s derivational

again Adv for y before
fw s fw s
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ago Adv about
fw s

ages
visual

almost Adv after
fw s

before
fw s

already Adv ready
visual

after
fw s

because after 
fw s  ‘ fw s

also Adv before
fw s

before
Jws

for
fw s

else Adv V y at
fw s

even Adv y before
fw s

y

forever Adv it
fw s

forward
fw s

forage
visual

however Adv one before 
fw s fw s

it because 
fw s fw s

always because 
fw s fw s

maybe Adv before before before before after 
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

meanwhile Adv because
fw s

because
fw s

before
fw s

otherwise Adv can't do it 
n/r

because
fw s

after
fw s

seldom Adv no, sorry 
n/r

before after 
fw s fw s

can't before after 
n/r fw s fw s

somehow Adv however
fw s

however
fw s

before how 
fw s fw s

soon Adv before
fw s

y

therefore Adv after before 
fw s fw s

before however before 
fw s fw s fw s

thoroughly Adv forward
fw s

before
fw s >

too Adv and for but for before

fw s

fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s
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usually Adv after
fw s

after
fw s

very Adv before
fw s

as Adv /  Conj ^  before and 
fw s fw s

on
fw s

let can’t do that o 
unrelated n/r

forth A d v /P before before 
fw s fw s

then A d v /P before
fw s

before
fw s

when > 
fw s/v isu a l

at
fw s

there Adv /  P before
fw s

before
fw s

is
fw s

before
fw s

yet Adv /  Conj before and 
fw s fw s

after
fw s

before at ^
fw s fw s

only adv/conj/attrib.adj always
fw s

idea
unrelated

let
unrelated

so adv/conj/proform before
fw s

before
fw s

by at 
fw s fw s

no
fw s

throughout A d v /P through
fw s

before
fw s

before
fw s

are Aux after
fw s

and
fw s

be Aux and and
fw s fw s

at
fw s

for
fw s

can Aux because
fw s

but
fw s

and
fw s

could Aux before after 
fw s fw s

again
fw s

over
fw s

and
fw s

do Aux after an 
fw s fw s

and
fw s

and
fw s

what for 
fw s fw s

to
fw s

doing Aux before idea 
fw s unrelated

and
fw s

before
fw s
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has Aux before
fw s

no, I can't 
n/r

have Aux about before before and because 
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

is Aux for before at 
fw s fw s fw s

before
fw s

may Aux before before after 
fw s fw s fw s

because and 
fw s fw s

might Aux it ^
fw s

must Aux ^  and
fw s

ought Aux before
fw s

before
fw s

shall Aux after
fw s

after
fw s

should Aux and
fw s

such
fw s

will Aux before
fw s

I can't do that 
n/r

would Aux I can't 
n/r

before
fw s

before
fw s

if C it
fw s

before
fw s

and an
fw s fw s

whether C before
fw s

what
fw s

because » over 
fw s fw s

although conjunction before
fw s

after
fw s

and conjunction ^  because because because because after 
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

because conjunction after before 
fw s fw s

y before
fw s

but conjunction and
fw s

I can't 
n/r

and because 
fw s fw s

y
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nor conjunction sorry, no 
n/r

not
fws/visual

not
fws/visual

no
fws/visual

or conjunction ^  and
fw s

before
fw s

as
fw s

unless conjunction I can't do that 
n/r

timeless
?visual

than conj /  quasi-P before 
fw s

and
fw s

though conj/adv because
fw s

give
unrelated

before
fw s

a Det an
fw s /  visual

and
fw s /  visual

and
fw s /  visual

it
fw s

an Det y for
fw s

and and 
fw s /  visual fw s /  visual

another Det before
fw s

after
fw s '

the Det at at
fw s fw s

because before before and is 
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

that Det /  Pm after at
fw s fw s

before it 
fw s fw s

before ^  
fw s

after
fw s

these Det /  Pm before before for 
fw s fw s fw s

before
fw s

this D e t/ Pm because
fw s

before
fw s

one
fw s

and
fw s

those Det /  Pm for no, sorry 
fw s n/r

and
fw s

no Neg before
fw s

after
fw s

not Neg bite
unrelated

y at
fw s

because
fw s

because
fw s

nowhere Neg before
fw s

let
unrelated
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about P

above P

across P

after P

against P

along P

amid P

among P

amongst P

at P

before P

behind P

below P

beneath P

beside P

between P

Responses

after after I can't do it
fw s fw s n/r

before after to and
fw s fw s fw s fw s

forward
fw s

before
fw s

before
fw s

y

about
fw s

because
fw s

beyond and before
fw s fw s fw s

up
fw s /  semantic

y

y but
fw s

because
fw s

at
fw s

at
fw s

y

y

before as 
fw s fw s

before
fw s

^  because 
fw s

after at
fw s fw s

before
fw s

I can't 
n/r

for
fw s

y

because before before no, sorry before 
fw s fw s fw s n/r fw s

I can't do that 
n/r

after before 
fw s fw s /  visual

under because 
fw s fw s

y

y

and
fw s

after
fw s

before before before after 
fw s fw s fw s fw s

before after before before
fw s fw s fw s fw s

^  before 
fw s

no, sorry 
n/r

before
fw s

because
fw s

before
fw s

I can't 
n/r
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beyond P

Responses

after can't do that one before
fw s n/r fw s

by P / before at 
fw s fw s

an at
fw s fw s

before for 
fw s fw s

despite P / always after 
fw s fw s

spiteful because 
visual fw s

because
fw s

down P after
fw s

no, sorry 
n/r

before after 
fw s fw s

under
fw s

during P as
fw s

^  but
fw s

except P exceptional 
visual /  derivational

no, sorry 
n/r

after
fw s

for P which
fw s

forward y  
fw s /  visual

before at 
fw s fw s

before because 
fw s fw s

from P of
fw s

before after 
fw s fw s

and before at 
fw s fw s fw s

here P after
fw s

in P at it because 
fw s fw s fw s

at it and
fw s fw s fw s

before
fw s

in front P y before
fw s

inside P y y

into P is
fw s

and after 
fw s fw s

before after 
fw s fw s

near P never
fw s

can't do it 
n/r

before before 
fw s fw s

now P y because
fw s

at
fw s

of P for
fw s

before as 
fw s fw s

and before and 
fw s fw s fw s

at
fw s

off P across
fw s

y after before 
fw s fw s
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on P and an because and after 
fw s fw s/v isu a l fw s fw s fw s

onto P before before 
fw s fw s

opposite P always
fw s

out P ^  and at
fw s fw s

outside P ^  after ^  
fw s

over P after and before before
fw s fw s fw s fw s  *

since P sincere after before because 
visual fw s fw s fw s

through P on in before because ^  
fw s fw s fw s fw s

towards P after after 
fw s fw s

under P before at down up before 
fw s fw s fw s / ? semantic fw s fw s

up P at because before ^  
fw s fw s fw s

upon P which I can't

with

fw s

it

n/r

before before after as
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

within P because no, sorry it
fw s n/r fw s

without P no, sorry and after before before
n/r fw s fw s fw s fw s

to P / I n f is before at and before after
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

for
fw s
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until P/conj as
fw s

can't do that 
n/r

to
fw s

before
fw s

he P m man
semantic

and
fw s

y before
fw s

her Pm after
fw s

you
fw s

before
fw s

herself P m after
fw s

because
fw s

him P m before
fw s

and
fw s

man
semantic

before
fw s

himself P m before
fw s

I can't 
n/r

I P m y  y at
fw s

and
fw s

me one because 
semantic fw s /  visual fw s

it P m y before and 
fw s fw s

and
fw s

at
fw s /  visual

itself P m after
fw s

self
fw s /  visual

me P m y before
fw s

my P m before
fw s

y

myself P m y y after
fw s

she P m can't do it 
n/r

woman
semantic

because
fw s

and at
fw s fw s

they P m before before after
fw s fw s fw s

before
fw s

after before before
fw s fw s fw s

us P m an
fw s

for
fw s

we P m when
fw s

an
fw s

before after 
fw s fw s

and before after 
fw s fw s fw s
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Target

you

anybody

anyone

anything

Category

P m

yourself P m

Responses

before for because before before
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

before after
fw s fw s

none P m /  D /  Neg y because
fw s

y

all Q after
fw s

for
fw s

because and and and before 
fw s fw s fw s fw s fw s

every Q before after 
fw s fw s

because everything before 
fw s fw s /  visual /  semantic fw s

few Q because
fw s

for
fw s

for
fw s

many Q at
fw s

after
fw s

before because for 
fw s fw s fw s

more Q about
fw s

before before before 
fw s fw s fw s

most Q and
fw s

after
fw s

several Q after
fw s

can't do that 
n/r

some Q after
fw s

and
fw s

after
fw s

any Q /D e t and
fw s

at
fw s

before after always before 
fw s fw s fw s fw s

each Q /D e t after
fw s

I can't 
n/r

nobody Q / N e g y / y before

Q / P m

Q / P m

Q / P m

fws

someone nobody nobody 
fw s /  semantic fw s /  semantic fw s /  semantic

anything before because
fw s  /  visual fw s fw s

before after 
fw s fw s

before
fw s
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everyone Q / P m

someone Q/N/Pm

how

what

whatever

when

whence

whenever

where

which

who

whom

whose

why

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Wh

Responses

before before
fw s fw s

afterwards before because
fw s fw s fw s

before after before
fw s fw s fw s

which before y
fw s fw s

why before because
fw s fw s fw s

by at after
fw s fw s fw s

because because
fw s fw s

no, sorry 
n/r

rain what before and before before
unrelated fw s /  semantic fw s fw s fw s fw s

want whence because
unrelated fw s /  visual fw s

what with
fw s /  semantic fw s

^  an at for ^
fw s fw s fw s

before 
fw s

before
fw s

before
fw s

was
fw s

after ^
fw s

I can't 
n/r

when
fw s /  visual

before before after ^
fw s fw s fw s

because
fw s
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MC’s reading of pseudowords

Note that sometimes it was difficult to arrive at a classification of M C’s 
reponses to pseudoword reading tasks - for instance, reading wichin as ‘witch’ could 
be a lexicalisation error based on visual or phonological features, or it could have 
been a function word substitution error (i.e. ‘which’). Overall, lexicalisations have 
been classified as visual unless there is too little evidence to support such a 
characterisation; and a response was only classed as a function word substitution 
error when there is no reasonable grounds to suppose it could be any other kind of 
response.

Items are presented alphabetically in this appendix; however, they were 
presented to MC in randomised order, and usually interspersed with other types of 
items.

1. PALPA 36

Target Response Response classîfiéation

bem den lexicalisation (visual)

birl cow, it might be unrelated real word

boak boat, but not boat lexicalisation (visual)

churse /d g ia / unrelated pseudoword

cug /giæb©/ unrelated pseudoword

dringe dray lexicalisation (visual)

dusp / le d u / unrelated pseudoword

doop dope lexicalisation (visual)

fon long lexicalisation (?visual)

glope glope /

grest grest /

hance lancet lexicalisation (visual)

hoach coach, really very close lexicalisation (visual)

ked a piece unrelated real word

lat lattice lexicalisation (visual)

nar narrow lexicalisation (visual)

pretch preaching lexicalisation (visual)

shid shell lexicalisation (visual)

shoave shown lexicalisation (visual)
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Target Response Response classification

2.

smode habit unrelated real word

snite sewn ?perseveration

soaf sew lexicalisation (phonological)

squate squeeze lexicalisation (visual)

thease on ? function word subsitution

Glushko (1979) pseudowords

Target Response Response classification

beed bleed lexicalisation (visual)

held belch lexicalisation (visual)

bild /biltS/ visually related pseudoword

bink blink lexicalisation (visual)

bint a pint lexicalisation (visual)

bleam bleep lexicalisation (?visual)

bood blood lexicalisation (visual)

best /bultj/ visually related pseudoword

brobe probe lexicalisation (visual)

brove /h æ jiv e / unrelated pseudoword

oath Carthage lexicalisation (visual)

coth cloth lexicalisation (visual)

dere folly unrelated real word

dold doldrum, sort of lexicalisation (visual)

domb zombie lexicalisation (visual)

doon doom lexicalisation (visual)

doot dotty lexicalisation (visual)

dore dort visually related pseudoword

dreed deed lexicalisation (visual)

drood /kAltS/ unrelated pseudoword

gome gnome lexicalisation (visual)

grook gramley unrelated pseudoword

grool gravel lexicalisation (visual)

haid file unrelated real word
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Target Response Response classification

heaf folly unrelated real word

hean block unrelated real word

heef beifer lexicalisation (visual)

been ballo unrelated real word

bode / æ l U unrelated pseudoword

boil boil y

lail tail lexicalisation (visual)

lole dolly unrelated real word

lome lome y

loci lotb; tbat’s not a word lexicalisation (?visual)

meak meak y

mear /moiX/ unrelated pseudoword

moof mulcb lexicalisation (?visual)

moop mope lexicalisation (visual)

mune moan lexicalisation (visual)

nusb leap unrelated real word

nust salt ? visual and semantic

pild / p i l t S e / visually related pseudoword

pilt pit lexicalisation (visual)

plore explore lexicalisation (visual)

pold poll lexicalisation (visual)

poot sbawl unrelated real word

pove parley unrelated real word

praid braid lexicalisation (visual)

prain drain lexicalisation (visual)

sbead sbeaf lexicalisation (visual)

sbeed sbed lexicalisation (visual)

sost consonant unrelated real word

steat steak lexicalisation (visual)

steet street lexicalisation (visual)

speet spud lexicalisation (?visual)

suff suffer lexicalisation (visual)

sull pull lexicalisation (visual)
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3.

Target Response Response classification

sweak sweat lexicalisation (visual)

sweal sweat lexicalisation (visual)

tave tavern lexicalisation (visual)

taze haze lexicalisation (visual)

wead wool unrelated real word

wosh watch lexicalisation (visual)

wull feel unrelated real word

wush / e l / unrelated pseudoword

Pseudowords based on function words

Target Response Response classification

abong before function word substitution

aboud before function word substitution

absodutely before function word substitution

afder adder lexicalisation (visual)

agross across lexicalisation (visual)

akainst ants lexicalisation (visual)

alreaty before function word substitution

amonkst before function word substitution

anynody /læ n d se / unrelated pseudo word

apove /Dnts/ unrelated pseudoword

befide / le g a / unrelated pseudoword

begause after, / a i v t e / function word substitution

behing /k i:m / unrelated pseudo word

betweed wrench unrelated real word

beyonz because function word substitution

che /cntj/ unrelated pseudo word

chere chair lexicalisation (visual)

chroughout /dalæm badi/ unrelated pseudoword

coulg after function word substitution

deskite desk lexicalisation (visual)
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Target Response Response classification

duting

forezer

fron

fuch

hemce

hertelf

hibself

howefer

iv

od

oppodite

otheryise

pefore

rhere

rho

sevebal

soteone

theresore

theve

thode

thodoughly

tou

towargs

unkil

whith

whode

wichin

withoud

woult

whecher

stripping

fence

before

fuch

/hoGjentX/

because

before

because, well, /bikAljs/ 
or something like that

ivy

on

opposite

and

/pcd3j0/

as

rhino

sever

/Ands/

because

/lAnts/

/slog/

/tu:jc/

/kAlS/
' before

uncle

/liki/

after

witch

because

/ s e l D s t S e /

before, no, after

unrelated real word 

lexicalisation (visual) 

function word substitution

y

unrelated pseudoword 

function word substitution 

function word substitution

function word substitution 

lexicalisation (visual) 

function word substitution 

lexicalisation (visual) 

function word substitution 

unrelated real word 

function word substitution 

lexicalisation (visual) 

lexicalisation (visual) 

unrelated pseudoword 

function word substitution 

unrelated pseudoword 

unrelated pseudoword 

unrelated pseudoword 

unrelated pseudoword 

function word substitution 

lexicalisation (visual) 

unrelated pseudoword 

function word substitution 

lexicalisation (visual) 

function word substitution 

unrelated pseudoword 

function word substitution
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4. Others

Target Response Response classification

ang bore unrelated real word

apid apes lexicalisation (visual)

apisade apes lexicalisation (visual)

baranter banter lexicalisation (visual)

biffle bits lexicalisation (visual)

binus /k o l / unrelated pseudoword

boncept /p o ^ il tX / unrelated pseudoword

buk /pD l/ unrelated pseudoword

calt cuff unrelated real word

dee clan lexicalisation (visual)

clenth clench lexicalisation (visual)

crasis crash lexicalisation (visual)

dalour after unrelated real word / fws

dend sol unrelated real word

drim drim y

drister dry lexicalisation (visual)

dunkey donkey, really, 
but not right lexicalisation (visual)

felly folly lexicalisation (visual)

foaster foaster y

gan allay unrelated real word

gramy gramy y

grivity grit lexicalisation (visual)

halocle halo lexicalisation (visual)

heb /h o ld / visually related pseudoword

bend hen lexicalisation (visual)

hetal dice unrelated real word

hopsitle hospital lexicalisation (visual)

itony irony lexicalisation (visual)

loment /lo :m / visually related pseudoword

lutter lot lexicalisation (visual)

mather maths lexicalisation (visual)
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Target Response Response classification

merly / l i t S / unrelated pseudoword

minacle minaret lexicalisation (visual)

minner minnow lexicalisation (visual)

nirth / l i g z / unrelated pseudoword

nok ox unrelated real word

opunion opium lexicalisation (visual)

otion leave unrelated real word

pell pelt lexicalisation (visual)

pheory thoroughly ?unrelated real word

pib pub lexicalisation (visual)

pisture pissed lexicalisation (visual)

pitaro pincer lexicalisation (visual)

plen lets unrelated real word

pline / dI©/ unrelated pseudoword

prath plate lexicalisation (visual)

puct punts lexicalisation (visual)

pupit pupil lexicalisation (visual)

purpise /k o S t i / unrelated pseudoword

ragio rag lexicalisation (visual)

reash hash lexicalisation (visual)

settion lease unrelated real word

shality shaft lexicalisation (visual)

slape slap lexicalisation (visual)

slurch slouch lexicalisation (visual)

sprool /bD lS/ unrelated pseudoword

tanacco tannin lexicalisation (visual)

trabite / p i l k / unrelated pseudoword

trantor trench lexicalisation (?visual)

ulder udder lexicalisation (visual)

vallige / v e i l / visually related pseudoword

weast weasel lexicalisation (visual)

wembow longer unrelated real word

zince /feinke/ y
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MC’s sentence reading

Target sentences are shown in normal font: MC’s attempts to read them are 
given underneath each target, in italic font. Sentences are given in order of 
presentation within each reading task.

1. PALPA 37

1. The dog’s approaching the girl.
The dog approaching the girl.

2. The man’s thinner than the horse.
The man thinning the horse.

3. The girl’s frightening the dog.
The girl is frightening the dog. ^

4. The horse’s moving the man.
The horse shies the man.

5. The dog’s washed by the girl.
The dog washing the girl.

6. This man’s got more chickens. ,
The man is more chickens.

I.  The cat’s licking the man.
The cat licking the man.

8. The cat’s carried by the horse.
The cat is finding the horse.

9. The girl’s taller than the dog.
The woman is taller than the dog.

10. The horse’s kicking the man.
The horse kicked the man.

II . The girl’s watched by the chicken.
The girl watching the chickens.

12. This dog’s got more cats to chase.
The dog chasing the - chased the cats.

13. The man’s kicking the chicken.
The man kicks the chickens.

14. This girl’s got less dogs. ’
The girl kicks? The dog.

15. The man’s pulled by the horse.
The man pulling the cart.
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16. This man’s got less horses to watch.
The man is... feeding the watch. That’s not right.

17. The man’s following the dog.
The man chasing the dog.

18. The horse’s chased by the girl.
The man chase the woman.

19. The chicken’s watching the girl.
The chickens watch the man.

20. The horse’s pulling the man.
The horse pulls the man.

21. The chicken ’ s higher than the man.
The chickens - 1 don’t know - over fo r  the chickens.

22. This girl’s got more horses to feed.
This woman chased the horses.

23. The man’s kicked by the horse.
The man kicked the horse.

24. This man’s got less horses.
The man... the horses. I can’t do that one.

25. The horse’s carrying the cat.
The horse carries the cat.

26. The girl’s approached by the dog.
The girl the chickens, approached the chickens.

27. This horse’s got less chickens to scare.
The horse something... oh, the chickens.

28. The dog’s frightened by the girl.
The cat frightened the man, no, woman. ^

29. The man’s moving the horse.
The man kicked the man.

30. The chicken’s kicked by the man.
The chickens kicked the man.

31. The dog’s smaller than the girl.
The dog is smaller than the woman.

32. This girl’s got more cats.
This woman more cats.

33. The man’s licked by the cat.
The man licked the cat.

34. The girl’s washing the dog.
The girl is washing the dog.

35. The girl’s chasing the horse.
The girl chased the horses.

36. The dog’s followed by the man.
The cat, the dog chased the man. »
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2. Passive sentences

1. Sue was kissed by Bill.
Sue was kissing the girl, the boy, the ... Bill.

2. The car was driven by a young boy.
The car was given by the boy.

3. The horse was kicked by the man.
The horse was kicked by the man. ^

4. The cake was eaten by the guests.
The cake was eaten by the guests. ^

5. The man was threatened by the thief.
The man is sickened by the boy... sickened, no. What is the word? The boy 
was threatened by the thief.

6. The dog was walked by Fred.
The dog was walked by Fred. ^

1. Sam was hugged by his friend.
Sam was hugged by the boy.

8. The vet was bitten by the injured animal.
The vet was bit by the animal.

9. Alex was tickled by his son.
Alex was tickling the boy.

10. The truck was loaded by the builders.
The truck was loaded with the man, no, the builders.

3. Causatives

1. John made Mary wash the car.
John and Mary washed the car.

2. Lucy rolled the stone.
Lucy rolled the stone. V'

3. I had my mother go to the doctor.
/  went to the doctor. I  can go to the doctor. I  can’t do that one, sorry. 
There's a bit o f a problem here (pointing to ‘had’).

4. Fred bounced the ball.
Freddie bounced the ball. ^

5. The boy made his teachers worry.
The boy something. The boy kicked the girl. The boy kicked the teacher. 
No.

6. James slammed the door.
James slammed the door. V'

1. The mechanic had Val leave the car.
The mechanic has Val lift the car. the mechanic was leave the car. Val. 
Val’s car. the mechanic has Val left the car.

8. Steve broke the vase.
Steve broke the bottle - no, a vase. ^
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9. The girl had the jeweller mend her ring.
The girl something the jewellers, mending ...the girl has the jewellers 
repaired the girl.

10. The sunlight faded the photographs. ’
The sunlight fades the photographs.

4. Middles

1. This book reads well.
This book reads well. ^

2. The ice melts easily.
The ice melts easily.

3. That butter spreads easily.
The butter spreads easily.

4. That wine drinks well.
The wine is good. The wine drinks well.

5. The car drives easily.
The car drives easily. ^
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Function word reading with a visual sentence frame

For this task, MC was provided with a written sentence and asked to read out 
only the emphasised word. The Test items are presented below exactly as they were 
presented to MC, and his responses are below each item in italics.

Reading Task

In each o f these sentences, one word is emphasised. Please look at the 

whole sentence and read out only the emphasised word.

Practice items
PI. Peter came dowil the stairs.

down

P2. John drank most of the wine.
before

P3. Mary invited a f c w  friends for dinner.
four

Test Items

1. John will go out tonight if he has enough money.
at

2. It was cold, so Mary wore a hat a n d  scarf.
and ^

3. John likes cooking but not washing up.
before

4. I wonder when spring will come.
by

5. Mary put the shopping in the basket.
it

6. The burglar was caught by the policeman.
an

7. John went to work after eating breakfast.
before
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8. The little girl stood on tiptoes so she could see.
by

9. John ate too m a n y  biscuits and felt sick.
many y

10. Mary received a birthday present from John.
from  y

11. John asked me if  I like cats.
/  (pointing to self) V'

12. Peter wrote a letter to the Prime Minister.
at.,, before

13. John and Mary decided they would go out.
you

14. I bought some groceries at the local shop.
before

15. When I grow up, I want to be a train driver.
train... a »

16. This time next year I will be a millionaire.
before ?

17. You do work hard.
hard

18. John came to the party with his friend Peter.
it

19. Peter decided that he would stay at home.
his

20. Peter brushed his teeth before going to bed.
brushing... before

21. John tripped over because he didn’t tie his shoelaces.
before

22. Mary phoned John, but he was out.
he ŷ

23. John ate an apple.
before... no. Before.

24. At the shops I bought a pint o f milk and SO m e teabags.
an
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25. Mary invited Peter to her party.
to

26. Do you prefer tea OF coffee?
and - no ... or

27. The cat hid under the table.
under ^

28. I wonder what to cook for tea.
what

29. John asked Mary to marry him .
him

30. There was nothing on TV, SO Mary read a book.
so - that’s not right

31. John did the washing, then the ironing.
before

32. Peter ate all the jam tarts.
and - n o ....

33. When the party was O Ver , John tidied up.
after

34. I have almost finished this activity.
and - that’s not right *

35. I am wearing shoes on my feet.
on, before - no...

36. Mary bought a present for Peter.
after, no - before

37. I wonder why the sky is blue.
is

38. That horrible jumper does not suit Peter.
and

39. Mary and I decided that WG would go out.
in the middle

40. John is frightened of spiders.
and
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Written function word comprehension tasks

1. Spatial Prepositions

a. MC was presented with real objects and toys which were placed into spatial

relationships with each other. He was asked to select the appropriate written 

preposition from a list of four.

Situation 1: coin in glass

Written prepositions: in / under / on / up

M C’s response: in ^

Situation 2: coin under glass

Written prepositions: on / with / under / above 

M C’s response: under

Situation 3: coin on glass

Written prepositions: above / in / on /  opposite

M C’s response: on ^

Situation 4: car up the slope .

Written prepositions: above / between / around / up 

M C’s response: up

Situation 5: coin above glass

Written prepositions: between/ a b o v e /in /to  

M C’s response: above

Situation 6: coin between glass and cup

Written prepositions: between / opposite / from / in 

M C’s response: between
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Situation?: coin beside glass

Written prepositions: to / with / under / beside

M C’s response: beside ^

Situation 8: coin below glass

Written prepositions: in / below / against / between

M C’s response: below ^

Situation 9: car around glass

Written prepositions: o n / t o /  around / next to

M C’s response: next to - self-corrected to around ^

Situation 10: car opposite truck

Written prepositions: opposite/ u n der/on /beside  

M C’s response: opposite

Situation 11 : car down the slope

Written prepositions: in / between / down / above

M C’s response: down ^

Situation 12: coin against glass

Written prepositions: against / o n /  between / from

M C’s response: against ^

Situation 13: car goes to glass

Written prepositions: above / under / between /  to 

M C’s response: between

Situation 14: car next to glass

Written prepositions: from / next to / opposite / under

M C’s response: next to

Situation 15: bear with dog

Written prepositions: with / i n /  between / up 

M C’s response: in
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Situation 16: dog running from bear

Written prepositions: under/ fro m /in /b esid e  

M C’s response: from y

Total: 14/16 correct (87.5%)

Reading of same prepositions:

Target Response

above and

against y

around because

below because

beside before

between before

down y

from of

in before

next to next time

on and

opposite before

to after

under before

up because

with outside - no

b. MC was requested to match a written preposition, printed on a card, to one of 

four pictures, each of which was targeted on a different occasion. For example, the 

picture shown below (hat under, over, on or behind a picture) was presented on 

different occasions with the card for under, over, on and behind.
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The test consisted of twelve sets of four pictures, each depicting pairs of objects in 

various spatial relationships with each other. The targeted prepositions, and MC’s 

responses, are given below.

Picture Targeted preposition MC

aeroplane / cloud through y

girl & boy with y

man & woman after y

car / house in front y

picture / table under y

moon / cloud behind y

picture / hat above y

dog / box in y
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Test Picture Targeted preposition MC’s response

1 flowers / tree next to y

1 cat / box on y

1 car / garage away y

1 shoes / wardrobe under in

2 aeroplane / cloud next to above

2 girl & boy towards y

2 man & woman together y

2 car / house behind y

2 picture / table on y

2 moon / cloud in front y

2 picture / hat under y

2 dog / box in front y

2 flowers / tree opposite y

2 cat / box in front y

2 car / garage around y

2 shoes / wardrobe next to y

3 aeroplane / cloud over y

3 girl & boy away y

3 man & woman towards y

3 car / house beside y

3 picture / table next to y

3 moon / cloud through y

3 picture / hat behind y

3 dog / box under y

3 flowers / tree around y

3 cat / box under y

3 car / garage in front y

3 shoes / wardrobe in next to

4 aeroplane / cloud under y

4 girl & boy after y

4 man & woman away y

4 car / house opposite y

4 picture / table over on top - self corrected y
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Test Picture Targeted preposition MC’s response

4 moon / cloud beside y

4 picture / hat in front y

4 dog / box on y

4 flowers / tree behind y

4 cat / box around under - self-corrected

4 car / garage towards y

4 shoes / wardrobe on in

Total score: 44/48 correct (91.67%)

2. Comprehension tests for other function words

a. MC was presented with a series of pictures with various function words 

written on them in different positions. His task was to join up the function words 

with the appropriate parts of the picture. Examples are shown overleaf. There were 

80 pictures in total, presented in random order, and M C’s responses were correct on 

all but five:

Picture Words M

boy and tree what / who y

banana and girl what / who y

girl / cup who / what y

boy, apple who / what y

boy / pen what / who y

girl / book who / what y

1 boy / 3 boys he / they y

cup with and without saucer with / without y

girl with / without a flower with / without y

girl with and without dog with / without y

girl with / without hat with / without y

boy with and without ball with / without y

fork with and without knife with / without y

cups / no cups some / none y

houses / no houses some / none y
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in 'fvtsnC

Examples of pictures used in function word comprehension task: shown 
smaller than actual size.
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Picture Words Ml

3 bananas / no bananas some / none y

apples / no apples some / none y

balloons /  no balloons none / some y

balls /  no balls none / some

3 cups / 6  cups more / less y

2 balls / 4 balls more / less y

3 apples / 7 apples less / more y

5 bananas/ 2 bananas less / more y

6 trees / 3 trees less / more y

5 books / 3 books more / less y

balls / no balls all / nothing y

cups / no cups all / nothing

apples / no apples nothing / all

bananas/ no bananas all / nothing y

houses / no houses nothing / all

balloons / no balloons nothing / all

boys and girls / no-one everyone / nobody y

houses near and far this / that y

tree near and far this / that y

balls near and far this / that y

apples near and far that / this y

girls near and far this / that y

cars near and far that / this y

apples near and far here / there y

balls near and far here / there y

cars near and far there / here y

girl near / boy far there / here y

houses near and far there / here y

trees near and far here / there y

2 houses near / 2 houses far these / those y

2 girls near / 2 girls far these / those y

3 balls near / 3 balls far those / these y

2 trees near / 2 trees far those / these y

3 apples near / 3 apples far these / those y
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Picture Words M

2 cars near / 2 cars far these / those y

flower / ball in front / behind /

boy / house in front / behind /

apple / cup behind / in front y

moon / cloud in front / behind y

cars near and far near / far y

balls near and far near / far y

houses near and far near / far y

girls near and far near / far y

trees near and far near / far y

apples near and far near / far y

radio silent / with music off / on y

lamp with light / in darkness off / on y

TV with picture / blank off / on y

dog on / next to box off / on y

apple on / under table off / on y

girl on / beside chair off / on y

dog behind / in front of tree behind / in front y

car behind / in front of a tree behind / in front y

flower over / under table over / under y

cup over / under table over/ under y

ball over / under table under/ over y

banana over / under table over/ under y

apple over / under table under/ over y

picture under / over table under/ over y

girl inside / outside house in / out y

ball inside / beside box out / in y

car in / beside garage in / out y

apple beside / in bowl out / in y

flower in / next to cup out / in y

boot in / beside cupboard in / out y
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b. MC was presented with sets of three pictures depicting objects and people 

alone and together (e.g. knife, fork, knife and fork - examples below). He was then 

given cards on which were written twelve phrases involving the depicted objects, and 

he was asked to match the cards to one of the pictures from the set. There were 60 

items in this task altogether, and MC was correct on 57 of them.

Sample picture set: book, pen, pen and book

Picture sets: pen, book, pen and book

knife, fork, knife and fork 

apple, banana, apple and banana

chair, table, chair ^nd table 

tree, house, tree and house 

John, Mary, John and Mary

Targeted phrases involved the same constructions for each set:

X and Y X without Y just X only X not X

Y and X Y without X just Y only Y not Y

MC responded correctly to all items except:

only chair response: matched card to table picture

not knife response: matched card to knife picture

book without pen response: matched card to book and pen picture
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Lexical decision tasks

Lexical decision tasks require the subject to look at or listen to a word and to 

decide whether it is a real word or not. Lexical decision is therefore a test of auditory 

or visual processing for lexical items, as well as lexical storage and retrieval 

processes. In the auditory modality, words were read aloud by the tester and repeated 

as many times as MC requested. His responses to each item were given verbally. In 

the visual modality, he was presented with a word list and asked to put a tick by the 

real words and a cross by the made-up ones.

1. PALPA 24: words and illegal pseudowords

This task was presented to MC in the visual modality only, in the same order as 

presented here.

Stimulus MC’s response (accept / reject) Scored

fresh accept y

like accept y

Ibao reject y

long accept y

ntai reject y

bull accept y

dread accept y

ejla reject y

kfei reject y

prune accept y

otge reject y

rceche reject y

tnoas reject y

shove accept y
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Stimulus MC’s response (accept / reject) Scored

speed accept y

bush accept y

eutf reject y

lend accept y

rsene reject y

mnee reject y

tdha reject y

dgaen reject y

give accept y

rbuk reject y

broad accept , y

aemf reject y

hwci reject y

time accept y

shine accept y

steer accept y

sieve accept y

ngae reject y

most accept y

dmie reject y

rsdo reject y

bind accept y

womb accept y

rldu reject

clip accept y

pair accept y

dtro reject y

both accept y

tbrei reject y

mist accept y

ctreu reject y

need accept y

mbuer reject y
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Stimulus MC’s response (accept / reject) Scored

dump accept y

kgero reject ' y

oostm reject y

Imafi reject y

have accept y

touch accept y

nvae reject y

some accept y

twse reject y

tipi reject y

same accept y

dove accept y

ncao reject y

Total score: 60 / 60 correct ‘

2. PALPA 25: Imageability and frequency

The items in this test consist of matched pairs of words and pseudo words. 

The former are controlled for imageability and frequency, and the pseudowords are 

derived by changing one letter in each word (e.g. radio - ragio\ miracle - minacle). 

Imageability and frequency had no effect on MC’s performance on this task, so the 

items are presented as before in the order in which he saw them. This task was 

presented to MC in the visual and auditory modalities.

Stimulus Visual response Score Auditory response Score

effort accept y accept y

fire accept y accept ' y

tribute accept y accept y

vallige reject y reject y

fact accept y accept y

dend reject y reject y

valour accept y accept y
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Stimulus Visual response Score Auditory response Score

idea accept / accept y

funnel accept / accept y

purpise reject / reject y

gramy reject / reject y

tractor accept y accept y

length accept y accept ’ y

plea accept y accept y

pheory reject y reject y

ragio reject y reject y

manner accept y accept y

itony reject y reject y

pupit reject y reject y

realm accept y accept y

pisture reject y reject y

slope accept y accept y

merly reject y reject y

shality reject y reject y

window accept y accept y

treason accept y accept ‘ y

drister reject y reject y

drum accept y accept y

cart accept y accept y

halocle reject y reject y

boncept reject y reject y

miracle accept y accept y

hospital accept y accept y

nirth reject y reject y

crasis reject y reject y

binus reject y reject y

pib reject y reject y

audience accept y accept y

attitude accept y accept ‘ y

settion reject y reject y
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Stimulus Visual response Score Auditory response Score

wrath accept y accept y

letter accept y accept y

opunion reject y reject y

felly reject y reject y

pitaro reject y reject y

principle accept y accept y

prought reject y reject y

apisade reject y reject y

plane accept y accept y

student accept y accept y

moment accept y accept y

slurch reject y reject y

otion reject y reject y

feather accept y accept y

hetal reject y reject y

pact accept y accept y

mother accept y accept y

sprool reject y reject y

grivity reject y reject y

picture accept y accept y

hopsitle accept false positive reject y

episode accept y accept y

fide reject y reject y

calt accept false positive reject y

pig accept y accept y

tanacco reject y reject y

pline accept false positive reject y

elbow accept y accept y

drim reject y reject y

trabite reject y reject y

minner accept false positive reject y

prath reject y reject y

thought accept y accept y
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Stimulus Visual response Score Auditory response Scor

mercy accept accept y

dalour reject y reject y

potato accept y accept y

clue accept y accept y

radio accept accept y

wembow reject y reject y

night accept y accept y

puct reject y reject y

spider accept y accept y

pupil accept y accept y

church accept y accept y

baranter reject y reject y

clenth reject y reject * y

deed accept y accept y

onion accept y accept y

plen reject y reject y

gravy accept y reject miss

marriage accept y accept y

folly accept y accept y

fict reject y reject y

loment reject y reject y

lutter reject y reject y

reash reject y reject y

purpose accept y accept y

thing accept y accept y

idia reject y reject * y

quality accept y accept y

bonus accept y accept y

gravity reject miss accept y

weast accept false positive reject y

school accept y accept y

hend reject y reject y

slape accept false positive reject y
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Stimulus Visual response Score Auditory response Score

minacle accept false positive reject y

system accept / accept y

opinion accept / accept y

alcohol accept / accept y

dunkey reject y reject y

mither reject y reject y

pill accept y accept y

foaster reject y reject y

trantor reject y reject y

biffle reject y reject y

hand accept y accept y

character accept y accept y

dee reject y reject y

Total score: visual modality 52 / 60 correct

auditory modality 59 / 60 correct

3. Lexical decision on pseudo-function words

This list (reported in Druks and Frond, submitted) consists of 93 

pseudowords that were formed by changing one letter of a function word; the 93 real 

function words; plus the 60 real words and 60 pseudowords from PALPA 25 

(reported above). To avoid repetition, the latter (control) items have been omitted 

from this appendix: only M C’s response to the function word (f) and pseudo-function 

word (p) items in the visual and auditory modalities are provided here. These data are 

presented in the order in which MC was presented with the pseudo-function words; 

each such item is followed by its real function word congener. MC was given this list 

in random order, however.

Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Score

p fron reject y reject y

f  from accept y accept y

p iv reject y reject y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Scon

f if accept / accept y

P rhere reject / reject y

f there accept / accept y

P che reject / reject y

f the accept / accept y

P rho reject y reject y

f who accept y accept y

P tou reject y reject y

f you accept y accept y

P ik reject y reject y

f it accept y accept y

P absodutely reject y reject y

f absolutely accept y accept y

P soteone reject y reject y

f someone accept y accept y

P wichin reject y reject y

f within accept y accept y

P betweed reject y reject y

f between accept y accept y

P woult reject y reject ‘ y

f would accept y accept y

P whith reject y reject y

f which accept y accept y

P otheryise reject y reject y

f otherwise accept y accept y

P anynody reject y reject y

f anybody accept y accept y

P hav reject y reject y

f has accept y reject miss

P aid accept false positive reject y

f and accept y accept y

P fron reject y reject y

f from accept y accept * y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Scon

P hemce reject / reject y

f hence accept / accept y

P iv reject / reject y

f if accept y accept y

P zince reject reject y

f since accept y accept y

P forezer reject y reject y

f forever accept y accept y

P unkil reject y reject y

f until reject miss accept ‘ y

P heb reject y reject y

f her accept y accept y

P doimg reject y reject y

f doing accept y accept y

P befide reject y reject y

f beside accept y accept y

P od reject y reject y

f on accept y accept y

P alreaty reject y reject y

f already accept y accept y

P ane reject y reject y

f are accept y reject miss

P fuch reject y reject ' y

f such accept y accept y

P ofs reject y reject y

f off accept y accept y

P coulg reject y reject y

f could accept y accept y

P se reject y reject y

f we accept y reject miss

P indo reject y reject y

f into accept y accept y

P ko reject y reject y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Score

f to accept / accept y

P ber reject / reject y

f per accept / accept y

P withoud reject y accept false positive

f without accept / accept y

P chere reject / reject y

f there accept / accept y

P abong reject / reject y

f among accept y accept y

P pefore reject y reject y

f before accept y accept y

P py reject y reject y

f by accept y reject miss

P adain reject y reject y

f again accept y accept y

P chrough reject y reject y

f through accept y accept y

P apid reject y reject y

f amid accept y accept y

P ap reject y reject y

f at accept y accept y

P apove reject y reject y

f above accept y accept y

P hibself reject y reject y

f himself accept y accept y

P zay reject y reject y

f may accept y accept y

P amonkst reject y reject y

f amongst accept y accept y

P rhy reject y reject y

f why accept y reject miss

P whode reject y reject y

f whose accept y accept y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Scon

P hafe reject / reject y

f have accept / accept y

P oppodite reject / reject y

f opposite accept / accept y

P atin reject / reject y

f akin accept / reject miss

P beyonz reject / reject y

f beyond accept / accept y

P gia reject / reject y

f via accept / accept y

P excelt reject / reject y

f except accept / accept y

P behing reject y reject y

f behind accept y accept y

P im reject y reject y

f in accept y accept y

P koo reject / reject y

f too reject miss accept y

P agross reject y reject y

f across accept y accept y

P os reject y reject y

f of accept y accept y

P vor reject y reject y

f for accept y accept y

P theresore reject y reject y

f therefore accept y accept y

P chey reject y reject y

f they accept y accept y

P hertelf reject y reject y

f herself accept y accept y

P begause reject y reject y

f because accept y accept y

P yatter reject y reject y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Score

f latter accept accept y

p akainst reject y reject y

f against accept y accept y

p sevebal reject y reject y

f several accept y accept y

p theve reject y reject y

f these accept y accept y

p thode reject y reject y

f those accept y accept y

p towargs reject y reject y

f towards accept y accept y

p gan reject y reject y

f can accept y accept * y

p whecher reject y reject y

f whether accept y accept y

p hin reject y reject y

f his accept y accept y

p wich reject y reject y

f with accept y accept y

p ulder accept false positive reject y

f under accept y accept y

p howefer reject y accept false posii

f however accept y accept y

p melow reject y reject y

f below accept y accept y

p zear reject y reject ' y

f near accept y accept y

p afder reject y reject y

f after accept y accept y

p gow reject y reject y

f now accept y accept y

p thodoughly reject y reject y

f thoroughly accept y accept y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Sc

P buk reject / reject y

f but accept / accept y

P nok reject / reject y

f not accept / accept ' y

P ang reject / reject y

f and accept / accept y

P aboud reject / reject y

f about accept / accept y

P ady reject y reject y

f any accept y accept y

P chroughout reject y reject y

f throughout accept y accept y

P deskite reject y reject y

f despite accept y accept y

P ko reject y reject y

f to accept y accept y

P duting reject y reject > y

f during accept y accept y

Total scores: real function words, visual modality 9 1 / 9 3  correct

real function words, auditory modality 87 /  93 correct

pseudo-function words, visual modality 9 1 / 9 3  correct

pseudo-function words, auditory modality 9 1 / 9 3  correct

4. Morphological endings: PALPA 6 & 26

PALPA 6 and 26 utilise the same items, with 6 being a test of auditory lexical 

decision and 26 being a test of visual lexical decision. The real words are regularly 

inflected (R) or derived (D), and pseudowords (P) have the same word endings 

illegally affixed to real stems of inapproriate classes. They were presented to MC in 

random order, but here are arranged by stimulus type with each real word followed 

by its pseudoword control.
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Scon

R rocks accept y accept y

P wides accept false positive reject y

R canned accept y accept y

P newed reject y reject y

R pens accept y reject miss

P rices accept false positive reject y

R lied reject miss accept y

P lessed reject y reject y

R smiled accept y accept y

P rivered reject y reject y

R kissed reject miss accept y

P joyed reject y reject y

R sealed reject miss accept y

P madded accept false positive reject y

R tortured accept y accept y

P canyoned reject y reject y

R ducks accept y accept y

P darks accept false positive reject y

R pays reject miss reject miss

P youngs accept false positive reject y

R cleaned accept y accept y

P faithed accept false positive reject y

R freed accept y accept y

P towned reject y reject y

R bees accept y accept y

P wises accept false positive reject y

R crossed accept y reject miss

P hilled reject y reject y

D handy accept y accept y

P worky reject y reject y

D merger accept y accept y

P busher reject y reject y

D stranger accept y accept y
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Type Item Visual response Score Auditory response Score

p guester accept false positive reject y

D teacher accept y accept y

P poetor reject y reject y

D crumble accept y accept y

P blankle accept false positive reject y

D camper accept y accept y

P bailer reject y reject y

D harden accept y reject miss

P fullen reject y reject y

D slimmer accept y accept y

P lawner accept false positive reject ‘ y

D cloudy accept y accept y

P sharpy accept false positive reject y

D pleasant accept y accept y

P sleepant reject y reject y

D lazy accept y accept y

P keeny accept false positive reject y

D hairy accept y accept y

P facey reject y reject y

D cutter accept y accept y

P wifer accept false positive reject y

D buyer accept y reject miss

P souther accept false positive reject y

D sailor accept y accept ‘ y

P crewer reject y reject y

Total scores: Regularly inflected real words - visual modality: 11/15  correct

Regularly inflected real words - auditory modality: 12 /15  correct 

Derived real words - visual modality: 15 /15  correct

Derived real words - auditory modality: 13 /15  correct

Illegally affixed words - visual modality: 15 / 30  correct

Illegally affixed words - auditory modality: 30 / 30 correct
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Unaccusative verbs reading list, MC’s responses and error classifications

This reading list was presented to MC on five separate occasions, in a random 
order. For ease of reference, it is presented here arranged alphabetically by verb type 
and by item. MC's responses on each occasion are provided, where appropriate, with 
an error classification. Function word substitution errors are indicated by Jws.

Verb types have been abbreviated. Those marked A are ambiguous 
unaccusative / transitive verbs; I stands for intransitive; L denotes a verb selected 
because it was low in imageability and frequency ratings; and unaccusative verbs are 
marked U.

Type Target Responses 

A accumulate ' /  V ^  V'

A

A

advance

alter

begin

y

y

y

y

y

y

advancement ^  
derivational

y y

because beginning, or end and, before because before
fws derivational fws fws fws

A bend bent
derivational

y y y bent
derivational

A blend y y blemish, bleed 
visual

y  y

A boil y y y y y

A bounce y y y y y

A burst y y y y y

A cease ^  deviant y  
unrelated (perseveration?)

y y

A choke y y y choker
derivational

y

A collapse y y y y y

A come y before
fws

y y before
fws
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Type Target

A continue

A crumple

A dangle

A gather

A go

A grow

Responses

/  y for, towards ^  
fws

crumble crumble 
phonological phonological

^  dangling ^
inflectional

after
fws

y

y

A develop y y y y y

A diminish y y y y y

A drown y y y y y

A enter y y forward
fws

y y

A evaporate y y y y y

A expand deviate y  
unrelated (perseveration?)

y y

A explode y y y explosion
derivational

y

A fade y y y y y

A freeze freezing y y y y
inflectional

before, after gathering 
fws inflectional

for
fws

y y y

growing growing 
inflectional inflectional

y

before
fws

y

y

y

A hang y y y y y

A heal y y y y y

A improve y y y y y

A increase y y y forward
fws

y

y

y

y
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Type Target

A know

A

A

melt

recover

resolve

Responses

for, I know it very well 
fws

^

y

y

how after 
fws fws

recovered because because receive
inflectional fws fws visual?

resolute ^  
derivational

resolution ^  
derivational

A return after
fws

y y y for
/VV5

A roll y y y y y

A rupture y y y y y

A scatter y y y y y

A settle y y y at
fws

y

A shake y y y y y

A shatter y y y y y

A soar y y y y y

A split y y y y spit
visual

A spread on, in
fws

don't know 
«o response

y y

A stretch y y y y y

A suffocate y y y y y

A survive y before, because, after y  
fws

A vaporise vaporising vaporising y

agonize

y

inflectional inflectional

y

^  after
fws

evaporate evaporate
visual? visual?

agonizing
inflectional

agonizing
inflectional

y y
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Type Target 

agree

breathe

Responses

agreement agreement 
derivational derivational

breath breath

y

breath

y blend
unrelated

y
derivational derivational derivational

breath
derivational

commiserate /k D in ile je^ inz / 
dyspraxia

complain y  y  y

concur y  y  y

y  y  surrender 
unrelated

^  complaint 
derivational

concorde? ^  
visual

y

confabulate convariation confederation confuse - no congregation? confuse 
visual visual visual visual visual

congregate ^  congregation y  y  congregation 
derivational derivational

convalesce

cower

genuflect

hesitate

convalescent convalescent y  
derivational derivational

y  cowing cowering
inflectional inflectional

convalescent y  
derivational

y

cringe y  y y  y y

decide y  y y  y y

dine dinner y  y y y
derivational

excel y  y excess y y
visual

pant pants pants y y
inflectional inflectional

forage y  y y  y forge
visual

^  generfix - kneeling down ^
dyspraxia

y

pants
inflectional

genuflection ^  
derivational

y  y  y  y y
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Type Target

kneel

loiter 

meditate

pray 

pretend

proceed

wallow 

adjudicate 

alleviate

appease

attain

beguile 

bewilder

censure

commit

confute

I

L

L

L

L

L

L

Responses

kneeling ^  
inflectional

kneeling
inflectional

y y

y y y y

medicate mediate 
phonological visual

y y

no...
no response

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

^  mediate 
visual

pretense
derivational

recede ^
visual /phonological

y y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

deviate ^  
visual

y

y

y

y

y

y

appeal ^
visual

appeasement ^  
derivational

don't know attend ^  attire? attend
no response visual visual visual

y y y y y

^  bewitch 
semantic

censer censer y  
visual visual

bewildered ^  
inflectional

censer ^  
visual

y

contemplate y  y  y  
visual?

y

confuse don't know confuse confuse confuse 
visual no response visual visual visual

contemplate ^  

daunt

y  y  y  y

vaunt, avaunt 
visual

^  daunting ^  
inflectional

declare y y  y  y  y
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Type Target Responses

L derive no
no response

y develop
visual

y  y

L engross y y y y y

L enhance y y y y y

L entail entrai! entrails 
visual visual

y entrai!
visual

L exalt excel
visual

y ecstasy
visual

y y

L extenuate y don't know 
no response

y y extended
visual

L hallow y y y y y

L justify just
derivational

unjust - just 
derivational

y y  y

L pledge y y y y y

L represent expire
unrelated

y y y y

L symbolise y y y symbol
derivational

symbol
derivationql

L verify y y justify, the other one.. 
visual

L worship y y y y y

U arise y y y y y

U arrive before, after 
fw s

y y y y

U blush y y y y y

U depart y y y y y

U deteriorate deterioration
derivational

detest
visual

y y y

U die y y y y y

y
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Type Target

U emerge

U ensue

U exist

U glisten

U happen

Responses

y

y

y

y

y

y

and
fw s

y

energy
visual

y

y

y

before y  
fw s

glistening glitters 
inflectional semantic

y y

happening happening happening happening happening 
inflectional inflectional inflectional inflectional inflectional

u linger y laundry
visual

before
fw s

y  y
>

u live living
inflectional

live (ADJ) 
derivational

is, can't do it, can? 
fw s

u occur y at, on
fw s

y on
fw s

y

u perish y y y y y

u persist y y y y y

u prevail y y y y y

u remain and
fw s

because
fw s

and, forward for
fw s fw s

before
fw s

u reverberate reverberation
derivational

unintelligible 
no response

y  y y

u rise y because
fw s

y because
fw s

y

u thrive thrift
derivational

y y thrift
derivational

before
fw s

u transpire y conspire
visual

y y  y

u tremble trembling trembling y  y y

y

inflectional inflectional
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Type Target Responses

U vanish vanquish ^  vanquish ^  ^
visual visual

u wilt welt y y y y
visual
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MC’s reading of passive verbs in isolation

Target Response Response classification

beaten beat affix omission

bitten bitten y

broken broken y

driven drive affix omission

eaten eat affix omission

fallen fall affix omission

forsaken forsaken y

given give affix omission

spoken speak affix omission

taken take affix omission

written writing affix substitution
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Prepositions reading list, MC’s responses and response classifications

This list was presented to MC in random order, and interspersed with distractor 
items, on two separate occasions. In this appendix the list is presented by target item, as 
discussed in chapter 4. Response classifications are transparent; function word 
substitution errors are marked as fws.

1. Target: next 
Stimulus Response 1 

Response 2
Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

next to top? no... next week? 
next to it

adjectivisation
y

next to the house next to the house 
next door, next house adjectivisation

the next next
the house, the front

y
perseveration?

the next to leave the leaves, the next door adjectivisation of nominal 
the length of the row, the lane,
the house on the left perseveration?

the next house the next house
the house next door - next

2. Target: behind 
Stimulus Response 1 

Response 2
Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

behind forward
behind

fws

behind the elephant the elephant, before, after fws
before the elephant fws

the behind of the elephant the behind of the elephant 
the back of the elephant, the 
front of the elephant

y

semantic
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3. Target: inside 
Stimulus

inside

inside the box

the inside of the box

4. Target: on 
Stimulus

on

on top 

on top of

on top of the house 

on the table 

on the top

on the top row 

on the top of 

on the top of the house 

the on switch

Response 1 
Response 2

beside
before

before the box 
in the box

inside the box 
the box inside

Response 1 
Response 2

before
and

for top 
a top, the top

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

fws
fws

fws
y

substantive produced as P 
word order error (other)

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

fws
fws

fws
fws

on the top ^
on top. That is the difficult 
part. Before? ^

on the top of the house ^
the top of the house fws

on the table 
on the table

on the top
the top. I can't do that, you 
see (indicating on). target deleted

on the house? Before the top fws 
on the top row

on the top 
the top of

on the top of the house 
on top of the house

the switch on 
switch on the light

y
target deleted

y
y

y
category change: A d j^  Adv
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5. Target: fron t 
Stimulus

in front

in front of

in front of the house

in the front row

in the front of the house

the front

the front of the house

the front row

6. Target: top 
Stimulus

on top 

on top of

on top of the house 

on the top

Response 1 
Response 2

after 
in front

front of

before the

in the house
the front of the house

row, front row 
a front view. No, the row, 
the row in front. The front 
row.

on the front of the house 
front of the house

the front
after, before - the front

the front of the house 
the front of the house

the front row 
the front row

Response 1 
Response 2

for top 
a top, the top

on the top
on top. that is the difficult 
part. Before?

on the top of the house 
the top of the house

on the top
the top. I can't do that, 
you see.

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

fws

category change 
(nominalisation) 
fws

target deleted 
nominalisation

y

y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

nominalisation
nominalisation

nominalisation

y

nominalisation
nominalisation

y

y
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Stimulus

on the top row

on the top of

on the top of the house

the top of the house

the top

the top row

7. Target: o ff  
Stimulus

off

off the table

the off switch

8. Target: in 
Stimulus

in

in front

in front of

in front of the house

Response 1 
Response 2

before the top 
on the top row

on the top 
the top of

on the top of the house 
on top of the house

the top of the house 
the top of the house

top
the top

the top row 
the top row

Response 1 
Response 2

for
after

after the table 
off the table

switch off the light 
the off switch

Response 1 
Response 2

before
before, after, for

after 
in front

front of 
before the

in the house
the front of the house

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

Adj
y

/
/

/
Det omitted: N ^  P

/
y

y
y

y
y

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

fws
fws

fws
y

Adj -> Adv
y

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

fws ,
fws

fws
y

target deleted 
fws

y
fws
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Stimulus Response 1 
Response 2

Response classification 1 
Response classification 2

in the front on the front 
inside, outside

fws
fws

in the front row row, front row 
the front row

target deleted 
target deleted

in the front of the house front of the house 
on the front of the house

target deleted 
fws

the ins and outs the ins and outs 
the outs and ins

y
y
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‘RELATE’ reading list, and MC’s responses

The list was presented to MC in random order on two separate 

occasions. It is presented here alphabetically within stimulus categories.

Stimulus type Target MC response 1 MC response 2

kinship term aunt / y

kinship term brother /

kinship term brother-in-law / y

kinship term cousin y y

kinship term daughter y the daughter

kinship term daughter-in-law y y

kinship term father y y

kinship term father-in-law y y

kinship term husband y y

kinship term mother y y

kinship term mother-in-law y y

kinship term nephew y y

kinship term niece y y

kinship term parent y parents

kinship term sibling y >

kinship term sister y y

kinship term sister-in-law y y

kinship term son y y

kinship term son-in-law y y

kinship term uncle y y
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Stimulus type Target MC response 1 MC response 2

kinship term wife y y

N accompanist accompanied y

N boss y y

N client y y

N defendant y y

N doctor y

N friend y y

N judge y y

N leader y

N monarch y y

N patient y y

N prosecutor y y

N slave y y

N student y y

N teacher y y

N understudy y understate

poss the boy's book the boy's books y

poss the dog's cushion y y

poss the girl's cake the daughter's cake the g irl...cakes

poss the man's house y y

poss the woman's car y y

V affect affectation affection

V approach y y

V cause before y

V compare y y

V concern y y

V connect y y

V donate donor donor

V entail entrait entrait

V exclude y excluded

V give y forgiven
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Stimulus type Target MC response 1 MC response 2

V include y

V join joint joint

V like / y

V parallel / y

V pertain / y

V receive y y  >

V relate y y

V reply y y

V respond response correspond
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Adverbs reading list, MC's responses and response classifîcations

This list consists of 177 adverbs (138 with the -ly affix and 49 without) and 

101 of their adjectival congeners. The list was presented to MC in randomised order, 

but here is alphabetical for ease of reference. Response classifications are self- 

explanatory: function word substitution errors are indicated by fws.

Word Target word Semantic class MC's response Response classification

class (adverbs)

Adj absolute y

Adj amusing amusement affix substitution

Adj angry y

Adj apparent y

Adj awkward y

Adj bad y

Adj brave y

Adj brief y

Adj bright y

Adj careful y

Adj categorical category affix omitted

Adj certain y

Adj characteristic y

Adj clean y

Adj clear y

Adj clever y

Adj clumsy y >

Adj constant y

Adj continuous continue affix omitted

Adj courageous y
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class MC's response 

(adverbs)

Response classification

Adj craven y

Adj customary

Adj definite define ail affixes omitted

Adj deliberate /

Adj easy /

Adj evident always fw s

Adj far after fw s /  ?visual

Adj farther y

Adj farthest far affix omitted

Adj fast y

Adj final y

Adj fortunate fortune all affixes omitted

Adj frank y

Adj frequent frequently

Adj further before, after fw s

Adj furthest y

Adj furtive y

Adj general y

Adj gentle y

Adj gradual gradient visual

Adj habitual habitually ly added

Adj honest y

Adj immediate y

Adj imminent y

Adj inherent inherit visual

Adj intelligent y

Adj intentional intentionally ly added

Adj late y

Adj late y

Adj literal y

Adj long y

Adj loud y
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Word Target word 

class

Semantic class MC's response Response classification 

(adverbs)

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

lucky

necessary

nice

normal

obligatory

obvious

occasional

odd

partial

perfect

plain

pleasant

possible

derivational

Adj probable

proud

quick

quiet

rapid

rare

regrettable

regular

rough

sad

sharp

short

sincere

skilful

slow

smooth

soonest

all affixes omitted

ly added

ly added 

fw s

y
necessity

y 
y
obligate

y 
y 
y

partly

y  

y  

y

before, or 

possibly 

before or 

because

y  

y  

y  

y  

y

/ s g j s t e b l /  dyspraxic

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y

skill

y

y

soon affix omitted

affix omitted
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Word Target word 

class

Semantic class MC's response Response classifîcation 

(adverbs)

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

Adj

strange

strong

stupid

sudden

sure

surprising

thorough

total

typical

unexpected

usual

violent

virtual

voluntary

wanton

weak

willing

wise

sooner

y

y

jump

y

semantic?

surprise ajfix omitted 

wrong, right,

can't do that one ?fws

y

typing, typed visual/m orph

y

unusual

y

/vitJ0l/
y

y

y

y

y

soon

negating prefix added 

dyspraxic

affix omitted

Adv absolutely degree absolute ly omitted

Adv absurdly manner absurd ly omitted

Adv accidentally manner accidental ly omitted

Adv additionally additive additional ly omitted

Adv afterwards temporal before fw s

Adv again event before fw s

Adv allegedly speaker allegory visual

Adv almost degree always ?fws

Adv already temporal always fw s /  visual

Adv always event y

Adv amazingly sentential amazing ly omitted
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class 

(adverbs)

MC's response Response classifîcation

Adv amusingly manner amusing ly omitted

Adv angrily manner angry ly omitted

Adv anyhow sentential someone, 

before, no fw s

Adv apparently speaker apparent ly omitted

Adv artistically viewpoint artistic ly omitted

Adv awfully intensifier y

Adv awkwardly manner awkwardness afftx substitution

Adv badly manner bad (emphasis 

on final 

consonant)

ly omitted 

(aware o f it)

Adv barely degree bare ly omitted

Adv bravely manner brave ly omitted

Adv briefly manner brief ly omitted

Adv brightly manner bright ly omitted

Adv carefully manner careful ly omitted

Adv categorically intensifier category nominalisation

Adv certainly sentential certain ly omitted

Adv characteristically event characteristic

(emphasis on ly omitted (aware 

last consonant) o f it)

Adv clearly manner y

Adv cleverly manner clever ly omitted

Adv clumsily manner clumsy ly omitted

Adv competently manner competent ly omitted

Adv completely degree before fw s

Adv constantly event constant ly omitted

Adv continuously event continuous ly omitted

Adv courageously manner courageous ly omitted

Adv cravenly manner craving affix substitution

Adv customarily event customs derivational

Adv deeply intensifier deep ly omitted
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class 

(adverbs)

MC's response Response classificatic

Adv definitely speaker definite ly omitted

Adv deliberately agent oriented deliberate ly omitted

Adv downright intensifier before, I can't 

do this fw s

Adv easily manner ease all affixes omitted

Adv economically viewpoint economic ly omitted

Adv entirely degree /

Adv ethically viewpoint ethnic ly omitted /  visual

Adv ever event at fw s

Adv evidently sentential evident ly omitted

Adv extraordinarily intensifier extraordinary ly omitted

Adv extremely degree extreme ly omitted

Adv fairly degree before fw s

Adv finally temporal final ly omitted

Adv forever temporal before,

always fw s  /  ? semantic

Adv fortunately speaker fortune all affixes omitted

Adv frankly sentential frank ly omitted

Adv frequently event y

Adv furtively manner furtive ly omitted

Adv generally sentential general ly omitted

Adv gently manner gentle ly omitted

Adv gradually manner graduate (V) visual

Adv habitually event habit

Adv hardly degree hard ly omitted

Adv highly degree high ly omitted

Adv honestly speaker honesty nominalisation

Adv however sentential always ?fws

Adv immediately event immediate ly omitted

Adv imminently event imminent ly omitted

Adv incompetently manner y

Adv incredibly intensifier incredible ly omitted
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class 

(adverbs)

MC's response Response classifîcation

Adv indeed sentential before fw s

Adv inevitably event inevitable ly omitted >

Adv inherently state inherited visual

Adv intelligently manner diligent visual

Adv intentionally agent oriented

Adv invariably event inevitable visual /  ly omitted

Adv irrationally manner rational prefix and ly omitted

Adv irretrievably amplifier irretrievable ly omitted

Adv irritably manner irritating affix substitution

Adv just degree y

Adv lately temporal late ly omitted

Adv later temporal after fw s

Adv less degree y

Adv likely truth degree like ly omitted

Adv literally metalinguistic y >

Adv loudly manner loud ly omitted

Adv luckily sentential luck affix omitted

Adv maybe modality before fw s

Adv nearly degree before fw s

Adv necessarily obligation necessary ly omitted

Adv never negation for, always, 

no fw s

Adv nevertheless sentential always ?fws

Adv nicely manner lovely and 

nice semantic /  ly omitted

Adv normally event normal ly omitted

Adv now temporal for fw s

Adv obligatorily obligation /D b lev i/ dyspraxic >

Adv obviously sentential obvious ly omitted

Adv occasionally event y

Adv oddly manner odds nominalisation

Adv often event y
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class 

(adverbs)

MC's response Response classification

Adv once event before fw s

Adv only exclusive because fw s

Adv partially degree

Adv perfectly intensifier perfect ly omitted

Adv perhaps modality because fw s

Adv plainly sentential plain ly omitted

Adv pleasantly manner pleasant ly omitted

Adv politically viewpoint political ly omitted

Adv possibly modality because fw s

Adv presumably speaker presumptuous visual

Adv probably modality probate visual

Adv proudly manner proud ly omitted

Adv purposely manner purpose ly omitted

Adv quickly manner quick ly omitted

Adv quietly manner y

Adv quite degree before, no, 

after fw s

Adv rapidly manner rapid ly omitted

Adv rarely event y

Adv rather downtoner before fw s

Adv rationally manner ration all affixes omitted

Adv really sentential real ly omitted

Adv recently event before, after fw s

Adv recently temporal before, it's 

not right fw s

Adv regrettably speaker regrettable ly omitted

Adv regularly event before fw s

Adv relatively degree relative ly omitted

Adv repeatedly event y

Adv reportedly speaker report all affixes omitted

Adv roughly manner rough ly omitted

Adv sadly manner sad ly omitted
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Word Target word Semantic class MC's response Response classifîcation

class (adverbs)

Adv seldom event when or

before fw s

Adv sharply manner sharp ly omitted

Adv shortly temporal short ly omitted

Adv sincerely manner sincere ly omitted

Adv skilfully manner skills affix omission & substitution

Adv slowly manner slow ly omitted

Adv smoothly manner smooth/y omitted

Adv sometimes temporal y

Adv somewhat downtoner something ?fws /  visual

Adv soon temporal y

Adv still temporal y

Adv strangely manner strange ly omitted

Adv strikingly intensifier strike all affixes omitted

Adv strongly degree strong ly omitted

Adv stupidly manner stupid ly omitted

Adv suddenly event surprise,

jump semantic?

Adv supposedly speaker because fw s

Adv surely modality sure ly omitted

Adv surprisingly sentential surprise all affixes omitted

Adv technically viewpoint technical ly omitted

Adv terribly intensifier terrible ly omitted

Adv then temporal for fw s

Adv theoretically viewpoint /G e i t ik e l / dyspraxic

Adv therefore sentential before, I'm

sorry fw s

Adv thoroughly degree y

Adv today temporal y

Adv tomorrow temporal y

Adv tonight temporal y

Adv too additive always, before fw s
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Word

class

Target word Semantic class 

(adverbs)

MC's response Response clai

Adv totally degree total ly omitted

Adv twice event y

Adv typically event type visual /  mar

Adv unbelievably intensifier before, after fw s

Adv understandably sentential

Adv undoubtedly speaker undoubted ly omitted

Adv unexpectedly event unexpected ly omitted

Adv unnaturally intensifier unnatural ly omitted

Adv unusually intensifier unusual ly omitted

Adv usually event usual ly omitted

Adv violently manner

Adv virtually degree virtue visual

Adv voluntarily manner y

Adv wantonly manner wanton ly omitted

Adv weakly manner weak ly omitted

Adv well manner y

Adv willingly manner /

Adv wisely manner wise ly omitted

Adv yesterday temporal /

Adv yet temporal at fw s /  visual.
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